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Year Four in the new halls, and the re-conquest of the old halls continues, this year
Hall 6 was added and also Hall 4 – as there
were, for the first time ever, more than 1000
exhibitors and an even bigger selection to
present.
The strong trends from last year towards
crowd funding platforms and pre-ordering
games have again intensified, the collecting
and picking up effect was clearly visible on
Thursday.
It was again an unforgettable and unique
experience and yet the comfortably the
same as usual – and my report, too, follows
the usual procedures from previous years:
New releases – lots of them are coproductions across countries and publisher – are
mentioned with the original publisher and
the German partner, with cross-references
to other partners and naming of the German distributor. Games known under a logo
label are listed under that label, e.g. alea or
Drei Magier. Additional editions of games
in languages other than German or English
are occasionally mentioned, but in general I
will limit myself to the German and English
versions in case of editions in several languages.
New releases and announcements for nonGerman publishers are mentioned with the
companies that publish and/or represent
them in the German-speaking markets, Heidelberger, Pegasus, Asmodee etc. Promo
expansions for games are normally not
mentioned, conventional expansions are
mentioned, if known.
Our own booth in Hall 1 was well frequented again this year and always filled with
players who tested our new release Potions
Brew and the other charity games that were
released so far and are still available.
This takes us to the new releases – as mentioned, this year there were again more
than last year, and again not all of them
were ready, some were sold out when we
reached the booth, some we will receive later and quite a lot of the new releases did we
take home. And as this is a report on SPIEL
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and not a list of new releases at SPIEL, you
will find games in this report that shown for
the first time in Germany and at SPIEL but
were released earlier.

can be used to buy a location card for juice.
English edition as Fabled Fruit at Stronghold Games.
Funkenschlag: Das Kartenspiel – Card
game by Friedemann Friese for 2-6 play-

The first part of the report deals with games
that were represented at SPIEL in one way
or another, the second part deals with information received from other resources.

2D6.ee
First to Find – Card game by Aigar Alaveer
and Inga Alaveer for 2-6 players, ages 8+:
Geocaching on a 7x7 board, you play alone

ers, ages 12+: Energy producing companies
produce electricity using various power stations. Those stations are won in auctions
and provided with resources. The income
from power stations is determined by the
amount of electricity they produce. English
edition at Rio Grande Games, additional
editions at 999 Games, Arclight, Edge Entertainment, Lautapelit, Swan Panasia.
Funkenschlag: Gleichstrompassage HGÜ
Korridor C – Expansion for Funkenschlag
by Friedemann Friese for 2-6 players, ages

or in a team on a landscape board with a
hidden cache – traditional, multiple mode
mystery mode, depending on the desired
level of difficulty.

2F-Spiele
Fabelsaft – Card and collecting game by
Friedemann Friese for 2-5 players, ages 8+:
A Fable game is a game in which actions
change during the game, but those changes do not effect the game permanently. We
move our marker to a location and use the
action there to collect fruit. Fruits in hand

12+: This Mini expansion was part of the
expansions published with Brettspiel-Adventskalender 2015. The energy produced
needs to be transported from north to
south with wind engines. English edition as
Power Grid High-Voltage DC Transmission Passage C at Rio Grande Games
Futschikato – Card game by Friedemann
Friese for 3-8 players, ages 7+: If you are rid
of all cards first, you win the game. If you get
a card through the round without it being
outbid, you discard it without drawing another card. If your card is outbid, you draw a
card. English edition as Fuji Flush at Stronghold Games.
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2Geeks

2Tomatoes

Das Allerbeste Baumhaus– Card game
by Scott Almes for 2-4 players, ages 8+: All

Peak Oil – Economics simulation by Tobias
Gohrbandt and Heiko Günther for 2-6 play-

REPORT

40 Years for WIN

Dagmar de Cassan, Editor-in-Chief

players rival for the best treehouse. Already
presented in 2015.
Im Schatten des Throns – Card game by
Oleksandr Nevskiy and Oleg Sidorenko for
2-4 players, ages 8+: Four secret organizations fight for the throne of the kingdom
and collect cards with special abilities to
achieve this. Presented in 2015, English edi-

ers, ages 8+: As head of a huge oil company
you need to implement the switch to nonfossil fuel. The profits from remaining oil
reserves are invested in new technologies.
The Lord of the P.I.G.S.: Pata Negra – Card
game by Álvaro Lerma and Jorge Rodriguez Samaniego for 2-4 players, ages 16+:

The imaginary republic of Meridia tries to
improve her economy; players embody either President of the Country, Chief Banker,
Company Director or Energy Lobbyist.

tion at Ares game in 2016.

2mt Games
Ninja Arena – Conflict game by Oliver
Schneider for 2-4 players, ages 12+: Ninjas
confront each other in an arena; in the combat phase you implement the three actions
you chose in the planning phase.

www.gamesjournal.at

4Dados
Democracy under Siege – Strategic simulation by Luca Cammisa for 2- 3 players,
ages 12+: What would happen if .... Peace
were chosen instead of war in WWII? The
simulation looks for answers to the geopolitical conflicts and political challenges of

Heaven or Hell for gamers? This is the
relevant question when looking back on
Spiel at Essen!
Our special editions features – on 182
pages with 1470 pictures - an incredible
amount of 1522 new games from 1054
designers, published by 511 companies .
Who would have believed in 2015 that
there could be another rise! And yet there it
is! But what does it mean?
If each game only takes an hour to play and
I play eight hours a day, how many days do
I need to play them all? Exactly 190 days,
more than half a year – who could manage
that?
Therefore is is of huge importance to us
every year to provide a compilation of
nearly all the games (100% is not feasible),
so that some kind of overview is possible.
Something like this is not available on the
net elsewhere, only from us!
This edition of WIN The Games Journal
is unique and, furthermore, available for
worldwide, free download in English and
German. With our compilation, we want to
make sure that no game is overlooked or
forgotten and that every interested player
can find some jewel or other.
Never has the range of publishers been so
manifold, but thanks to the worldwide web
all sources of supplies are easily to find.
Recommend this WIN 499, and also its
German edition, to others and I hope that
you have as much fun in reading it as I had
when compiling it.
Please stay with us as a regular reader:
http://www.gamesjournal.at
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for 1-6 players, ages 8+: Robots fight each
other in a race, directed by the thoughts of
their owners; actions influence robots and
speed of the robots; robots on the table are
covered with cards for points.

Aarab Games
the time.
Secret Weapons of the Third Reich – Strategic simulation by Luca Cammisa for 1-4

missions. At the Zacatrus booth.

A-games

A new company from the Netherlands with
a memo - Het Arabische alfabet – to assist

Ave Roma – Worker placement game by
Attila Szőgyi for 2-5 players, ages 12+: Work-

in learning Arabic letters, for 2-8 players.
Shown in the Designer Workshop.

players, ages 12+: Arms race in WWII, seen
from the German viewpoint; as the head
of a research team you try to advance your
project and complete it successfully.

4Hogs
Vaults Deadbolt – Expansion for Vault by
Goran Belonjek, Ivan Ferenczak, Hrvoje

Kordić and Ivan Kraljic for 2-4 players, ages
12+: With this expansion, up to six gang
leaders are searching for professional safe
crackers using special tools for new strong
box cards.

ers in ancient Rome are general workers of
certain values, you always have five at your
disposal, but different ones based on previous actions. You use them for work and usually get back other workers.
Magitics – Card game by Norbert Kiss for
2-4 players, ages 14+: Conflict in an arena

about a crystal with magical powers; heroes
also use magic objects to acquire a splinter
of the crystal. Preview for 2017.
RoboRace – Card game by Csaba Hegedűs

Abacusspiele
Anno Domini - Essen & Trinken – Card
game by Urs Hostettler for 2-8 players, ages

10+: Events must be chronologically arranged.
Anno Domini - Gesundheit – Card game
by Urs Hostettler for 2-8 players, ages 10+:

4Moon Studios
Skull Tales – Cooperative dice game by David Illescas for 1-4 players: Adventures in the
Caribbean to accrue the maximum amount
of victory points; on islands and in scenarios
you solve puzzles to complete secondary
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Events must be chronologically arranged.
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Arboretum by Dan Cassar for 2-4 players,
ages 10+, already announced in 20154: In

this card game, you arrange your own botanical garden; you put cards in different
colors on display and at the end compare
cards remaining in hand for a scoring of
colors.
Bang! The Duel – Card game by Emiliano
Sciarra for 2 players, ages 8+: Finally, a ver-

REPORT

decides on which of the tiles Leo is standing.
Tichu Booster – Expansion for Tichu by Urs
Hostettler for 4 players, ages 10+: On occasion of the 25 years Jubilee. The new cards

Cacao: Großer Markt & Goldener Tempel
– by Claus Stephan for 2-4 players, ages 8+:
Part of Brettspiel Adventskalenders 2015.
The expansion comprises two jungle tiles
are meant to introduce variety to the game.
The cards of the expansions are shuffled
and stacked face down, for cards are on display. If someone calls Tichu, you distribute
the cards on display among players.

ABBA Games
which replace tiles from the base game.
Jolly & Roger – Card game by Scott Huntington and Shaun Graham for 2 players,
ages 8+: Two pirates, Julienne “Jolly” Garçon
and Jack “Roger” Hummingbird, confront

DC Justice League: The Board Game – Cooperative game by Buster Lehn and Fran-

sion for 2 players! Showdown in Wild West
with 24 new characters and a total of 80
cards with new symbols and characteristics.
You have your own, individual deck and discard to a joint pile; this lets you use, later in
the game, also cards from your opponent.
Black Spy – Card game by Alan R. Moon for
3-6 players, ages 14+: You want to hire the
best possible agents and to avoid the Black
each other in a last stand-off, fighting for
the throne of the pirate king. The active
player splits five cards into two sets, the opponent choses a set; each player wants to
assemble the best crew.
Leo muss zum Friseur: Der Spiegel – Expansion for Leo muss zum Friseur by Leo
Colovini for 2-5 players, ages 6+: The Mirror
allows revealing of the tile in front of the tile
that was actually entered; the active player
Agent or Black Spy. In rounds you try to play
a card of the same rank or suit as the card
that was lead, the highest card wins the
round.
Cacao: Chocolatl Neues Lager – Expansion
by Phil Walker-Harding for 2-4 players, ages
8+: With this expansion for the core game,
two additional tiles are introduced to the
game, providing additional storage spaces
for cocoa. The cost for huts is six gold.

www.gamesjournal.at

cisco Ruiz for 2-6 players, ages 12+: The DCComic heroes confront the villains for world
dominance; each character has his own set
of characteristics; you can play campaigns
or individual chapters.
Feudalia – Deck building game by Fernando Abad for 1-4 players, ages 14+: After

War, consolidation happens; you reign over
three estates and score for development
of those estates or for contributions to the
building of a cathedral. You can collect re-
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sources, but the the tax collector demands
half of them.
Oilfield – Economics simulation by Paco
Yanez for 2-5 players, ages 10+: Players

search for oil or gas in the early years of the
fourth decade of the 20th century, that is the
1930ties. You trade and also search for oil
and gas and invest money in an open and
in a secret action.
Portal of Morth – Tower defense game by
Buster Lehn, Manuel Muñoz and Francisco

Academy
Games
Conflict of Heroes: Guadalcanal - The
Pacific 1942 – Conflict simulation by Uwe
Eickert and Dean Halley for 2-4 players, ages

12+: Simulation of the battles on Guadalcanal, announced since 21012, now published.
Mare Nostrum: Empires – New edition of
Mare Nostrum by Serge Laget for 2-5 play-

Act in Games
Aya - Cooperative placement game by Olivier Grégoire and Thibaut Quintens for 2-5

players, ages 8+: In the placement phase
you place an upright chain of domino pieces including tiles and animal-image markers, according to stringent rules and within
a double run of the sand timer. You start the
chain and all dominos topple. Animal-images and landscapes score for their positions
in relation to each other and to the domino
chain. Already published in 2015, but not on
show in Essen.

ADC Blackfire
Entertainment
La Granja: No Siesta – Dice version of La
Granja by Andreas Odendahl for 1-4 players,
Ruiz for 1-4 players, ages 12+: You defend
your tower against enemies with dice; before you place opponent dice and then attack with heroes, you can modifiy the initial
enemy deployment by moving the portal,
paid for with gold.
Ray Master – Worker placement game by
Sheila Santos for 1- 2 players, ages 10+: New

ers, ages 14+: This is a revised new edition
of the development and conquest game, in
cooperation with Asyncron Games. Already
announced for publication in 2015.
Mare Nostrum: Empires – Atlas Expansion - Expansion for Mare Nostrum by Serge
Laget together with Bruno Cathala and a

ages 10+: YOu use dice to collect resources
and mark them on your score sheet or on
the Siesta track; area bonuses for completed
areas give you roofs or helpers, etc. English
edition at Stronghold Games.
West of Africa – Economics simulation by
Martin Schlegel for 2-5 players, ages 10+:
developments in science and technology
result in rivalry for resources and research
funds, result in sabotage and theft. Two
professors work with their teams, in order
to outdo the respective opposing team. Actions are chosen by placing students on the
board and then actions are implemented.
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team, for 2-6 players, ages 14+: Published
in cooperation with Asyncron Games, announced by them, already in 2015.
Distribution partners: Schwerkraft Verlag,
Pegasus Verlag

www.gamesjournal.at
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The Spanish rule resulted in economic
growth for the Canary Islands. Players resettle the islands, engage in agriculture and
produce sugar, wine or grain. Actions on
cards are available to all players.
The publisher also has a distribution sections and is, among others, also partner for:
Bushiroad.

the top letter on your stack can be claimed
by other players for a word.
Speemo – Memo game by Florian Racky

Adlung-Spiele
Arrass – Search and counting game by
Thomas Liesching for 2-4 players ab 4/6

Jahren: Two cards with parrots are on display, you count the number of parrot parts
that are identical on both cards and lay
down the corresponding number card for
points.
Manimals: Zoo Leipzig – New topic edi-

REPORT

Aldebaran
Games
for 2-4 players, ages 6+: You must find the
ingredients for a meal as quickly as you can.
Turn A-Round – Card placement game by
Karsten Adlung for 2-4 players, ages 6+: All

players simultaneously place cards and try
to achieve a majority in visibility for cards in
their own color. But you are not allowed to
place cards on cards of your own color.

Against
the Odds
A journal on the topic of conflict simulation,
issues come with games included:
No Middle Ground: The Golan Heights
1973 – Conflict simulation by Paul

Mi Tierra: New Era – Economics simulation
by Diego Benavente and Alberto Abudinen

for 2-6 players, ages 12+: Worker Placement
with a farm topic; the new edition has been
supplemented with new mechanisms like
water, horses, new products etc. Coproduction with GDM Games.

Alderac Entertainment Group
Archer: Once You Go Blackmail – Card
game by Seiji Kanai for 2-4 players, ages

tions of Manimals by Manimals by Bernhard
Naegele for 2-6 players, ages 6+, this time
for the Leipzig Zoo.
NextPress – Word spotting game by

Karsten Adlung for 2-6 players, ages 10+:
Letter cards are revealed; if you see a word,
you call it and add the cards to your stack;

www.gamesjournal.at

Rohrbaugh for 1-2 players, topic is the
Northern front of Arab-Israely War in 1973,
featuring three scenarios.
Red Dragon, Blue Dragon: The Huaihai
1948-49 - Conflict simulation by Earl Dixon
for 1-2 players, on the topic of Chinese Civil
war and the outcome that decided the
defeat of the Nationalists.
Distribution: Brave New World

10+: The mechanism is based on Love Letter, but introduces new card effects. Coproduction with Cryptozoic Entertainment
Dice City: All That Glitters – Dice game by
Vangelis Bagiartakis for 2-4 players, ages
14+: The expansion introduces three new
locations each for military, economy, culture
and civic, plus Gold Mine as a permanently
available location, a commodity location.
With Artipia Games.
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at the cost of hero life points. Players must
communicate to achieve optimum use of
dice and heroes. First edition 2015, Kanai
Factory.
Fantahzee: Hordes & Heroes – Dice game
by Ryan Miller for 2-5 players, ages 14+: A
team of heroes defends the town, abilities

Dice City: By Royal Decree – Dice game
by Vangelis Bagiartakis for 1-4 players, ages
14+: The Queen takes an interest in the

are activated with dice combinations; you
need to defeat three out of five monsters.
Greedy Greedy Goblins – Bluff and placement game by Richard Garfield for 2-4
players, ages 8+: Mine cards are laid out,
treasures are heaped face-down; players
take those treasures and put them on any

cards on the table and use their effects and
symbols. The special feature is provided
by the cards themselves, made from clear
plastic and only one third being printed;
you add newly acquired cards to one of the
starting cards in its sleeve until all three possible spots are filled to build your card. German edition as Mystic Vale at Pegasus Spiele
Mystic Vale: Vale of Magic – Deck building
game by John D. Clair for 2-4 players, ages
14+: 54 new improvements and 18 Valley
cards for player options and new combinations with an emphasis on the Guardian
function; the expansion cards are shuffled

development of new cities and influences
the game with cards, there is also a board
for trade and the corresponding die. With
Artipia.
Doomtown: Blood Moon Rising – Pine
Box Expansion for Doomtown: Reloaded

by Mark Wootton and Dave Williams for 2-4
players, ages 12+: 34 new cards for Shooting, Casting spells or demonstrating money
and influence.
Eight Epics – Cooperative dice game by
Seiji Kanai for 1-8 players, ages 10+: As godlike heroes, players want to save the world

from catastrophes, the dice results necessary for that can be altered by heroes, but
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mine card of their choice; with one of your
goblins you can close a mine and take the
treasures, unless the mine contains 3x dynamite, in which case it explodes. German
edition at Pegasus Games.
Love Letter: Premium – Card game by Seiji
Kanai for 2-8 players, ages 8+: New edition,
including two expansions, also offering improved components, including a second
card set for up to eight players.

Mystic Vale – Card building and deck building game by John D. Clair for 2-4 players,
ages 14+: Card Crafting, that is, card building, on the topic of healing damage to the
land. You play, as in deck building games,

into the base game deck.
Siege – Deduction game by Jeremie Kletzkine for 2-6 players: Kings in conflict over
who rules; you have one action per round –
if you lose the king, you are out of the game
and remove your cards, the last one in play
wins.

Treasure Lair – Adventure game by Frédéric Moyersoen and Arno Maesen for 2-4
players, ages 14+: You assemble a team of
heroes to be able to master an adventure.
Each adventure demands different abilities
for successful mastering. Collect the treasures that you find in your adventures and
lead your team to victory with them.

www.gamesjournal.at
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Las Vegas: The Card Game – Card game
based on Las Vegas by Rüdiger Dorn for 2-6
players, ages 8+: 26 cards instead of dice

alea

are used for gambling in the casino and can
also be used as a second expansion for Las
Vegas, Only mentioned on BGG.

Die Burgen von Burgand: Das
Kartenspiel by Stefan Feld for 1-4 players,
ages 12+: Princes in the Loire valley develop

Amigo
Spiel + Freizeit
Family games
Expedition: Abenteurer, Entdecker, Mythen – by Wolfgang Kramer for 2-6 players,
ages 8+: You are patron of expeditions and

their realms. Five rounds have six turns
each, you choose and implement actions
for dice numbers; workers can change dice
values with cards; you buy action cards with
silver and at the end of the game you score
card triplets, bonus and victory points cards
as well as sets of animals.
Broom Service: Das Kartenspiel – Card
game by Alexander Pfister and Andreas
Pelikan for 2-5 players, ages 8+: Magic

potions are delivered with witches’ brooms.
You choose three cards and play a witch
card in either courageous or craven; the
next player must, if possible, play the same
card either courageous or craven. At the
end of the round you can deliver orders on
display with successfully discarded witches
and take the order for victory points.

www.gamesjournal.at

want to direct them so that they touch locations for which you hold cards in order to
discard the cards. New edition.
Ice Cool – Dexterity game by Brian Gomez
for 2-4 players, ages 6+: Penguins are run-

ners and want to eat, the catcher wants to
hinder them; all snip their penguins; passing through a door with fish gives you fish
and victory points; contact between catcher and runner means loss of ID card for the
runner. When a runner has all fish or the
catcher all ID cards, you receive cards for ID
cards.

Mino & Tauri – by Carlo A. Rossi for 2-4
players, ages 6+: Mino and Tauri collect lost
items from their space ship in the labyrinth
on both sides of the vertical board; each
side of the boards in different levels of difficulty shows six items. Mino and Tauri are
attached to each other magnetically, if you
move one the other one moves as well.
Card games
Bohnanza - Card game by Uwe Rosenberg
for 3-5 players, ages 10+: You have bean
cards in hand, lay out beans, trade beans,

five them away, plant them and harvest
them, the profit in coins is determined by
the number of harvested beans. Relaunch
2016.
Bohnanza: Das Duell – Card game by Uwe
Rosenberg for 2 players, ages 12+: Bean
economy for two! Using three fields, you

plant – on a bean – either a bean of the
same card or of the next higher number.
In Phase II you reveal beans and give one
away, the receiver accepts or declines and
makes an offer himself; bluffing is allowed,
but missing beans cost you coins.
Bohnedikt – Expansion for Bohnanza by
Uwe Rosenberg and Jochen Balzer for 3-5
players, ages 12+: The expansion introduces
special bean fields on the new field-board,
Sacrifice cards and the bean new variety

ISSUE 499 / OCTOBER 2016 t
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Bohnedikt with godly instructions. Bean
edicts are activated when they are revealed
at the start of the trading phase, the can be
traded or given away like any bean variety.
With the Sacrifice card you can plant two
bean cards on God’s Fields, regardless of
the variety planted there, the field need
not be harvested. When you harvest, the
Bohnometer of the last card placed is valid.
Freaky – Card game by Leo Colovini for 2-5
players, ages 8+: You want to pick up cards,
but to do so you must place cards in rows

with congruence in characteristics so that
you can take rows of four cards that have
one characteristics in common.
Naova – Card game by Jeremie Kletzkine
for 2-6 players, ages 10+: Heroes in skirmishes fought with cards; in Phase I, II or III you

play one, two or three heroes and sum their
strengths. An unequivocal winner takes all
cards; in all other cases the heroes remain
on the table for the next skirmish.
Schwupps – Card game by Michael Feldkötter for 2-5 players, ages 8+: You play
cards according to Schwupps cards next the
number cards in the display or on the Schwupps pile – higher or lower, same number
or same color. Schwuppsen with or without
anger card changes the display or you draw
a card; if you are out of cards in stack and
hand, you win.
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X nimmt! – Card game by Wolfgang Kramer
and Reinhard Staupe for 2-4 players, ages
8+: Once again you want to avoid ox heads;
this time, the rows have different lengths

Angry Hamster
Publishing
Witch: Fated Souls – Tabletop & role-playing game by Elizabeth Chaipraditkul for 2-7

and of cards that you have to take all but
one go to your hand; the one card is put
into your personal X row and only when
you cannot place a suitable card there in
ascending order you take cards for penalty
points.
Party games
Brain Storm – Association game by Haim
Shafir for 2- 10 players, ages 12+: The advantage is with quick thinkers that think

players, ages 12+, including a Witch: Fated
Souls - Devil’s Deck

Ankama
Board Games
75 Gnom‘ Street – Placement game on
area control by Charles Bossart and Sébastien Darras for 2-4 players, ages 10+: Garden

outside schemas. Nine cards are displayed
picture side up. The first player who comes
up with a word or a phrase that combines
two cards on the table, takes both cards.
You win, if you collected most cards.
Privacy Numbers – Question game by
Reinhard Staupe for 5-12 players, ages
16+: In Privacy Numb3rs you answer very
private and sometimes even very delicate
questions. To answer a question truthfully
you use an EGO disc, all other players give
a guess on the total sum of answers of all
players, using a WE disc. Betting amounts
are asked for, you can reveal your answer,
but need not, the first three asked-for bets
score.

gnomes are rebelling and fight in the garden for control of areas.
Gang Rush Detroit – Collisions game by
Henri Pym and Galladur for 2-5 players: Encounters of gang members on the bridge
on the way to head quarters end in collisions because gang members try to reach
the Godfather with the biggest loot. Announced for Q1/2017.

www.gamesjournal.at
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Kingz – Card game by Antonin Boccara for
2-5 players, ages 6+: Lion King of Animals is
dead and animals from all over the world

Saltlands: Lost In The Desert - Expansion
zu Saltlands by Kruppa Gergely, Gombos
Gergely and András Drozdy for 1-6 players,

REPORT

Aporta Games
Avenue – Drawing game by Kristian
Amundsen Østby and Eilif Svensson for 1-10
players, ages 8+: You draw – by yourself – a

organize a tournament to determine his
successor.
There were also two prototypes, Dino Party

ages 12+: Six new characters, terrain cases
and improved vehicles.

Apauling Games
Auction House – Auction game by Paul
Spencer for 2-4 players, ages 6+: The game
comprises a Cash deck and an Item deck;
you give closed bids on items until every-

network of roads to connect farms and castles, a card determines the kind of road to
draw. The order in which farms are scored
and thus the victory points are determined
by the course of the game.
Capital Lux – Card game by Kristian
Amundsen Østby and Eilif Svensson for 2-4
players, ages 10+: You draft character cards

and Stellium, both announced for 2017.

Antler Games
Saltlands – Development game by Kruppa
Gergely, Gombos Gergely and András Drozdy for 1-6 players, ages 12+: In a setting of a
desiccated Earth, groups of survivors try to
find an exit from the Saltlands; there are no
fixed groups, you can cooperate to your liking or stab each other’s backs.

www.gamesjournal.at

body is out of money, and then you win
with most items. Print-and-play edition
only.
Nothing To Declare – Card game by Paul
Spencer for 2-6 players, ages 8+: As a traveler on an airport you try to smuggle crazy
items through customs, in five rounds of
play.

and then play one card per round as a citizen into your own town or into the capital;
playing to the capital makes the special ability of the character available for all players.
Doodle China – A track and connection
game by Kristian Amundsen Østby and Eilif Svensson for 1-5 players, ages 8+: This is
a re-implementation of Doodle City; in the
Suzhou Scenario, you draft dice and thus determine where on the map you can draw canals to connect houses, parks, markets and
ships. Shanghai uses the same mechanisms,
but another type of scoring.
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Arclight Games
El Alamein – Deck building game by Atsuo
Yoshizawa for 2-5 players, ages 12+: Game
2 in the Barbarossa series, published in two

Arcane Wonders

Archon
Games

Mage Wars Academy: Priestess – Expansion for Mage Wars Academy by Bryan Pope
for 2 players, ages 14+: Mage Wars Acad-

The novelty for 2016 is called Eschaton, it
is a deck building and card-drafting game
by Petras Vaznelis and Adam Watts: Aim of
editions, once featuring Anime images and
once as a historical edition using photographs. With Kamikaze Games.
Tank Hunter 2e Monster – Card game by
Atsuo Yoshizawa for 2-8 players, ages 12+:
This expansion features tanks from WWII

emy is intended as an introductory game
for inexperienced players, there is no game
board. Duels are played in rounds with the
phases Basic Position, Upkeep and Action.
Warlock is a new school of mages.
Mage Wars Academy: Warlock – Expansion for Mage Wars Academy by Bryan Pope
for 2 players, ages 14+: Mage Wars Acad-

the game is to lead the most popular cult
in the final days before Armageddon. All
players begin with the same deck and an
identical presence on the board and use
cards to acquire new cultists with additional
abilities. Represented by Prodos Games.

Archona Games
Small Star Empires – SciFi game with a territory topic, by Milan Tasevski for 2-4 players,
ages 13+: There is a modular board made

emy is intended as an introductory game
for inexperienced players, there is no game
board. Duels are played in rounds with the
phases Basic Position, Upkeep and Action.
Priestess is a new school of mages.
Speechless – Party game using pantomime,
by Mike Elliott for 3-8 players, ages 14+: You
have 90 seconds to portrait six words; all
write down their suggestions and the actor
then asks for each word individually. You
score for correct guesses and also when
two or more players give the same wrong
guesses.
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in a fictiticious future in which models of
tanks fight each other in battles, it therefore
features tanks „that never were“, that is,
designs off the drawing board. Can be
played as a stand-alone game or used as an
expansion for Tank Hunter.
Funkenschlag: Das Kartenspiel – Card
game by Friedemann Friese for 2-6 players,
ages 12+, at 2F-Spiele: Japanese edition

up of hexes that represent star systems. You
move your ships on that board to colonize
systems. Presented in the Designer Workshop in 2015.
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Arctic Union
A distribution association of Scandinavian
companies, this year Borzag Games, Dorway
Games and Dragon Dawn were present.
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minutes of real time in this cooperative
game to master a mission in the dungeon,
and that includes collecting equipment.
Last Friday – Deduction game by Antonio
Ferrara and Sebastiano Fiorillo for 2-6 players, ages 14+: Young campers must survive

Ares Games
with 1½ Strutter/Comic

Age of Conan Adventures in Hyboria Expansion for Age of Conan by Roberto
Di Meglio, Marco Maggi and Francesco

Argentum Verlag
a horror weekend – a psychopath hiding in
the shadows of the forest wants to eliminate all campers while they in turn try to
neutralize him. German edition at Heidelberger Spieleverlag.
Sword & Sorcery Immortal Souls – Cooperative fantasy game by Simone Romano
and Nunzio Surace for 1-5 players, ages

Two new games were shown in prototype
stage:
Gnomenparlament – Party game by Channing Jones for 4 bis 8 players, ages 10+: Over
the course of the game you vote for rule

Nepitello for 2-4 players, ages 12+: This
expansion focuses on the role of Conan.
He evolves from warrior and thief to
mercenary, general and king, his abilities
develop accordingly.
Behind the Throne – Card game by Oleksandr Nevskiy and Oleg Sidorenko for 2-4
players, ages 8+: Four secret organizations

12+: You control heroes and fight together
against ill, that is, the game itself. Heroes
have been revived and gain strength over
the course of the game. Kickstarter 2015.
War of the Ring: Warriors of MiddleEarth – Expansion by Marco Maggi, Francesco Nepitello and Roberto di Meglio for
2-4 players, ages 14+: New mechanisms for
fight for the throne of the kingdom and to
achieve this goal you collect cards with special abilities providing new powers, heroes
acquire victory points for you. German edition Im Schatten des Throns at 2Geeks
Dungeon Time – Card game by Carlo A.
Rossi for 1-5 players, ages 8+: you have five

Announced for 2017.

the core game War of the Ring (2. Edition).
Already presented in 2015, now available.
There are also various expansions for Wings
of Glory World War 1 – Miniatures tabletop
by Andrea Angiolino and Pier Giorgio Paglia
for 2 or more players, ages 13+: Albatros
C.III, Nieuport 11, Phoenix D.I and Sop-

www.gamesjournal.at

changes; voting correlations among players
score points. Preview for 2017.
Saami – Position game with cooperative elements by Aaron Haag for 3-5 players: You
need to eliminate threats and improve your
own situation.

Art of Games
Lixso – Abstract placement game by Ives
Janssens for 1-4 players, ages 8+: You fill a
given grid with L-shaped parts in a way that
avoids contact between identical symbols
or colors both at edges or corners.
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The Pursuit of Happiness by David Chircop
and Adrian Abela for 1-4 players, ages 12+:
You play a character from his birth over all
his live and try to live the life that you always
wanted to live and to achieve as much as
possible. Second edition, cooperation with
Stronghold Games.

Asa-Games
Artana
Tesla vs. Edison: Powering Up – Expansion
for the card game by Dirk Knemeyer for 1-6
players, ages 14+: The expansion provides

components for a 6th player, rules for a solitaire version, and also new features like setting up headquarters, reactions to historical
events and female characters.

economics, culture and civic, plus Gold
Mine as permanently available Commodity
Location. With Alderac.
Dice City: By Royal Decree – Dice game
by Vangelis Bagiartakis for 1-4 players, ages
14+: The Queen takes an interest in the

development of new cities and influences
the game with cards, there is also a board
for trade and the corresponding die. With
Alderac.
Fields of Green – Card game by Vangelis
Bagiartakis for 2-4 players, ages 10+: As a
farmer in the late 20th century you want to

Amsterdam Super Hero Association, a
group of Dutch game designers, presented
a prototype in the Designer Workshop:
Beyond the Moon – Dice-driven exploration game for 2-5 players, ages 14+: Planets
are on display, you can explore them alone
or together, dice represent space ships.

Asmodee
In-House productions:
Dobble: Disney Pixar Cars – Spotting
game by Denis Blanchot for 2-6 players,

Artipia Games
Clown Standoff – Card game by Ludovic
Barbe for 2-6 players, ages 8+: Business is
not good at the circus, and clowns squab-

improve the land and your income. In four
rounds representing years you play cards
for fields, cattle and equipment and must,
for harvesting at the end of the year, irrigate
fields, feed cattle and pay for upkeep.

ble by throwing cakes about whoever is
responsible for it. First you take tricks with
simultaneous card selection, in Phase two
you draw/play/discard cards in order to
avoid the Hit card for the cake.
Dice City: All That Glitters – Dice game by
Vangelis Bagiartakis for 2-4 players, ages
14+: Three new locations each for military,

14
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ages 4+: All search for the one image that
two cards on display have in common. Topic
of this edition: Disneys Cars.
Dobble: Star Wars – Card game by Denis
Blanchot, Guillaume Gille-Naves and Igor
Polouchine for 2-8 players, ages 7+: In analogy to Dobble: Cars, topic of this edition:
Star Wars.
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CMON:
The Others - Miniatures game with horror
topic by Eric M. Lang for 2-5 players: Mem-

Coproductions and German editions of
games from other companies or brands:
Blue Orange Games:
Gobblet Mampfer – Placement game
by Thierry Denoual for 2 players, ages 5+:
Three gobblers of your own color must be
positioned in a row, but take care, bigger

gobblers can swallow smaller goblets –
your own and opposing ones. Released in
spring, first edition as Gobblet Gobblers,
2015 Blue Orange Games.
Wär ich doch der Hahn im Korb – Collecting game by Lionel Borg for 2-6 players,
ages 7+: You are a cockerel and are hunting
for earth worms to impress the most beau-

Captain Macaque:
Cortex Challenge – Puzzle game by Johan
Benvenuto and Nicolas Bourgoin for 2-6
players, ages 8+: You must master puzzles
in eight categories – find duplicates, logical

sequences, labyrinths, and so on. English
edition at Esdevium, Italian edition at Asterion Press.
In addition, there are the variants
Cortex Challenge: Geo for 2-6 players, ages
9+, with a topic focus on geography, and

Cortex Kids for 2-6 players, ages 6+, with a
suitable level of difficulty for the age group.
tiful hens in the chicken coop. Released in
spring, first edition Poulettes 2015 Blue Orange Games.
Bombyx:
Club der Erfinder – Worker placement
game by Frédéric Henry for 2-5 players, ages
10+: You want to assemble the all-time best
team of inventors and begin the game with
a team of inventors from a given period and
some markers. Whoever contributed most
to a completed invention choses a reward
first. After three eras you score patents, series of inventions, victory point tiles and
completely upgraded inventors. German
edition of Legendary Inventors.

www.gamesjournal.at

bers of Hell Club have destroyed the border
lines between dimensions and summoned
the Seven Deadly Sins, the city of Haven is in
danger to be overrun. In a game, one player
always represents one of the seven sins, the
others a team of FAITH heroes who cooperate to complete missions and to survive the
attacks by the sin.
Cryptozoic:
Der Herr der Ringe - Die Gefährten:
Deckbau-Spiel – Deck building game by
Ben Stoll and Patrick Sullivan for 2-5 players, ages 15+: As a member of the fellow-

ship you confront the henchmen of Sauron, commanding a special ability for each
character and a set of basic maneuvers at
the start of the game. You add cards to your
deck and thus acquire victory points.
Days of Wonder:
Five Trives: Die Diebe by Naqala – Expansion for Five Tribes by Bruno Cathala for 2-4
players, ages 13+, featuring six thieves and a
new Djinn, Morgiane.

Small World: River World – Expansion for
Small World by Philippe Keyaerts for 2-5
players, ages 8+: New regions and symbols
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on four maps for River World; new events
are Storm, Calms, Rough Winter and Pirates.

Zug um Zug Weltreise – Placement and
collecting game with a railway topic, by
Alan R. Moon for 2-5 players, ages 10+:
You travel around the world using sails and
tracks, utilizing train car and ship cards for
tracks and building of harbors. Two mod-

Gigamic:
Difference Junior – Spotting game by
Christophe Boelinger for 2-6 players, ages
4+: All play simultaneously and search for

the differences between their own card and
the current template card. Junior edition of
Difference.
Karibou Camp – Card game by Lionel Borg
and Jérémie Caplanne for 3-7 players, ages
8+: You collect cards by swapping cards

serts you can only eat dessert once in every
course. Three cards are laid out in a row. A
die determines the dessert at the start of
the row and you follow the Licorice line to
the dessert at the end of the line until you
rich the final dessert on card Three. If you
eat your fifth dessert, you win. Already presented in Nuremberg.
Monster unterm Bett – Cooperative memo
game by Antoine Bauza for 2-5 players, ages
3+: Ben is afraid of the monsters under-

neath his bed, but each monster in turn is
afraid of a certain toy and can be frightened
and driven off with it. New edition of Chasse
au Monstres mit Asmodee, and Monster unterm Bett, Heidelberger Spieleverlag.
Libellud:
Dixit: Revelations – 7th expansion by JeanLouis Roubira for 3-6 players, ages 8+: 84
new cards with drawings by Marina Cou-

ules are provided: World Trip and The Great
Lakes.
Devil Pig Games:
Kharnage – Card game by Yann and Clem
for 2-4 players, ages 7+: Dwarves, Orcs,
Goblins and Humans fight for conquest of
the hill with the picnic table. In four rounds
in the game you try to get as many points
as possible to become the hero of the war.

Shadows over Normandie Achtung:
Cthulhu by Clem Seurat for 2 players, ages
10+: A few weeks after D-Day a company of
US Rangers is confronted by the cult of the
Black Sun that belongs to a tribe of Ancient
Deep Ones and prepares a ceremony to
summon the Great Cthulhu.
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from your hand for cards from the table; if
you have assembled a set, you signal this to
your partner who then puts the Giga puppet on the disc showing the set that you
might have collected.
Le Scorpion Masqué:
Keksäää! – Spotting and reaction game by
Roberto Fraga for 2-5 players, ages 5+: As
a cute monster with a weakness for des-

dray.
Mysterium: Verborgene Zeichen – Expansion for Mysterium, the game of deduction
by Oleksandr Nevskiy and Oleg Sidorenko
for 2-7 players, ages 8+: The ghost of Warwick Mansion cannot find his peace after
all, because new suspects, objects and locations are introduced into the game, spiritualists must deal with those visions.
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Ludically:
4 Gods – Placement game in real-time, by
Christophe Boelinger for 2-4 players, ages
8+: A world is evolving, tile by tile. Those

Pearl Games:
Deus: Egypt – Expansion for Deus by
Sébastien Dujardin for 2-4 players: This
expansion introduces Ancient Egypt to

Rotkäppchen – Fairy tale game by Annick
Lobet for 1-5 players, ages 7+: Little Red Ridinghood and the Wolf, either in a cooperative introductory game or in a game of one

tiles are placed simultaneously by all players, and then you lay claim to one of the four
gods of this world and send out prophets to
acquire followers.
Ludonaute:
Colt Express: Marshal & Gefangene – Expansion by Christophe Raimbault for 3-7
players, ages 10+: In this expansion, you

the game, featuring six new building card
decks of 15 cards each for each division
of development, bringing new rules and
strategies. You can replace all cards from
the basic game or only exchange individual
groups.
Playad Games
Million Club – Economics simulation by Arnaud Ladagnous for 2-6 players, ages 10+:
In the era of Industrial Revolution you use

player being the Wolf versus all other players. You reveal path tiles and collect encounter markers, add the tile and maybe move
Little Red Ridinghood. French edition 2015,
English edition Iello 2015.
Rebel.pl
Dream Home – Card game by Klemens
Kalicki for 2-4 players, ages 7+: You plan a
house and furnish it; you collect a room card
and a supplement card for this – helper,

investments, opportunities, chances and intrigues in a confrontation with finance and
industry tycoons, one of them will triumph
in the end.
Purple Brain:
Schildkröte & Hase – Fairy tale game by
Gun-Hee Kim for 2-4 players, ages 7+: Here
Tortoise, Hare, Wolf, Lamb and Fox race

furniture or tool – and display them on
your board. Other editions at ADC Blackfire,
Asterion, Chronicle Games
Repos:
7 Wonders: Duel – Pantheon – Card game
by Bruno Cathala and Antoine Bauza for 2
players, ages 10+: The first expansion for 7
Wonders Duel introduces gods from various

each other. Each player receives a card for
his starting bet, then the track is laid out.
In a first phase, you place cards of the same
animal openly; after a certain number of
placed cards the race begins and animals
move in relation to animal type and to the
cards played so far. English edition at Iello,
2014.

civilizations – Greece, Egypt, Middle East
and others – and special abilities for each
God, too.
Cash ‚n Guns: Team Spirit – Expansion
for Cash & Guns Zweite Edition by Ludovic
Maublanc for 4-9 players, ages 10+: With
this expansion teamwork is introduced
to the game and with it also a facultative

can be Marshal controlling special Action
cards and Cartridge cards and win, if you
complete five out of four mission cards. The
richest bandit wins only if the Marshal fails.
Marshal events from the basic game have
been changed.
Lui-même:
HMS Dolores – Card game by Bruno Faidutti and Eric M. Lang for 2-4 players, ages
14+: Pirates have looted a ship and now

negotiate over their share; there are seven
types of booty with values 1 to 3, and you
score only those types of which you have
most and least at the end. You always reveal
two treasures for yourself and your neighbor and both decide simultaneously about
splitting.
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same painting. You are only paid if you use
the correct paints. German edition of Final
Touch.
T.I.M.E Stories: Die Endurance-Expedition – Expansion by Croc for 2-4 players,
ages 12+: The research ship Endurance is
lost in the Arctic Ocean, T.I.M.E agents are
asked to solve the case.

Pandemic Die Schreckensherrschaft
des Cthulhu – Version by Matt Leacock
and Chuck D. Yager by for 2-4 players, ages
14+: Investigators versus Cultists, using the

mercenary mode.
Sag’s mir! Junior – Guessing terms game
by Peter Sarrett for 2-12 players, ages 4+:
Pantomime and explanations with a time
limit and image cards. German edition of
Time’s Up Kids, 2015.

Square Enix
Final Fantasy - Card game by Mr. Kageyama
for 2 players, ages 15+: Collectible card
game set in the universe of the Final Fantasy
Video game. Each player has his own deck
of 50 character cards and plays characters
Space Cowboys:
Hit Z Road – Zombie game by Martin Wallace for 1-4 players, ages 12+: Travels on the
famous Route 66, albeit this time hunted by
Zombies. Four paths are on display, you bid
for a path and pay with resources; the turn
order changes in relation to bids made. The

by using the so-called Crystal Points, CP.
If you discard a card, you produce one CP.
Attacks are blocked with front cards or you
take damage. If you took seven damage, the
opponent wins.
Z-Man Games:
Korsaren der Karibik – by Christian Marcussen and Kasper Aagaard for 2-4 players,
ages 12+: Second edition

game mechanisms from Pandemic and the
introduction of new elements, for instance
insanity levels of characters.
Asmodee is cooperation and distribution partner for: Arcane Wonders * Asterion * Bombyx *
Captain Macaque * Cool Mini or not * Days of
Wonder * Devil Pig Games * Gigamic * Guillotine Games * Lautapelit * Le Scorpion Masqué
* Libellud * Ludically * Ludonaute * Lui-même
* Marabunta * Moonster Games * Pearl Games
* Repos * Sit Down * Space Cowboys * WizKids
* Yemaia * Ystari * Z-Man Games

ASS Spielkartenfabrik Altenburg
Dominion: Empires – Expansion by Donald X. Vaccarino for 2-4 players, ages 14+:
Empires features new Kingdom Cards, some

highest bid wins you the least dangerous
path, all other players must choose another
path.
Mona Klecksa – Card game by Mike Elliott
for 2-4 players, ages 8+: You are a forger and
you copy master pieces and are competing
will all other forgers who are all copying the

Korsaren der Karibik: Ruhmreiche See by Christian Marcussen for 2-4 players, ages
13+: Second edition
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of which are present less than 10 times; you
assemble mixed stacks for those cards;
there are also victory points markers, debt
markers, events and the new card type on
Landmarks. German edition of Dominion
Empires, Rio Grande Games.
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Shuffle – Card game with APP for 2 or more
players, ages 4+: Several new titles, among
them Vier gewinnt?, Spiel des Lebens and

REPORT

Asyncron Games
Mare Nostrum: Empires – New edition of
Mare Nostrum by Serge Laget for 2-5 players, ages 14+: Revised new edition of the

Twister.
Spielkarten – Playing cards featuring designs of various license topics - DFB, Disney Die Eiskönigin, Minions, Sorgenfresser
or Star Wars; always a standard deck with

sequence of orders for your robot, then the
order cards are resolved in turn one by one.
As a consequence of this resolving it might
not be possible to meet later orders in the
sequence, due to emerging obstacles or
damage to the robot. New edition.
development and conquest game, in cooperation with Academy Games. Announced
already in 2015.
Mare Nostrum: Empires Atlas Expansion
- Expansion for Mare Nostrum by Serge
Laget with Bruno Cathala and Team for 2-6

AVStudioGames
Clinic: Medical Dossier 3 – Expansion for
Clinic by Alban Viard for 1-4 players, ages
12+: New are five viruses, pregnant women,

numbers 2-10 and the figure cards Jack,
Queen, King and Ace.

Asterion Press
Hyperborea: Light & Shadow – Deck
building game by Andrea Chiarvesio, Pierluca Zizzi and Maurizio Vergendo for 2-6

players, ages 14+: With Academy Games,
announced already in 2015.

Avalon Hill

satellite dishes and administration jobs as
well as a solo variant.
Small City: The Big Tiles Expansion – Expansion by Alban Viard for 1-4 players, ages
12+: The first expansion to Small City features 54 new building parts.

Betrayal at House on the Hill: Widow’s
Walk – Expansion by Mike Selinker for 3-6
players, ages 12+: First expansion featuring
20 new rooms including a roof, as well as

players, ages 13+: Relics contain white and
black soul cubes and provide knowledge
and power for the factions in the decision
between war or wisdom and wealth. Coproduction with Yemaia.
Distribution partner: Asmodee

www.gamesjournal.at

new monsters, items, omens, events and 50
new spooks.
Roborally – Race game with order selection by Richard Garfield for 2-8 players, ages
12+: In each round of the game you select a

Tramways – Track building game by Alban
Viard for 1-5 players, ages 14+: Set in the
universe of Small City, Town Center and
CliniC; you lead a team of engineers who
are tasked with building a network of
tracks. In six rounds you deal with auctions,
actions and administration. All this causes
stress and too much stress leads to loss of
points.
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Argh! – Card game by Javier Velásquez
for 4-10 players, ages 12+: Animals revolt

ing bids in various media.
Takyon – Space travel game by Javier Velásquez for 2-5 players, ages 13+: Mankind
has left earth to its fate, has discovered time
travel and can use 12 missions to change

Awaken Realm
This War of Mine: The Board Game –
Simulation by Michał Oracz and Marcin
Jakubowski for 1-6 players, ages 14+: Based

on the video game of the same name; as
civilians in a war-plagued city under siege
you need to find resources, use them and
defend them to be able to survive.

Azahar Juegos

against Humankind. Announced.
Guatavita – Treasure hunting game by Santiago Salazar for 2-4 players, ages 13+: Expeditions drain Lake Guatavita, in an attempt

to find the legendary treasure of gold; you
use worker placement to acquire machines,
workers and pipes. Published in 2014.
Hostil Hostal – Placement game by Gillermo Solano for 3-5 players, ages 12+: You
must see to it that tourists have a better
night’s rest in your own hotel than in the

An exhibitor from Columbia, exhibiting for
the first time and showing the complete
program; most of the games have been
published earlier than 2016.
Aye – Cooperative pirate game with dice by
Javier Velásquez for 4-10 players, ages 13+:
The ship is attacked by a kraken; one player

time and avoid the destruction.
Xanadú – Card game by Javier Velásquez
for 2-5 players, ages 12+: Kublai Khan is
building his summer residence and is looking for architects. Cards are buildings with
available resources of advantage for all

players; to use them you use workers – also
represented by cards – and sell constructions to Khan. In Essen the Quined edition
was on offer.
Trash Fast by Santiago Salazar was also
listed, but could not be verified.

Azao Games
shabby fleabags of your competitors.
Lagartus Politicus - Bidding game by
David Laverde with a politics topic for 2-4
players, ages 12+: You control a cabinet of
politicians and can hire politicians by plac-

Flip Hop – Card game by Jean-Claude Pellin
for 2-4 players, ages 6+: Nine double-sided
cards show different snails; the top mission
card is template for a 3x3 arrangement of
snails which must be achieved by relocating

as captain plans the strategy and the others
complete four different tasks accordingly –
firing cannons, attacking with swords, setting sails and moving away from the kraken.
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or rotating your own cards.
Spywhere – Card game by Cesare Mainardi
for 2-6 players, ages 8+: As a spy, you want
to unmask the spies from other countries

REPORT

order by forming of key patterns. New edition, first shown at Essen in 2012.

Baksha Games
Little Drop of Poison – Card game by Sean
Scott Garrity for 3-8 players, ages 12+: In a
conflict between rats and weasels you play

Beleduc
FrogDog – Dice game by Wolfgang
Dirscherl and Manfred Reindl for 2-6
players, ages 4+: Vogelfant, Katzenmaus

with the help of their favorite dish.

Baccum
Azuchi Castle – Card game by Sungwoo
Hyun for 2-4 players, ages 8+: Warlord Oda
Nobunaga want to put an end to the cha-

poison cards on others and on the king and
score for eliminating the king and other assassins. Announced in 2015 for 2016.
Time Jockeys – An auction and dice game
on the topic of time travel by Sean Scott
Garrity for 2-6 players, ages 12+: Mentioned
in the list of novelties, you bid for contracts

otic situation and unify Japan, players as
subjects are supposed to build his castle,
to generate resources, earn money and deflect attacks.
Distribution: Spiel direkt

Backspindle
Games
Codinca – Placement game by Leonard
Boyd and David Brashaw for 2-4 players,
ages 8+: Treasure hunters comb the rain forest of Yucatan to find the lost City of Codinca. You receive four symbol tiles for earth,
water, air and fire and complete tasks in any

www.gamesjournal.at

and Froschhand are fantasy animals that
can come up in this game. Animal cards are
on display; you roll two color dice and form
a fantasy animal with the animals on the
color cards determined by the dice.
Sketchy - Drawing game for 2-6 players,
ages 4+: Image cards in a bag show different
items. In turn, players draw such a card, put
them down backside up and try to draw

to acquire items from other epochs and
then roll dice for the success of your mission. Kickstarter. Already shown in 2015.

Bankiiiz Editions
Bubblee Pop – Row formation by Grégory
Oliver for 1- 2 players, ages 8+: Bubblees
lives in the skies over planets of players. In
each round two adjacent bubblees of your
choice drop down to the planet. If this results in a horizontal or vertical row of three
or more Bubblees of the same color, they
are transferred from the board to the scoring zone for one point each. Taking them
away triggers a special ability in relation to
the Bubblees color. With Blackrock Games.

the image on the board. The other players
can instantly try to guess what the image is
meant to show. If you guess correctly, you
score a point and win if you are first to have
four points.
XXL Rondo Vario – Dice and threading
game Kirsten Hiese for 1-4 players, ages 3+:
42 wooden shapes, a color and a symbol
die and four caterpillars – dice determine
a shape and a color, the corresponding
element can, when available, threaded on
your caterpillar. New edition in XXL size.
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Bézier
Games

Big Fun Games

America – Knowledge game by Friedemann Friese and Ted Alspach for 2-6 players,
ages 10+: Information about pop culture,

The Perfumer – Aroma game by Chu-Lan
Kao for 2-5 players, ages 12+: Specially impregnated cards carry different aromas

food, products, games, sports and history of
the USA are on demand for collecting most
points; exact knowledge is not necessary, a
good approximation is sufficient. You can
also bet against all others or get help from
other players.
Colony – Resources management with
dice by Ted Alspach, Toryo Hojo and Yoshihisa Nakatsu for 1-4 players, ages 13+: 80

which need to be identified in order to meet
customer demands for special scents.

Beton Games
A Dog’s Life – Adventure game by Chris
Boelinger for 2-6 players, ages 6+: Six dogs
are setting out for an adventure in town,

Big Potato
OK Play – Abstract placement game for 2-4
players, ages 8+: You hold a stack of pieces
and try to arrange a row of five pieces; when

but need assistance; players decide on
food, drink, scavenging in garbage etc. New
edition, first edition Jeux Descartes 2001.

BeWitched-Spiele
Hossa! op Kölsch – Singing game by Andrea Meyer for 3-8 players, ages 8+: Variant
of Hossa! In Cologne dialect, played by the

years after Nanocalypse civilization must be
resurrected with very few resources. Dice
represent those resources, each number of
a die stands for a different resource, white
ones are stable and can be stored, grey ones
are instable must be used immediately; resources pay for buildings on cards.
One Night Ultimate Vampire – Deduction
game by Ted Alspach and Akihisa Okui for
3- 10 players, ages 8+: Variant of One Night

you have used all your pieces and there is
no winner yet you can relocate one piece
per turn.
Rainbow Rage – Reaction game by Matt
Edmondson for 2-8 players, ages 8+: One
rainbow card is revealed and you try to be

rules for the team versions of Hossa.
Distribution: Spiel direkt

Ultimate Werewolf, in this version you unmask the vampire over the course of one
night.
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first to identify the two colors that have
switched places in the rainbow. If you are
first to recognize a correct rainbow, you receive a color marker; if you are first to have
collected markers of all colors, you win.
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Scrawl - Drawing game for 4-8 or more
players, ages 18+: You draw a phrase, hand
on the drawing, the next one writes what
he thinks he sees, the next one draws what

Farmito - for 1-4 players, ages 3+: Topics are
farm and life of farm animals.

and represent animals in territorial skirmishes.
Kidiquiz – Quiz game for 1-6 players, ages
3+: Three images give clues for the word

the second player has written, the fourth
guesses and writes, and so on.

Bioviva
Abracadabraland – Memo game for 2-6
players, ages 4+: Forest animals cooperate
because they want to save their old friend

the magician. They must memorize potion
recipes and collect ingredients in the forest
before sundown.
Baaaaa! - Cooperative game by Michael
Rambeau for 2-6 players, ages 5+: Sheep

need to be taken to the peak of the mountain.
Dino Challenge: Black – Card game for 2-6
players, ages 7+: Using a trump mechanism,
topic dinosaurs, three different editions.
Dino Challenge: Blue – Card game for 2-6
players, ages 7+:
Dino Challenge: Green – Card game for
2-6 players, ages 7+:

www.gamesjournal.at

Herausforderung Natur – Series of games
based on the Top Trumps mechanisms; if
you can show the strongest value for a char-

acteristic, you win the card. Many different
theme sets, for instance Vulkane, Weltraum or Pferde.
Herausforderung Natur junior– Series of
games in analogy to Herausforderung Natur, but without text and with only two char-

acteristics – number of siblings and weight.
Theme sets are Farm, Jungle or Savannah.
Herausforderung Natur Das Spiel for 2-6
players, ages 7+: Board game based on the
„Herausforderung“ series, you get information on animals and endangered species

that is on demand; available for the topics
of Objects and Animals.
Montessori – Educational games for 1
player, ages 3+: Topics from Montessori

teachings - Ich entdecke, Ich rieche and
Ich fühle
Treecolo – Memo game for 1-4 players, ages

3+: 3D game on the topic of Nature; the four
sides of the tree show the four seasons and
you try to be first to complete your season.
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BIPA Busan IT
Industry Promotion Agency
Mystery Train – Deduction game by Yong
Kweon Choi for 2-4 players: In each station
people disappear; you cannot stop the train

stallation you disarm.
Revenge of the Dictators: The American Agent aka Bob – Expansion by Alina
Manzhelevska and Bas Damoiseaux for 4-6
players, ages 13+: A sixth player tries to stop

according to stringent rules and within a
double run of the sand timer. You start the
chain and all dominos topple. Animal-images and landscapes score for their positions
in relation to each other and to the domino
chain. With Act in Games, already published
in 2015.
Celestia A Little Help – Expansion by
Aaron Weissblum for Celestia for 2-6 players,

dictators in the role of an American agent.
but you can guess how many passengers
are on board.
Witch Switch Match – Placement game
by Seungwon Shin for 2-4 players, ages 8+:
You draw a tile and place it on your personal

board; then you can shift rows or exchange
tiles; if you have three identical tiles in a row
the row is scored and then removed from
the board.

Black Box
Adventures
Revenge of the Dictators – Satirical dice
game by Alina Manzhelevska, Bart Latten
and Bas Damoiseaux for 2-5 players, ages

Black ‘N‘ White Games
Mission to Mars 2049 – Development
game by Dagnis Skurbe for 2-4 players, ages
9+: Each player expands his colony on Mars

and wants to be first to reach the north pole
of the planet. Mission cards bring strategy
via peaceful or aggressive missions. Already
presented at the International Toy Fair
Nuremberg.

ages 8+: The first expansion for Celestia
introduces 13 equipment cards “A Little
Help”, 8 cards „Upgraded Equipment“ and 4
cards „Power“. With Blam! Editions
Chimere – Set collecting game with cards
Roméo Hennion and Clément Leclercq for

2-5 players, ages 8+: In three years, magicians rival in four tournaments per year for
the Chimera that suits the template best.
With Game Flow.
Booo! – by Christophe Gonthier for 1-6
players, ages 7+: As a ghost in Blackrock

Blackrock Games
Aya - Cooperative placement game by Olivier Grégoire and Thibaut Quintens for 2-5
players, ages 8+: In the placement phase,
you place an upright chain of domino
pieces in a, tiles and animal-image markers,

13+: As a dictator, you want to take over
USA and with her world dominance. You
need to reach Washington D.C. and convince the president to hand over power; the
chances for this raise with each nuclear in-
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Castle in Scotland you want to frighten as
many visitors as possible.
Edenia – Move and collecting game by
Mathieu Lanvin for 2-4 players, ages 8+:
Planet Arridis has been completely grazed,
so sheep set out for the legendary planet
of Edenia. You win if you have three sheep
on Edenia or if you collect 42 points or with
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Blauberry
Editorial
Olympians War – Card game by Vicente
Cifuentes for 2-6 players, ages 8+: Gods

most points when the last Trifolium tile is
taken from Edenia. With Blam! Editions.
Eternity – Trick taking game by Cyril Blondel
and Jim Dratwa for 3-5 players, ages 10+:
Trees keep up harmony in the world, the

Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Blam! Editions
Celestia A Little Help – Expansion by
Aaron Weissblum for Celestia for 2-6 players,
ages 8+: The first expansion for Celestia

versus Humans, your aim is to acquire the
power of four gods present in your display.

Blind Ferret
Entertainment
Least I Could Do: The Card Game Sloppy
Seconds – Card game by Ryan Costello
and Ryan Sohmer for 3-6 players, ages

need to be replanted. You give promises to
plant and take tricks for room for trees. On
42 cards 1-14 in three colors you find promise values on the back. Tricks you win are
set down and eventually planted. When all
tricks are taken in a round, you score trees =
tricks or more tricks than trees.
Haru Ichiban – Tile placement game by
Bruno Cathala for 2 players, ages 8+: Board
game version of a smartphone game; you
are an apprentice of a gardener, have eight
buds are must arrange the flowers of your

colors in patterns in the water garden. New
edition, published 2015, but not available at
Essen in 2015.
Huh? – Game of communication by Antoine
Lepagnol for 3-17 players, ages 10+: Titles of
films, persons, and so on are described in
unusual ways; not too many players should
guess correctly, but at least one should do
so. With Tiki Editions.
Distribution partner for: Act in games *
Blam! Editions * Bankiiiz * Buzzy Games *
Game Flow * Tiki Editions;
Distribution partner for Blackrock Games:

www.gamesjournal.at

introduces 13 equipmentcards “A Little
Help”, 8 cards „Upgraded Equipment“ and 4
cards „Power“. All cards are shuffled into the
core game; you choose a random character
and receive him together with the special
ability that can be used once in the game.
Edenia – Move and collecting game by
Mathieu Lanvin for 2-4 players, ages 8+:
Planet Arridis has been completely grazed,
so sheep set out for the legendary planet

of Edenia. The rim of the galaxy is set out;
in a turn you move a sheep or pass and take
a turbo clover. You win if you have three
sheep on Edenia or if you collect 42 points
or with most points when the last Trifolium
tile is taken from Edenia. With Blackrock
Games.

12+: Variant of Least I Could Do, with new
characters and new actions, this edition is
compatible to the original edition.
Orphans & Ashes – Placement game
by Ryan Costello and Ryan Sohmer for 2
players, ages 13+: Cale and Richard race

each other over the soals in burning orphan
asylum, Cale wants to save the orphans,
Richard wants to harvest the souls.
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Blood n` Brain
Totenstadt – Card game by Gunnar
Sadlowski and Florian Möller for 1-6 players,
ages 16+: Zombie Apokalypse has arrived

ages must be transferred into a singular
concept that can be understood by all.
There are two game variants, cooperative or
competitive. With establishing communication, humanity should be reinstated.

Blue Orange
Games

volving police. You play in a combination
with a comic in which you are the hero; the
comic provides clues, riddles or traps in the
game. A character sheet tracks abilities, income and victory points. Part of the series
“The Comic in Which you are the Hero”.
Copy or Not Copy – Card game by Daan
Kreek for 2-6 players, ages 6+: Instead of
finding differences between images, the
original image must be spotted. Each card
shows four or five images, one of them is

Most games are published by Blue Orange
Europe as well as by Blue Orange Games
USA; sometimes under different names.
Bluff You! – Dice game by Dave Yearick for
2-5 players, ages 13+: You roll dice and bluff
about their total value; if you manage to get
away with your bluff or if you see through
in Germany. You hire members of various
professions commanding special abilities
to be able to cope with zombies, madmen
and mutants.
the original, all others show differences
from it. If you spot the original first, you take
the card.
Cup of Bluff – Dice game by Dave Yearick
for 2-5 players, ages 13+: Other edition of
Bluff You!

Blue Cocker Games
Meeple War – Worker placement by Max
Valembois for 2-4 players, ages 10+: The
well-known figurines from Carcassonne do
another’ bluff, you win a chip.
Brix – Placement game by Thierry Denoual
and Charles Chevallier for 2 players, ages 7+:
Tic Tac Toe with double-sided pieces, one
side blue with X or O, the other side red with

originally come from the four realms of Lilliput and are now fighting for dominance.
As leader of one of the realms you try to improve your towns and to win new territories
to achieve your goal of being the winner in
the conflict.
Yesss! – Party game by Romaric Galonnier
for 2-7 players, ages 8+: Professor Emmet
Blue has created an experiment, together
with his students, to enhance understanding of each other. The meaning of two im-

Dr. Eureka – Shunting game by Roberto
Fraga for 2-4 players, ages 6+: By rearranging marbles by transferring them from
one tube into another you try to complete
O or X; there are various victory conditions
for arranging the symbols. Spring release
2016.
Captive – Deduction game for 1 player,
ages 10+: On the search for his kidnapped
daughter, the hero tries to act without in-

template experiments, and do it faster than
other players. Already presented at Spiel 15.
German edition at Pegasus Spiele.
Fast Flip – Reaction game about fruits and
their numbers by Quentin Weir and Ken
Gruhl for 2-8 players, ages 7+: Cards show
a fruit or a number on one side and differ-
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stars must remain empty. Spring release
2016.
Vikings on Board – Worker placement by
Charles Chevallier, Christine Dumas and
Pascal Pelemans, for 2-4 players, ages 8+:
The time for plundering has come again;

ent mixtures of fruits on the other side. The
top card is turned over and you name – depending on the image on the now top card
of the stack – either the the fruit that is present in the number showing or the number
of the depicted fruit, always on the turnedover card.
Kingdomino – Placement game by Bruno
Cathala for 2-4 players, ages 8+: You place
landscape next to and around your castle,
maximum 5 Domino pieces, areas with
crowns are scored. The game features an
interesting selection mechanism for the

Single Card Game – Card game by Urtis
Šulinskas for 2-8 players, ages 6+: Minimalism in its purest form, the complete game

comprises one card.
Sixth – Placement game by Josef Dorsonczky for 2 players, ages 12+: In a game
similar to Chess you have the task of build-

pieces arranged in numerical order. German
edition at Pegasus Spiele.
Knights – Deduction game for 1 player,
ages 6+: The hero travels through the kingdom and searches for the Bracelets of Bravery. The same game mechanisms as in Captive, Part of the series „The Comic in which
you are the Hero“.

ing a King, that is, a stack of six pieces with
your own color on top. You place or move a
piece, partial stacks can be moved like the
corresponding piece. Spring release 2016.
Top That! – Stacking game by Thierry Denoual for 2-4 players, ages 7+: You have
a bunch of magical tools and must stack
them as demanded by a template card;

you want to man the best ship in the fjord
with your crew, but to do so you must influence preparations in the docks, equip ships
with workers and resources and bet on victorious clans.
Vroom Vroom – Race game with dice and
snails by Frédéric Moyersoen for 2-4 players,
ages 4+: You roll dice and move the snail by
a number of turns of her wheel according to
the highest number that you rolled.

Board & Dice
Beer Empire – Economics simulation by
Filip Głowacz and Ireneusz Huszcza for 2-4
players, ages 12+: As owner of beer brewery
you try to become the leading company in
the market and to brew the best beer and at
the same time to suit the public taste in the

New York 1901: Goons of New York – Expansion for New York 1901 by Brooklyn
Game Lab for 2-4 players: Five new boss
cards providing special abilities for control
of the boroughs.
items depicted in color on the card must be
visible; items depicted in grey color must be
hidden in the stack and items marked with
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best possible way. You collect ingredients
for beer recipes, ingredients that you choose
influence other elements of the game.
Multiuniversum – Card game by Manuel
Correia for 1-5 players, ages 12+: You are a
researcher for CERN and have discovered

then used to buy additional car parts, to hire
crew and to be transferred to the next class.

Borderline Games

BoardM
Factory

Deal: The American Dream by Tristan
Frobert and Vincent Turri for 3-6 players,
ages 16+: A strategic board game in which

Sherlock 13 – Deduction game by Hope S.
Hwang for 2-4 players, ages 6+ :As a detective players try to unmask Arsene Lupin de-

portals into other dimension while experimenting with tele-transports. Those portals
must now be closed again with strategic
use of cards for research, movement, module ability etc.
Multiuniversum: Project Cthulhu – Expansion for the card game by Manuel Correia for 1-5 players, ages 12+: Does Cthulhu

spite his camouflage get-up. You ask each
other questions, directed either at all players or only at one player and try to deduce
Lupin’s identity from the answers, that is, to
guess the missing card. Presented in 2013
as Holmes 13 at Magpie.

Bombyx

criminal organizations fight for control
of the drug business. Production is in the
South, consummation happens in the
North. Prototype in the Designer Workshop
in 2014.

Borzag Games
Garden Gnomes: Violent Vendetta – Area
control game by Morten Nørgaard for 3-6
players, ages 9+: The Garden Gnomes fac-

Legendary Inventors – Worker placement
game by Frédéric Henry for 2-5 players, ages
10+: You want to assemble the all-time best
team of inventors and begin the game with
really exist? New cards introduce 20 new
worlds with new mechanisms and risks.
Closing the portals to Cthulhu gives you insanity cards which you can use to influence
the course of the game and thus also get rid
of insanity again.

Board to
Death
Street Kings – Race game by Luca Vince
Caltabiano for 2-6 players, ages 8+: You
begin in the lowest class D, use crew, car,
upgrades and abilities to win races, earn
money and become famous. The money is
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a team of inventors from a given period and
some markers. Whoever contributed most
to a completed invention choses a reward
first. After three eras you score patents, series of inventions, victory point tiles and
completely upgraded inventors. German
edition at Asmodee.

tions are going to war again, this time in
order to take control of the park where they
all live. In the in the asymmetrical area control system they have varying goals: Gather
food, take hostages and worship gods at
their altars.
Garden Gnomes: Wizard Warfare – Card
game by Morten Nørgaard for 2-6 players, ages 6+: War among Garden Gnomes,
fought with a modified Rock-Paper-Scissors
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system using five different attack spells: Fire,
Water, Earth, Plants and Insects. Each player
has a special ability and a set of one spell
card for each element. You secretly choose
one element versus each neighbor and
then the choices are resolved simultaneously.
King of Pirates – Card game by Morten
Nørgaard 3-6 players, ages 11+: Pirates
want to rise to be king or queen of pirates

tween gorilla population and the number
of bananas.
Shinobigami – Role-playing game by Toichiro Kawashima – Ninja skirmishes with a
story line; you want to keep your own secret

REPORT

Brain Picnic
Candy Time – Placement game by Manu
Palau for 2-6 players, ages 5+: Tiles are positioned to result in a complete sweet; each

and find out those of others.
The Fifteen – Role-playing game with Esedge of a tile shows one half of a sweet,
completed sweets have different values.
Spoilers – Bluff and party game by Manu
Palau for 3-6 players, ages 12+: The spoiler
of the round poses a question about the
plot of a certain film and gives three pos-

and can only manage this when they have
amassed 10.000 doubloons of booty. To
achieve this goal, you hire crew and attack
cities. The resulting skirmishes are resolved
by rolling dice and use of action cards to improve combat values or city strength.

Bouken Adventure
Planning Service
Karen and the Pirate Island – Solitaire card
game by Pawn for 1 player, ages 15+: Topic
of the game is school girl Karen, stranded

cape Room mechanism, but in 15 minutes.

Brain Games
Ice Cool – Dexterity game by Brian Gomez
for 2-4 players, ages 6+: Penguins are runners and want to eat, the catcher wants to

sible answers. The spoiler scores when the
other players answer incorrectly, and he can
try to misdirect them.

Brave New World
on a deserted island ind fighting pirates,
hunger and aggressive animals.
On show were demo copies of
Goritaire – Card game by Pawn for 1 player:
There are only two types of cards, gorilla
and banana; you must find the balance be-

hinder them; all snip their penguins; passing through a door with fish gives you fish
and victory points; contact between catcher and runner means loss of ID card for the
runner. When a runner has all fish or the
catcher all ID cards, you receive cards for ID
cards. German edition at Amigo Spiele.

Distribution partner for 8th Summit *
Against the Odds * Black Locust Games
* Cheeky Dingo Games * Clash of Arms
Games * Compass Games * GMT Games *
Dan Verssen Games * Miku Games * Revolution Games * Rio Grande Games * Upper
Deck Entertainment.

Breaking Games
A subsidiary company of AdMagic, working as a producer as well as a distributor,
depending on the wishes of the respective
partners.
MoonQuake Escape – Race game by Jeff
Johnston for 2-6 players, ages 10+: The
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prison planet Tartaclaton rotates and his
surface changes; as a prisoner, you can use
those moon quakes to escape, but bust be
the first one to reach the last escape rocket.

Faith – Tabletop role-playing game by Carlos Gómez, Helio de Grado and Mauricio
Gómez for 2 or more players, ages 14+: SciFi
topic, the various aspects of the roleplaying

name, Just Dance. One player draws a choreography card and imitates the depicted
choreography, all others try to identify it as
fast as the can among the cards on display.
With Blackrock games.

Capital Gains
Wongamania: Banana Economy – Card
game by Xeo Lye for 2-5 players, ages 14+:
Management of investment portfolios in a

game are decided by cards for effects of actions and results of confrontations; cards
also provide equipment.

Burley
Games
Take it Easy! Daffodil Edition – Abstract
game by Peter Burley for 1-8 players, ages
10+: A double-sided board offers one side
for the standard game of Take it Easy, the

Bushiroad
Ascendants of Aetheros – Card game
by Rudy Ng for 2-4 players, ages 14+: You
are an Ascendant in Aetheros and recruit

banana republic, the different share values
behave in different ways, according to the
economic situation. You can also exercise
take influence on the life situation of opponents. New revised edition of Wongamania.

Capsicum Games
Kodama – Card game by Daniel Solis for
2-5 players, ages 13+: The forest is growing
quickly and as custodian for the tree spirits
other side for the Daffodil Edition which
uses four wild cards per player, with three
number values for each axis.

Burning
Games
Ether Wars – SciFi game by Ether Dev for
2-4 players, ages 14+: As one of four factions
you fight for dominance over the Ether and

Lightbringers while rivalling for the position of the next Sage; to do so, you need Sky
Shards and are supported by Empyreans as
partners.
Distribution: ADC Blackfire

Buzzy Games
Top Dance! Just Dance - Reaction game
by Wladimir Watine for 3-8 players, ages 7+:
Based on the computer game of the same

you must keep the forest healthy and find –
in three periods of growth – the correct mixture of flowers, insects and branch arrangements, implemented by placement of cards
in varying arrangements. English edition at
Action Phase Games.
Noxford – Card game by Henri Kermarrec
for 2-4 players, ages 8+: A Victorian town in
a steampunk universe is laid out with cards,
and you play cards to acquire influence in
city boroughs as a member of a syndicate.

use more than 50 dice to achieve this. Kickstarter announced for November.
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sequences, labyrinths, and so on.
In addition, there are the variants
Cortex Challenge: Geo for 2-6 players, ages
9+, with a topic focus on geography, and
Cortex Kids for 2-6 players, ages 6+, with a
suitable level of difficulty for the age group.
English edition at Esdevium, Italian edition
at Asterion Press.

REPORT

2015, was
Gomorraland – A satirical card and dice
game by Sergio Roncucci for 2-6 players,
ages 14+, on the topic of gang wars and

Capstone HK
Banana Bandits – Collecting game by Edward Chan for 2-4 players, ages 8+: If you
own three golden Banana coins you will

eliminating of opponents.

Catch Up Games
Cards & Co

Freak Shop – Card game by Henri Kermarrec for 2-5 players, ages 8+: As a hotel owner
you try to make their stay as unforgettable

InCube – Card game by Sergio Roncucci
for 3-6 players, ages 10+: You embody one
of the characters depicted on the cube and
become the successor of the leader of the
Banana Bandits. Those coins are acquired
by collecting Gorilla coins from the other
monkeys.

Captain Macaque
Cortex Challenge – Puzzle game by Johan
Benvenuto and Nicolas Bourgoin for 2-6
want to escape from prison. To do so you
play cards showing those characters and
rotate the cube accordingly; if you are on
top at the end you win the round and score
points.
Travel Game – Card game by Sergio Roncucci for 2-5 players, ages 8+: You organize
travels with friends or your family, by col-

as possible for your guests. You acquire
items in the Freak Shop that are meant to
provide most Fright points in your own estate, and you swap cards from your house
with cards from the shop.
Sol – Deduction and adventure game by
Pierre Buty for 2-8 players, ages 10+: You
compete with the opposing team for the
opportunity to leave the island of the Sun

players, ages 8+: You must master puzzles
in eight categories – find duplicates, logical

lecting cards, and score victory points for
passengers, luggage and combinations of
travel cards.
Also on show, but already published in

www.gamesjournal.at

God with his treasure. Characters in your
team have different abilities, you move,
search for and find markers, flags or clues
and hints for the treasure. Shown in Cannes
2016.
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Cloud Island
Games

Cephalofair Games
Gloomhaven – Adventure game mit cards
by Isaac Childres for 1-4 players, ages 12+:
As an adventurer, you try to explore the

A Newcomer from Malta.
Days of Ire Budapest 1956 – Conflict
simulation by Katalin Nimmerfroh, Dávid
Turczi and Mihály Vincze for 1-4 players:

the town. You receive info cards with
information on the sites of buildings;
possible sites are marked and if there is only
one possible position the building is placed.
Gads Hill 1874: 1. Expansion – Railway
Station – Expansion for the deduction
game Gads Hill 1874 by Stephan Riedel for
2-5 players, ages 10+: There are additional
darkest corners of the world. Locations can
only be cleaned out in joint efforts and demand team play. At the end of a mastered
scenario you decide how the story continues.

Simulation of the fights in the Hungarian
uprising 1956. One player embodies the
Soviet troops, the others play cooperatively
as leaders of the revolution. Additional edition at Mr. B Games, Ludonova and Kar ès
Korona.

Clash of Arms Games
La Bataille de Dresde – Conflict simulation
by Monte Mattson, Dennis A. Spors and Ed
Wimble for 2-8 players, ages 12+: Austria,

ClueJar
information cards and markers; Station,
Cemetary and Bison cases can be placed,
those locations have only three markers
each.

Delivery Duck – Party game by Maedi
Prichard for 2-6 players: In the guise of a

Climate Apocalypse
Climate Oasis - Cooperative game by Jessy
Brandish for 2-6 players: 2070 – the climate
has changed; company conglomerates own
Prussia and Russia fight together in 1813
in the war against France. The heart of the
game is the Battle of Dresden from 25th to
27th of August 1813.
Distribution partner: Brave New World

duck you need to deliver parcels, using a
lorry. But ducks are no good deliverers, the
parcels fall off the lorry and other players
can steal your freight. Prototype in the Designer Workshop, Kickstarter is announced.

Clicker Spiele

CMON =
Cool Mini or Not

Café Melange: 1. Expansion – Herr Ober,
die Rechnung bitte! – Deduction game by
Stephan Riedel for 2-4 players, ages 10+:
The expansion is announced and will be
published in 2017.
Gads Hill 1874 – Deduction game by
Stephan Riedel for 2-4 players, ages 10+:
Gads Hill is a Western town, famous for
the first railway robbery in Missouri. Based
on the game Old Town; you reconstruct
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America and control the population. As Oasis crew players want to end the reign of the
corporations and free the people. In a prototype stage, announced for Q1/2017.

Bloodborne: The Card Game – Card game
by Eric M. Lang for 3-5 players, ages 14+:
Based on the Chalice Dungeons from the
video game; a random monster attacks and
all play a card simultaneously to defeat and
to collect blood.
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control of organized crime in New York;
gang members shot from passing cards
must be re-entered from the river into the
game by using cards. Announced for 2017.
The Grizzled: At Your Orders! – First
expansion for Les Poilus by Fabien Riffaud
and Juan Rodriguez, for 1-5 players, ages
10+: Players are French soldiers in the

REPORT

Distribution partner: Asmodee Deutschland

Cocktail Games
Casse-toi Pov‘ con 2! – Political satire by
Ludovic Maublanc for 2-6 players, ages 12+:
Based on a faux pas of the French president

Kreo – Cooperative game by Julien Prothière for 3-6 players, ages 10+: In four levels of difficulty you must create a planet

together and fill it with life. Already shown
in 2015.
Krosmaster Arena 2.0 – Miniatures game
by Matthieu Berthier for 2-4 players, ages
12+: Revised new edition in a new design,

featuring new miniatures, game components and boards. Arena 2.0 features eight
exclusive miniatures and an introduction
for assembling teams for beginners. French
edition at Ankama, German edition at Pegasus Spiele.
The Godfather: The Board Game – Worker
placement with conflicts by Eric M. Lang

and Karl Kopinski for 3-5 players, ages 14+:
As Mafia family, you rival and compete for
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trenches of WWI and must cooperate to
survive. The expansion brings rules for a
solitaire game, new rules for two players
and mission cards in three levels of difficulty.
French edition at Sweet November.
The Others: 7 Sins – Miniatures game with
horror topic by Eric M. Lang for 2-5 players:
Members of Hell Club have destroyed the
border lines between dimensions and summoned the Seven Deadly Sins, the city of

Haven is in danger to be overrun. In a game,
one player always represents one of the seven sins, the others a team of FAITH heroes
who cooperate to complete missions and to
survive the attacks by the sin.
Waka Tanka by Bruno Faidutti for 3-6
players, ages 7+, is published in the
series Sweetbox – as a Shaman you try to
summon your totem, but do not always
manage to summon the correct one. French
coproduction with CMON.

Sarkozy in 2008; you embody a politician
and want to meet certain persons and try to
avoid others. Updated new edition for the
presidential election, featuring eleven new
candidates.
Crazy Mistigri – Card game by Bruno
Cathala and Mathieu Lanvin for 3-5 players,
ages 7+: Cats! Good cats, evil cats! You draw

a cat from your neighbor and discard two
cats of identical value for effects of cards!
But beware of the black cat!
Djumble – Spotting and reaction game by
Nicolas Bourgoin for 3-7 players, ages 8+:
Cards with characteristics are on display and

you put your hand, as quickly as you can, on
a corresponding item around the house. Six
game modes.
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Face de Bouc – Memo and reaction game
by Alena Lebedeva for 2-7 players, ages 6+:
You invent names for cards featuring funny

Cocolo Games
A brand of Product Arts, see there

Code Orange Games

characters and must remember the name
correctly, when the character appears
again, and name him first!
Imagine – Guessing game by Shingo Fujita,
Shotaro Nakashima, Motoyuki Ohki and Hiromi Oikawa for 3-8 players, ages 12+: More

Profiler – Cooperative party game by Romaric Galonnier, with a topic of profiles of
personalities, still in the announcement
stage.,

Tropico – Memo and question game by
Cyril Blondel for 2-8 players, ages 8+: Tropical animals on cards; when five are on display you must answer: How many frogs,
than 1000 terms are available for guessing,
hints are placed by using 61 transparent
cards. German edition at HUCH! & friends.
Keep Cool - Communication game by Dimitri Ferriere and Gregory Bruwier for 3-8 players, ages 13+: Each player has four words in
hand which his left neighbor must guess.

Collision – Conflict simulation with miniatures by Mattjis Pels and Arjan Haakmat for
2 or more players. Featured are post-apoca-

lyptic conflicts among various factions; unit
models are used with activation points, and
this also determines who moves first.

Cogitate Games
Forestaurant – Cooperative game by Olivér Ösz for 1-5 players, ages 9+: You run a
restaurant for animals, but must take care

which is the fourth animal?
Twin it! Spotting game by Thomas Vuarchex for 1-10 players, ages 6+: You search

where you seat them, what you suggest to
them and how you cook their food.
You have eight seconds to either give a clue
to your left neighbor or try to guess the
words of your right neighbor; but you cannot tell to whom you are talking in a turn.
Pile Poil – Word game by Cyril and Léo
Blondel for 2-8 players, ages 8+: A card
shows a number and a color. You must find
a word with the indicated number of syllables that fits the item in the indicated color
on another card.
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conception

for pairs of identical images.

Alchemidus – by Shimpei Sato for 1- 99
players, ages 10+: Making iron from clay
and gold from iron! In four rounds of the
game you roll one or two dice for clay, iron
and gold and set the results out. Five cards
to influence dice results are on display and
you try in your mind to use those cards to
first change clay dice values into values for
iron dice and then use the cards to change
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Cosaic
Animal Mind – Bluff game by Kashio Tadahide for 2-4 players, ages 8+: It is not allowed to lie! You draw a card with the type

the iron dice values into gold value dice.

Corax Games
Ein Hochzeitsball mit Zombies – Card
game by Richard Wolfrik Galland for 3-6
players, ages 12+: The German edition

features the core game of Jane Austen’s
Matchmaker and the first expansion
Zombies. Players make matches between
characters taken from Jane Austen’s novels.
Labyrinth - The Paths of Destiny - Fantasy
game by Kamil Matuszak and Mateusz Pronobis for 3-6 players, ages 10+: Third edi-

tion, first published in 2011; as a renegade
and enemy of the order in power you have
a chance for liberty and a future; players
embody the constructors of the labyrinth
as well as those who want to escape from
it. With Let‘s Play.
Not Alone – Asymmetrical card game by
Ghislain Masson for 2-7 players, ages 10+:
As one hunted by the Creature you use
location and survival cards; as the creature
you use a Hunt card and the powers of
Artemia. All hunted ones play one card
each; the Creature places marker on
location cards. The hunted lose cards or
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willpower for markers. Loss of all willpower
moves the assimilation marker by one step.
The hunted win if the rescue marker reaches
the winning mark before the assimilation
marker.
Side Quest – Card game by Steve Venezia
for 1-4 players, ages 8+: This dungeon crawl
is designed for playing while travelling; you
use only one deck of cards and two dice
and fight your way across a dungeon full of

decisions. In cooperative play, heroes must
stay alive; if only one of them dies, all players
have lost together. Various scenarios offer
long adventures, short filler games and
difficult mission for solo play.
Trickerion - Worker placement by Richard
Amann and Viktor Peter for 2-4 players, ages
14+: Four magicians have been summoned
by Dahlgaard, the greatest living magician,
to fight for his succession by fighting for the
powerful Trickerion Stone. Dice determine

available tricks and characters as well as
money from the bank.

of product and value of the product; in a
turn you offer a card and name either value
or type, you can refuse an offer in a limited
way or accept it.
Gambler x gamble! - Card game by Kaya
Miyano for 3-4 players, ages 10+: You command a gambler, number cards and money.

Over the course of the game you hire additional gamblers, acquire number cards of
higher value and earn more money.
Know it all Movie Critics – Narrative word
game by Subuta for 3-10 players, ages 12+:
You must give commentaries on films that

you do not know in a way as if you did know
them.
Space Ninja – Worker placement by Yoshito
Terashima 3-5 players, ages 12+: Overlords
reign over the universe; their existence is
only supposed and you speak of them as
Shinobi. Each player controls a group and
tries to manipulate planets.
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Cranio Creations
Admiral of the Black – Game with time by
Daniele Tascini, Asger Sams Granerud and
Daniel Skjold Pedersen for 2-5 players, ages

8+: There is a 3D ship, piloted by sand timers
which you place to trigger actions; but you
can only do the action when the sand timer
placed for it has run down. Ten scenarios
demand different actions from eliminating
a kraken to repairing the ship and many
more. With app. Preview.
Lorenzo il Magnifico – Worker placement
game by Simone Luciani, Flaminia Brasini

a piece into a free cell, adjacent to the one
previously placed by your opponent. Then
you score for each of your pieces adjacent
to the one just placed. Gene markers in cells
you take for immediate or later us to modify
standard rules. German edition bei Heidelberger Spieleverlag.
Unusual Suspects: Burn After Playing
– Deduction game by Paolo Mori for 3-18
players, ages 13+: Expansion for Unusual
Suspects with 55 new unusual faces and 90
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Cryptozoic
Entertainment
Adventure Time Card Wars: Doubles
Tournament – Card game by Matt Hyra
and Mataio Wilson for 4 players, ages 10+:
Team variant for two vs. two players using
new cards; one team has forty hit points

new questions.

Crash of Games
New name for the company Crash Games,
two novelties have been announced:
Backyard Builders Tree House – New edition of Yardmaster by David Short for 2-5

and Virginio Gigli for 2-4 players, ages 12+:
In Florence at the time of the Medici you
head a noble family and collect prestige
and fame for victory points. In three periods
of two rounds each you collect resources
and development cards or activate card effects. The value of family members is determined by dice at the start of the round. At
the end of each period you chek relations to
the church; insufficient praying is penalized.
Microworld – Placement game by Martino
Chiacchiera for 2 players, ages 12+: Conflict
Virus vs Antibody. The board shows four
types of cells; groups of adjacent cells of the
same type are tissue. You alternate to set

version you use target and event cards.

players, ages 13+: In this edition, you climb
vertically to build a tree house instead of
adding cards to a locomotive. Published as
Way Up High and Tout là-Haut at Iello.
Fish Frenzy – Set collecting and auction
game by Brett J. Gilbert for 3-5 players, ages
10+: You want to acquire majorities in the
seven types of fish; crab cards score negative at the end of the game. In an advanced

and must reduce the opponent to zero hit
points. Sets in this edition are compatible
with other editions of Adventure Time.
Archer: Once You Go Blackmail – Card
game by Seiji Kanai for 2-4 players, ages
10+: A game based on Letters, featuring
new card effects. With Alderac.
Attack on Titan: Deck-Building Game –

Deck building game by Matt Hyra for 1-5
players, ages 15+: Cooperative deck building based on the Anime and Manga series
of the same name; the last city of mankind
versus titans; movement is a new element
and the position of heroes is important.
Attack on Titan: The Last Stand – by
Ludovic Maublanc and Antoine Bauza for
2-5 players, ages 10+: Also based on the
Anima and Manga series, topic is mankind
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Cwali
Habitats – by Corné van Moorsel for 2-5
players, ages 10+: A wilderness park for
animals, without fences or cages. Animals

vs. titans; the titan in the game is a vertical
element that must be climbed by the hero
pieces. Preview for 2017.

Cubicle 7
Entertainment
Doctor Who Timeclash – Card game by
Jeff Tidball for 2-4 players, ages 14+: Doctor
Who and Daleks in a conflict over the unineed their natural habitat to survive, and
this must be considered when you are designing the park. Tiles are placed in relation
to those animal needs, the game features
68 different animals.

The Lord of the Rings The Fellowship
of the Ring Deck-Building Game – Deck
building game by Ben Stoll and Patrick Sullivan for 2-5 players, ages 15+: As a fellow
you confront the henchmen of Sauron; you
command a special ability for each character and basic maneuvers at the start. You

Czech
Board Games
verse; cards represent plans, threats, technology and so on and are played to stacks
for the timing of the skirmish, the companion of the doctor and enemy influence.

Forest Fire – Cooperative placement game
by Jan Hanousek and Tomáš Mrkvička for
1-5 players, ages 10+: Villages must be pro-

Cubiko
Games

add cards to the deck and acquire victory
points.

Again, as every year, Gavin Birnbaum had
a handmade abstract placement game,
made from wood, to offer, as usual in a very
limited edition, that usually is sold out bevfore the fair begins. This time he brought
Fog of War – Abstract placement game by
Gavin Birnbaum for 2-4 players: Conquer

tected against fire by players embodying
fire fighters; each fire fighter has a special
ability. Six scenarios in the game have different levels of difficulty and have high replay
value due to the variable set-up.

Cube Factory
of Ideas

Czech
Games Edition

Chromosome – Dice game by Marcin
Danysz for 2-4 players, ages 8+: As an alien
microbe that has landed on Earth due to a
meteorite hit, you fight for survival and try
to escape from the research laboratories
of mankind. Each type of microbe has four
general and four unique actions for use to
acquire the most efficient set of genes.

Adrenaline – Ego shooter by Filip Neduk
for 2-5 players, ages 13+: In the remnants
of a destroyed world conflicts are settled by
virtual Adrenaline tournaments. You have
two actions chosen from the options of
move, take up or attack. If you die, all players
involved score for the sum of damage. Final
damage markers are relocated and you
return to the game.

www.gamesjournal.at

the headquarters of your opponents by occupying the headquarter.
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Alchemists: The King’s Golem – Expansion
for the deduction game by Matúš Kotry
for 2-4 players, ages 14+: King’s Golem, the
first expansion for Alchemists, features four

modules: Startup Fanding – Adaption of
starting resources. Busy Days – new rewards
and new costs on the order areas. The
Royal Encyclopedia – Publishing of research
results. The Golem Project – Enlivening a
creature created from clay and magic.
Codenames Deep Undercover
–
Communication game by Vlaada Chvátil
for 4 -8 players, ages 18+: Variant of
Codenames, only available in the US in the
Target supermarkets, topic solely for adults.

Daniel
Stephan
Jeu d’œvre – Card game based on the book
of the same name by Stephan Daniel for 2-5
players, ages 10+: As s „Sportsman“ you go

through units of training, that is, rounds in
the game, and you decide which food is
best suited to the goal of your training. Uses
several standard mechanisms lice Poker,
Happy Families or Value Trumps.

Darbel Juegos

teams of two players – one is the driver, the
other the navigator – with communication
problems.
Tortilla de Patatas – Card game by Xavier
Carracosa for 2-4 players, ages 6+: You must
manage to be best in cooking Spanish

omelets, using given ingredients that must
be stacked and then placed on a customer
card for an omelet.

Days of
Wonder
Five Trives: The Thieves of Naqala – Expansion zu Five Tribes by Bruno Cathala for
2-4 players, ages 13+: Featuring six thieves

For the first time in Essen, hosted at the
Zacatrus booth.
Ajo y Agua – Card game using deduction
and bluff, by Ana Belén Dominguez and
Dario Muel Guerrero for 4-6 players, ages

Codenames: Pictures – Deduction game
by Vlaada Chvátil for 2-8 players, ages
10+: Variant of Codenames using images
composed of different elements instead of
words on the cards.
Partner for Coproduction and distribution:
Heidelberger Spieleverlag
8+: As a Count of the Realm you have been
tricked by a vampire who wants to take over
your castle. Now you need to unmask the
vampire, but in each round cards that are
protecting you are removed.
Rally Ras - Card game by Pepe Roma for
3-8 players, ages 9+: Race game, featuring
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and a Djinn Morgiane; if you could buy a
Djinn you can buy a thief and use him in a
tribe action of the same color; thieves that
were not used give you victory points, Morgiane protects you from thieves.
Small World: River World – Expansion for
Small World by Philippe Keyaerts for 2-5
players, ages 8+: New regions and symbols
on four cards for River World; new events
are storm, calm, rough winter and pirates.
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To D Island – Survival game by Damjan Miladinović, Pavle Ilijaševi and Vuk
Dragičević for 2-4 players, ages 10+: You
need to survive monsters and other dan-

Ticket to Ride: First Journey – Junior version of Ticket to Ride by Alan R. Moon for
2-4 players, ages 6+: The map has been sim-

Knights Journey – Placement game for
two players, on a Chess board. You only play
with knights, the board is filled at the start
gers on the Island, but the island changes
and with those changes challenges change
and acquired resources do not work in all
circumstances. Can be played cooperatively
or competitively. Shown in 2015.

plified; you collect cards for tracks as usual,
discard them and place cards to build tracks
between two cities mentioned on your target card.
Ticket to Ride: Rails & Sails – Placement
and set collecting game with a railway topic
by Alan R. Moon for 2-5 players, ages 10+:

With sails and tracks around the world,
you use car and ship cards for tracks and
constructing harbors. Two modules – Trip
around the World and The Great Lakes.
Distribution partner for the German edition:
Asmodee

with markers for gold or information and
with pieces – knights, queens, pawns and
bishop. Pieces give you gold or information
for honor or lose you honor.
Long Way Home – A game about control
for 3-6 players, ages 18+: Players are ideas in
the head of drunkards on their way home;

they try to get their own goals or targets implemented and to control the same drunkard together. Already shown in 2015.
Stoneball – Abstract placement game by
Pavle Ilijaševi for 2 players, ages 7+: There
are tribal conflicts between Marble and

Dažbog Games
A conglomerate of several designers from
Belgrade who presented their prototypes in
the Designer Workshop, for the second time
since 2015:
Angry Quest – Adventure game for 2-4
players, based on Ludo and other roll &
move games; you search for treasures and
defeat a monster.

www.gamesjournal.at

Deer Lord
Deer Lord – Party game for 4-12 players,
ages 12+: Featuring two kinds of cards - Duell and Tu etwas – and you must either fight

a duel against another player or implement
instructions and not let yourself get caught.
Comes with expansions Deer Lord For
Fame and Game, Emotional Rollercoaster and Socially Awkward

Deinko
Games
Amis Cube – Dexterity game by Dr. M for
1-4 players, ages 7+: 300.000 combinations
for a dice. You reveal a mission card and
combine blocks per the mission parameters. Then you combine the blocks to form a
3x3 cube. Then you hand on one block and
again assemble a cube and you score in order of finishing the task.

Granite, and they need a touchdown to win.
Shown in 2015.
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Devil Pig Games
Kharnage – Card game by Yann and Clem
for 2-4 players, ages 7+: Dwarves, Orcs,
Goblins and Humans fight for conquest

Demoelà
Growerz – Set collecting and drafting game
by Alberto Barbieri for 2-6 players, ages 18+:
As an artist, athlete, chemist, roommate,

Hippie or lawyer you raise hemp and have
special demands as to amount and quality
and choose cards accordingly for keeping
and handing over. With Post Scriptum.

Emojito! – Communication game by
Urtis Šulinskas for 2- 14 players, ages 7+:
Emotions are given on cards and must
be expressed with sounds and /or facial

expressions, the other players must guess
the emotions correctly.
Playten – Language learning game for
Englisch by Marina Papas and Greta Levendi
for 2-4 players, ages 4+: You move your
marker by rolling dice and collect all cards

of the hill with the picknick table. In four
rounds in the game you try to get as many
points as possible to become the hero of
the war.
Shadows over Normandie Achtung:
Cthulhu by Clem Seurat for 2 players, ages
10+: A few weeks after D-Day a company of

Desyllas Games
Abla Ubla – Communications game by
Mary Magkou for 4-12 players, ages 10+:
Two tribes have communication problems
in the color of the category card. Not listed
by the publisher, only on BGG.
Sultans of Wind – Placement game by Jan
Meyberg for 2-4 players, ages 8+: You are
riding a flying carpet and you try to reach
the other side across the cloud labyrinth;

US Rangers is confronted by the cult of the
Black Sun that belongs to a tribe of Ancient
Deep Ones and prepares a ceremony to
summon the Great Cthulhu.
Distribution partner: Asmodee

Devir
Barcelona: The Rose of Fire – City building
game by Marco Maggi and Francesco Nep-

and explain terms to each other, challenged
about letters or deportment during
explanations.
COOK-a-BOX – Language learning game
for English/Greek by Marina Papas and
Greta Levendi for 2-4 players, ages 4+: You
complete recipes by collecting ingredients;
if you collect too many you can be ousted
from the game. Not listed by the publisher,
only on BGG.
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wind markers determine range and
direction, the Djinn offers special actions.
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itello for 2-4 players, ages 8+: The expansion
of Barcelona has begun; an influx of population begins and revolts start among those
out of a job. As a player, you try to win social
acknowledgement and wealth by balanced
construction of buildings and try to avoid
the revolution.
Checkpoint Charlie – Deduction game by
Jose Antonio Abascal Acebo for 3-5 players,
ages 10+: Espionage during the Cold War –
you begin with a clue to one characteristics

REPORT

fun are forbidden, but the resistance fights
for the right to party. You move pieces to
complete tasks, there is a campaign with
eight missions and a story line. Announced
for 2017.
Holmes: Sherlok & Mycroft – Card game
by Diego Ibañez for 2 players, ages 10+: In
the case of the bomber in Parliament, Sherlock and Mycroft compete for the solution
of the case; by using abilities of character
Turf Horse Racing Games, Gibsons, 1995.

Djeco

of a spy and then turn, little by little, you reveal cards with more clues; the master spy
corresponds to five of five clues, his assistants to four out of five. You want to be first
to name the Master spy.
Dragons & Chickens – Card game by Josep
Maria Allué and Dani Gómez for 2-5 players,
ages 8+: All players reveal cards from their
stacks; if you are first to name the treasure
that is currently visible the most often, you

you receive prove cards or investigation
markers. Already shown at Essen in 2015.

The French publisher of children games
was exhibiting for the first time at Essen
and showed a cross section of the program,
among them
Animouv – Shunting game by Martin Nedergaard Andersen for 2-4 players, ages 7+:
Animals must be arranged according to a

Dice Sports / Ixion
Z War One – Episodes game by Robert Butler for 1-5 players, ages 15+: Comic-based
miniatures game with horror and RPG toptemplate, the other players can interfere.
Croassimo by Antoine Rabreau for 2 or
more players by 5-10 Jahren: Dexterity
game; frogs are jumping from water lily to
water lily and want to gobble up the mos-

take all cards. When there is a tie in treasure
numbers you must grab the treasure chest.
When dragons are visible, you touch the
shield; the slowest to react discards all his
cards with dragon symbols or one chicken
card.
Fanhunter: Urban Warfare – Miniatures
game by Cels Piñol and David Esbrí for 2
players: In an alternate future festivities and

ics, combined with tactical conflicts. You
complete chapters of the comic and gain
experience points for use in upgrading
characters.

DiceTree Games
Winner’s Circle – Dice game by Reiner
Knizia for 2-6 players, ages 10+: Horses are
moved by rolling dice, all horses are moved
once per turn, one after the other. At the
end of the race you reveal betting chips
and receive payout. Quotas depend on the
placement of the horse and the number of
players that did bet on the horse. New edition of Royal Turf, alea/Ravensburger and
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quitos.
Kunayala – Strategic game by Antoine
Rabreau for 2-4 players, ages 8+: Players add
fish to the water from the banks or make
fishes disappear, the other players must not
find out the intentions.
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Mosquito – Reaction game by Max Gerchambeau for 2-4 players, ages 4+: When
two players turn over the same card you put

the bee on the flower, squash the mosquito
or take the apple; the fastest player wins a
ladybird.

dlp games
Böhmische Dörfer – Placement game with
dice by Reiner Stockhausen for 2-5 players,
ages 8+: New residents move to villages and

Orléans: Handel & Intrige – Expansion
for Orléans by Reiner Stockhausen for 2-5
players, ages 12+: Second expansion Orders
– Mercantile expeditions for victory points
and new strategies. New Events - new mechanisms, New beneficial deeds - new rewards.
Intrigue - intensifies interactions. New location cards - Brasserie, Merchant House and
Sheep Farm.
Weltausstellung 1893 – Set collecting
game by J. Alex Kevern for 2-4 players, ages
Announced at Essen in a flyer:
Attack on Titan: Das letzte Gefecht - Conflict game for 2 players, you embody Titan
or a recruit in the Army.

10+: As the organizer of the World Exhibition you look for favors from influential people and for show pieces for the exhibition.
Three rounds are completed with a scoring
phase. In a turn, you send supporters to a
section of the exhibition, can play supporters in any number and order and implement their action; or you can discard them
and take a card for each supporter in the
area. German edition of World’s Fair 1893,
Foxtrot Games / Renegade Game Studios

B-Movie Showdown – Confrontation by
Etienne Mineur and Farid Ben Salem: Vampire, Ninjas, Cowboys and Mars people in a
showdown for the best B-Movie.

Don‘t Panic Games
Drakerys – Miniatures game by Nicolas
Raoult, Pierre Joanne, Mohamed Ait-Mehdi
and Cédric Littardi for 2 players, ages 14+:
Tokyo Ghoul – Detection game; you are
ghoul, human or investigator and must be
first to reveal the identities of your oppo-

bring wealth and riches. You roll dice, make
up sums and place figures into buildings accordingly; in some situations, you might be
able to oust figures already present.
Dwarves, Elves, Orcs and Humans reign in
ancient kingdoms, but now magical creatures have awoken and magic is returning.
An action wheel determines the active player and the options for unit actions.
Fearz! – Observation game by Anja Wrede
and Bruno Faidutti for 3-10 players, ages 5+:
All play at the same time and you must find
out what your opponents fear the most. You
can deduce it from their behaviour. With
Volumique.
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Draco Ideas
Onus Terrain & Fortresses – Expansion
for Onus by Luis Álvaro Hernández and Alvar Sanz for 1-4 players, ages 12+: With this

and re-cast.
Mystic ScRolls – Dice game by Evangelos
Foskolos and Stelios Kourtis for 2-4 players, ages 8+: Game played in real time; as a

Gauner Raus! – Deduction game by René
Puttin for 2-4 players, ages 10+:
Hidden hideouts of crooks are deduced

expansion you can now play Onus with terrain; there are also rules for siege, burning
missiles, and so on.

Dragon Dawn
Productions
Perdition’s Mouth: Abyssal Rift by Kevin
Wilson, Timo Multamäki and Thomas Klausner for 1-6 players, ages 10+: In the des-

ecrated ruins of a dwarf city, heroes must
stop an evil cult summoning a Demon. In a
round, each hero has a turn, monsters have
a joint turn. Between levels heroes regenerate, treasures are kept and can be swapped
among heroes. Heroes win when the Demon has been annihilated and at least
one hero is alive and leaves the dungeon.
Shown last year in a Beta Version, now available.

Drawlab
Entertainment
Motion Pictures – Card game by Alexandros Kapidakis for 2-4 players, ages 12+: The
game combines elements from set collecting and deck building, four kinds of projects
have different demands. You want to complete available projects and can film, hire
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magician, you want to cast the maximum
number of possible spells to acquire the
knowledge from hidden scripts; each player
has his own set of dice.
When I Dream – Narrative memo and deduction game by Chris Darsaklis for 2-4
players, ages 10+: You are a dreamer and

one by one. In turn you roll both dice, sum
all your cards of this color and letter and
note the result in the grid. Then the active
player rolls the dice, sums the cards, notes
the total and then can ask a player for a card.
If this player has the card, it is set down and
you can ask again, otherwise his turn ends.
Always make all necessary notations on
your sheet! When someone sets down his
last card, you win with most guessed cards.
Länder toppen – Value comparison by
Matthias Jünemann for 2-6 players, ages 8+:
Competition among countries – the highest
mountains? The smallest state? Who wins

try to interpret your dream. You need to
identify the malign dream spirit; in the role
of a benign spirit you can give hints to the
dreamer.
Cooperation- and Coproduction partner:
Artipia Games

Drei Hasen in der
Abendsonne

the trick? If you win cards, you must assign
them cleverly to achieve most points.

Barracuda – Placement game by Christoph
Cantzler for 3-5 players, ages 10+: You deal
with seating arrangements in the beach bar,
but nobody has the complete information.
And yet, you need to invest, save money,
might happen to miscalculate and you can
also check the situation carefully first.
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Drei Magier Spiele
Dodelido – Reaction game by Jacques Zeimet for 2-6 players, ages 6+: You place one
card from your hand on one of the three

discard piles and make an announcement
quickly: When color or animal type correspond with a clear majority, you name color
or animal; when both features correspond,
you name the prevalent one; for correlation
without majority you say “Dodelido” and if
nothing corresponds you say “Nix!”. Special
rules apply for crocodile and turtle; in case
of a mistake, you take a card.
Kullerhexe – Dexterity game by Marco Teubner for 2-4 players, ages 5+: In a team with
your left neighbor you reveal a target card

don is shocked by hideous crimes – each
player is a detective and is assigned a case;
the respective clues for his case must be
identified by each detective. You spend
magnifying glasses for actions: Question
a witness about the number of cards seen
for a category – man/woman, outdoors/indoors, close/ranged weapon – or for a color
or contact a secret informer or make in accusation.
Bang! The Dice Game: Old Saloon – Dice
game by Michael Palm and Lukas Zach for
3-8 players, ages 8+: Five modules for the

Eagle Gryphon
Games
Attack! Deluxe – Conflict simulation by
Mike Selinker, Glenn Drover and Sean
Brown for 2-6 players, ages 10+: Expansion

dice-shootout! „Loudmouth and the Coward“ - two Saloon dice can be chosen instead of core set dice; „Arrow of the Indian
Chief“ instead of a standard arrow; „Special
Roles“ providing nine new roles; „A Posse
of New Characters“ and „The Ghost“, only in
case of five or more players; the first eliminated player turns ghost and can win with
his faction all the same.
Dark Tales: Cinderella – Card game by
Pierluca Zizzi for 2-4 players, ages 14+: In
Dark Tales, even the Cinderella story does

for Attack, the scene of the game is the Pacific theatre.
Continental Divide by Eddie Robbins for
3-6 players: An economics game without
and element of chance; the topic is the

and display it; then you guide Kullerhexe towards that target together, you must manage to make her stop exactly at the target.

dV Giochi
13 Clues – Deduction game by Andrés J.
Voicu for 2-6 players, ages 8+: In 1899, Lon-
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not always end happily. Cinderella tiles are
stacked separately. New symbols are “Cinderella Tile” for taking a tile or turning over
a tile and “Musical notes “ for points. “Ball
in the Palace” stands for a scoring of tiles,
dancing couples and single dancing cards
and is triggered by three discarded cards.
Jim Henson’s Labyrinth: The Board Game
– Adventure game by Alessio Cavatore for
1-5 players, ages 6+: Based on the film Sarah, Ludo, Sir Didymus and Hoggle want
to save Toby from the Goblin King. In Part
One you fight your way across the labyrinth
with as much willpower as possible, in Part II
into the castle to free Toby with the magical
words from Sarah.

founding and running companies. New
edition, first edition Winsome Games 2013.
Elevenses for One – Card game by David
Harding for 1 player, ages 11+: You must
assemble all ingredients for a High Tea on
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Farmer is a new character and some actions
have been changed or eliminated. For the
simplified game, solitaire rules are provided.

the tea trolley before the clock strikes 11. To
achieve this, you use 11 cards with actions
which you can use or ignore. Comes with
the bonus game of
Bowling Solitaire by Sid Sackson for 1 player, ages 11+: You use standard playing cards

Ediciones
Primigenio
SiXeS – Card game by Steven Poelzing and
Rick Soued for 3-8 players, ages 12+: In „corresponding“ or „unique“ rounds you write
down six items and try either to achieve correlation in terms with other players or to be

At the booth you could also find the
English edition – published in 2015 – of
Saqueadores del Mar del Norte, Raiders of
the North Sea; the German edition is pub-

to simulate a bowling game.
Empires: Galactic Rebellion – Worker
placement by Glenn Drover and Don Beyer
for 2-6 players, ages 14+: You lead a faction of rebels and train specialist to achieve

victory in the rebellion – smugglers, diplomates, heroes and soldiers. Sequel game to
Empires: Age of Discovery.
Heir to the Pharaoh – Card game by Alf
Seegert for 2 players, ages 10+: The Pharaoh
prefers his pets to his children and will bequeath his kingdom either to the Cat goddes Bast or the Dog god Anumbis. In eight

the only one who wrote down a term.
The Daedalus Sentence – Adventure
game by Tom Bleys, Ian van Gemeren and
Bart Waeterschoot for 1-4 players: Cooperative escape game, you use limited actions
and efficient communication for escaping
from a prison that keeps changing all the

time.
Vinhos Deluxe Edition – Economics simulation by Vital Lacerda for 1-4 players, ages
14+: New edition with original rules plus
rules for a more simplified version; with a
corresponding double-sided board. There
are also changes in regions, ownership, the
rounds, you use characteristics specific to a
god to construct a pyramid and other monuments and to influence the Pharaoh.
Morocco – Placement game by Ben Pinchback and Matt Riddle for 2-5 players, ages
12+: The long-established mobile market
trader families of Snake Charmers, Water
Sellers, Carpet Merchants, Mages and Food
Sellers rival for the best stalls in the market.
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lished by Schwerkraft Verlag.
Aloha Pioha – Trick-taking game by Israel
Cendrero and Sheila Santos for 1-4 players,
ages 8+: Paula has contracted lice at the

beach, but is not allowed to scratch, as that
would be mad-mannered, so the lice have a
free-for-all for Paulas hair.
Quest Stories – Narrative game by Pablo
Grande for 3-5 players, ages 8+: One player
in the role of a bar keeper is searching for

heroes for a quest; the other players are recruiters who must convince the bar keeper
about the quality of their heroes. An-
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nounced for December 2016.
Roll Player – Dice game by Keith Matejka
for 1-4 players, ages 10+: You need to design your hero! You roll dice and place dice

Eggame
on initiative cards for characteristics actions
and you also buy cards for weapons, armor,
abilities and characteristics. Announced for
2017, English edition with Thunderworks
Games.

Tic‘ Auto – Race game by Eric Grès for 2-6
players, ages 5+: You set up a parcours of
items from daily life and components in the

can make a bet and take an available betting card for lap or final. Coproduction with
Pegasus Spiele.
Glück auf: Das große Kartenspiel – Card
game by Wolfgang Kramer and Michael
Kiesling for 2-4 players, ages 10+: Coal mining in the 19th century in essen. In each

Edition Essentia
Waldgärtner – Card game by Claas Fischer
for 2-6 players, ages 8+: Forest gardens are
plantation that take plant height into acgame and then snip your car; you can play
cards for additional actions. Advertised in a
flyer.
Venise – Placement game with movement
by Cyprien Gres for 2-4 players: During carnival in Venice you must find gems of your

count; you use plants and shrubs and take
space necessities of plants into account as
well as the timing of flowering and fruition,
and of course also if partner plants are necessary for pollination. When the year has
been completed twice, you add up crop
values. With Spieltrieb

Edition Spielwiese
Cottage Garden – by Uwe Rosenberg for
1-4 players, ages 8+: You plant a garden
with flowers. When the garden is filled completely, you score it and receive a new garden. Plants are provided by a central market;
the position of the gardener decides which
plant parts you can take. Reworked edition
of Patchwork. A White Goblin Games edition has been announced.
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round, you send workers from your hand
to an action card or to a stack, always one
more than were sent there last time, and
implement the action – take a card or use
card for mining, delivering or free choice.
Coproduction with Pegasus Spiele, English
Edition at Stronghold games.
Great Western Trail – Development game
with deck building by Alexander Pfister for
2-4 players, ages 12+: You herd cattle to
Kansas City for loading on trains. On your
own and on neutral buildings you can do

own color in the canals. For this you use
planks that are placed across canals for
bridges between cases. If you are first to collect four gems of your color, you win.

eggertspiele
Camel Up: Cards – Race and betting game
with cards by Steffen Bogen for 2-6 players, ages 8+: Camel races in the desert!
In your turn, you do a track action – place
fox or palm on an empty case or reveal the
top race card or play a race card from your
hand and move the camel of this color, special rules for fox and palm apply. Then you

the local action(s) or do an auxiliary action;
on opposing buildings or danger tiles you
can do only an auxiliary action. In Kansas
City, you sell your herd, mark for the delivery
and begin a new trail with a new herd.
Cowboys, workers and engineers improve
building performance. Extensive final
scoring. Coproduction with Pegasus Spiele,
English edition at Stronghold Games
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Jórvík – Development game by Stefan
Feld for 2-5 players, ages 10+: You settled in
Northern England with your tribe of Vikings

REPORT

Elphi - Building game by Peter Lemcke
for 2-4 players: The game simulates the
construction of the Elb-Philharmonie in

Hypergrid – Placement game about patterns by Design-Label Euler’s Games for 2
players, ages 7+: You score for each newly
and want to influence trade in and around
Jórvik. You choose the easy Karl/Farmer or
more complex Jarl/Nobleman variant and
play the phases of Supply, Demand, Acquisition and Loading. Coproduction with
Pegasus Spiele, English edition at Stronghold Games.
Rokoko: Schmuckkästchen – Expansion
for the Rokoko deck building game by
Stefan Malz and Louis Malz for 2-5 players,

Hamburg. Players are principals, architect,
construction company or tax payer. You use
Best-Lock blocks to build. Includes 90 cards
on the history of project and construction.
Galaktisch Taktisch Gut – Card game
by Hendrik Hupfeld for 3-4 players, ages
12+: All players draft and collect cards and

formed row of the same color in a 3x3 grid
and place exactly two markers in a turn. If
you put the third marker on a stack you can
use the special effect of the color element.
Incorporated – Economics simulation by
Can Adatepe for 3-4 players, ages 16+: As
CEO of an international company you want
to make profit and whatever cost it takes,

ages 12+: Schmuckkästchen introduces
the jeweler with colliers and rings to the
game, you can rent them out together
with clothes. Specialized apprentices
make stipulations and workers can pass
journeyman and master exams for new
abilities. Coproduction with Pegasus Spiele.

decide at the end if Earth is taken over by
Aliens or if the invasion is defeated.
Distributed by Spielfusion
Grand Bazaar – Economics game by Dimitris Dranidis for 3-4 players: Constantinople
in the early 1600s, as owners of small garment shops players try to expand their com-

Eigenverlage /
Autorenworkshop
Abnormal – Pen & Paper game by Patrick
Geiss, Screenplayer Studios, Topic is postapocalyptic survival.
panies and to meet customer demands. Designer Workshop.
Green Box of Games – by Jørgen Brunborg-Næss for 1-6 players, ages 5+: The box
offers a collection of generic game components which you can use for a plethora of
games – 36 square tiles, 80 cubes in four
colors, 54 playing cards with system of
symbols, colors and numbers as well as two
standard dice.
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set in a background of a dynamic global
economy, permanently threatened by a crisis. At the booth of Product Arts.
Magecraft – Fantasy deckbuilding game
by Percy Chan for 2-4 players, ages 8+: On
Offland, countless races live together and
peace is hard to keep, therefore in each decade there is a mage tournament and the
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race of the winning mage will dominate
and reign the land for the coming decade.
Shown already in 2015. At the booth of
Smoothie Limited.
Of Dreams & Shadows – Cooperative fantasy game by Gordon Alford for 2-6 players,
ages 14+: Being champion, you try to save
the realm. All players cooperate and master
the scenarios of encounters and conflicts
that of opposing believers. Currently there
are double-sided cards for use for Viking
and Roman gods. You want to have more
cards of your own color on display to win.
Urbánie – City building game by Petr Chval
for 2-5 players, ages 7+: You construct buildings and expand the town, you pay with
wealth for constructions.
by passing a test or making a decisions; the
consequences take influence on the continuation of the story with one of three villains
for an opponent.
Ruthless – Deck building game by Roland
MacDonald for 2-4 players, ages 12+: Various winning strategies, direct interaction
and conflicts; skirmishes are resolved with
mechanisms that are similar to Poker. Prototype in the Designer Workshop.

The Exiled: Siege – Development and conflict game by Mateusz Albricht for 1-5 players, ages 14+: As an outlaw, you have the
chance to repent and must colonize new
land in the name of the king, expand the

Seize the Bean – Development game by
Dylan Howard Cromwell for 1-5 players: Former Barristas open their own café and want
to optimize it. Prototype.
city and defend it against aggressive indigenious people and hostile invaders.
Distributed by Board & Dice.
Werde der neue Zar – Development game
by Waldemar Kutsch for 2-5 players, ages
10+: 22 countries provide various different resources; you begin with two villages
and two horses and must occupy land with
horses, houses or castles to score points.

Elemon Games
King Polymon – Monster game by Léandre Proust for 2 players, ages 7+: Prototype,

announced for 2017, Part of the Monster
Games series.
Klash – Card game by Jean-Baptiste Ferchaud and Matthias Lamoureux for 2-6
players, ages 8+: You have a deck of cards

and three lives and search your deck of
cards as fast as you can for a certain technology, that is, a symbol. If you are first to
arrange all symbols in a pre-set sequence,
you win the round.
Le Secret de Sarens – Card game by Karim
Aouidad and Johann Roussel for 2-5 players,
set in Igor Polouchine‘s Universe of Shaan.

Shindra – Card game by Nasseime Chhihabouddine for 2-4 players, ages 10+: As a
god of a civilization you use your powers to
retain the worshipping of believers and win
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You use allies in factions to unmask the secret of the Sarens and to collect relics which
you can then use to open a portal into other
dimensions.
Distribution partner: game direkt

ElzraCorp
Catacombs & Castles – Adventure game
by Aron West 2-6 players, ages 14+: Standalone expansion for Catacombs as intro-

Planet Defenders – Economics simulation by Wei-Min Ling for 2-4 players, ages
10+: Robots are out of control and must be

F-Hein-Spiele
Gecko-Ballet – Memo game by Jörg Domberger for 2-4 players, ages 5+: Each card
shows four geckos; cards are turned over

duction into the Catacombs universe; two
teams of heroes confront each other, but
you can also play cooperatively. The game
can also be used to expand the third edition
of Catacombs. A German edition has been
announced at Schwerkraft Verlag.

neutralized; you pay with batteries for three
defense robots and earn research points
from robots that collect and from technology cards.
Round House – Worker placement by Eros
Lin for 2-5 players, ages 10+: Round houses
from the Ming Dynasty are inhabited by a
clan and are similar to a village; as head of

EmperorS4 Games

and a gecko is determined. Another player
determines if you must reveal four cards
showing this gecko or two cards without it.
Stapelkerle – Placement game by Dirk
Hanneforth for 1-2 players, ages 5+: Stapelkerle form a pyramid; hand on hand and
foot on foot; in a game for two you must

Dark Castle – Card game by Wei-Min Ling
for 2 players, ages 12+: Raven Lord against
the Brave One; you move to collect magical

the clan you move pawn in the house for
actions.

Everything
Epic Games
stones and win control of the five towers
with them and thus acquire magical points
or you use powerful grimoires to interfere
with your opponent.
Hanamikoji – Card game by Kota Nakayama for 2 players, ages 10+: You collect
tools of Geishas to win their favor and must
choose very carefully what you want to
keep and what you want to discard.

www.gamesjournal.at

Secrets of the Lost Tomb: Fate’s Fortune
– Expansion for the adventure game by
Christopher Bartalis and Jim Samartino for
1-6 players, ages 14+: You cannot change
your fate; if you try to change it you betray
yourself and your destiny and could thereby
turn traitor. If you complete your Fate Quest
you unlock your true powers.
Distribution: Brave New World

place the last Stapelkerl correctly. In the solitaire game, you must form a pyramid of all
cards, colors for tops and shorts must also
be correct.

F2Z
Entertainment
Parent company of Filosofia Games, Plaid
Hat Games and Z-Man Games. See there.
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Facily
Jeux
Styx 666 – Card game by Ludovic Barbe for
2 players, ages 10+: You must fight against
an opponent to win control over the River

of Hell. In this fight, you use the assistance
of the Aggrieved one. Six factions and six
powers are necessary to win the duel.

Fantasy Flight
Games
A Game of Thrones: The Hand of the King
- Card game by Bruno Cathala for 2-4 players, ages 14+: Tournament in King’s Land-

ing – all houses of Westeros are assembled,
becaus rumors have it that the King will
choose his new Hand.
Arkham Horror: The Card Game – LCG
by Nate French and Matthew Newman for
1-4 players, ages 14+: A game between

role-playing game and card game, about
cooperative investigation. Decks are
resources for players as investigators; every
one has his own individual personality as
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a prerequisite for deck building. The game
adopts the core mechanisms of all LCF
games, albeit with a focus on the campaign
mode. Three adventures are pooled in the
campaign Die Nacht des Zeloten.
Cosmic Encounter: Cosmic Eons - Expansion for Cosmic Encounter by Bill Eberle,
Jack Kittredge, Peter Olotka and Bill Norton

for 3-5 players, ages 12+: 30 new races are
introduced, among them races with an essence card which you can use to assist opponents or to give them bad dreams, or
even traumatize or punish them.
Doom: The Board Game – Tactical combat
game by Jonathan Ying for 2-5 players, ages
14+: Based on the video game; bloodthirsty

demons fight against one to four elite soldiers, Marines, with an individual deck for
each one.
Game of Thrones: The Iron Throne – Conflict game by Bill Eberle, Peter Olotka, Justin
Kemppainen and Greg Olotka for 3-5 play-

ers, ages 18+: Robert Baratheon is dead
and the Houses of Westeros fight for dominance. You command one of the five Houses and want to place five influence markers,
in analogy to the mechanism from Cosmic
Encounter.

Letters from Whitechapel Dear Boss Expansion for Letters from Whitechapel by
Gianluca Santo Pietro and Gabriele Mari

for 2-6 players, ages 13+: The expansion
features miniatures instead of wooden
pawns, the screen for Jack shows a marker
table for the women, sorted by nights. 40
cards for suspects, Jack, Policemen Cards
and Potential Victims introduce historic
details, you decide on the number of cards
to use. Other editions at Giochi Uniti / Sir
Chester Cobblepot, German edition at
Heidelberger Spieleverlag.
Mansions of Madness: Second Edition
– Horror game by Nikki Valens for 1-5
players, ages 14+: One player embodies

the Keeper, the others are investigators. In
four adventures investigators visit locations
to solve riddles. The win or lose as a team
and must find artifacts, weapons and clues.
The Keeper has different goals, for instance
the end of the world or insanity for the
investigators. Fully cooperative, app-driven
new edition, including a conversion set for
the first edition.
New Angeles – Economics simulation by
James Kniffen for 4-6 players: Competition

among conglomerates in the Android universe. You use money and influence to ac-
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quire more money and influence and keep
an eye on crime, diseases and unrest.
Star Wars Destiny – Collectible dice and
card game by Corey Konieczka and Lukas
Litzsinger for 2 players, ages 10+: Battles
between heroes and villains, featuring

characters, locations and storylines from
the complete Star Wars Saga. You try to
eliminate opposing characters and combine
dice-driven skirmishes and faction-related
cards.
XCOM: Evolution – Expansion for XCOM by
Samuel Bailey for 1-4 players, ages 14+: New
missions, enemies and invasion plans, plus
new mechanisms and a new Alien material
named Meld, to be used for breakthroughs

Ferti

Feuerland
Spiele

Complots 2 – Card game by Rikki Tahta for
2-8 players, ages 8+: Sequel game zu Complots; nine new characters are provided and

Alte Dunkle Dinge: Ein Neues Kapitel
– Dice game by Simon McGregor for 1-5
players, ages 8+: Das verschollene Kapitel

you can use their abilities; you can combine
the new cards Complots and you can also
play Complots 2 without a complot.
PitchCar: Extension 6 No Limit – Dexterity
game by Jean du Poel for 2-8 players, ages
6+: New components

is an expansion for the core game of Alte
Dunkle Dinge and at the same time also a
compact travel edition of the core game.
New components are 5 Obsessions and 15
new encounters with three new types of
encounters. There are revelations, warnings
and events as well as achievement cards,
equipment cards, action cards and a character board and disc for a fifth player.
Ein Fest for Odin – Worker placement
game by Uwe Rosenberg for 1-4 players,
ages 12+: A board game inspired by a saga
that mirrors the life of Vikings. Normally, in

Taluva Deluxe – Development game Marcel-André Casasola-Merkle for 2-4 players,
ages 8+: Deluxe edition of Taluva; you create an island of hills and volcanic terraces

in the field of biomechanics.

Ferali
A new exhbitor from India, showing
Ferali – Snipping gme for 2-4 players, ages
6+: You snip colorful discs across an octagonal board; the discs are marked with letters
or numbers and nine game modes are provided.
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and try to settle the island with your own
people.

a round, you place your Vikings on slots of
the action board, only one Viking per slot.
A round comprises 12 phases, aim of the
game is to cover the slots of your own home
board with green and blue commodities
tiles. Gaps can be filled with gold and silver.
Commodities are acquired by plundering or
by swapping for other goods. English edition at Z-Man Games.
Viticulture: Essential Edition – Worker
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placement game by Jamey Stegmaier, Alan
Stone and Morten Monrad Pedersen for 1-6
players, ages 12+: Winemaking in Tuscany,
you want to successfully lead your vinery.
You allocate workers throughout the year for
different task in the current season. If you can
do them first, you have an advantage. Tourist
helpers must be supervised by a worker. You
set up buildings, plant vines and cope with
orders. The rules of this edition have been
revised as regards to Viticulture, the material
from Viticulture is supplemented with a few
components from the game Tuscany and
there is a solo version called Automa.
Viticulture In Vino Veritas - Expansion
for Viticulture by Uwe Rosenberg, Jamey

Filosofia Edition
Fortunes de Mer: Pavillon Noir – by Joshua Cappel for 2 players, ages 14+: Standalone game in the Merchants & Marauders

sible. Aliens are player-controlled, you score
for saved astronauts of your own and eliminating of others. Aliens score, when Humans die. German edition at Heidelberger
Spieleverlag.

Fobs Games
Tiefe Taschen – Card game by Fabian
Zimmermann for 4-8 players, ages 12+: As a
corrupt politician, you want to bolster your

Universe; two pirates rival for a shipping
lane and want to sink the enemy ship or
eliminate captain and First Officer of the
enemy ship. French edition of Merchants &
Marauders, Z-Man Games.
Nautilion – Dice game by Shadi Torbey
for 1- 2 players, ages 10+: Game Four in
the Onivers series; you hire crew for a subpockets. One player is president and hands
out money to himself and the other players.
Afterwards, players vote on the distribution.
If if is accepted, the president remains in
office and a new round begins. When the
distribution is voted down, the president is
out of play for the round, a new president
is named, etc. With bribe markers and the
Snooper you can influence voting with
money or blackmail. With Spieltrieb.

Stegmaier and Alan Stone for 1-6 players,
ages 12+: 40 new tourist visitors for the
vinery.

Fibonacci
Grand Bazaar – Economics simulation by
Sanan Mahmudov for 2-7 players, ages 8+:
You buy and sell sapphires, rubies and emmarine to overcome the Darkhouse in the
depths of the Ocean. You roll three dice and
assign them to the Nautilion submarine, the
Phantom submarine of the opponent and
to the Darkhouse. English edition at Z-Man
Games.

FörlAgo
Thrice Nice Mice – Micro game for 2 players, ages 7+: A game featuring t10 cards,
you try to find a row of three hidden mice

Flatlined Games
eralds to expand your starting capital. In 27
rounds of the game, the price for gems can
rise by 1, fall by 1 or stay at the same level.

Argo – SciFi Conflict by Bruno Faidutti and
Serge Laget for 2-4 players, ages 9+: You
lead a team of astronauts, must find rescue
pods and save as many astronauts as pos-

to score.
Trexo – Abstract placement game by Jan
Åke Hansson for 2 players, ages 7+: You use
the symbols from Tic Tac Toe and try to get
five of your own symbols in a row; on the
10x10 board you can also put one marker
on top of two others on the same level.
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game; all play simultaneously and you must
be first to discard all cards. Each zodiac sign
always defeats two others.
Monster Mash – Card game by Christ
Carpenter for 2-8 players, ages 8+:
Correlations in card color or type of monster

Formal Ferret
Games

Freod Games

The Networks – Economics game by Gil
Hova for 1-5 players, ages 13+: In the guise
of a television station you create new pro-

ButterKO – Card game by Chris Carpenter
for 2-8 players, ages 8+: You look for
correlations with butterflies on the board
are in demand, you want to be the first
to spot such correlations and grab the
monster from the middle. If you are correct,
the other players receive cards; whoever is
out of cards first, wins.
Snatch – Set collecting game with cards
by Chris Carpenter for 3-6 players, ages 6+:
You want to collect a complete set of animal

grams and acquire shows, stars and advertising. Shown as a prototype in 2015.
The Networks: On the Air – Economics
game by Gil Hova for 1-5 players, ages 13+:
Expansion for The Networks, comprises the

- new cards are displayed according to the
rules – and for spotted correlations you win
big butterflies for points, a wrong choice
costs you points.
Hootie Cutie – Card game by Chris
Carpenter for 2-8 players, ages 6+: real-time
game, you search for correlations between
cards and hand on unsuitable cards to other
players; if you collect a set that correlations
to markers on display needs one card less to
win.

Friedrich Verlag
stretch goal cards from the Kickstarter edition.

franjos
Spieleverlag
Donkey Derby – Betting and race game
Walter Müller for 2-5 players, ages 9+: A race
of donkeys – you try to bet as early as possible on the first three donkeys across the
finish line. The earlier the bet is made the
points it scores. All donkeys participate in
each race and betting rounds and donkey
movements alternate. New edition of Favoriten.

www.gamesjournal.at

animals in the display, but you cannot play
on previously placed cards.
Lightning – Reaction game with cards by
Chris Carpenter for 2-8 players, ages 8+:
Chinese zodiac signs are the topic of the

Publisher for educational material, games
are usually published under the Brand of
Kallmeyer Lernspiele. See there.

From the Void
Battle for Nethervein – Conflict game
for 2-6 players by Vladimír Holý and Jan
Vañeček: Players fight in two teams for
either syndicate or swarm, but you only
control your own hero who evolves during
the game; actions influence events on the
game board.
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one turn each; after each round guild tiles
are resolved. There is a growth phase after
every 3-4 rounds – you score the plantation
and new tiles appear. German edition of
Guilds of London, Tasty Minstrel Games /
Surprised Stare Games.
Undercover – Deduction game by Daniel
Danzer and Doris Danzer for 2-4 players,
ages 8+: Agents in the Cold War. You want
to collect the most valuable points tiles for
information. Each secret service has two

Frosted Games

Mars. As one of those corporations you
score for contributions to the project, for
developing infrastructure and many other
actions. With Stronghold Games, German
edition at Schwerkraft Verlag.

FunForge
Hop! – Climbing game by Ludovic
Maublanc and Marie Cardouat for 3-6 players: You climb clouds to reach the top of the

Brett game Adventskalender 2016 –
Collection of expansions for 24 different
games, this time available in two versions:

identical agents of his color, but they also
work undercover for another secret agency.
The front side of an agent has always clue
icons for the possible back side.
Not a game, but a cute accessory for gamers
is Brettspiel-Wandkalender 2017, which is
mentioned here for complete information.
An attractive big box with little doors and a
compact box for easier transport.
Deutscher Spielepreis 2016 Goodie-Box
– In analogy to the Adventskalender; four of
the top ten games of Deutscher Spielepreis,
with one for the winner and the one in

second place - Mombasa, Codenames, Isle
of Skye and T.I.M.E. Stories.
Die Zünfte von London – Majorities game
by Tony Boydell for 2-4 players, ages 10+:
You place liverymen in newly placed guilds
and use your influence also in overseas
plantations. In 12 to 16 rounds you have

FryxGames
Terraforming Mars – Development game
by Jacob Fryxelius for 1-5 players, ages
12+: Corporations that are sponsored by
the World Government begin to terraform

sky; to master challenges you must help
others and get help yourself!
Pocket Madness – Card game by Bruno
Cathala and Ludovic Maublanc for 2-4 players: Set collecting in the Cthulhu universe;
you apply the powers of the Ancient Ones

to cause insanity for your opponents. You
display cards to open portals and to apply
powers. For an investigation, you discard
cards, and the other players have to take
insanity markers.

Funny Entertainment
Culture Movement
A publisher from Taiwan; not part of the Taiwan Board Game Design Group, novelties
listed were
Animal Auction by Kim See He for 3-5 players, ages 10+, and Wink game by Kim See
He for 3-5 players, ages 10+
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GaGa Games
Gentleman’s Deal – Communication game
by Yan Yegorov for 5 bis 9 players, ages 12+:
You are an influential citizen of a rich town

narios are provided and also rules for creating your own scenarios.

Galakta
and hold secret meetings to distribute
money earned, but you must apply tricks
to find out how much money everyone receives.
Sky Heist – Card game by Igor Videnkov for
2-5 players, ages 10+: You rob a Flying Band
with the help of a Flying Bicycle and a few

not very reliable comrades; you can discard
cards for use as revolvers in duels or for use
as booty; sheriff cards cause duels.
Steel Arena: Friday Night Robot Fight –
by Yury Yamshchikov for 2-4 players, ages
12+: Robot skirmishes in an arena; you fight
in teams or head-to-head; the modular are-

Age of Thieves – Card game by Sławomir
Stępień for 2-4 players, ages 14+: A harbor
town at the edge of a mighte empire; we

are master thieves who want to steal the
Emperor’s jewel and use unique abilities of
our thieves and various action cards for maneuvers, potions or complicated tools. You
select cards and use action points to plan
the sequence.
Ragers: Champions of the Arena – Card
game by Rafał Rogusz for 2 players, ages
14+: In the annual meeting of the clans everyone who imagines himself being treated

Gale Force
Nine
Tyrants of the Underdark – Fantasy
adventure by Peter Lee, Rodney Thompson
and Andrew Veen for 2-4 players, ages 14+:
Dungeons & Dragons on a game board; on
the background of the Forgotten Realms

deck building and area control have been
combined. You have one turn per round,
with any number of actions in any order
of your choice, selected from the options
play a card or use resources for basic
actions. German edition at Heidelberger
Spieleverlag.

Gallery
Ouchi
Are You Chicken? – Gambling game by
Tsuyoshi Hashiguchi for 2-5 players, ages
8+: You draw a card and display it openly.
Then you can, in a turn, draw a card facedown and reveal the previous card or pass
your turn. When all have passed, all cards

na is laid out with hex tiles.
The Cookie 2.0 – Card game by Igor Videnkov for 2-6 players, ages 8+: You take on a
role, announce it, may lie, collect information from statements or can try to unmask
the true role of a potential liar. In Phase
Three all players attack the secret target/
goal card.

www.gamesjournal.at

badly can challenge the supposed malcreant; you lead a team of fighters who resolve
those challenges.
Zombie Terror – Asymmetrical strategy
game by Jan Jewula and Lukasz Zebik for
2 players, ages 14+: One player represents
Humans that have to get themselves to
safety across a Zombie-infected parking lot,
the other one represents the Zombies; sce-
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are revealed – you win the round if you
achieved a total of 5 or less with most cards
on display and more cards then the dealer. If
you top 5, you score penalty points.

fits of temper.
Nectar – Card game by Xīn Mào for 2-4 players, ages 10+: As a sorcerer doctor you play
cards from your hand into sacrifice pots to
mix elixirs; when the cards in two pots make

Gamdow Games
100,000 Blind Dates – Communication
game by Liu Xianmiao for 3-8 players, ages
12+: You use cue cards and event cards to-

Game Absorber

um an elixir you score a point; in case of correlation in several parameters you score an
extra point.
Priate Theory – Set collecting game with
cards by Eastfire for 3-6 players, ages 8+:
Even if there is an – intentional – misspelling
in the title of the game, the game itself deals
gether with additional cue cards on the table to express interest in potential partners.
Doodle China – A game of tracks and connections by Kristian Amundsen Østby and
Eilif Svensson for 1-5 players, ages 8+: A
reworked edition of Doodle City; you draft

Shoot Card Game – Card game by Erik Atzen for 2-4 players, ages 17+: The Flag must
be conquered and taken to your home

base. You can use any available miniatures
to fight your way through a landscape that
you lay out with household items. If you die,
you start again.
with loot distribution as usual: Cards must
be split into shares, if you do not agree with
the way of splitting you must split anew but
decrease a share.
The Legend of Sabao – Economics game
by Liu Zhiyu for 2-6 players, ages 16+: Part
of a series of games on the history of the

Game Brewer
Pixie Queen – Worker placement by Rudy
Seuntjens for 2-5 players, ages 12+:
You are a real pest, embodying a pixie in

dice in the Suzhou scenario and determine
where on the plan you can draw canals to
connect houses, parks, markets and ships.
Shanghai uses the same mechanisms,
but another scoring method. With Aporta
Games.
Monzart – Communication game by Ren
Zhijie for 2-4 players, ages 8+: You are a pet
of a musician and play musical notes from
your hand to score for notes and combinations of notes; you can make corrections by
Tang dynasty; you use worker placement
and area control to achieve optimum use of
resources for optimum profit.
War of Cassandra – Dice game by Wang
Shuai: Based on a Chinese SciFi novel;
events trigger other events, using the topic
of conflict about planets. Preview for 2017.
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Cornwall or Devon, and win with fewest
points, because all that you can collect are
penalty points over the course of the game;
rewards are only handed out at the end and
each reward demands different tactics in
the game. Kickstarter, available Q2/2017.
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Game Factory
Bananagrams Party – Word placement
game by Abraham and Rena Nathanson
for 2-8 players, ages 10+: 10 years of

Bananagrams – time to celebrate. You
start with 11 to 21 face-down letters, turn
them over and try to form as many words
as possible in crossword formation. If you
draw a party tile when swapping you must
use it instantly. When an action has been
completed, the party tile is taken out of play.
Cross Roads – Card game for 2-4 players,
ages 7+, by Martin Nedergaard Andersen
for 2-4 players, ages 7+: The little ant wants

to take home supplies, but lots of other ants
leave confusing tracks. A card is laid out, you
add one of your five cards to one already on
display, at right angles to it, covering one
half of a card already there. If you cannot
place a card, you draw a card. To cover two
halves of two cards touching each other is
called Flotter Duft and your left neighbor
draws a card. Covering two halves of two
adjacent cards caused Flinker Stinker, all
other players draw a card.
Fruit Mix – Memo game by Martin
Nedergaard Andersen for 1-6 players, ages

www.gamesjournal.at

7+: 48 cards differ in fruit, shape of the plate
and tablecloth. You have 14 seconds to
memorize the card in the middle; then you
reveal one of your own cards; depending on
correlations with a card in the display on the
table you can discard your card or must take
cards.
Kimi Koala – Card game by Kim Vandenbroucke for 2-4 players, ages 3+:
Pieces of clothes with suitable patterns
must be found. You have a Koala card and

REPORT

peep hole covers accordingly and may try
to guess the image; other players pay for
guesses. To guess you make crystals ready;
if the guess is correct, you receive those
crystals; whoever guesses wrong, loses
this amount of crystals. German edition of
Macroscope, Lifestyle Boardgames.
Match Madness – Dice game by Jeppe
Norsker for 1-4 players, ages 7+: You hold a
set of five blocks, showing two symbols on

20 clothes cards are spread out. You roll
both dice and look for the corresponding
piece of clothing. If you roll underwear, you
must give back all cards. The first player to
have five clothes cards, wins. In a variant
you can play Clothes Memo.
Klask – Dexterity game by Mikkel Bertelsen
for 2 players, ages 6+: The holes at the end
of the board are meant to be goals; three
white magnetic pieces are obstacles and

the long sides and one on the short sides.
A pattern card is turned over and all players
lay out this pattern with their blocks as fast
as possible. In the variant Total Madness,
you complete a pattern as quickly as possible and score depending on the degree of
difficulty.
Shelby’s Knochen Mopsen – Collecting
game by Marcia Gresko for 2-4 players, ages
4+: Shelby want to find the bones that he
has dug into the ground. Bones are in the

you try to get the red ball into a goal with
the help of your own black piece by moving the black piece with a magnet on the
underside of the board. Variant of Weykick,
shown already in 2015, Publisher Competo
/ Marektoy.
Macroscope – Image recognizing game
by Martin Nedergaard Andersen for 2-6
players, ages 6+: You roll a die, remove

box and you have a feeding bowl. You turn
the arrow on the red disc and – depending
on the result – you get bones, hand back
bones or pass your turn.
Sleeping Queens – Card game by Miranda Evarts for 2-5 players, ages 8+: Twelve
queens on cards sleep in the middle of the
table. You can wake up queens and take
them by playing kings from your hand.
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There are special rules for Cat Queen, Poodle Queen and Rose Queen. If you collected four out of five queens or 40 out of 50
points, you win.
Top Face! – Communication game by
Wladimir “Wlad” Watine for 3-5 players,
ages 7+: Two sets of 62 cards each show

Game Salute
Alien Frontiers Big Box – Complete edition
by Tory Niemann for 2-6 players, ages 13+:
Comprises Alien Frontiers Factions, Faction

helmets and shields for combat. You secretly choose dice, then both players roll simultaneously and compare dice results.
Shadowrift: Eve of the Sickle Moon –
Expansion for the deck building game by
Jeremy Anderson for 1-6 players, ages 14+:
Two new monster factions: Lycanthropes
identical grimaces. You draw a card and
imitate the grimace, all other players search
the grimace they believe that you made in
the second set on display. In a simplified
version, you can name the background
color of your grimace. A variant Grimassen
ablegen is enclosed.
Distribution and cooperation partner for:
Competo, FoxMind, Lifestyle Boardgames

Packs #1 bis #4, Alien Frontiers Expansion
Packs #1 to #7 and Alien Frontiers Outer
Belt.
Capture: A Medieval War game – Dexterity game by Andrew Hunzicker for 2 players,
ages 7+: You deploy armies of knights and

Game Flow
Chimere – Set collecting game with cards
by Roméo Hennion and Clément Leclercq
soldiers and try to localize and conquer one
of the enemy crowns within enemy territory and to take it into your own headquarter. Standard game elements are extended
with two catapults with which you shoot
ammunition on opposing units, provided
you hold the cards that allow you to do it.
King’s Forge: Glassworks – Dice game by
Nick Sibicky for 2-4 players, ages 14+: Glass
is a new resource with new dice, new items
for which glass is necessary and also introfor 2-5 players, ages 8+: In three years, magicians rival in four tournaments per year
for the Chimera that fits the template best.
In each year, a main and a secondary disc
determine the characteristics. Animal cards
are placed on boards or swapped. Then Chimeras are compared as regards to seasons
and score in relation to correlation with the
template. With Blackrock games.

Game‘s Up
duces new locations where you can find
glass for your workshop.
Knight Fight – Dice game by Danny May
for 2 players, ages 10+: D4, D6, D8, d10, D12
and D20 dice represent weapons, gauntlets,
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with werewolf-like animals who can transfer their status by biting and gain power at a
full moon, and Harrowood, a forest that has
turned into a hater of Humans and can produce Overgrowth.
The Princess Bride: I Hate to Kill You – Dice
game by Jim Harmon and John Harmon for
2 players, ages 10+: This game provides a
simulation of the epic sword skirmishes in
The Princess Bride, using dice and cards.

The Arrival – Area control game by Martin
Wallace for 2-4 players, ages 12+: Conflicts
over Erin at the dawn of time! As a Clan
Chief, you must push back Fomori and must
also hinder rivaling clan chiefs to expand
their territory. All players use their revenues
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Tiny Epic Galaxies: Beyond the Black – Expansion for the dice game by Scott Almes
for 1-5 players, ages 14+: Galaxies of play-

in the action phase for enlarging the tribe
and influencing the Fomori. When all have
passed and someone tops the corruption
limit, the game ends. When the Fomori hold
the same number of location as the clans,
you win with fewest Corruption, or else with
most Fame.

Gamelyn Games

Games 4 Gamers
ers overlap and you want to advance into
unknown territories and regions, using four
new types of ships and specialized pilots.
Preview for 2017.
Tiny Epic Kingdoms: Heroes’ Call Deluxe
Edition - by Scott Almes for 1-5 players,
ages 14+: Three new factions and a mini

Zoop – Card game by Pere Valero for 3-8
players, ages 8+: Yet another card shedding
game; you must combine animals to to be

Darkrock Ventures – Worker placement
game with dice by Michael Eskue and Andrew Christopher Enriquez for 1-5 players,

able to get rid of all your cards first.

expansion expand the standard edition of
the game.
Tiny Epic Quest – Adventure game by Scott
Almes for 2-4 players, ages 14+: Peace is
broken when a portal to the Goblin realm
ages 14+: The presence of Aliens is known,
in a hostile environment, resources are
scarce and you build asteroids, which are
however attacked by Aliens.
Heroes of Land, Air & Sea – Adventure
game by Scott Almes for 2-4 players, ages
14+: 4X game with miniatures, with a topic
of Orcs versus Humans and expansion of

the respective kingdoms with balancing
of two economic systems and the acquisition of advantages when you achieve certain levels of development. Announced for
2017.

www.gamesjournal.at

is opened; players are heroes and must reinstate peace in the Elves Realm, be it by closing the portals or by eliminating all Goblins.
Kickstarter.
Tiny Epic Western – Worker placement
game by Scott Almes for 1-4 players, ages
14+: This game offers a mixture of worker
placement and Poker mechanisms, you
must take on the most influential bosses to
win influence yourself.
Distribution partner: Schwerkraft Verlag.

Garphill
Games
Explorers of the North Sea– Viking game
by Shem Phillips for 1-4 players, ages 12+:
Set in a background of the late Viking era;

players are ship captains and quest for new
land to settle; they must catch cattle, set up
outposts and achieve other goals.
The North Sea Runesaga –Viking game
by Shem Phillips for 2-4 players, ages 12+:
Competition for most runes stones and the
title of Clan Chief, across all three chapters of
the North Sea Saga – Shipwright, Plunderer
and Discoverer – and with thre unique runes
stones in each chapter. If you acquire them,
you have advantages in the next chapter.
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like horses, water, new products, etc. With
Aldebaran Games.
More Bloody Nights – Card game by Fidel
Montesino for 1-5 players, ages 8+: Standalone expansion for Bloody Nights – Noche
de Sangre – you must survive attacks by

Geek Atittude
Games
Not Alone – Asymmetrical card game by
Ghislain Masson for 2-7 players, ages 10+:
As one hunted by the Creature you use

GDM Games
Destroy BCN! – Dice game by Toni Serradesanferm for 2-4 players, ages 10+: You are a
huge mutant monster and devastate Barcevampires during 30 nights; in this expansion, some players can turn into vampires
and you win if you could save most humans.
Myths at War Elder Gods Invasion – Deck
building game by Francisco Gallego Arredondo for 2-6 players, ages 10+: Sequel
game to Myths at War - 300 new cards for
Aztecs, Greeks and Great Old Ones with two

Location and Survival cards, and a Hunting
card and the powers of Artemia, if you are
the Creature. All hunted ones play a card,
the Creatures places markers on location
cards; hunted ones lose card or will power
for those markers. Loss of all will power
moves the assimilation marker one step.

Gemblo

lona and destroy building; army units and
other monsters try to eliminate monsters.
Dragons – Card game by Oriol Comas for
2-4 players, ages 8+: This is a new version of
Papillons; you have a secret target and must
place four dragons of a kind or of the same

Jobs – Betting game by Justin Oh for 2-6
players, ages 7+: 80 Jobs are present in the

Pantheons each that determine the strategy, and cards for the God decks for characters, events and resources as well as cards
for the Design decks for actions, equipment
and invocations.
Sugi – Race game by Víctor Samitier for
2-5 players, ages 10+: As ghosts of the forebearers you try to guide your descendants,
thereby enabling them to be first in reaching the temple. You have a family genealcolor accordingly.
Mi Tierra: Nuovo Era – Economics simulation by Diego Benavente and Alberto
Abudinen for 2-6 players, ages 12+: Worker
placement with an agricultural topic, the
new edition comprises new mechanisms

game and you bid ability chips to acquire
Job cards.
Pipe Work – Placement game in real time by
Justin Oh for 1-4 players, ages 6+: All players
play at the same time to connect pairs of
colored markers on their own 5x5 board.

ogy and score, when family members arrive
in the right order. You place cards for movement or use the card for a special action.
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like a star. In your turn, you take on of your
marbles and put it in a line with at least one
other marble and then take all marbles in

Gen X Games
Covenant – Card game by Óscar Arévalo for
3-5 players, ages 10+: A contract with Death
that will cost one life. You are one of four

Games.

Gen42 Games
noblemen and must take care that the murderer does not appear in your own area and
must also collect most points to be named
Heir to the Crown.
Explorers of the Lost Valley – Card game
by Enrique Dueñas González for 2-4 players,
ages 10+: English noblemen are bored and
they want to explore a region of Africa, as

Tatsu – Placement game with dice by John
Yianni for 2 players, ages 8+: Dice decide
the movements of three different types of

that line and seed them, one marble per
line in the free dent nearest to the center. Or
you take a complete line instead and seed
it. If you form a line of four marbles of your
color or arrange four marbles at the same
distance from the center in adjacent lines,
you win.
Penki - Abstract placement game by
Hartmut Kommerell for 2 players, ages 8+:
Aim of the game is to achieve Five in a Row,
including jokers. 29 tiles offer room for two
markers each. In your turn, you can add a

dragons; when dragons encounter each
other, they move into the outer circle and
influence other dragons, according to type.
German edition at HUCH! & friends.
yet unexplored, where they find living dinosaurs. They want to catch as many of them
as possible.
London After Midnight 2: Sherlock
in Hell – Card game by Enrique Dueñas
González for 2-6 players, ages 9+: Expansion

for London After Midnight or stand-alone
game; the forces of hell are loose in London
and only Sherlock Holmes can stop them.
Pocket Invaders – Abstract game by Jose
D. Flores for 2-4 players, ages 8+: Two civilizations in an endless conflict; you move
ships with strategy and need luck to introduce new ships to the game. With SD

www.gamesjournal.at

Gerhards Spiel
und Design
90 Grad - Abstract tactical game by Gunnar
Kuhlencord for 2 players, ages 10+: One
marble moves as many steps as there are

marbles in the starting row, but rotated
by 90 degrees. You win, if your own target
marble is in the middle spot at the end
of your turn, or if you push the opposing
target marble off the board.
Etoile – Mancala variant by Michael Palm for
2-3 players, ages 8+: 32 dents are arranged

new tile without a gap next to one already
in place, vertically or horizontally within the
maximum grid of 9x9 spaces. Or you place
a pair of your markers into one of the tiles
in the grid.
Rauf!en - Abstract placement game Gerald
Schropp and Patrick Ehnis for 2 players,
ages 10+: If you reach the top honeycomb
case in pyramidic arrangement, you score a
point. Markers are entered into the bottom

row, only pieces of one color and maximum
three in a case. You can only move upwards,
when all cases in the row below are
occupied.
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Tintas – Collecting game by Dieter Stein for
2 players, ages 8+: In 49 cases sit 49 markers
in seven colors, randomly distributed, and
you win, if you collect all seven markers of
one color or at least four pieces each of four

part – when the partner reacts correctly,
you score points. With Asmodee.
Picmix – Sorting game with cards by Sebastien Decad for 2-6 players, ages 6+: Symbols on cards must be sorted. You hold four
cards with a total of sixteen symbols and

Difference Junior – Spotting game by
Chris Boelinger for 2-6 players, ages 4+:
Junior edition of Difference, again you must

colors. You move up to an occupied spot
and take the marker there; you can acquire
several markers of the same color by chain
movements.

Gift10
Industry
Mask of ANUBIS – Cooperative game by
Takashi Hamada and Kenji Shimojima for
2-7 players, ages 10+: Players cooperate to

create a map for the labyrinth in the pyramid. An App is installed, started and you
chose the level of difficulty. The current
wearer of the mask gives information on
the labyrinth with words and gestures, the
others construct parts of the map. After a
discussion phase, the mask player changes.
In the last discussion phase the labyrinth is
assembled checking according to App instructions.

must place cards on top of each other in a
way that only leaves the target combination
visible.
Pow! – Dice and collecting game by Reiner
Knizia for 2-5 players, ages 8+: As a writer of
comics you are looking for inspiration and
try to balance good and evil characters in
find one difference between two cards on
display. With Asmodee.
Focus – Card game by Mathilde Spriet for
3- 18 players, ages 16+: You draw a card for
the target person of the round and answer

questions in his/her stead, the other players
must give a guess on the person. Does
Chewbacca prefer the Beatles or Metallica?
Karibou Camp – Card game by Lionel Borg
and Jérémie Caplanne for 3-7 players, ages
8+: You collect cards by swapping cards
from your hand for cards from the table; if

your story. You take tiles due to the result of
dice rolls, remove surplus heroes at the end
and win with the biggest difference of hero
points minus villain points.
Specific – Dice game by Jean-Claude Pellin
and Christian Kruchten for 2-10 players,
ages 6+: 27 animal discs and a „?“ are on
display. Discs and dice have symbols for
animal characteristics. You roll dice and look

Gigamic International Games
Art of War: The Card Game – Card game
by Souya Naito and Takashi Sakaue for 2
players, ages 12+: War and founding of a
kingdom are the topics of the game, you
use only five types of cards and the King
card and four different story endings.
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for the corresponding animal in the display
or name the owner. If you are quickest to
react correctly, you take the animal.
you have assembled a set, you give the secret sign your partner – each animal type
demands involvement of another body
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Giochi
Uniti
Dungeon Heroes Manager – Adventure
game by Andrea Chiarvesio and Pierluca
Zizzi for 2-6 players, ages 10+: Dungeons

promise treasures, but it is necessary to get
out of the dungeon! Thus, in this game, you
are sponsor and manager for hired heroes
who are tasked with getting the treasures
for you and with defeating all the monsters.
Guilds – Placement and auction game by
Christian Giove for 2-4 players, ages 10+:
After the war of the Seven Kingdoms,

resources for your defenses. New edition
including six expansions.
Kingsport Festival: The Card Game –
Card game by Gianluca Santo Pietro for
3-5 players, ages 13+: Cults and cultists in

the universe of H.P. Lovecraft – in the card
version of Kingsport Festival you have sided
with Evil and play nine rounds. All cultists
have one move. If there is a roundup, cultists
play Elder Gods against it, in turn order. After
nine rounds, you add up the cult points of
all your Elder God cards. Coproduction with
Sir Chester Cobblepot and Passport Game
Studio.
Lettere da Whitechapel: Dear Boss
Espansione –Expansion for Letters from
Whitechapel by Gianluca Santo Pietro,
Gabriele Mari for 2-6 players, ages 13+:
Miniatures instead of wooden pawns, the

REPORT

Canetta for 2-5 players, ages 12+: Since
ancient times the river Rhine is one Europe’s
most important trade routes. Rounds
comprise phases for orders, loading,
reserving stop points, moving vehicles and
unloading, meet orders by selling and end
of turn. Already announced in 2015.
Royal Wedding – Placement game by
Walter Obert for 2-8 players, ages 8+: Royal
Goblin wedding! Pure chaos! The active
player plays two movement cards for Goblin or Princess, each movement is resolved.

For treasures, you meet the conditions or
move to the depicted item. If someone has
collected 6 Forfeit or if there are no more
Forfeits or Treasures, you win with most
treasure points.

Giochix.it
Men in Block – Economics game by Roberto Pestrin for 2-4 players, ages 14+: As a galactic manager, you must expand your trade
Anderis is expanding. Guilds spring
up, recruit members and build guild
headquarters. There is a central board for
the Central City Square and player boards
for the headquarter building sites. When
a site is complete or at the end of the final
week, that is, the last round, you score for
characters, rooms and completed goals.
Kingsburg 2nd Edition – Dice placement
game by Andrea Chiarvesio and Luca Iennaco for 2-5 players, ages 10+: As its gover-

screen for Jack shows a marker table for
the women, sorted by nights. 40 cards
for suspects, Jack, Policemen Cards and
Potential Victims introduce historic details,
you decide on the number of cards to
use. Announced in 2015, with Sir Chester
Cobblepot, German edition at Heidelberger
Spieleverlag, more at Fantasy Flight Games
and Galakta.
Rhein River Trade – Trade and logistics
game by Stefania Niccolini and Marco

post and employ aliens for that purpose, incurring the usual problems with employees.
Samhain – Resources management by
Mauro and Alessandro Ciabotto for 2-4
players, ages 12+: You fight for survival and
dominance in the role of a Celtic tribe at the
time of the autumn equinox, using dynamic
resources management. Still in a testing
phase.

nor, you must defend a border province and
build up a good relationship with council
members and the Royal family to receive
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Golden Age Games
Captains of the Golden Age – Adventure
game by Niek Jansma and Aron Groot for
2-4 players, ages 9+: East Indies in an era

The Vampire, the Elf and the Cthulhu –
Auction game with cards by Luca Ricci for
2-5 players, ages 12+: Together with other
players you try to write a novel, in the role

accessible body guard. Players confer on
the order of cards being played.
Mord in der Villa Mafiosa – Role-playing
game by Michaela Küpper and Marlies
Müller for 5-8 players, ages 14+: Good
food, playing & investigating a murder in a
in which pepper was more expensive than
gold. The sails of your ship determine her
range; crew is used for entering, the size
of the freight hold determines the amount
of load, and you can use cards to influence
those values.

of a writer, but this is not a narrative game
at all. You bid for and win cards for ideas of
writers, and you can activate the abilities of
cards for interaction with other players.
Virus – Cooperative game by Michele
Quondam for 1-6 players, ages 14+: A virus
is spreading, the infected persons turn violent, blood thirsteyand nearly unstoppable.

Golden Egg Games
Mafia setting. Master Chef Enrico Fratinelli
was murdered! Who is responsible? Crime
dinner game, including a cookbook: Italien.
Kochen mit Corleone & Co.
Distribution partner: Hutter Trade

Airlines – Economics simulation by Elad
Goldsteen for 2-4 players, ages 10+: Set in
the era of boom air travel in the late 50ties.

Gocco
Games
Cattack! No. 1 – by Azumi Date for 2 bi 4
players, ages 6+: In teams of two you play
cards as a trainer to instruct cats in playing
You head an airline, load and unload passengers or buy airplane parts. You score in
three rounds for passenger transport, based
on completed target cards.
Edge of Humanity – Card game by Elad
Goldsteen and Pini Shekhter for 2-5 players, ages 13+: At the edge of extinction you
try to survive. Announced for publication in
2017.

Your only hope is to find the planet of origin
and an antidote there. But not all agree on
this procedure, as they want to use terror
and chaos for their purposes.

Gmeiner Verlag
Die Villa des Paten – Cooperative crime
card game Jörg Domberger for 2-4 players,
ages 10+: Investigators use items in colored
symbols on Police cards to arrest 13
body guards and the Godfather, who are
displayed in formation. The backside shows
number and color symbol of the necessary
cards that must be played in turn on an
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Volleyball. If the ball reaches the opposing
side with three contacts, a special attack
is triggered – you draw a card from the
opposing team for a ball action and draw
three cards; if not, the opposing team scores.
When a team scores, one of its cats goes to
sleep and the next round is prepared.
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Rome: Rise to Power – Revolt! – Dice game
by Elad Goldsteen for 2-4 players, ages 10+:

REPORT

Gorilla Games
Present as an exhibitor; announced as coming soon is Palaces by Jeff Siadek for 2-4
players, ages 12+: Deck building game with
a bidding mechanism; you build towers

The expansion brings more provinces and
the opportunity of revolt!

Goliath Deutschland

Eyez, look at it and either put it back facedown or put it on another face-down Eyez
and take the pair without looking at it.
Willi Wackel – Dexterity game for 2-4 players, ages 4+: Relaunch of Rappel Zappel
with a new name; once again, players must
pick up marbles with one hand only and
using tongs and place the marbles into the
moving hands of Willi.
when you win a bid for a card; the card is put
into your deck and can be activated again.
DraftCraft by Jeff Siadek for 2-5 players,
ages 12+, has also been announced already
in 2015, but is named as a novelty for 2016
in Geek lists. You draft cards and combine
them into items, with a limit of one card for
cards in hand.

Goliath, too, showed part of the program
already presented in Nuremberg.
Fuchs Alarm! –Action game for 2-4 players,
ages 4+: The spinner indicates how many
chicken marbles a player must put into the
pants of the fox. If there are too many in

Gotha Games

there the pants explode and you need to
collect as many of the emerging chickens as
possible and put them into your pen. If you
fill your pen first, you win.
Gefragt Gejagt – Quiz game based on the
TV Show for 3-6 players, ages 8+: In analogy
to the show there is the Speed Guessing
round, a round of individual duels against

GooaAAAal

Race! Formula 90 Expansion #2: Barcelona and Silverstone: Expansion zu
Race! Formula 90 by Alessandro Lala and
Guiseppe Rossini for 2-6 players, ages 14+:

GooaAAAal! – Soccer Dice Game by
Laurent Vergneau for 2 or mor players,

Double-sided board with the tracks of Silverstone and Barcelona, including two new
strategies for Pushing and Saving Petrol.

the Hunter and then the final round.
The Eyez – Spotting and memo game for
2-5 players, ages 8+: Eyez are discs with eyelike markings in black & white. All players try
to find Pairs simultaneously and to avoid
making mistakes. You use one hand, take an
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ages 7+: A mixture of tactics and speed. 3
throws to place Balls and Defenses while
the opponent does the same. One Attack
not defended will be worth 1 Goal. Tricks
like red card, penalty or fans. Three versions:
JUNIOR (2 x 4 wooden dice) - TRAINER (2 x 9
wooden dice - COLLECTOR (team of 9 dice 26 countries available) .

Granna
25 – Card game by Krzysztof Czaus for 2-4
players, ages 8+: Anniversary edition for 25
years of Granna; cards show parts of box
covers from Granna games and you need
different amounts of completed covers, in
relation to the number of players.
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Capital – Economics simulation by Filip
Miłuński for 2-4 players, ages 10+: All players together build Warsaw over the course
of six epochs, each player builds his own

borough. After each epoch with a building
phase and an income phase you receive income and victory points for the owners.
Spaghetti – Dexterity game by Michał
Gołębiowski for 2-4 players, ages 6+: 27
noodles of different colors, length and val-

Burger Up – Card game by Matthew Parkes
for 2-4 players, ages 9+: A game with a
theme about the art of making burgers, you

Greiferisto
Rone – Card game by Štěpán Štefaník for
2-4 players, ages 14+: With a handful of ressources we fight for survival and control of

find ingredients, assemble the burger and
fulfill orders.
Grimslingers – Sci-Fi conflict by Stephen
Gibson for 1-6 players, ages 14+: In the outback, in a cursed part of the American Wild

the remaining relics in a post-apocalyptic,
after-atomic surrounding.

Grey Fox
Games
7 Ronin – Asymmetrical card game by Aleksander Karcz for 2 players, ages 14+. One
player controls a group of Ninjas that attack

ue are heaped on the table and you have 20
seconds to get yourself as many of them as
you can manage, but you are not allowed to
soil the table and can only take meat balls
under certain specified conditions.

Greenbrier Games
A.E.G.I.S.: Combining Robot Strategy
Game by Jesse Clark, Sarah Como, Breeze
Grigas, Ryan Richford and Tom Wozencraft
for 2-4 players, ages 10+: MYou construct
robots, five in a team, and then confront the
other teams of five robots; all in all there are
five classes of robots. Kickstarter.
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West, you find yourself among the Damned,
the Mysterious, the Unhappy ones – you
have been transformed into a being of iron
and elementary powers by the Iron Witch
and must confront other such Grimslingers.
Kickstarter is announced.

Gregarious
Mammal Games
Chip Shop – Worker placement game by
Chris Ward for 2-6 players, ages 13+: Topic is
the computer industry of the 80ties; a print
& play version is available, a Kickstarter version is planned as a board game.

a village; the other player defends the village with seven Ronin; the Ninja wins when
he controls five regions of the village; the
Ronin wins when he survives eight rounds.
English edition of 7 Ronin, Badger’s Games
2013.
London Dread – Cooperative game by
Asger Johansen for 2-4 players, ages 10+:
In Victorian London players unmask plots
together, to find a specific ending for the
story. Already mentioned in 2015.
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cards give you your targets, word lists in
English, French, Italian and Spanish are included.
Interpol ermittelt for 2-6 players, ages

Lucha Jefe – Card game by Mike Arlington
for 2 players: Which Boss can be the first to
win three championship belts with his fighters? You draft fighters with varying characteristics, that is, you know possible fighters,
but not your factual opponents. Only listed
on BGG, not on the company website.
Order of the Gilded Compass – Dice assignment game by Bernd Eisenstein and
Jeffrey D. Allers for 2-5 players, ages 10+:
You are a treasure hunter and you are invited to join a secret archeological society. You

12+: Available in German, English, Spanish,
French and Italian.
Quick-Buzz – A duel on vocabulary for 2-6
players, ages 10+: You answer to an image
card – what does the image represent, what

REPORT

Grublin Games
Publishing
Perfect Crime – Card game by Henry Jasper for 2-5 players, ages 14+: Bank robbery,
based on the mechanism of Defend the

Tower – one player builds the perfect bank,
including patrolling routes for the watchmen; the robber must overcome this carefully planned defense.

Guru Fabric
Edgar & Lucien – Area control by Tanguy
Camus, Stéphane Gantiez and Basile
Mayeur for 2-4 players, ages 12+: In Fosko,

search for artifacts and place dice to acquire
treasure cards and specialists, etc. Revised
and re-themed new edition of Alea iacta
est, alea 2009.

is the English word for it. If you know it, you
hit the bell and take the card, if you are correct. Available in German, English, French,
Spanish and Italian.
Sprach-Memo for 2-6 players, ages 8+,
with variants zu Hause, Unterwegs, Der
Mensch,
Einkaufen-Essen-Trinken,
Schule-Arbeit-Freizeit and Durch das
Jahr, also available in a box with all six topan implacable town full of opportunities,
you guide two characters; one human and
one puppet who must cooperate to take
over the city.

Grubbe Media
After the ethnic games from all over the
world there are new series of games at
Grubbe Media, in the field of Language
games and learning languages.
Deutschland entdecken – Language
game for 2-6 players, ages 10+: A trip
around 135 German towns and cities. City

Haas Games
Geo Facts – Card game by Simon Haas for
ics; suitable for acquiring the theme-connected basic vocabulary.
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2-6 players, ages 12+:
A game of assessing basic values for mountains, rivers and lakes; for each of those
types of cards there are 40 cards; f there are
several categoriesor each type, for instance
first ascent or maximum depth.
Distribution: game direkt

Haba
Family games:
Abenteuerland: König & Prinzessin –
Expansion for the adventure game by
Wolfgang Kramer and Michael Kiesling for

2-4 players, ages 10+: Three new adventures
involving King and Princess - Befreiung der
Prinzessin, Aufstand der Nebelwesen and
Die Befreiung des Königs. Again, you must
fight Fog Creatures and resolve tasks to
master an adventure. All new adventures
need the core game to play.
Lady Richmond – Auction game by Tim
Rogasch for 2-5 players, ages 8+: Lady
Richmond’s estate is auctioned. You auction
a card or another card is revealed; If you

auction, you make a starting bid for all
open cards; all others raise or pass, the best
bid takes all cards. The Auctioneer causes
special conditions, Cheating tiles bring
information, swapping of cards or loans.
Meduris: Der Ruf der Götter – Settlement
game by Stefan Dorra and Ralf zur Linde for
2-4 players, ages 10+: Meduris Mountain
must be settled and cultivated. You roll for
changes in the stock of resources, move
workers and pay with goods for building.
Movement of the Druid lets you make sacrifices for victory points or gives you victory
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points for runes stones.
Picassimo – Drawing game by Carlo A.
Rossi for 3-6 players, ages 8+: Paintings
have disappeared, gallery employees draw
copies for the exhibition. You choose a level
of difficulty, draw a term card and draw the

term, keeping within the parameters. When
all have finished, you reveal a swapping
card and swap the relocate the indicated
parts of the board. Then all show their drawings. When a term is guessed correctly, both
artist and guesser score.
Large game:
Drachenturm – Cooperative Memo and
dexterity game by Carlo A. Rossi for 2-4
players, ages 5+: The dragon has imprisoned the princess, the Prince and his
companions come to her aid. You reveal a
building tile and can place a companion or

begin a new level of scaffolding or move the
dragon backwards. When the tower is complete, the dragon is activated and princess
is pushed towards the coach with the slider.
Meine
große
Obstgarten
Spielesammlung – Ten games by
Anneliese Farkaschovsky and Annemarie
Hölscher for 2-4 payers, ages 3-6:
You can play a total of ten different games
on two double-sided game boards -Obstgarten itself and additional games using

dice, cooperation, memory, groping, feeling
and color dice as well as racing and card discarding mechanisms.
On occasion of the 30 Years Anniversary of
Obstgarten by Anneliese Farkaschovsky
for 1-8 players, ages 3-6, there is a Jubilee
edition in a tin.

Paul und der Mond – Cooperative memo
game by Steffanie Yeakle and Marie Chaplet for 1-6 players, ages 3-8: The moon has
lost his magic wand and can no longer wax,
only wane. But when the glitter fairies assist

Paul and build a ladder for him, he can hand
back the wand to the moon.
Spiel-Spaß-Kiste Haustiere – Three games,
two puzzles and three stories for telling and
reading on the topic of pets, by Annemarie
Hölscher for 1-4 players, ages 3+: Part topics are Pet Shop, Walk in the Park, Cleaning
up at Home, Race in the Kennel and Happy
Animal Snatching Game.
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need to collect clover, carrots and wheat
and store it in the right storage rooms before all leaves have fallen from the tree.
Lumina – Spotting and memo game by
Udo Peise and Marco Teubner for 2-4 players, ages 5+: Fireflies fly through the forest
and across fields, but they are not easy to
find as they hide in ruins or at the coast.

REPORT

go to sleep, players are looking for the reason; includes story for reading aloud.

Bring along game mini:
Kleiner Vogel, großer Hunger – Collecting
game by Tim Rogasch for 2-4 players, ages
3+: Four little birds hatch from their eggs

and are very hungry – a die decides what
you can feed them and how fast they grow.
Bring along game S:
Ich glaub, mein Schwein pfeift! – Bluffing
game by Heinz Meister for 2-4 players, ages
5+: Farmer Kasulke has put fresh apples into
the trough and the piglets want to get at

them. You must guess well and keep an eye
on the piglets of other players so that you
can secure the apples for yourself.
Bring along game M:
Hamsterbande – Cooperative collecting
game by Tim Rogasch for 1-4 players, ages
4-8. Hamsters amuse themselves in their
burrow, but winter is approaching and they

Who remembers the paths to the fireflies
best and is first to find five of them?
Bring along game L:
Erbsenprinzessin Kissenstapelei – Dexterity game by Liesbeth Bos for 2-4 players,
ages 3-12: Usually, Princess Penny does not
like to go to bed, but today she is tired and
stacks mattresses, duvets and pillows to ensure that she will sleep well. Two variants,

Card games:
Blumenfee Domino – Placement game for
2-6 players, ages 3+: You play with the figurine Fairy Rosalina, flower tiles are placed
suitably.

Katze & Co Mau Mau – Card game for 2-4
players, ages 4+: A variant of Mau Mau to
discard cards, comprising four cat figurines.

cooperative or competitive.
Game in a Tin:
Erbsenprinzessin Wackelbett – Dexterity
game by Lisbeth Bos for 2-5 players, ages
4+: Princess Penny is unable to sleep, so she
gets more mattresses, duvets and pillows,
but do not make her fall out of bed!
Prinzessin Mina Junior Rummy – Children
variant of the card game for 2-4 players,
ages 5+, comprising star markers.

My very first games:
Erbsenprinzessin Gute Nacht – Assignment and memo game by Liesbeth Bos for
1-4 players, ages 2+: Princess Penny cannot
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Educational game
Papperlapapp – Game collection with Audio CD, by Anja Wrede and Karl-Heiz Stier
for 1-6 players, ages 3+: Linguistics training

deliver to regular customers and walk-in
customers. Food can also be swapped or
used for seeds and planted again. New edition. Coproduction with Pegasus Games.

Hans im Glück
Carcassonne: Amazonas – Tile placement
game by Klaus-Jürgen Wrede for 2-5 players, ages 8+: You draw and place a tile as

tion.
Carcassonne: Klöster/Tempel in Japan –
Expansion by Klaus-Jürgen Wrede for 2-6
players, ages 8+: Already published in summer.

including describing, imitating noises, identifying figures and assigning.

H@ll Games
Das Orakel von Delphi – Development
game by Stefan Feld for 2-4 players, ages
12+: Zeus invites mortals up to Olympus

usual and can then place meeple or camp
on it, or move your boat on the Amazon river and score the tile if necessary. Tributaries
and villages are scored as usual, camps at
the end of the game. You can only add tiles
behind the front edge of the Amazon river.
A meeple on boat symbols moves the boat.
Series: Carcassonne Around the World. English edition at Z-Man Games.
First Class: Unterwegs im Orient-Express
– Placement and collecting game by Helmut
Ohley for 2-4 players, ages 10+: Each game
is played with two out of five modules - Die

and wants to be entertained with a competition in 12 tasks: You must construct three
cult sites, erect statues, offer sacrifices and
fight monsters. You access islands and use
three oracle dice. Coproduction with Pegasus Games.
Vor den Toren von Loyang – Development
game with an agricultural topic by Uwe
Rosenberg for 1-4 players, ages 12+: The ascension of Loyang to the capital of the Han

dynasty demands better supplies of staple
foods from farmers in the surrounding
countryside. You plant wheat, pumpkins,
turnips, Chinese celery, beans and leeks.
After harvest you trade your products and
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Russian Railroads: American Railroads –
Expansion for Russian Railroads by Helmut
Ohley and Lonny Orgler for 2-4 players, ages
12+: A new board and new elements for a
mini expansion.

Star Wars: Carcassonne: Expansion 1 –
Expansion for Star Wars Carcassonne by
Klaus-Jürgen Wrede for 2-6 players, ages
7+: New tiles feature planets or asteroid
fields as end parts for trade routes or show
Aufträge, Berühmtheiten and Post Cards,
Wer ist der Mörder?, Passagiere und Gepäck
or Weichen and Mechaniker – and the core
game. In six rounds 18 cards are on display.
In each round, you take three action cards
in turn from the display and implement the
action. After every two rounds the game is
scored – bonuses for track and points for
trains. English edition at Z-Man Games.
Erweiterungen:
Carcassonne Der Turm – Expansion by
Klaus-Jürgen Wrede for 2-6 players, ages 8+:
Fourth expansion with 18 new landscapes
with a tower spot, 30 wooden tower parts
and a tower for a card dispenser. New edi-

four separate asteroid fields. You command
Light saber and Blaster that you can hand
to a meeple who can use it in combat; if the
meeple returns, the item returns with him.
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Includes components for a 6th player.
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and Blue Orange Games.

Hasbro
Happy Baobab
Fold-it – Real-time puzzle with action by
Taeyun Goh for 1-6 players, ages 8+: you
want to cook recipes most quickly, based

on order cards. A card is revealed and you
cook: You fold the recipe cloth in a way that
only leaves visible the ingredients depicted
on the order card.
Pick Me Up! – Dexterity game by Dave Choi
for 1-4 players, ages 6+: Tiles are displayed
on a board and you roll three dice for pips,

colors and numbers and then you „pluck“
the corresponding tile from the board. If it is
not present, you say “beep beep”. Mistakes
or the slowest reaction cost you a tile.
Streams – Number placement game by
Yoshihisa Isubaki for 1+ players, ages 7+:
Named in some lists as novelty, but is only
an additional edition of the game also
known and publishes as 20 Express; editions, among others, at Moonster Games

Mostly already presented at Nuremberg
and now available:
Pre-School and children:
Honigklau im Bienenbau – Dexterity game for 2-4 players, ages 4+: The bee
guards the honey treasure; if you are caught

trying to steal the honey comb, you are out
of the game.
Pie Face: Duell – Action game for 2 players, ages 5+: This version offers a duel for
two heads. If you are faster to move the arm
Family games:
Klartext – Communication game for 4-5
players, ages 16: One player speaks “clear
words”, but not really, because he has a lockjaw and his sentences therefore sound rather blurred. When the other players guess
the sentence word-perfect, they receive the
card, and so on until the sand-timer has run

towards your opponents, you give him the
sponge. If you are not hit, you win the duel.
Piñata Party – Collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 4+: The Piñata is full of sweets or
surprises and all want to collect most of it;
you must press in a controlled way to avoid

everything falling out and giving everyone
the chance to grab.
Trolls Doktor Bibber! – Dexterity game for
1 or more players, ages 6+: Poppy and her
friends have lots of small amulets in their
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hair and need the help of players to get
them out.
Yippie Yippie Yeti – Race game by Frank
Bebenroth for 2-4 players, ages 6+: Players
compete for the best Yeti picture; you climb
up the mountain with mountaineers and
can push climbers off the mountain with
avalanches.

out.
Monopoly Banking Ultra Roll & move
game for 2-4 players, ages 8+: Monopoly
even more digital! In this version, you pay
again, as in Monopoly Banking, with an
electronic reader and banking cards; but
the Ultimate Banking unit in this version can
also scan the real estate cards und keeps
track of changes in rents. Instead of Chance
and Community cards there are Event and
Location cards.
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building and agriculture.
Party / Quiz:
Trivial Pursuit: 2000er Edition – Trivia
game by Scott Abbott and Chris Haney for
2-6 players, ages 16+: A new edition of Trivial Pursuit with questions on the period of

Strategy:
Magic: The Gathering Arena Kampf um
Zendikar – Expansion for Arena of the
Planeswalkers by James D’Aloisio, Ethan
Fleischer and Craig Van Ness for 2-5 play-

time stack, after which you must change the
bet. Or you announce the death of the cat
and the time stack is checked.

2000 to 2016 in the categories of Hier und
dort, Rund um die Kunst, Entertainment,
Natur & Technologie, Gestern & heute and
Freizeit & Sport.

Heidelberger
Spieleverlag
In-house productions:
Justice League: Hero Dice - Flash-Set
– Dice game by Andreas Schmidt for 1-4
players, ages 10+: Dice-driven fight against

HCM Kinzel
ers, ages 10+: new planeswalker miniatures,
spell cards and army cards.
Magic: The Gathering Arena Schatten
über Innistrad – Expansion for Arena of
the Planeswalkers by James D’Aloisio, Ethan
Fleischer and Craig Van Ness for 2-5 players,

ages 10+: This expansion also introduces
new miniatures, spell cards and army cards
and can be used as a stand-alone game or
as an expansion.
Risiko Europa – Strategy and dice game for
2-4 players, ages 10+: A new variant of the
game, in which players can reign their own
kingdom and use technologies like ship

Escape the Room: Das Geheimnis der
Sternwarte – Cooperative puzzle game by
Nicholas Cravotta and Rebecca Bleau for

3-8 players, ages 10+: In this variant of the
Escape the Room system players must solve
the puzzle of the disappeared astronomer
and escape from the planetarium. A
solution Wheel indicates with colored rings
and symbols if you solved a puzzle correctly.
Three end-of-story scenarios are provided
at the end of the game and clues can be
found on the web.
Distribution partner for Thinkfun

villains, alone or in teams with other heroes,
all play simultaneously. A turn comprises
attack and resolve, you can play hero cards
at any time. A villain taking damage in
excess of his threat value is defeated.
Justice League: Hero Dice - Green-Lantern-Set –Dice game by Andreas Schmidt
for 1-4 players, ages 10+: In analogy to Flash
Set

He Does Not Throw Dice
Dead Cat – Card game by Luca Kling for 2-4
players, ages 14+: A game on the topic of
Schrödingers Cat – You do not know if the
cat is alive or not, if you do not look into the
box. You try to guess, how long the cat has
been dead. You can look into the box, that
is, draw a card, look at it and put it onto the
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German editions of games from FFG:
Android Mainframe – by Jordi Gené and
Gregorio Morales for 2-4 players, ages 14+:
In the world of Android, the mainframe of
a bank has been deactivated; as a runner,
you have 23 seconds to retrieve Credits and
data with the code included in the alert. You
use generic and unique program cards and
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place partitions on paths and access points
on nodes.
Arkham Horror: The Card Game – LCG
by Nate French and Matthew Newman for
1-4 players, ages 14+: A game between
role-playing game and card game,
about cooperative investigation. Decks
are resources for players embodying

investigators; every one has his own
individual personality as a prerequisite for
deck building. The game adopts the core
mechanisms of all LCF games, albeit with
a focus on the campaign mode. Three
adventures are pooled in the campaign Die
Nacht des Zeloten.
Aufbruch zum Roten Planeten – Conflict
game by Steven Kimball, Bruno Faidutti
and Bruno Cathala for 2-6 players, ages 14+:
Competition for the resources found on
Mars; mining companies fight in a Victorian

Steampunk setting and send out astronauts
to explore Mars and mine resources. New
edition featuring new event cards.
Fury of Dracula - Dritte Edition – Deduction game by Stephen Hand, Kevin Wilson
and Frank Brooks for 2-5 players, ages 14+:
One player embodies the count on his secret travels across Europe, including creating of vampires and setting traps for his
hunters, all other players chase him and
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must find his location. Revised new edition.
Game of Thrones: Das Trivia-Spiel – Trivia
game game by Jonathan Ying for 2-4 players, ages 18+: Players or teams fight for
control of various locations in the Seven
Kingdoms in the Lands of Westeros, using
information on the series Game of Thrones
of HBO. The more questions you answer in a

turn, the more control you have over a location.
Hoax - Neuauflage – Deduction game by
Bill Eberle, Jack Kittredge and Peter Olotka
for 3-6 players, ages 14+: The legacy of millionaire Hoax must be distributed; each of
the potential heir wants to unmask all others as swindlers. Identities are secret and

you must pretend to be someone else. You
have three actions per round: Making a
statement, investigating and accusing.
Runebound 3. Auflage - Fantasy adventure
game by Lukas Litzsinger for 2-4 players,
ages 14+: You are a hero and fight against
the dangerous powers that are threatening
Terrinoth.

REPORT

Star Wars Rebellion – Sci-Fi conflict game
by Corey Konieczka and Steven Kimball for
2-4 players, ages 14+: Empire versus Rebels.

Rebels are outnumbered by the Empire and
must rely on ruses, guerilla tactics and diplomacy. The Rebel faction wins when they
manage to acquire enough support. The
Empire faction, with the weaponry superiority of the Death Star, wins, when it finds
and conquers the Rebel basis.
Villen des Wahnsinns: Zweite Edition –
Puzzle game by Nikki Valens for 1-5 players, ages 14+: One player embodies the
Keeper, all others are investigators. In four

adventures the investigators visit locations
to solve puzzles. Investigators win or lose
as a team and must find artifacts, weapons
and clues. The Keeper has varying goals, for
instance insanity for the investigators or the
End of the World. Fully cooperative, appdriven new edition including a conversion
set for the first edition.
Expansions for games from FFG
Cosmic Encounter: Kosmische Allianz
- Expansion for Cosmic Encounter by Bill
Eberle, Jack Kittredge, Peter Olotka and Bill
Norton for 3-5 players, ages 12+: Introduces
20 new races, components for an additional
player and an option to form alliances.
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one-floor garage and a two-floors laboratory; both can be expanded with attic/basement. There are new challenges, a hydraulic
platform and nine miniatures for the specialists from the core game.
Flash Point: Feuer an Bord – Expansion for
Flash Point by Luis Francisco and George
Patsouras for 1-6 players, ages 10+: Plans
for a ship and a submarine; windows as possible rescue paths are missing and the hos-

nate all campers while they in turn try to
neutralize him.
Czech Games Edition:
Codenames: Pictures – Deduction game
by Vlaada Chvátil for 2-8 players, ages
10+: Variant of Codenames with images
composed of several elements instead of
words on the cards.

Cosmic Encounter: Kosmische Herrschaft
- Expansion for Cosmic Encounter by Bill
Eberle, Jack Kittredge, Peter Olotka and Bill
Norton for 3-5 players, ages 12+: An expan-

sion created by fans, featuring 30 new races
and new award cards as well as ship markers for new variants.
Cosmic Encounter: Kosmischer Konflict
– Expansion for Cosmic Encounter by Bill
Eberle, Jack Kittredge, Peter Olotka and Bill
Norton for 3-5 players, ages 12+: 20 new

races and components for an additional
player as well as a danger deck for events.
Expansionen zu Spielen anderer
Kooperationspartner:
Indie Boards & Cards:
Flash Point: Extreme Gefahr – Expansion
for Flash Point by Lutz Pietschker for 1-6
players, ages 10+: Introduces plans for a

pital ward isn’t safe, either.
Coproductios with other companies and
German editions of games from other
publishers:
Act in Games / Blackrock Games:
Aya - Cooperative placement game by Olivier Grégoire and Thibaut Quintens for 2-5
players, ages 8+: In the placement phase
you place an upright chain of domino pieces including landscape tiles les and animal-

image markers. You start the chain and all
dominos topple. Animal-images and landscapes score for their positions in relation to
each other and to the domino chain.
Ares Games:
Last Friday – Deduction game by Antonio
Ferrara and Sebastiano Fiorillo for 2-6 players, ages 14+: Young campers must survive
a horror weekend – a psychopath hiding in
the shadows of the forest wants to elimi-

Die Alchemisten: Der Golem des Königs
– Expansion for the deduction game by
Matúš Kotry for 2-4 players, ages 14+: King’s
Golem, the first expansion for Alchemists
comprises four modules: Startup Funding –

Adaptation of starting resources; Busy Days
- new rewards and new costs on the order
areas. The Royal Encyclopedia – Publishing
of research results; The Golem Project –
Animation of a creature made from clay and
magic.
Cranio Creations:
Microworld – Placement game by Martino
Chiacchiera for 2 players, ages 12+: Conflict
Virus vs Antibody. The board shows four
types of cells; groups of adjacent cells of the
same type are tissue. You alternate to set a
piece into a free cell, adjacent to the one

previously placed by your opponent. Then
you score for each of your pieces adjacent
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to the one just placed. Gene markers in cells
you take for immediate or later us to modify
standard rules.
Edge Entertainment:
Ninja Dice – Dice game by Rocco Privetera
for 2-5 players, ages 8+: Ninjas versus
Ninjas. Ability dice, house dice and threat
dice are rolled as demanded by the rules
and you must not move them after rolling!
The active Ninja defeats house dice with
enough suitable ability dice for coins, or

Gale Force Nine:
Homeland: The Board Game - Cooperative game based on the TV series, by Aaron
Dill, John Kovaleski and Sean Sweigart for
3-6 players, ages 14+: During the Terrorist
Turn you analyze and neutralize Immediate Threats or risk losses. In the Player Turn
you claim a case as the Leading Investigator, place two information cards and have
options for actions.

flees or rolls again.
Flatlined Games:
Argo - SciFi-Conflict by Bruno Faidutti and
Serge Laget for 2-4 players, ages 9+: You
guide teams of astronauts, must find rescue pods and save as many astronauts as
possible. Aliens are controlled by players;
you score for your own astronauts that you
saved and for eliminating of opposing as-

Tyrannen des Unterreichs –– Fantasy
adventure by Peter Lee, Rodney Thompson
and Andrew Veen for 2-4 players, ages 14+:
Dungeons & Dragons on a game board; on
the background of the Forgotten Realms
deck building and area control have been
combined. You have one turn per round,
with any number of actions in any order of
your choice, selected from the options play

tronauts.
Galakta:
Andromeda – SciF game with dice by Jan
Zalewski for 2-4 players, ages 10+: Mankind
has died out, races from other galaxies live
in the solar system, controlled by the Galaxy
Council of Elders. A space ship with ancient
technology appears and a team of several
races is tasked with exploring it.

a card or use resources for basic actions.
Giochi Uniti:
Die Akte Whitechapel: Dear Boss Expansion for Letters from Whitechapel by
Gianluca Santo Pietro and Gabriele Mari
for 2-6 players, ages 13+: With miniatures
instead of wooden pawns, the screen for
Jack shows a marker table for the women,
sorted by nights. 40 cards for suspects,
Jack, Policemen Cards and Potential Victims
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introduce historic details, you decide on the
number of cards to use.
Iello:
Das Grimoire des Wahnsinns - Cooperative deck building game by Maxime Rambourg for 2-5 players, ages 10+: To open
the forbidden grimoire with spells was a big
mistage; now the pages must be resealed
in one of three game modes. You only must
defeat the last monster to ensure that all
players win together.

Horrible Games:
Hoch die Becher! – Communication game
by Tim Page for 2- 12 players, ages 8+: As a
guest at a banquet you hold wine, poison
and antidote tokens to poison your victim.
You yourself want to stay alive! If you
manage to kill your openly assigned victim,
you score; if you stay alive, you score; if you
do both, you score a bonus. After three
rounds, you win with most points.

Indie Boards & Cards:
Roar-a-Saurus by Jack Darwid for 2-5 players, ages 8+, offers battles between dinosaurs in two levels of difficulty; once as a
quick dice game and once with individually
equipped dinosaurs.
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Jolly Thinkers:
Getäuscht: Mord in Hong Kong – Deduction game by Tobey Ho for 4-12 players,
ages 12+: One player is the murderer and

chooses weapon and evidence; another is
the forensic specialist holding the clue to
identify the culprit and only able to communicate murder site analysis. The culprit is
part of the investigation team.
Le Scorpion Masque:
Freitag der 13. – Card game by Reiner Knizia for 3-6 players, ages 8+: You play a card,
staggered, on one of the three bad luck

stacks – Black Cat, Broken Mirror or Standing Ladder – and draw a card. A red “Friday
13th” card can be played on any stack. When
the sum of all cards in a stack is higher than
13, you take the stack and cannot look at
the cards in the stack again; the card that
topped 13 remains on the table.
Mantic Games:
Dungeon Saga deluxe – Fantasy adventure by Jake Thornton for 1-5 players, ages
14+: As a Hero or evil Overlord you plunge
deep into the dungeon; heroes and monsters are represented by individual miniatures, abilities of characters are marked on
hero and necromancer sheets. Skirmishes
are resolved with dice, the result can be
influenced by cards and abilities. There
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are rules for quick access to the game, the
rather short scenarios can be joint into campaigns with continuously rising degrees of
difficulty.
Mayday Games:
Müll-Party – Stacking game with cards by
Shane Willis for 2-5 players, ages 8+: You
stack garbage cards one by one onto the
garbage can or place them into your room.

When the room is too full, you need to
clean it up and stack all cards in it onto the
garbage can. When cards fall off, you take
them; if you have too many cards, you must
quit the game.
Müll-Party Büro and Familie – Expansion
for Müllparty by Shane Willis for 2-6 players, ages 8+: New cards and now playable
with six players.

Müll-Party Stink-Wohnheim – Expansion
for Müllparty by Shane Willis for 2-6 players,
ages 8+: New cards and now playable with
six players.

Mercury Games:
Fürsten der Renaissance – Development
game by Martin Wallace for 3-6 players,
ages 13+: Italy in 1470, in the era of the

Condottieri. You control a family with
special characteristics and interests in Milan,
Venice, Florence, Rome and Naples, The
game spans three decades with varying
numbers of rounds. You have one of four
actions in your turn: Buy troop or treachery
card, auction city, event or pope tile or
begin a war or pass.
Mesaboardgames:
Stadt der Spione: Estoril 1942 – Tile
placement game by Gil d’Orey and Antonio
Sousa Lara for 2-4 players, ages 10+: Aim of
the game is to create the best spy network

– all players begin with an identical set of six
spies and send them to locations to recruit
experienced spies.
NSKN:
Im Namen Odins – Point collecting game
with cards by Kzysztof Zięba for 2-5 players,
ages 13+: The old Jarl needs a successor –
whoever collects most fame will reign after
him. In your turn, you use symbols on action
cards, buildings and from other sources to
build in the village, recruit famous Vikings
for heroes and to buy long-boats for raids
and to sail on raids. Each raid has special re-
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Red Glove:
Vudu’ – Communication game by Marco
Valtriani and Francesco Giovo for 3-6
players, ages 8+: Powerful curses, disgusting
ingredients and an obscure kind of magic!
You start with a curse card; in your turn, you
roll dice as often as you want to acquire

quirements and scores fame points.
Nazca:
Volt: Das Brettspiel – SciFi Sports game
by Emerson Matsuuchi for 2-4 players, ages
14+: Robot competitions with professional
robot controllers have become the mostwatched sports events. You want to win five
victory points and, to achieve this, you must

have your robot at the the currently active
control station at the end of the round or
destroy opposing robots. A version for
beginners facilitates access to the game,
supplemented by the basis version and
variants. Q1/2017.
Plaid Hat:
Schwungfedern – Air battles by Jerry Hawthorne for 2-4 players, ages 8+: In the world
of Mice & Mystics players control land and
air troops, fighting for dominance over the
trees in the forest. You choose a scenario
and with it a goal for the game as well as al-

liances and components and can also play
campaigns. Movement of birds is regulated
by a flight system including tilt options.
Seafall – Legacy game by Rob Daviau for
3-5 players, ages 14+: The third Legacy
game. Seafaring was re-discoverd after a
Dark Age. you have rediscovered seafaring
after a Dark Age. Using complex rules,
you guide your province into a campaign
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for Fame points, accrued from game and
campaign and play years comprising one
winter and six rounds. A game ends when
the Fame of a player exceeds the target
value. A campaign ends when a player
discovers the island at the end of the world.
Winter der Toten: Die lange Nacht – Cooperative Crossroads-Tabletop by Jonathan
Gilmour and Isaac Vega for 2-5 players, ages
14+: Stand-alone expansion for Winter der
Toten. This time, we find ourselves in the
company headquarters of Raxxon, a scene
of terrible experiments; the colony de-

mands improvements of the infrastructure
and bandits camp nearby.
Rebel.pl
Heroes: Zorn der Elemente - Card game
by Adam Kwapiński for 2-4 players, ages
12+: You are a hero in a magical fantasy
world and command special, mighty powers which relate to elements. You send your
creatures – Dragons, Elementals, Ifrits, Hydras or Gnomes – out to into confrontations

ingredients, but must set aside one die per
roll. The dice results are used to do actions draw curse card or artifact card, use artifact
or cast a curse with ingredient dice; the
victim must implement the effects. You can
repeat the same action several times.
Red Imp:
Der Herr des Eisgartens – Fantasy strategy
game by Krzysztof Wolicki for 2-4 players,
ages 14+: Fight for dominance in Midgaard.
Four formerly brilliant scientists wanted
to explore Midgaard; now they have progressed to wanting to control the world of

Midgaard and her magical powers. You use
influence and units in the conflict about regions and the efforts of meeting your own
asymmetrical victory condition.
Ulisses:
Aventuria Abenteuerkartenspiel – Card
game by Michael Palm and Lukas Zach for
1-4 players, ages 14+: Conflicts in the world
of Aventuria, players must continually
face up to new challenges. You choose

with troops in which they should defeat
other heroes and their armies. In the dicedriven card game you roll element dice in
real time for combinations of symbols that
you can then use in various actions.
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Sorceress, Dwarf, Half Elf or Elf for your
character and can concentrate your powers
for later use in more powerful weapons or
use less powerful weapons immediately.
You can choose to play in a duel mode and
pitch hero against hero to reduce life points
of an opposing hero to zero or choose to set
out as a group in the cooperative adventure
mode and prove yourself valid.
This is supplemented with two adventure
expansions,
Schiff der verlorenen Seelen and Wald
ohne Wiederkehr

gets and fill an order.
Myth – Cooperative fantasy game by Brian
Shotton and Kenny Sims for 2-5 players,
ages 12+: Revised, reworked new edition;

you create your own myths in on-going
stories.
Ninja All-Stars – Miniatures game by John
Cadice, Deke Stella and David Freeman for
2-4 players, ages 14+: The game comprises

Helvetia Games
Sabbat Magica by Guillaume Ettori and
Jérémy Fraile for 2-4 players, ages 13+: Volume Four in the saga about an alternate

Switzerland – You are a magician, appointed by your people – mages, vampires, elves
or sukkubi – to compete with the other magicians and to win as the best magigian of
Helvetia.

Herbertz Kai
Das Katastrophenspiel – Collecting game
by Kai Herbertz for 2-5 players, ages 13+:
As a member of a disaster control unit, you
fight catastrophes and disasters, represent-

Fireteam Zero – Tactical horror game by
Christian Leonhard and Mike Langlois for
1-4 players, ages 14+: Players must fight
ready-to-play Sodapop miniatures and a
league game mechanisms, each one of the
six clans has his own strategies and traditions in the competition for the favor of the
Moon Princess.
Voodoo:
Xibalba – SciFi resources management by
André Schillo for 2-4 players, ages 12+: In an

their way cooperatively through swarms of
monsters to defeat the ultimate evil. Each
player has a unique role – Leader, Close
Combat, Sniper or Demolition Squad / Paramedic.
Mercs Recon: Gegenschlag - Complex
cooperative game by Brian Shotton for 1-5
players, ages 12+: As member of the elite
troop MERCS you gain access to buildings,
interrogate employees, secure mission tar-
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ed by cards and you use cards for heroes,
vehicles and equipment; symbols on those
cards are used to cover symbols on catastrophe cards.

Hip Hops Cards
alternate universe, remnants of terrestrial
civilization must confront an ancient alien
race. You are a captain of a band of mercenaries, collect resources, expand your basis
and fight aliens. The core mechanisms are
based on a dice system using special dice;
effects provided by cards can be used as
soon as the card has been acquired. The
length of the game is governed by the
amount of Paragon necessary to win.

Brews of the World – Card game by Francis Madeira for 2-6 players, ages 16+: Collectible card game on the topic of beer,
the mechanisms work like the Top Trumps
system.
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Spyfall 2 – Card game by Alexandr Ushan
for 3- 12 players, ages 12+: Sequel game to
Spyfall, featuring location cards for up to 12

Outlaws: Last Man Standing – Deduction game by Jérémy Pinget for 2-4 players, ages 12+: You are a Governor in Wild

players and you can now find two spies at
a location.
The Golden Sails – Card game by Yuri
Zhuravlev for 2-4 players, ages 12+: Every
year, the merchants of Aard rig up a ship

West and you want to outdo your political
opponents with all possible means at your
disposal. You also use the support from voters in your constituency. You use a deck of
cards, voters have different characteristics.
Announced for 2017.
Save the President, Save the World – Cooperative game by Cyril Besnard and Alain
Fondrille for 1-5 players, ages 10+: An earth-

Brotherhood of Steam – Card game by
Seiji Kanai for 3-4 players, ages 10+:
New edition of Master Merchant, Kanai Fac-

tory 2011. You are not a merchant, but a
member of a brotherhood and fight your
way to the top of the organization. Based
on the mechanism of Mai Star.
Master of Orion: The Board Game – SciFi
game by Igor Sklyuev and Ekaterina Gorn
for 2-4 players, ages 12+: Based on the vid-

convoy for sailing to the far-away Magic Islands. The convoy sails into twelve harbors
to buy unicorns, phoenixes, pepper and
cloves and many things more, but not always will you be able to acquire want you
want to have.
eo game of the same name; you lead one of
the races and must manage your resources
carefully. You can achieve progress via the
military or via installations like weather control or space fleets.
Pirate Lords – Card game by Jérôme
Morin-Drouin for 4-8 players, ages 10+:
An assembly of pirates wants to enter the
merchant fleet and loot it; the project might
work out well if you manage to reach an
agreement on the dividing of the spoils.
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Holy Grail Games
Museum – Set collecting and trading game
by Olivier Melison for 2-4 players, ages 12+:
At the turn of 19th century to 20th century,
the hay days of museums. You are a curator
of a museum and must assemble the best
possible and best harmonizing collection.
You send researchers out all over the world
and can also use relics for payment. Announced for 2017.

quake opens up a portal near the White
House, giving monsters access to it, and
those monsters want of course to eliminate
the president. Tourists and citizen set out to
defend the president.
Rising 5 was shown in Essen by Mandoo
and was finances by a Kickstarter campaign
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initiated hy Holy Grail.

Homosapiens Lab
Coffee Roaster – Deck building game by
Saashi for 1 player, ages 12+: You collect
beands that you want to roast; you then do
take, but also score if you cannot follow suit
– you use cards 0 to 8 in five colors and also
special cards for various variants.

HoPlay =
Mirax Games
a tasting and must get as near as you can
to the optimum degree of roasting for each
variety while avoiding smoke and burntbeans markers.
Conflicting Legends – Bluff game by ShenHao Chang, Chih-Fan Chen and Wei-Cheng
Wu for 3-6 players, ages 10+: Using Rock-Pa-

Queen Strike – Cooperative game for children for 1-4 players, ages 3+: Combination
of a 3D holograph with a board game; you

collect musical notes for the rainbow musical score and must escape the traps set by
the Queen of Hearts.
per-Scissors to decide the fate of the world.
You conquer new land or develop occupied
land and you want to conquer all continents
or acquire ten or more fame points.
Flitting Bad Wolf –Card game by Chih-Fan
Cheh for 2 players, ages 6+: Nobody wants
to live next to the bad wolf and so everybody tries to move away, that is, try to col-

lect cards without being visited by the bad
wolf.
PaiMiahhh – Card game by Cheng Zhifan
and Beta Ma for 4 players, ages 10+: Trick
taking game, you score for tricks that you
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Horrible Games
Potion Explosion: The Fifth Ingredient –
Expansion by Stefano Castelli, Lorenzo Silva
and Andrea Crespi for 2-4 players, ages 8+:

The expansion introduces a new fifth ingredient – Ghost Ectoplasm – with a joker function, as well as five new potions and new
professors. Announced for 2017.

Raise Your Goblets – Communication
game by Tim Page for 2- 12 players, ages
8+: As a guest at a banquet you hold wine,
poison and antidote tokens to poison your
victim. You yourself want to stay alive! If you
manage to kill your openly assigned victim,
you score; if you stay alive, you score; if you
do both, you score a bonus. After three
rounds, you win with most points.
Steam Park: Play Dirty – Dice game by
Federico Latini and Lorenzo Silva for 2-5
players, ages 8+: Steam Park Play Dirty is

a modular expansion for Steam Park; you
can use the modules individually or use all
them at the same time or combine them
in any way you want – New stands; six new
characters; spy dice enable you to copy
actions of other players; new rides expand
the ones already available and make them
more profitable, albeit at a cost that you
must be able to afford! Then there is also
material for a fifth player.
Steam Park: Robots – Dice game by
Lorenzo Silva for 2-5 players, ages 8+:
Another expansion for Steam Park, featuring

plastic figurines instead of wooden ones,
and two new types of visitors, so-called
„wild“ visitors -V.I.R. and Stingy. If you draw
a wild visitor, you can put him anywhere
in the park, they remain till the end of the
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game. V.I.R. yield 3 Danari and one Dirt,
Stingys only Danari but now garbage.

HOT Games
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cursed dwarf mine there are valuably crystals and dark dangers. Who will leave the
mines with the most valuable load in the
trolley?
Deutschland Yatzy – Dice game for 2-6
players, ages 4+: No pips, but Garden

Gang up! - Card game by Paul van der Meer
and Robin Keijzer for 3-5 players, ages 12+:
Becoming the best gang boss is your career
the minster. English edition at R&R Games.
Games for experts:
Key to the City London – Urban
development game by Sebastian Bleasdale
and Richard Breese for 2-6 players, ages
14+: Each player develops his own borough

plan! You recruit gang members and commit crazy crimes.

Gnomes, Brandenburger Tor, Beer, Car and
Duncecap for symbols with which you want
to achieve the familiar combinations, using
five dice in maximum three rolls.
Rival Kings – Conflict game by Adrien
Adamescu for 2 players, ages 8+: You use

HUCH! & friends
The publisher showed the complete program 2016, some games were already on
view in Nuremberg and available since
summer.
Family games:
Chicken Wings – Action game by Manfred
Reindl and Silke Briedl for 1-4 players, ages
personalities to hinder opposing families
in using their subjects and in constructing
buildings, of course for your own fame and
prestige.
Touria – Adventure game by Inka & Markus
Brand and Michael Rieneck for 2-4 players,

of London with location cards that yield
victory points and produce connectors
and skill tiles for resources that can be
used for additional victory points and
more productivity. You play four eras with
different locations and buildings and in era
3 and 4 with only buildings. You have one of
five actions in a turn. When all players have
set sails in Era 4, you win with most points.
Coproduction with R&D Games
Games for children:
Alien Mission – Reaction game for 1- 99
players, ages 6+: Hunting for Aliens with
Alien Mission Goggles that show where in
the room Aliens are hiding and must be
chased out of the living room with a light

6+: Chicken flee the kitchen and use support tools like a stirring spoon for catapults
in trying to reach landing sites of varying
attractivity.
Clonk! – Collecting game by Michael
Xuereb for 2-4 players, ages 8+: In the
ages 10+: Princess Tara of Touria wants to
marry and expects heroic deeds and precious gifts from her future husband. The
Dancing towers point the way to encounters with dragons, gem mines and good
businesses. English edition at R&R Games.
Ulm – Strategic Sliding game by Günter
Burkhardt for 2-4 players, ages 10+: In der
rich city of Ulm the Minster is constructed;
you try to expand your influence and to use
the goings-ons on the market place and at
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beam. German edition, original at Megableu
Family Flutter-By – Dexterity game by Martin Nedergaard Andersen for 2-4 players,
ages 5+: The Flutter-By family flies around
the meadow; players are looking for certain
butterflies and must fold the board in one
direction or another to discover them.
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cockpits by shaking to determine the range.
Three targets are on display, depending on
the reading ability you use the image or the
text side of the cards.
Quiz, Party, Communication:
Cards by Mathias Spaan and René Haustein for 1 player, ages 16+: Puzzles and tasks
must be mastered; you have any amount
for time to do this; the card interferes in the
life of the player and a new card can only be
Jan & Henry Das Geräusche Spiele by Nicola Schäfer for 2-4 players, ages 3+: The two
meerkats hear noises; you are one of them
and describe the noises to players or imitate
them, the other players must guess.

RaBATz! – Card game by Carlo A. Rossi for
2-4 players, ages 6+: Monsters make music and and bring the instruments along.
Players are conductors, play cards and pay
attention which monsters have already
performed where. When a monster trio is

noted, you must then find three identical
instruments.
Robbi, Tobbi and das Fliewatüüt – Children game by Kai Haferkamp for 2-4 players, ages 6+: Game based on the children
book of the same name. The map shows
targets and tracks where the Fliewatüüt can
fly, swim or drive. You place marbles in the

Terra on Tour – Knowledge game by Friedemann Friese for 2-6 players, ages 10+:
Based on Terra and Fauna, you score with

revealed when the previous one has been
dealt with.
Imagine – Guessing game by Shingo Fujita,
Motoyuki Ohki and Hiromi Oikawa for 3-8
players, ages 12+: More than 1000 terms
are available for guessing; clues are placed
with 61 transparent cards. French edition at

successful logic deductions and assessments. In this version, you must also assess
your fellow players, that is, more exactly, the
answer of the starting player, in case he did
not pass.
Standard mechanisms with special topics:
emoji Das Bingo- game - for 2-5 players,
ages 6+: 50 tiles show 50 different emojis.

Cocktail games.
Klappe – Party game by Yves Hirschfeld
and Fabien Bleuze for 3-10 players, ages
16+: Quick-witted answers to profound
questions are on demand, but take card not
to talk too much!
The tiles are spread out face-down and one
is revealed. If you find this emoji on your
board, you cover it with a marker. Whoever
marks a horizontal, vertical or diagonal row
of five emojis first, wins.
emoji Das Memo- game - for 2-4 players,
ages 6+: Memo game using 36 pairs of

Martin Luther - Das Quiz – Knowledge
game by Peter Neugebauer for 2-8 players,
ages 10+: 255 questions about Martin Luther, Church, Cult and Denominations
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third ring from the board.
Zèrtz - Abstract placement game by Kris
Burm for 2 players, ages 13+: Game #3 in the
Gipf project. You play with 36 rings and five

cards and standard rules.
emoji Mau-Mau - for 2-5 players, ages 6+:
Emoji Mau-Mau is played with 58 cards –
emojis on backgrounds in different colors

and special cards. You use standard rules to
play and discard a card corresponding to
the color or emoji icon of the previous card;
black special cards can be played on all cards.
Abstract placement games, logic games
Prof. Marbles – Logic game by Thomas Sing
for 1 or more players, ages 7+: You rearrange
marble sequences in tubes by pouring mar-

REPORT

point and slide it forward by one position; a
piece on the spot and adjacent ones are also
moved. Four pieces in a row are taken back
into stock, adjacent pieces in straight line are
taken, too, opposing pieces go out of play!
You win if your opponent is out of pieces
in stock. The standard version uses double
pieces. Other games in the project provide
“Potentials” for use in Gipf variants.
Tzaar - Abstract placement game by Kris
Burm for 2 players, ages 13+: Game #2 in the
Gipf project, with 30 pieces of three kinds:

white, seven grey and nine black marbles.
The rings are laid out in a hexagon and you
must conquer marbles, according to the goal.
You place a marble into a ring or remove an
empty ring or jump over marbles to remove
them or isolate them, you must defeat if you
can. Comes with three black and three white
Zèrtz Potentials with jumping ability for Gipf.

Hush Hush
Projects
Fog of Love – Card game by Jacob Jaskov
for 2 players, ages 15+: Topic of the game is
a stormy love affair, including all that it takes,

bles from one tube into another and try to
achieve the sequence on demand with fewest possible switches.
Tatsu – Placement game with dice by John
Yianni for 2 players, ages 8+: Dice decide the

Tzaars - Tzarras – Totts, one piece per kind
must always be on the board. You have two
actions per turn: Capture a piece and then
capture again or strengthen one of your own
pieces or stacks by putting another piece on
top or pass. Type of a stack = type of the top
piece. You win if your opponent cannot capture or if you capture the last opposing piece
of a kind.
Yinsh – Abstract placement game by Kris
Burm for 2 players, ages 13+: Game #6 in
the Gipf project. At the start, you place your
five rings on any spot. You mark a ring with a

from the first meeting with the partner’s
family to squabbling, reconciliation and
children. Shown in 2015, now announced
for 2017.

Hutter Trade
movements of three different types of dragons. German edition of Tatsu, Gen42.
In cooperation with Don & Co and designer
Kris Burm, HUCH! & friends is republishing
GIPF project, in 2016 four titles were published.
Gipf - Abstract placement game by Kris Burm
for 2 players, ages 13+: Gipf is the first, namegiving game of the Gipf project series of abstract games. You begin by placing three out
of 15 pieces as shown in the rules and then in
turn place one piece from stock on a starting
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marker piece of the same color or move the
ring and turn crossed marker pieces over to
your own color. If you have marker pieces
of your color without ring in a row, you may
remove one ring. You win if you remove the

The distribution section of Huch! & friends
work for other companies as distributor and
publishes also German editions of games
from those companies:
Bézier Games * Blue Orange Games *
Gen42 * Gmeiner Verlag * IQ-Spiele * Kayal
Games * Megableu * Oberschwäbische
Magnetspiele * R&D Games * Sirius * The
Creativity Hub * Zvezda
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Ibdaa
Maghribi
After Cannes, Dr. Berraho Bouchra showed
her games now also in Essen, here with English titles.
Médica game / Médica game – Educational
game for 2 players or Teams, ages 14+, with

topics of environmental protection and hybrid cars, for 2-4 player, ages 10+

Iello
Aladdin & The Magic Lamp – Fairy tale
game by Tiago Damey for 2-5 players, ages
8+: You need to find the lamp with the
Diamant – Adventure game by Bruno
Faidutti and Alan R. Moon for 3-8 players,
ages 8+: Five caves are explored by turning

information on 20 contractible illnesses.
Mime game – Educational game about facial expressions and non-verbal communi-

Genie in the cave and can plunder treasure
chests besides. You secretly choose a dice
value for the chest you want to plunder. All
players reveal their choice and players with
the same number touch the Lamp deck; the
fastest summons the Genie and has three
wishes as cards from the Lamp deck. If he
accepts a card, the other wishes are forfeit.
Series: Tales & Games. With Purple Brain
Around the World in 80 Days – Adventure
game, new edition of Hase & Igel by David
Parlett for 2-6 players, ages 10+: You want
to be the first to return to London, but must

up cards. Danger cards are not dangerous
when the first one of a type is turned up. But
when the second danger of a type is turned
up, all explorers flee from the caves without
booty. After each card explorers decide if
they go back. New edition.
Happy Pigs: Farm Friends – Expansion for
Happy Pigs by Kuraki Mura for 2-6 players,
ages 10+: A year with pigs! You buy, feed,
propagate or sell your pigs. The expansion

cation for 4 players in two teams, ages 10+
To Whom the trophy of values? / A qui la
trophée des valeurs – A game on values

and virtues, for 2-4 players, ages 10+
Win more with the Greens / Gagnez plus
aves le vertes – Educational game on the
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get rid of rumor cards before you arrive and
own less than 10 £. You begin with three
rumor cards and 80 . You can move forward
or backward in your turn, can collect money
for going backwards and you can discard a
rumor on a police case.
Bunny Kingdom – Placement game by
Richard Garfield for 2-4 players, ages 12+:
The Kingdom of Rabbits is built; you draft
cards and place your buildings on the
board, into landscapes for resources; adjacent connected buildings give you points
depending on cities and resources within.
Preview for 2017.

Farm Friends introduces cows, sheep and
chicken.
Kanagawa – Card game by Bruno Cathala
and Charles Chevallier for 2-4 players, ages
10+: You are a disciple of Master Hokusai.
Lections are displayed. Then each player
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in turn chooses either to wait or to leave
school. For leaving you choose one column
of the school display, take the lections and
place them on the studio or the canvas or
on both. When the deck is empty or someone has 11 cards on his canvas, you score
lections on the canvas, season rows, victory
points on lections as well as diplomas and
ownership of the Master marker.
King of New York: Power Up! – Expansion
by Richard Garfield for 2-6 players, ages
10+: Even monsters evolve! This expansion
features development cards for the mon-

sters from King of New York and also development cards for the monsters from King
of Tokyo as well as a Mega Shark monster
board. Some evolutions can even be played
in your opponent’s turn, there are some that
have a time limit and are discarded when
used, and there are permanent ones. In a
variant you draft evolutions.
King of Tokyo – Dice game by Richard Garfield for 2-6 players, ages 8+: You guide a
monster and win if you either reach or top
20 victory points or are the last one standing and alive. You roll 6 dice up to three

times and resolve the resulting symbols.
When a monster loses life points in Tokyo, it
leaves Tokyo. A monster with zero life points
quits the game. In Tokyo you can only use
power cards to heal. New edition.
Oceanos – Placement and collecting game
by Antoine Bauza for 2-5 players, ages 8+:
You explore the ocean as a submarine captain. Each player receives cards from the
captain equal to the number of periscopes
+1, chooses one and gives back the rest. All
players reveal their cards and place them, in
one row per round. Then the captain chooses a card. At the end of the round you score
animals and propeller-level. At the end of
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the game you score corals on adjacent cards
and treasures.
Rent a Hero – Card game by Kuro for 3-5
players, ages 8+: Rivaling kingdoms want to
assemble the most courageous heroes. Recruited heroes are added to your group or, if
such a hero is already in the group, together

and objects.
The Mysterious Forest – Cooperative
movement game by Carlo A. Rossi for 2-4
players, ages 6+: Jonas enters a fantasy
world by passing through a magical painting
and then crosses the mysterious forest. You
memorize path and necessary equipment,

with this hero on the stack of dead heroes.
You can collect hints, a hero can be used
once per game and you win if you have assembled six out of seven heroes. Variant of
Seventh Hero.
Schotten-Totten – Card placement
game by Reiner Knizia for 2 players, ages
8+: Scottish clans squabble over estate
boundaries. You choose a card from your
hand and puts it openly next to a border

select equipment by rolling dice and then
place the necessary equipment on each
path tile. At the end, you must fight the
Queen of Drakonia in the same way.
Welcome Back to the Dungeon –
Adventure game by Antoine Bauza and
Masato Uesugi for 2-4 players, ages 10+:
Sequel game to Welcome to the Dungeon.
Once again you fight for the right to send
the adventurer into the dungeon. The last

stone and draw a card. Before this, you can
claim border stones when three cards are
present on each side of a stone. If you own
three adjacent border stones or five stones
in total, you win. Tactic variant is included;
tactic cards have special abilities.
Sea of Clouds – Card game by Théo Rivière
for 2-4 players, ages 10+: You are captain
of a flying pirate ship and collect treasures
and enter other ships. You take booty or add
something to it for the next player. When
the ship marker reaches the central island,
you score doubloons, rum, relics, secrets

one in play must brave the dungeon with
the remaining equipment; if he survives he
earns a success card and you win with the
second one.
Iello Deutschland
In the newly founded German branch of the
company Iello now publishes German editions of her games, for instance Oceanos,
Kanagawa and
Der Mysteriöse Wald
Distribution partner: Iello Deutschland, Heidelberger Spieleverlag
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Imjin Creative
Far East War 1592 – Conflict simulation by
Allen Wang for 2-4 players, ages 12+: Japan

Igel-Spiele
Hi Fisch! – Card game by Oliver Igelhaut for
2-4 players, age 6+: In the ocean, there are
small fish, big fish and sharks, too, and only

new spells, relics, gems and henchman.
Coup: G54 - Anarchy - Expansion by Rikki
Tahta for 3-6 players, ages 10+: Seven new
roles for more intensive action: Anarchists,
paramilitary, weapons merchants, Freedom
of Press, World Bank, Plantation Owners
versus China/Korea, using standard actions
via an action rondeau.

Indie
Board & Cards
Aeon’s End – Cooperative SciFi card game
by Kevin Riley for 1-4 players, ages 14+: The
survivors of an invasion have retreated into
and Socialist. Second edition 20156 with
changed graphics and other title.
Don’t Mess with Cthulhu – Card game by
Yusuke Sato for 4 bis 6 players, ages 10+: Another game based on the Werewolf games,
this time investigators mut unmask the cultists and vice versa.

if you catch the biggest fish you can keep
your fish. When the shark appears, he eats
the biggest of the revealed fish.

Ilopeli
Dragon Keeper by Etienne Daniault for 2-4
players, Dragon Keepers have been hired by
the dragon to protect his treasure; but they

an underground city and learn to transform
the negative attack energy of the enemies
with the help of gems into positive energy
for defense purposes.
Aeon’s End The Depth – Expansion for
Aeon‘ End by Kevin Riley for 1-4 players,
ages 14+: A new enemy and three new
Grifters – Card game by Dave Fulton and
Jacob Tlapek for 2-4 players, ages 14+: Here
you develop your hand, not your deck – as
the boss of a criminal organization you hire
new criminals with special abilities – all
cards are either in your hand or in play.

have individual secret targets and fight the
invaders on three levels.
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breach mages, plus new spells, relics, gems
and henchmen.
Aeon’s End The Nameless – Expansion
for Aeon‘ End by Kevin Riley for 1-4 players,
ages 14+: Second expansion with two new
enemies and a new Breach Mage, as well as
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The Resistance: The Plot Thickens – Card
game by Don Eskridge for 5-10 players, ages
13+: A collection of modules, plot cards
from the 2nd edition of The Resistance, plus
the Rogue and Sergeant Module, previously
published as promo edition. This is supple-

mented by a complete set of character and
mission cards.
In addition, the program offers a
Coup deluxe edition with the graphics of
the Brazilian edition and

REPORT

Inside Up
Games

Irongames

Summit – Race and adventure game by
Conor McGoey for 1-6 players, ages 14+:
You are an explorer and you want to climb

Peloponnes Card Game Patronus - Expansion by Bernd Eisenstein for 2-6 players, ages 12+: With this expansion, another

up and down a deadly mountain and be as
nice or as evil as you want to be.

player plus an additional round and special
Patronus cards for more protection are introduced.
Phalanxx – Card game with dice by Bernd
Eisenstein for 1-4 players, ages 12+: The
fight over the inheritance after Alexander

Ion Game
Design
HIRÞ – Abstract conflict game by Jan Manker for 2 players, ages 8+: On eleven cases on
the board you move men or boars and have

Baby Blues, another edition of the card
game, published 2015 at Jumping Turtle
Games, by Jurgen Spreutels for 2-4 players, ages 8+: In a care institution, you are
responsible for five babies, must take care

of them and must make sure that they are
happy and content.

www.gamesjournal.at

five actions in a turn for entering the board,
entering a boat or leave a boat or move
from case to case. You win if you occupy the
five middle cases or have ousted the opposing leader from the board. Shown already in
2015, Kickstarter project.
Warp – SciFi game for 2-4 players by Jon
Manker: Basis of the game are real star
dates, you travel to distant galaxies with
warp drive and bring home various items.
Announced in 2015, list as a novelty for this
year, but could not be verified on the website or elsewhere.

the Great begins; you represent one of four
rivalling factions and enforce your troops,
provide sufficient supplies and occupy the
most important locations. You role your
dice plus three more dice, the comparison
of results determines the action option of
the round.

Japanime Games
Dynamite Nurse – Deck building game by
Atsuo Yoshizawa for 3-5 players, ages 16+:
You work in a temple hospital in a world full
of magic and swords and nurse heroes back
to health, but rivalling hospitals want to get
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into the act. New edition 2017.
Heart of Crown – Deck building game by
ginkgo for 2-4 players, ages 12+: At the
end of a long war, again set in a world full

of magic and swords, you must lay claim to
the throne to install piece and unity; you
will succeed if you can install one of the two
princesses on the throne.
Mangaka – Drawing game with cards by
Jason Bradley Thomson for 1-8 players, ages
13+: In four rounds, you draw comics on the
basis of three theme cards, your fellow play-

ers give guesses.
Terra Formars – Dice game by Nicolas Badoux for 2-4 players, ages 13+: Based on the
Anime series; as a hero, you must eliminate
humanoid cockroaches. With Yoka Games.

Also named as a new game was El Alamein,
but is published in a cooperation of Arclight
and Kamikaze Games, see there.

JaponBrand

Jeux FK

The Japanese publishing and distribution
association from Japan showed games
from: Arclight Games * conception * Gallery Ouchi * Gift10Industry * GoccoGames
* Kakinotane Form * KogeKogeDo * KUA *
Manifest Destiny * New Board game Party *
OKAZU Brand * Plenluno * Route11 * Shinojo * Spring Games Club.Temp * Table Cross *
Tohoku Wisteria. Details see there.

Aquatika – Placement game by Alexandre Droit for 2 players, ages 8+: You want
to reach the opposite target slot with one

Jet Games Studio
Badlands – Post-apocalyptic adventure by
Denis Plastinin for 2-4 players, ages 14+:
Small clans of survivors have set up settle-

of your own pieces. You have three pieces
each of three types: The shark eats all pieces,
also your own. The octopus gets on top of
your own and opposing pieces, takes them
along and frees them any time. The flying
fish jumps over your own and opposing
pieces.
Bonjour Robert – Card game by François
Koch for 2-10 players, ages 6+: A card is re-

ments and you must protect and secure
your settlement with trade and attacks on
enemies.
Dungeon Recruiter – Card game by Denis
Plastinin and Roman Shamolin for 2-4 players, ages 12+: The Dungeon Lord needs a
vealed, when a person appears you must
greet it correctly. When the drum appears,
you must hit the card, the slowest player to
react takes all cards. New edition 2016.
Bonjour Simone - Card game by François
Koch for 2-10 players, ages 6+: Same mechanism as in Bonjour Robert, you have to hit

successor and you assemble the biggest
army to become his successor and to assert
yourself against the other candidates. In the
Designer Workshop.

the fly.
Cache-Cache Souris by François Koch for
2-4 players, ages 4+ – You alternate cards
that continue paths for the mouse or block
them.
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Hop le j’ton – Placement and sliding game
by Florent Toscano for 2-4 players, ages 6+:
You place chips on a given area and then
move the box cover forward to the end of
the red part of the board. Will chips tumble
off or not? You score for fallen chips in neutral colors.
La Glace et le Ciel – Cooperative game by
Florent Toscano for 2-4 players: You need

REPORT

instance, Der Schatz des Käpt’n Flint and
other editions.
Deception: Murder in Hong Kong – Deduction game by Tobey Ho for 4 bis 12 players, ages 12+: One player is the murderer

Les Musiciens de la ville de Brême by
François Koch for 2-4 players, ages 6+: The
four animals will reach the house with cooperation and a bit of tactics before the rob-

to find a balance between water, soil, air
and the biosphere as an interface between
them. Announced at Jolly Thinkers.
Le Bois des Couadsous – Collection game
by Blaise Muller for 2-4 players, ages 7+:
ber returns. Published already in 2011, but
shown for the first time at Essen.
Poules, Renard, Vipères – Card game by
François Koch for 2-5 Sieler ab 7 Jahren:
Chicken eat the worms, the foxes eat the

and chooses weapon and evidence; another is the forensic specialist holding the clue
to identify the culprit and only able to communicate murder site analysis. The culprit is
part of the investigation team. With Heidelberger Spieleverlag.

Jon Sudbury
Games
Ortus Regni – Deck building game by Jon
Sudbury for 2 players, ages 14+: Topic of the
game is the era of the Anglo-Saxons in to-

You cross the forest and collect nuts; if you
are first to find five, you win. Editions announced by Jolly Thinkers and Rebel.pl

chicken and the worms in turn will eat the
foxes. You display cards on the table, either
animals or cards for “worms eat foxes” or
“chicken eat worms” ...

Jeux Opla

Jolly Thinkers
Fruit Spy – Card game by Reiner Knizia for
3-5 players, ages 8+: Some animals have
decided to play spies and plan to collect
fruits in the orchard for information. Using

day’s England; Earls fight each other and the
marauding Vikings. Deck design is essential
in the game, you find pre-constructed ones
like a Lord Deck, a Land Army Deck, a Politics Deck, etc. All players take cards from the
same pool, so your own selection is a deciding factor.

Juegorama
Alchemical Crystal Quest – Cooperative
fantasy game by Pablo Miras for 1-4 players, ages 8+: The evil wizard has kidnapped
the teacher and is search for Mega crystals.
You use crystals for spells and deal with ten
missions. Kickstarter cancelled by Mythical
games, now announced by Juegorama.
open and secret information, you must see
through bluffs and collect the best frueits.
Thematically revised new edition of, for
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Card games based on Jumbo bestsellers:
Rubik’s Karten – Collecting game for
2-4 players, ages 8+: Each player tries to
complete the six sides in one color and

Iron League: Black Stadium – Conflict
game by Nacho Gonzáles Arribas for 2-6
players, ages 14+: In 2100, you build IRONS,

Games for children:
Colorclick – Plugging game for 1 player,
ages 2+: In a mechanism similar to Quips
must use cards well and try to guess the
plans of other players.
Spiel des Wissens Karten – Quiz game for
2-4 players, ages 8+: Correct answers give
you planet cards; you win with four planets
and a correct answer to the final question.

that is, war machines that fight each other,
countries compete for the best teams. Destroyed enemy IRONS yield junk, for which
you can acquire new parts. Four game
modes. Announced for 2017.
Monty The Giant – Card game by Nacho
Gonzáles Arribas for 2-8 players, ages 8+:
Giant Monty threatens to destroy the city; it

you fill slots in images with plugs in the corresponding colors.
Mein erstes Rummikub – Placement game
for 2-4 players, ages 4+: Junior variant of the

Wer wird Millionär Card – Quiz game
for 3-5 players, ages 12+: You are the quiz
master or one of the candidates and play
with original questions from the TV show,
using its original rules.

placement game.
Tam Tam – Series of educational games
with cards for 1-4 players, the age group
depends on the topic. A card always shows
is necessary to calm him down to save the
city and you play cards to influence Monty’s
mood. Announced for 2017.

Jumbo Spiele
Emotify – Communication game for 4-20
players, ages 10+: Each of the two teams
has ten pieces showing Emoticons; the
spinner determines a category. You think
of a suitable term and place Emoticons accordingly; your own team must guess the
term. If it guesses correctly, you discard the
used Emoticons; the first team to be out of
Emoticons, wins.
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words, images or calculations and another
card solutions, word in another language,
etc. There is always only one correlation between two cards, for instance a rose and the
word Rose for reading, 5x7 and 35 for calculation, or a car image and CAR for English,
etc.

The Stratego range of games is extended
with a junior edition:
Stratego Pirates – Placement and actions
game for 2 players, ages 5+: Action cards
are on display; you secretly place flags for
Monkey, Flag and Powder Keg, pirates are
behind the ships. Action cards determine
actions – placing pirate, shooting, etc. If you
are alone on the opponent’s ship deck or if
you shoot successfully at an empty deck of
the opponent, you can turn over one flag; if
you found THE FLAG you win.
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Kakinotane
Firm
Defense Three Kingdoms – Card game by
Yoshiyuki Arai for 1- 2 players, ages 10+: You
are a strategist of the Shu and defend your
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ages 12+: A criminal case depicted on two
picture cards – a silhouette drawing of the
victim and lots of small items for clues.
All cards are similar but differ in many
details. All players look simultaneously for
differences between cards. Scheduled for
Q1/2017.

Kallmeyer Lernspiele
Jumping Turtle
Games

Das Dings: Spielend Deutsch lernen – Card
game by Hajo Bücken and Dirk Hanneforth
for 1- 99 players, ages 7+: Educational game

Baby Blues Continues – Card game by Jurgen Spreutels for 2-6 players, ages 8+: Expansion zu Baby Blues, the game can now
land against Wei und Wu. Position cards are
on display, enemy cards are stacked and
you have three pre-set cards and two allies
from the stack in hand. When there are enemy cards left, you begin a new round, or
else you have won. But if the power of the
state falls to zero during the game, you lose.

be played by up to six players, and includes
a variant for two players and action cards as
a new type of card; in your turn you can now
play any number of cards. The Sick Baby is
a new problem that comes as a new action
card.
Baby Clues – Deduction game by Ally Steven Severi for 2-4 players, ages 8+: The milk
bottles are gone and the culprit can be

found in a group of unknown babies. You
must reveal parts of your identity in each
round and must pick up objects, but never
your own secret most hated item. You need
items to escape with five bottles of milk.

www.gamesjournal.at

Kaleidos Games
Kaleidos – Word association game by
Spartaco Albertarelli for 2-12 players, ages
10+: You look at pictures crammed full of

images, determine a letter and now search
for terms in the picture that begin with that
letter. Terms that you write down alone
score more points then terms that you
share with other players. New edition.
Sherlook – Spotting game with a crime
topic, by Silvano Sorrentino for 2-6 players,

for the German language, intended for use
in international classes.
Der Löwe auf der Schlange: Das
Präpositionenspiel – Communication
game by Anja Wrede for 2- 99 players,
ages 5+: Lion, snake and crocodile are

depicted and four locations and in different
arrangements; usable for all foreign
languages You must listen, formulate
correctly and ask reasonable questions.
Jede Menge: Vom Zählen zum Rechnen –
Card game by Dirk Hanneforth for 2 players,
ages 5+: The number of elephants on a card
must be recognized and named quickly;
number range up to 10.
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Seemannsgarn:
Betrachten
and
beschreiben – Card game by Hajo Bücken
and Torsten Marold for 2- 99 players, ages
5+: Images are looked at, described, turned
over and then described from memory

Toss your Cookies – Dice game mit card
by Myles Christensen for 3-8 players,
ages 8+: You want to collect five identical

Kiehly

by other players. Suitable for use with all
foreign languages.

Kamikaze
El Alamein – Deck building game by Atsuo
Yoshizawa for 2-5 players, ages 12+: Game
#2 in the Barbarossa series, published in two

cookies; dice determine if you hand on
a card, exchange a card or steal the Milk
card. Cookies with a bite taken spoil the set.
2007 at Gemwrith, 2016 as a multilingual
edition in English, Thai, Malay and Chinese
at Kanga.
In addition, there are lots of new editions
listed for this publisher, of games that were
published already elsewhere - Oh Pharao,
Sushi Go, Talo and others - which were
published by Kanga already in the period
of 2013-2015 and which I do not list here
again.

Keep Exploring
Games
Scuba – Collecting game by Martin Looy
for 2-4 players, ages 8+: During dives, you
try to discover ocean animals and treasures

defined procedure, each player draws one
animal to collect in Round 1, the Shaman
draws a flower. While the Shaman looks for
his flower among his time coins and reveals
coins, all other players collect suitable
animals one by one, using one hand to
collect them and put them into their
collection ring.

King Racoon
Games

editions – one with anime illustrations, one
as historical edition with photographs. With
Arclight.

Alle Mann an Deck – Card game by Felix
Mertikat for 2-6 players, ages 7+: A successful hunt for treasures demands able crew

Kanga Games
Best Treehouse Ever – Card game by Scott
Almes for 2-4 players, ages 8+: All players
compete for the best treehouse. With
2Geeks, already presented in 2015.

Shabono – Collecting and dexterity game
by Stefan Kiehl for 3-5 players, ages 7+:
Animal coins are collected. In an exactly

by turning over tiles. You also try do disturb
other divers by raising dust and must also
take care not to lose your diving mask.
Scuba was supplemented with the mini
expansions Scuba: Blue Marlin Promo
Pack and Scuba: Blue-Ringed Octopus
Promo Pack

members – you add pirates from the draw
pile to your deck and assemble good combinations; completed combinations give
you treasure points.
Tsukuyumi – Post-apocalyptic board game
by Felix Mertikat for3-4 players, ages 14+:
The moon falls down on earth and Dragon
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Boardgames
Cookie Box – Memo game by Jean-Claude
Pellin for 2-4 players, ages 6+: You work in
a bakery and want to assemble a box with

REPORT

and other kinds of words. A word is chosen,
both explainers choose word cards from
their supply to describe the chosen word,
these cards can be re-sorted or discarded.
You are not allowed to talk or cover parts of
the card for word fragments.
Family games
Catan Big Box – Kombi box for Catan by
Klaus Teuber for 3-6 players, ages 10+: The
box includes the core game, the expansion for a 5th and 6th player, as well as the

Tskuyumi is set free from the shards. In a
testing stage.

KogeKogeDo
Villannex 2nd Edition – Card placement
game by Takahiro Amioka for 1-4 players,
ages 6+: Villages are united and the mayors

of each one want to prove that his village is
the best. The value of a village is determined
by resources plus bonuses from profession
cards; building cards change resource
values. Second edition with the expansions
of military power, economics power and
special products.
Workshop TONTTU – Set collecting
game by Takahiro Amioka and Sakara for

nine cookies as quickly as possible, in accordance with an order card; if you are done
you ring the bell and take the card. If you
make two mistakes, you are out of the game.
Fly High – Dice game by Shin Hyung Kyu
for 2-5 players, ages 6+: Cards show values
of 10, 20, 30 etc. up to 60 are displayed in

scenarios „Beste Freunde“ and „Die Helfer“
as well as two country boards for Germany
and Mallorca.
Luther - Das Spiel – Movement and
collecting game by Martin and Erika
Schlegel for 2-4 players, ages 10+: Travelling

a 3x3 grid; you roll for the number of cards
that you must reveal and then try to reveal
cards in the grid in ascending order.

Kosmos
Challenging games:
Word Slam – Wort guessing and communication game by Inka Brand, Markus Brand
for 3 or more players, ages 12+: Words are

in Luther’s tracks! Food gives you special
cards and buys movement steps; those
provide experience and portraits at location
you visit. Special cards let you expand the
big Luther portrait or acquire advantages
or resolve events. At the end, you score
collects portraits, sets of those portraits, the
majority in collected Luther portraits as well
as retained cards and food.
Mit List and Tücke – Card game by Michael Rieneck for 3-4 players, ages 12+: Intrigues at Court! You play two dark and two

3-6 players, ages 9+: You are an elf and
manufacture gifts for children, but must
be faster than other elves to score. There
are several game modes; when all gifts are
produced, you score for gifts per goal.

explained using other words from a defined
supply. You play in teams and have explanation cards featuring subject, verb, adjective
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light cards in four rounds, played cards are
stacked in front of players; when a character is eliminated by another character, he
takes all characters beneath him also out of
scoring for markers at the end of the round;
after four chapters you score for markers in
relation to marker numbers still in stock.
Die Legenden by Andor: Die letzte
Hoffnung – Cooperative adventure game
by Michael Menzel for 2-4 players, ages 10+:
Part III of the trilogy. Heroes fight in seven
legend against the Krahder to free the
enslaved Andori from their clutches, using

and destroyed.
Currently three scenarios are available:
Exit - Das Spiel: Das geheime Labor
Exit - Das Spiel: Die Grabkammer des
Pharao
Exit - Das Spiel: Die verlassene Hütte
Exit – Das Spiel: Das Geheimnis der Premiere was also listed as novelty, but is a
demo game for introductory purposes, sent
out by the publisher, and not commercially

KUA
Ideal Natto – Card collecting game by Kengo Otsuka for 3-5 players, ages 8+:
Natto is a dish of soy beans and you want to

available.
new abilities and the power of four magical
shields. This expansion is an independent
stand-alone part of the trilogy and does not
need any components from the core game.
For two players:
Targi: Die Expansion – Card game by
Andreas Steiger for 2 players, ages 12+: New
tribal cards have symbols for immediate
once-only or permanent effects or are
marked for later use. Shifting sand dunes
provide once-only advantages, water is
a cost alternative and can be traded; the

Krieg Hill
Calash: Regional Domination – Conflict
simulation in a world, in which the United
Nations are no longer functional and regional powers strive for power and domi-

make it perfectly. You have two preferences
cards and must have the suitable toppings
at the end of the game. Yu can place a
suitable stirring or topping card from your
hand. If you believe that a preference card
has a suitable combination, you can “eat”
and take the stack. When all have eaten, you
score toppings, but score nothing, when the
sum of stirring card is to small or too large.

La Boîte de Jeux
nance. Advertised in a flyer, in the Designer
Workshop.
Targia piece moves in the opposite direction
to the robber, does not block a case und you
either give her a commodity or receive one.
Can be combined with components from
the core game.
Puzzle/Quiz games
Exit - Das Spiel– Deduction game by Inka
Brand and Markus Brand for 1-6 players,
ages 12+: The series of Exit games picks up
on the principle of the Escape Rooms. Each
box provides a scenario which you must escape. Time is counted down; depending on
time used for the solution and the number
of clues that were used you score different
amounts of points. Each box can be only
played once, as components must be used
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Krimi
Total
Nachts im Salon Rouge – Crime dinner
game by Marco Thomisch for 8-9 players,
ages 16+: Business in the area around the
railway station flourishes. Salon Rouges
lures with Burlesque, music and alcohol. But
one evening, owner Carl Holzmann is found
murdered in the courtyard.

Outlive – Worker Placement game by Gregory Olivier for 2-4 players, ages 14+: Worker
placement in a post-apocalyptic setting,
survivors have six days to collect resources
and equipment and to join the last convoi.
Already presented at the Nuremberg Fair.
Distribution: Blackrock Games
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La Mame
Games
Gooseberry – Deduction game by Rikki
Tahta for 3-6 players, ages 10+: A team and
16 suitable items for it are chosen; one playDungeon Rush – Card game by Rustan
Håkansson and Eli Håkansson 2-5 players,
ages 8+: Heroes race through three

er is the secret „Gooseberry“ and does not
know which of the 16 items was designated
to be secret one, because he is the player
that randomly receives the card without
item code and keeps that fact secret. The
others think up a clue for the secret item
identified by code on their cards and name
it. Then you discuss and vote on Gooseberry, he wins if he is not identified.

Lampoon
The System
G.M.O.ooh! – Party game by Jon Pawelko
for 3-10 players, ages 14+: Genetically modified organisms and bizarre futuristic inven-

dungeon levels to drive away regent and
dragon and to collect most coins. Heroes
are on display and you put the hand
indicated by the hero card on a monster, the
fastest player may attack and you resolve
the attack by comparing abilities of hero
and monster.
Flamme Rouge – Bicycle race game by
Asger Sams Granerud for 2-4 players, ages
8+: Bicycle race in Paris; you control one

card. In the Map phase, this map card is
placed. After 12 rounds, you score visible
factories, forests, lakes and cities.
Power Grid: The Card Game – Card game
by Friedemann Friese for 2-6 players, ages
12+: The Scandinavian edition of Funken-

schlag: Das Kartenspiel at 2F-Spiele.
Nations The Dice Game: Unrest –
Expansion by Rustan Håkansson for
2-4 players, ages 10+: This expansion
was announced, but not available, the
publication schedule is not known.

Le Scorpion
Masqué
Keksäää! – Spotting and reaction ame by
Roberto Fraga for 2-5 players, ages 5+: As
a cute monster with a faible for desserts you

tions used for an ultimate party game. You
discuss the advantages of the organisms.

Lautapelit
Dokmus – Placement game by Mikko
Punakallio for 2-4 players, ages 10+:
You draft a guardian card for each round,
reveal it and place markers for it and
implement the guardian action; terrain
types influence the positions of markers.

www.gamesjournal.at

Rouleur as well as one Sprinteur and want
to get one of the two across the finish line
first. Rounds are played in three phases:
Energy phase with drawing cards and
playing them face-down; Movement phase
with revealing cards and moving cyclist,
and End Phase with slipstream and dealing
with exhaustion.
Honshu – Card game by Kalle Malmioja
for 2-5 players, ages 8+: In feudal Japan
land is explored and developed. A round
comprises a Trick-taking phase and Map
phase. When all have played a Map card and
maybe a resource card corresponding to
the resource that was played first, the order
of play is re-determined in accordance with
the total card value and all choose a Map

can only eat dessert once in every course.
Three cards are laid out in a row. A die determines the dessert at the start of the row
and you follow the Licorice line to the dessert at the end of the line until you rich the
final dessert on card Three. If you eat your
fifth dessert, you win. Already presented in
Nuremberg.
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Les Recettes Pompettes Le Jeu – Drinking
and party game for 3-10 players, ages 18+:
Based in the show; you draw a card, mas-

the others answer with pantomime, gestures, describing, singing or dancing.

Libellud

Let’s Play

Dice Forge – Dice game by Régis Bonnessée for 2-4 players, ages 10+: You collect
resources and mythical objects and fight

Labyrinth The Paths of Destiny - Fantasy
game by Kamil Matuszak and Mateusz Pronobis for 3-6 players, ages 10+: Third edi-

ter the challenge or down a shot. Available
only in French.
Monster unterm Bett – Cooperative memo
game by Antoine Bauza for 2-5 players, ages
3+: Ben is afraid of the monsters under-

tion, first published in 2011; as a renegade
and enemy of the prevailing order you have
a chance for freedom and future; players
embody the constructors of the labyrinth
as well as those who want to escape it. With
Corax Games.
Labyrinth The Paths of Destiny Scarabs &
Magic of The Ancients – Two expansions
for Labyrinth the Paths of Destiny by Kamil

against legendary monsters, employing
dice drafting and upgrading of dice in your
battles. Prototype, announced for publication in 2017
Dixit: Revelations – 7th expansion by JeanLouis Roubira for 3-6 players, ages 8+: 84

neath his bed, but each monster in turn is
afraid of a certain toy and can be frightened
and driven off with it. New edition of Chasse
au Monstres mit Asmodee, and Monster unterm Bett, Heidelberger Spieleverlag.
new cards with drawingy by Marina Coudray.
Mysterium: Verborgene Zeichen – Expansion for Mysterium, the game of deduction

Legend Express
Boom Town – Urban development game
by Ian Livingstone for 4 bis 6 players, ages
10+: New edition of the placement game on
the topic of city building, tiles show living
quarters, shops, factories, etc. Announced.
Glimpse – Deduction game by Dr. Michael
Pambos for 2- 99 players, ages 6+: The current „Looker“ wears glasses that render him
color blind, his assistants must help him to
find the correct friends – he asks questions,

Matuszak and Mateusz Pronobis for 3-6
players, ages 10+.
Legends of Labyrinth - Fantasy game by
Kamil Matuszak and Mateusz Pronobis for
2-4 players, ages 14+: You want to be first

by Oleksandr Nevskiy and Oleg Sidorenko
for 2-7 players, ages 8+: The ghost of Warwick Mansion cannot find his peace after
all, because new suspects, objects and locations are introduced into the game, spiritualists must deal with those visions.
to assemble groups of heroes consisting either of four identical heroes or four different
ones; each collected groups yields special
abilities.
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Lifestyle
Boardgames

Logis

Eureka! – Spotting game by Martin Nedergaard Andersen for 2-4 players, ages 8+:
Players race either in trying to find a shape

Multicity – City building game by Steve
Brück and Jean-Claude Pellin for 2-4 players, ages 5+: You build a city with tiles and

on the table that corresponds to the currently revealed template.
Fruit Mix – Memo game by Martin
Nedergaard Andersen for 1-6 players, ages
7+: 48 cards differ in fruit, shape of the plate

and tablecloth. You have 14 seconds to
memorize the card in the middle; then you
reveal one of your own cards; depending on
correlations with a card in the display on the
table you can discard your card or must take
cards.
Lexit – Word game by Darya Rodionova for
2-6 players, ages 10+: This is a word game
without words, that is, without talking. You

reveal a card and try to make up olther
terms using the images – add a letter or take
away a letter or replace one or rearrange letters. You write down your result and score in
relation to the length of the new word.
Lost ‚n‘ found – Spotting and memo game
by Martin Nedergaard Andersen for 2-6
players, ages 5+: You look at a card, mem-
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orize the images, turn over the card and
name the missing item. Different levels of
difficulty for adults and children. Already
shown in 2015, new edition with a new
cover.
Macroscope – Image recognizing game
by Martin Nedergaard Andersen for 2-6
players, ages 6+: You roll a die, remove
peep hole covers accordingly and may try

to guess the image; other players pay for
guesses. To guess you make crystals ready;
if the guess is correct, you receive those
crystals; whoever guesses wrong, loses
this amount of crystals. German edition at
Game Factory.
Tubyrinth – Connecting game by Martin
Nedergaard Andersen for 1-6 players, ages
6+: Each player has his own board with an
entry point and an exit point and uses 5 to 7

pipe pieces to be first to achieve a connection. If you are first, you score for the number of pieces you used, all others 7 minus
your number.

can either add one from the stack or one
from your own stock. If you are first to have
placed all people, houses, trees and cards
correctly, you win.
Quibbit – By Günter Burkhardt and Dennis Kips for 2-4 players, ages 7+: The King of
Frogs is elected and if you want to become

King, you must stay in the game as long as
possible.
Riff Route – Movement game by Arpad
Fritsche for 2-5 players, ages 5+: A school of
fish wants to find shelter in the reef and you

assist the smaller fish to reach the reef.
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Lookout Spiele
1844/54 – Railway game in the 18xx
system, by Helmut Ohley and Lonny Orgler
for 3-7 players, ages 14+: The topic of 1844

edition has been revised and updated. The
biggest change, compared to the original
version, concerns the cards, they are a mix
of cards from the original game and from
various expansions. Those cards have also
been revised and updated, they are marked
with E, I and K for beginners, interactive
and complex cards. English edition Mayfair
Games.
Agricola 5 and 6 - Expansion for Agricola
by Uwe Rosenberg for 1-6 players, ages 12+:
This expansion enables you to play with five
and six players and also introduces special
effects for the action cases: Selection cases
are six cases with farmer symbol and stone
wall; if you place a person on one of those

are railways in Switzerland, the topic of
1854 railways in Austria. Coproduction with
Mayfair Games and Double-O-Games.
Agricola - Familienspiel – Worker
Placement game by Uwe Rosenberg for
1-4 players, ages 8+: Simplified version of
Agricola - A small farm with a farmer and

his wife in two rooms must be developed.
In the work time phase, you place a person
on a free action case. In the Homecoming
Time phase, you take back your people
and a new action case becomes available.
In Harvest Time after rounds 4, 7, 9, 11, 13
and 14 you harvest, feed people and breed
animals. After 14 rounds, you score persons,
grain, animals, improvements and farm tiles
for expansions. English edition at Mayfair
Games.
Agricola – Kennerspiel - Worker Placement
game by Uwe Rosenberg for 1-4 players,
ages 12+: You develop your farm, build and
renovate your dwelling, farm acres, found a
family and look after your cattle. This new
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ters. You must cope with the problematic
storage of resources necessary for those actions and you must also upgrade buildings.

English edition at Mayfair Games.
Kampf um den Olymp – Card game by
Matthias Cramer for 2 players, ages 10+:
You play any number of cards in your turn,
to your side of the board, and pay the cost
for them; effects of cards you played are
resolved. Then you attack with all of your
cards, one by one, and cause damage to
opponent’s cards opposite to your own. A
card carrying more damage marker than
defense value is defeated. A card without an
opponent yields the bonus of the combat

cases, the other case is blocked but not
considered to be occupied. Special rule for
eight major improvements.
Costa Rica – Placement and collecting
game by Brett J. Gilbert and Matthew
Dunstan for 2-5 players, ages 8+: Search
for exotic animals in the rain forest. One
explorer per player is placed at each of the
corners of the hexagonal display. In your
turn, you choose a group with your own
explorer, reveal an adjacent tile and take

it pr pass; if you pass, all other players in
turn can take it or pass; when all pass, you
reveal the next tile, and so on. If you take the
tile, you take all revealed tiles and remove
your explorer from the group. If you reveal
the second danger, you must take tiles.
Coproduction with Mayfair Games.
Die Kolonisten – Aufbau game by Tim Puls
for 1-4 players, ages 12+: You are the custodian and expand a village to accommodate
additional farmers, craftsmen and burghers.
Aim of the game is full employment – in
consequence you create new jobs, take care
to educate burghers and build living quar-

area – card, color marker or a step of the
marker; when this marker arrives at 7, you
win. You also win when you occupy all your
own slots at the start of your turn. English
edition at Mayfair Games.
Oh, my Goods! Longsdale in Aufruhr –
Expansion for Oh, my Goods! by Alexander
Pfister for 1bis 4 players, ages 10+: New
buildings, events and character cards. If
you want to play the background story,
you start with Chapter I, otherwise with “All
Inclusive” immediately. The set-up card for
the respective chapters lists the necessary
event cards. Coproduction with Mayfair
Games.
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Distribution partner: Ass Altenburger

Looping Games

Lucky Duck Games

Ludically

1911 Amundsen vs. Scott - Race game by
Perepaui Llistosella for 2 players, ages 12+:
Each player tries to be the first one to arrive

Mishmash Galaxy – Card game by Hubert
Spala for 2-5 players, ages 10+: You need to
plan and use memory to complete invent-

4 Gods – Placement game in real-time, by
Christophe Boelinger for 2-4 players, ages
8+: A world is evolving, tile by tile. Those

at the Pole; you can either take up cards or
play cards to advance towards the North
Pole or to lead opponents astray and away
from their path, or to activate special effects.
Second edition, revised and improved.
Topoum – Placement and area control
game by Perepau LListosella for 2-4 players,
ages 12+: You control an army of moles who
fight for a control of a piece of fertile land

ed substances and to construct standard
SciFi elements, from time machines to laser
weapons. You earn victory points from constructing such technologies.
Vikings Gone Wild – Deck building game
by Julien Vergonjeanne for 2-4 players, ages
10+: Resources management, based on the

tiles are placed simultaneously by all players, and then you lay claim to one of the four
gods of this world and send out prophets to
acquire followers.
Distribution/cooperation partner: Asmodee

LudiCreations
Crisis – Economics simulation by Sotirios
Tsantilas and Pantelis Bouboulis for 1-5 players, ages 14+: Axia must be guided out of

in the middle of the war theatre. As moles
are blind, you score for uninterrupted lines
of sight between them.
Topoum Bratatatata: Expansion Deck I
– Expansion by Perepau LListosella for 2-4
players, ages 14+: New cards in seven new
types, plus a farmer card and an event card.

real-time online game. You can either buy
permanent buildings for resources or buy
units, towers and special cards to improve
your deck. You are forced to attack and an
attack comprises bluff elements.

Lucrum Games
Red7 – Card game by Carl Chudyk and Chris
Cieslik for 2-4 players, ages 9+:
New edition; the game has been published
several times in different companies, mostly
at Asmadi Games.

www.gamesjournal.at

recession and crisis. In a round of the game
you resolve the phases of Event, Credit Interest, Planning, Actions and Evaluation. If
you cannot pay interest, you take penalty
tiles. For planning, you place managers on
available action cases. When her finances
are in the black after seven rounds, Axia has
survived the crisis. You can now pay back
loans and calculate your victory points.
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Iunu – Card game by Todd Sanders for 2-4
players, ages 10+: Dynasties in Ancient
Egypt – who will reign successfully, that is,

complete five out of four mission cards. The
richest bandit wins only if the Marshal fails.
Marshal events from the basic game have
been changed.

Ludus Magnus
Studio

feed his citizen, protect them against invaders and secure a place in the afterlife for
them after their death? You play one card or
several identical cards in the dynasty phase
and use the special effect. Announced for
2017.
Long Live the Queen – Card game for 2
players: The queen is dead and there is con-

player, display it and can draw more cards
or move. If you draw an obstacle card, you
must stop, the hero does not move. Now
you take all drawn cards and hand them out
at your discretion, each player must at least
have one card. Whoever owns the Sword,
Shield or Fairy and shows it, can go to the
Dragon after the card-drawing phase and
has defeated it.
They Who Were 8 – Card game by Todd
Sanders for 2-4 players, ages 12+: Gods of
the Pantheon want to collect fame among

Nova Aetas: Dark Renaissance Tactical
Game – Adventure game by Luca Bernardini, Daniele Colletti and Andrea Colletti

for 1-4 players, ages 12+: Conflict game in
an alternate Renaissance in Italy, in which
cyclopes, witches and chimeras are reality.
Nova Aetas: Vesuvios Forge – Expansion
by Luca Bernardini, Daniele Colletti and Andrea Colletti for 1-4 players, ages 12+: Ten
new missions, new enemies and new boss-

flict about the succession, Princess White
Rose against Princess Black Rose. Both players manipulate and use supporters of their
princess. With Circle 3D6, where it was published in 2014.
Mr. Cabbagehead’s Garden – Card game
by Todd Sanders for 1 player, ages 10+: You

their followers. Each player serves two gods
and influences their fame or infamy. Game
modes are Titanomachie for indiviual victory or Pantheon in team play of two players.
Actions of players, using cards, represent
the tales of a traveling minstrel and invocations to the gods to influence the tale.
Distribution partner: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

es – Sorceres Circe and Kin Vesuvio, leader
of the Cyclopes.

Ludonaute
Colt Express: Marshal & Gefangene – Expansion by Christophe Raimbault for 3-7
players, ages 10+: In this expansion, you
can be Marshal controlling special Action
cards and Cartridge cards and win, if you

Lui-même
Best of Die Werwölfe by Düsterwald –
Card game by Philippe des Pallières and
Hervé Marly for 8 bis 28 players, ages 10+:

impersonate Mr. Cabbagehead and plant
his garden until he goes on holiday. Then
you take vegetables from the garden in
accordance with Fiese Nachbarn markers.
Then you score the gardens, single vegetable cards have no value. Mit Air and Nothingness Press. Announced for 2017.
Mythe – Card game by Koji Malta for 2-5
players, ages 6+: Mice heroes want to get
back the golden Holy Cheese, stolen by the
Red Dragon. You draw a card from another
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28 roles from all editions and expansions of
Die Werwölfe by Düsterwald.
HMS Dolores – Card game by Bruno Faidutti and Eric M. Lang for 2-4 players, ages
14+: Pirates have looted a ship and now

REPORT

operate to save the realms. Announced for
2017.
Aether Captains – Dice game with a steampunk topic by Todd Sanders for 1-6
player, ages 8+: As captain of a dirigible you
have been tasked by the Emperor to defend

Carrotia – Cooperative collecting game by
Malte Kühle for 1-6 players, ages 10+: Carrots are needed to feed the colony – players place labyrinths and the boss rabbit
must reach the exit with a given number of
moves, collect carrots on the way and also
negotiate over their share; there are seven
types of booty with values 1 to 3, and you
score only those types of which you have
most and least at the end. You always reveal
two treasures for yourself and your neighbor and both decide simultaneously about
splitting.

Grand Compact against pirates.
Aether Captains: Clash of Corsairs – Expansion by Todd Sanders for 1-5 players,
ages 13+: New components for the Marine
Command and the Empire; the Commander is given alternate missions, there are al-

Mage Company
12 Realms: Bedtime Story – Cooperative
game by Ignazio Corrao for 2-6 players, ages
11+: Four new realms are provided for the

fabulous adventures – Tang Dynasty, Horrorville, Clockwork-Shire and Atlantis; the
Dark Forces must be eliminated for once
and all.
12 Realms: Dungeonland – Cooperative
game for 2-4 players, ages 13+: Stand-alone
game in the 12 Realms universe; powerful

magic has transformed the realms, evil villains have returned and all heroes must co-
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ternate game ends as well as new ships and
action cards. Arkady is expanded with new
hex tiles, with new locations and new abilities. Then there are also new crew members
that have special abilities.
Aether Captains: Fleet of Doom – Expansion by Todd Sanders for 1-5 players, ages
13+: New components for the war captains;
three dice ships with new rules and strategies, new action cards and new crew members.

avoid birds of prey.
Raid & Trade: War on the Streets – Expansion for Raid & Trade by Charalampos
Tsakiris for 3-5 players, ages 12+: Out of
the deserted lands far from the Golden
City originates a new type of survivors, but
gangs and rebels are also congregating in
those areas.

The Cohort – Party game mit cards by Jeremie Kletzkine 2-6 players, ages 8+: Caesar
deploys his legions; the cohorts of the legions comprise seven different units. You
draw to cards and give one away; with the

Burglars – Card game by Konstantinos Pattakos for 2-6 players, ages 8+: All burglars
make an appearance at the same time to
steal diamonds from the bank, so they try
to impede each other and of course also to
steal from each other.
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other one you can create a cohort. As long
as a cohort is not complete, it has negative
influences on how you must handle cards
you draw.

Magellan
Entertainment
A new exhibitor from Russia with a wide
range of games published in 2016 and previous years, albeit still showing only part
of the program as the program comprises
many Russian editions of games that were
already published in other countries.
Comparity – Placement game on number
comparisons by Dmitry Kibkalo for 2-5 players, ages 12+: You display prices for goods
in comparison to other goods; Whoever is in

Jackal Card Game – Card game with a pirate topic for 2-4 players, ages 16+: In each
round you use action cards on a new island

to be the first one to reach the treasure.
Jackal Treasure Island – Expansion for
Jackal by Dmitri Kibkalo for 2-4 players, featuring new tiles for a big island.

Nightmarium – Fantasy card game by Konstantin Selezney for 2-5 players, ages 10+:
You combine cards featuring parts of nightmares or horror dreams; the more cards

you can combine in the right sequence the
worse are the dream monsters. 2014.
Nefarious – Card and collecting game by
Donald X. Vaccarino for 2-6 players, ages 8+:
Russian edition 2014.

the wrong, draws a card, when your choice
is doubted. 2014
Crocoparty – Cooperative game by
Timofey Bokarev, Dmitry Kibkalo and Artem
Zubov for 2-20 players: Board game version

Kids Go Wild – Action game by Dmitry Kibkalo for 2-20 players, ages 7+: You roll, draw
a card, execute the task and advance your
marker. 2015

of a Russian party game, you explain words
with movements and gestures.
Jackal Archipelago – Pirate game by Dmitry Kibkalo for 2-4 players, ages 6+: The treasure buried by Jackal must be found and
taken to the ship before your rivals manage
to do it.
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One Moment Please – Party trivia game
for 2-6 players, ages 13+: You roll dice and
execute the task – answering a question,
winning a mini game or mastering a curious task. If you succeed, you stay in place
or move forward; if you fail, you must move
back on the track.

Mind Maze - Deduction game by Dmitry
Kibkalo and Timofey Bokarov for 2-8 players, ages 8+: You listen to a story and must
find out, who and why events happened,
you can only ask questions resulting in yes/
no answers.
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Sensation – Narrative game for 3-6 players,
ages 14+: You tell stories and use cards with
various inscriptions.

Zombergeek – Cooperative game for 2-5
players, ages 8+: Players have lost their way
and come up on a comfortable house, unUrfin Jus – Tower defense game for 2-4
players, ages 8+: Emerald City must be defended. To do so, you build specific towers

card per part and all grab quickly for the
corresponding monster card. Also available
from Happy Baobab.
Rising 5: Runes of Asteros – Cooperative
Deduction game by Gun-Hee Kim and Evan
Song for 1-5 players, ages 12+: The portal

fortunately full of zombies, dogs, spiders
and chaos, resulting in the usual skirmishes
and consequences. 2016.
that fire on designated locations on the
board. Training for logic and dexterity. 2015.
We are Dragon – Card game for 2-6 players, ages 6+: You are one of the heads of a
three-headed dragon who holds the princess captive. The heads must cope with

endless numbers of brave knights, flocks of
other defenders of the princess and other
challenges. 2015.
Yorsh – Party and drinking game by Dmitry
Kibkalo for 4-9 players, ages 18+: You execute your task successfully or drink a shot;
but you do not have to drink, you can refuse
a task. Tasks that you mastered give you
points. 2013.

Magic Press
Edizioni
Cotto & Frullato The Game – Bluff game
with by Marco Mingozzi for 2-4 players, ages
13+: You are an action actor and participate

in a competition; you must judge food and
then allocate it to the individual stars, with
the purpose of optimizing their values –
strength, resilience, coolness and charisma.

Mandoo
Games
Monster Mix – Card placement and collecting game by Manu Palau for 2-6 players,
ages 5+: In analogy to the game of the same
name you collect body parts of monsters
to form a monster that corresponds to the
monster card in your hand. You reveal one

www.gamesjournal.at

has been opened and the monsters are free
– Leader Orakl and four heroes must find
the Code to reseal the portal and to lock the
monsters in again. Coproduction with Gary
Kim Games. Kickstarter by Holy Grail Games.
Slide Blast – Placement game by Evan
Song and Sam-goo for 2-6 players, ages 6+:
You use water slides and enlarge them to

score more points or you give assistance to
other gliders for points.

Manifest
Destiny
Arma – Card game by Yasushi “Kuro” Kuroda
for 3-5 players, ages 10+: Races left behind
fight for relics on planets that were deserted
by Gigas. Each race commands 10 cards, #1
and #9 are unique, all others are the same
for all races. Four cards are displayed for
abilities. Three relics are displayed, too.
You play a card and do an action. After 10
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1881 Berlin: Zweite Edition – by Michael

rounds or handing out of al relic cards you
win with most points from relics + bonuses
for majorities.
Garden of Minions – Dice game by Yasushi
“Kuro” Kuroda for 1 player, ages 10+: A forest must be protected from invaders. White

of conquerors. You collect soldiers and
resources for her, fight and clear her way
to the capital; but she moves automatically
and needs tactical assistance. Players win if
the princess reaches the capital within 10
rounds, in all other cases they lose.

Mantic Games

Mette for 3-6 players, ages 12+:

Massif Games
The Mountaineer – Adventure game by
Corey Wright for 2-6 players, ages 13+: You
climb up a mountain, complete various spe-

The Walking Dead: All Out War – Miniatures game for 1- 2 players, ages 16+: Head
to head confrontations, in a tactical skirmish
dice are rolled and placed, groups of identical values are upgraded; adjacent enemy
dice are thereby damaged or defeated, a
new black enemy appears. A die of value
6 is upgraded to a tree and a boss appears
and attacks. Chain reactions in upgrading
are possible. You win with six trees on the
board. If you are out of white dice to roll
while there are black ones or if you cannot
place a black die, you have lost. Tree effects
can be used at any time.
Transient World – Card game by Yasushi
“Kuro” Kuroda for 2 players, ages 12+:
Demons vs. Humans, but the leaders of

cial climbing routes and compete for climbing points. The 3D mountain offers 10 different ridges for climbing. Dice determine
weather and other conditions.
in the universe of The Walking Dead, each
player controls his own group of survivors.

Marflow Games
Wolfram Janich offers with his company
games based on the 18xx system, devised
by Francis Tresham, and produces only in
limited small series or on demand:
18NL – Netherlands – by Theo Jansma and
Helmut Ohley for 2-6 players, ages 14+:
both factions want peace. For each season,
regions are laid out and you draw four cards
from your Henchman/Soldier stack. After
three seasons, you sum your victory points;
when both players have at least 30 and the
difference is maximum 2, True Peace was
achieved; or else you win with most points.
Unicornus Knights – Cooperative game
by Seiji Kanai and Yasushi “Kuro” Kuroda for
2-6 players, ages 12+: A defeated princess
and her forces against a superior army
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Matagot
Most of the games were already shown at
Cannes.
Barony: Sorcery – Expansion for Barony by
Marc André for 2-5 players, ages 14+: This
expansion introduces Magic to the world.

You need Mana to use spells and that is
only available from very few locations on
the board. Spells do not introduce chance
to the game, but the chance to change the
rules. Includes components for a fifth player.
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Captain Sonar - Cooperative game by Roberto Fraga and Yohan Lemonnier for 2-8
players, ages 14+: On board of a submarine
of the latest generation you have a special
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Raptor wants to hide the babies, that is, get
them off the board or eat explorers. Whoever achieves his mission goal, wins. German
edition at Pegasus Spiele.
Room 25: Escape Room by François Rouzé,
Guiliane Didier and Gabriel Durnerin for 1-8
players, ages 10+: Second expansion for

Inis by Christian Martinez for 2-4 players:
Based on Celtic stories and legends; you
want to be elected King of the Isles. There
job; organization and communication are
essential to locate and destroy the enemy
submarine.
Cyclades: Monuments – Expansion by Bruno Cathala and Ludovic Maublanc for 2-5
players, ages 14+: The expansion includes
ten monument miniatures and the respec-

Room 25; introducing new VIPs that must
be protected; furthermore, you must solve
puzzles to be able to find the exit within a
given time frame.

are three different winning conditions for
this purpose: You have an overall majority of
clan warriors or have warriors in at least six
different regions or have warriors in regions
that hold a total of six shrines.
Millions of Dollars – Bluff game by Jeremy
Kletzkine for 3-8 players, ages 10+: You negotiate on basis of secret roles and try to

Mattel
Mister Pups - Action game for 2-6 players,
ages 5+: You discard a number card and
press Mister Pups as often as the card indi-

tive cards.
Dice Stars – Dice game with pool formation
by Bruno Cathala and Ludovic Maublanc for
1-4 players, ages 10+: Dice represent shooting stars – you first place some of them into

secure the largest share of the booty for
yourself.
Raptor – Placement game by Bruno Faidutti and Bruno Cathala for 2 players, ages 9+: A
Duel between explorers and Raptor for the

cates. When the unit farts, you are out of the
game. There are cards for passing your turn
and changing turn order.
Sail Away – Placement and collecting game
by Marc André for 2-4 players, ages 8+: You
collect points from resources, coins and

stock, then you take all dice of a color or one
value for scoring. With WizKids.
Dice Town: Cowboy – Expansion for the
dice game by Bruno Cathala and Ludovic
Maublanc for 2-6 players, ages 10+: In the
second expansion for Dice Town cattle
herds are introduced. If you roll aces you
can now retrieve cows, opponents can try
to steal them.
Raptor babies; explorers want to capture
babies or neutralize the mother; Mother
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ships at sea as a merchant. You place chests
on islands and pirate actions for resources
and actions. You can claim islands that are
completely full, cash coins for this and place
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chests on ships. Completely loaded ships
set sails, are unloaded and discarded, they
provide a once-only special action.
Uno Wild Jackpot – Card game for 2- 10
players, ages 7+: Version of UNO, in which
players first write down rules and place
them into the „Joker Tube“; this tube is trig-

Mayday Games
AssassinCon – Deduction game by Binh
Vo for 4 bis 6 players, ages 12+: Annual congress of assassins, you demonstrate your

Garbage Day Office Expansion – Expansion for Müllparty by Shane Willis for 2-6
players, ages 8+: New cards and now playable with six players. German edition at Hei-

gered when a corresponding action card
appears and you either draw one of the
rules of crack the jackpot.
Also announced – so far only for an English
edition – is a new edition of Geister, Geister,
Schatzsuchmeister! as
Ghostbusters: Protect the Barrier Game –
by Brian Yu for 2-4 players, ages 8+:

abilities and tools. You play cards face down,
then those cards are shuffled and then revealed and implement. Also on Kickstarter.
Garbage Day - Stacking game with cards
by Shane Willis for 2-5 players, ages 8+: You
stack garbage cards one by one on the garbage can or store them in your room. When
delberger Spieleverlag
Garbage Day Smelly Expansion: – Expansion for Müllparty by Shane Willis for 2-6
players, ages 8+: New cards and now play-

Max Manga
Oppai Go – Card game by Marco Mingozzi
for 2-4 players, ages 16+: You need to undress your opponents by any means that

are available in order to find your way back
home from a deserted island. At the Winterlair booth.
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the room is too full, you must clean it up and
stack all cards in it on the garbace can. When
cards fall off, you take them; if you have too
many cards, you are out of the game. Available also as limited edition. German edition
at Heidelberger Spieleverlag.
Garbage Day Dorm Room Expansion –
Expansion for Müllparty by Shane Willis for
2-6 players, ages 8+: New cards and now

playable with six players.
Garbage Day Family Expansion – Expansion for Müllparty by Shane Willis for 2-6
players, ages 8+: New cards and now playable with six players. German edition at Heidelberger Spieleverlag

able with six players. German edition at Heidelberger Spieleverlag
Isle of Monsters – Set collecting game by
Nikola Risteski and Joshua DeBonis for 2-5
players, ages 10+: You collect sets of horrible but harmless monsters and feed them

their favorite food.
Mow Money – Card game by Matt Saanders for 1-6 players, ages 10+: As a garden
architect, you want to expand your compa-
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your explorer from the group. If you reveal
the second danger, you must take tiles.
Coproduction with Lookout Spiele.
Fight for Olympus – Card game by
Matthias Cramer for 2 players, ages 10+:
You play any number of cards in your turn,
next to your side of the board, and pay the
cost for them; effects of cards you played
are then resolved. Then you attack with all
your cards, one after the other, and cause
ny and want to accrue lucrative orders from
garden owners. Already shown in 2015.
Twist of Fate – Card game by Keith Rentz
for 2-4 players, ages 10+: Abased on the
novel by Charles Dickens; you are looking

After 14 rounds, you score persons, grain,
animals, improvements and farm tiles for
expansions. English edition of Agricola
Familienspiel, Lookout Spiele.
Agricola - Worker Placement game by
Uwe Rosenberg for 1-4 players, ages 12+:
You develop your farm, build and renovate
your hut dwelling, farm acres, found a

for sanctuary for Oliver Twist and must manage his life best.

Mayfair Games
1844/54 – Railway game in the 18xx
system, by Helmut Ohley and Lonny Orgler
for 3-7 players, ages 14+: The topic of 1844
are railways in Switzerland, the topic of

1854 railways in Austria. Coproduction with
Lookout Spiele and Double-O-Games.
Agricola Family Game – Worker Placement
game by Uwe Rosenberg for 1-4 players,
ages 8+: Simplified version of Agricola - A
small farm with a farmer and his wife in two
rooms must be developed. In the work time
phase, you place a person on a free action
case. In the Homecoming Time phase, you
take back your people and a new action
case becomes available. In Harvest Time
after rounds 4, 7, 9, 11, 13 and 14 you
harvest, feed people and breed animals.
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family and look after your cattle. This new
edition has been revised and updated. The
biggest change, compared to the original
version, concerns the cards, they are a mix
of cards from the original game and from
various expansions. Those cards have also
been revised and updated, they are marked
with E, I and K for beginners, interactive and
complex cards. English edition of Agricola
Kennerspiel, Lookout Spiele.
Costa Rica – Placement and collecting
game by Brett J. Gilbert and Matthew
Dunstan for 2-5 players, ages 8+: Search
for exotic animals in the rain forest. One
explorer per player is placed at each of the
corners of the hexagonal display. In your

turn, you choose a group with your own
explorer, reveal an adjacent tile and take
it pr pass; if you pass, all other players in
turn can take it or pass; when all pass, you
reveal the next tile, and so on. If you take the
tile, you take all revealed tiles and remove

damage to opponent’s cards opposite to
your own. A card carrying more damage
marker than defense value is defeated. A
card without an opponent yields the bonus
of the combat area – card, color marker or a
step of the marker; when this marker arrives
at 7, you win. You also win when you occupy
all your own slots at the start of your turn.
English edition at Mayfair Games.
Oh, my Goods! Longsdale in Aufruhr –
Expansion for Oh, my Goods! by Alexander
Pfister for 1-4 players, ages 10+: New buildings, events and character cards. If you want
to play the background story, you start with
Chapter I, otherwise with “All Inclusive” immediately. The set-up card for the respec-

tive chapters lists the necessary event cards.
Coproduction with Lookout Spiele.
Steam Map Expansion #5 – Expansion for
Steam for 2-6 players: Two boards – India,
intended for 3-5 players, and SouthEastern
USA, intended for 2-6 players. Those boards
come with a series of mini expansions
- Demanding Suppliers, City Growth
Special Contracts and Five Way Town – as
well as new action tiles – The Surveyor,
The Midnight Express, The Local Payoff
and Corporate Charity. The Gray Market
Goods Expansion introduces secrets for
the commodities supply and creates dual
commodities.
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Mechanical Egg
Games
Rhyme: The Rap Challenge – Card game
by Andonis Mechanikos for 1-8 players,
ages 12+: You write one verse per round in

The Colonists – Development game by
Tim Puls for 1-4 players, ages 12+: You are
the custodian and expand a village to accommodate additional farmers, craftsmen
and burghers. Aim of the game is full employment – in consequence you create new
jobs, take care to educate burghers and
build living quarters. You must cope with

too.

Megableu

four rounds; you draw one to three category cards, choose one word from each card
and have three minutes to make a verse.
In the following rounds, you must choose
other categories and yet achieve thematic
correlation with verse one.

Alien Mission – Reaction game for 1- 99
players, ages 6+: Hunting for Aliens with
Alien Mission Goggles that show where in

Medusa Games
the problematic storage of resources necessary for those actions and you must also
upgrade buildings. English edition of Die
Kolonisten, Lookout Spiele.

Nine Worlds - by Richard Denning for 3-6
players, ages 12+: Players move armies
around between the nine worlds of Nordic

the room Aliens are hiding and must be
chased out of the living room with a light
beam. German edition at Hutter Trade.

MesaBoardGames
City of Spies Estoril 1942 - Tile placement
game by Gil d’Orey and Antonio Sousa
Lara for 2-4 players, ages 10+: Aim of the
game is to create the best spy network –

Maze Games
OrcQuest by Thomas Maufroid for 2-4
players, ages 14+: Orcs are behaving as
usual – fighting, stealing, kidnapping

myths and take over the powers of a world
and can use them when they take control
of a world. In six or nine rounds, you play on
a random or pre-selected set-up. Available
action points are used to move own pieces
or Avatar, or move opposing pieces or Avator or put a marker into Helheim.

Meeples Inc.

princesses and, foremost of all, thwarthing
the plans of allies. Demo games at Essen,
Kickstarter is planned.
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Orctoberfest – Card game by Stefan Linden for 2-4 players, ages 10+: Characters in
the game queue for beer, pretzels and sausages; the faster they are served the happier
they are. But of course, competitors try to
jump queue and use a lot of other tricks,

all players begin with an identical set of six
spies and send them to locations to recruit
experienced spies. German edition at
Heidelberger Spieleverlag, also editions in
Portuguese and Polish.
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Metermorphosen
Eierköppe - Memo game for 2-4 players,
ages 12+: Personalities, types and other
beings as eggheads, sorted into amusing

don Calleja for 1-4 players, ages 14+: A hero
that was clobbered is taking his revenge
and lays into the gang member who did the
clobbering. Announced for 2017. At the Titan Forge Booth.

Mind Fitness
Games

REPORT

ferent philosophies, called paths; their only
point of contact is the capital; you can move
back in time through time rifts; to avoid yet
another disaster you need specialists and
special suits, both are scarce.
Transhumanity – SciFi campaign narrative
game by Richard Amann and Viktor Péter:
Earth has been torn out of orbit and relocated; players explore the new environment,

Sponsio – Card game by Jozsef Dorsonczky
for 3-4 players, ages 10+: You win skirmishes
with gladiator cards and taking tricks, or

categories – Genscher and Gorbatschow
representing the German Unification, Bach
and Mozart the composers with the most
beautiful wigs. You collect pairs, but a complete quartet in one category gives you an
extra card for your scoring stack.

Metwabe
Meteln – Dice game by Hague Nikolayczyk
for 2-5 players, ages 10+: You place with
12-sided dice that show symbols for a flow-

using an open draft mechanism of cards.
Advertised in a flyer, planned for 2018.
lose them, because you have placed a bet
against them beforehand.
Vikingdoms – Development game by
Jozsef Dorsonczky for 2 players, ages 12+:
Two Vikings plunder and construct settle-

Minos Games
Rockopolis – Worker placement by Azzurra
Eschini and Andrea Sbragia for 2-4 players,
ages 12+: In Rockopolis everybody wants

ments; the recruit troops together and whoever is able to loot first, leads the looters.
er meadow, bees, bee hives, honey & mead
and a joker symbol; you roll them for highscoring combinations.

Mighty Boards
Vengeance – Conflict simulation by Gor-

Mindclash
Games
Anachrony – Economics simulation by
Dávid Turczi, Richard Amann and Viktor
Péter for 1-4 players, ages 15+: Survivors in
the era after a global disaster follow four dif-

to be a Rock star, but to be successful is
difficult. You must recruit band members,
practice, buy equipment and win a high
profile. You must also avoid conflicts within
the band.

Mirax Games
Listed as exhibitor, is the company behind
the logo hoPLAY, see there
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Moaideas
Game Design

Modiphius
Entertainment

Crabs! - Card game by shane007 for 3-5
players, ages 12+: Crab catchers are out and
about, but due to storage problems you can

Achtung! Cthulhu Skirmish – Expansion
by Matthew Hope for 2 players, ages 12+:
Conflicts in WWII, set in a Cthulhu universe

Conan

only keep one crab per catch, unsless you
upgrade your equipment or meet customer
demands.
Guns & Steel Renaissance – Card game
by Jesse Li for 2-4 players, ages 12+:
Stand-alone expansion for Guns & Steels,

featuring new cards and new mechanisms.
Coproduction with Grail Games.
The Flow of History – Card game by Jesse
Li for 3-5 players, ages 12+: Development of
a civilization with a bidding / price setting

background, you can play small skirmishes
or great battles.
John Carter - Warlord of Mars: The Board
Game – So far only name and topic are
known – Barsoon must be saved.
Kung Fu Panda: The Board Game – Cooperative game for 2-4 players: You embody

Po or one of the Five, all must work together
must defeat Tai Lung and other villains.
Mutant Chronicles: Siege of the Citadel
– Miniatures adventure game by Richard
Borg, Kevin Wilson, Jason Little and Eric M.

Infinity

Mutant: Year Zero

Star Trek Adventures
mechanism for acquisition of new cards;
the costs you pay can be a benefit for other
players later.
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Lang for 1-5 players, ages 10+: New edition
with revised rules, new components and
new creatures.
Thunderbirds: The Hood – Cooperatives
game by Matt Leacock for 2-5 players, ages
10+: Expansion for Thunderbirds, The Hood
is about to be unmasked, but from his side a
new world-wide conspiracy is threatening.
The company also announces new roleplaying games:
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Monkey Butt

A new publisher and exhibitor:
Perlentauchen – Card game by Michael,
Jürgen, Petra, Gerit & Thomas Loth and
Jörne Koldehoff for 2-4 players, ages 6+:

Monkey Butt - Card game by Anthony
Wood and Chris Marley for 2-8 players, ages
8+: If you are the last player to have cards

REPORT

Hera wants to take revenge on Zeus and
frees the titans. The surviving gods are only
shadows of themselves and try to pick up
the shards of their power. This results in new
conflicts. With Monolith.

Moondance
Dwarf War – 3D tabletop by Robert van der
Dussen and Mark W. Miller for 2-4 players,
ages 10+: You can play the exploration of

Pearls in shells must be gathered, in competition with all other players; the pearls acquire real value when combined into necklaces according to order cards.
Tierisch Bedroht – Cooperative card game
by Michael, Jürgen, Petra, Gerit & Thomas
Loth and Jörne Koldehoff for 2-4 players,
ages 10+: You are an animal protector and

in hand, you lose and are the „monkey butt“.
In your turn, you place cards in relation to
the top card of the discard pile; special cards
change the course of the game, you might
even know the cards of other players.

Monolith
Conan – Miniatures tabletop by Fréderic
Henry, Antoine Bauza, Pascal Bernard, Bruno Cathala, Croc, Ludovic Maublanc and

the caves and the conflicts cooperatively,
competitively or directed by a game master. Scenarios vary parameters and winning
conditions. Prototype.

Morning
Gobbit Angry Birds – Variant for 3-8 players, ages 8+: New rules for the conflict between the Angry Birds and the Pigs. You

conservationist and want to save as many
threatened species as possible from becoming extinct. You must develop strategies and use resources.
Willi Wörterwurm – Card game by Michael, Jürgen, Petra, Gerit & Thomas Loth
and Jörne Koldehoff for 2-5 players, ages

Laurent Pouchain for 2-5 players, ages 14+:
A scenario-based, semi-cooperative tabletop; one player embodies the opponent,
the others Conan and his companions. You
can play several scenarios on each board,
individually or as a campaign. Announced
since 2014. With Asmodee.
Mythic Battles: Pantheon – Conflict game
by Benoit Vogt for 2-4 players, ages 14+:

must hit opposing cards and defend your
own cards.
Hope – SciFi game by Olivier Grégoire for
2-4 players, ages 13+: The existence of Man-

10+: Willi has eaten up letters and you must
combine letters into new words. Letter
cards are laid out for words in various theme
categories.
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kind is threatened. As a member of HOPE
you must travel to distant galaxies to bring
life back to the universe, but once again a
traitor tries to thwart those plans. Preview
with demo.
Kill the Unicorns – Abstract party game by
Arthur Vo-Ha for 2-6 players, ages 8+: Unicorns abound; you are a Shaman, Knight,
Singer, Gnome or Princess and must catch

as many as possible. Preview.
Mines of Ōlnäk – Wirtschaftssimulation by
Jonathan Frenay and Raphaël Helaers for
2-4 players, ages 12+: Dwarf clans meet at
Mount Ōlnäk; they want to find their lost
ancient city and rebuild it. Preview.

Scythe – Economics simulation by Jamey
Stegmaier for 1-5 players, ages 14+: A City
State called The Factory has – in an alternate timeline – sent Mechs into WWI and
now closed down in around 1920ties. You
represent one of five factions and try to ac-

quire land surrounding the area of The Factory. German edition of Scythe, Stonemaier
Games.
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Moses
Verlag

Fische versenken – Card game by Martin
Nedergaard Andersen for 2-4 players, ages
8+: Cards with a hole have blue backsides

Black Stories 13 – Deduction game by Holger Bösch for 2- 99 players, ages 12+: New
edition with a topic connecting the indi-

vidual stories.
Black Stories: Science-Fiction Edition
– Deduction game by Elke Vogel for 2- 99
players, ages 12+: This edition tells 50 black

and dark stories about UFO landings, space
travel, astronauts on alien planets, aliens
and other species, travels to other universes
and machines that take over power; a crosssection from SciFi films and series.
Ed, the Cat: Wer fährt seine Krallen aus?
– Card game by Florian Redl for 2-6 players,
ages 8+: For a turn, you discard one of your
cards and do the corresponding action:

showing five different fish and a rubber
duck as well as one of three different front
sides that are showing one of five fish or a
crab or a shark. To sink a fish, you must put
one card on top of another, congruent,
backside on front side, so that you see a fish
from the backside through the hole in front.
The top card on the discard pile determines
the combination.
Kneipenquiz: Das Original – Cooperative
quiz by Heinrich Glumpler, Marco Teubner,

Darren Grandorf and Tom Zimmermann for
3-6 players, ages 16+:
750 questions on the themes of General
Knowledge, Literature, Science, Sports, Film
and Useless Information. In a round a team
writes down answers to five questions,
you can rearrange the value tiles for the
questions. After five minutes, answers are
controlled; the team owl moves one step
for a correct answer, and then you move
owl and opponents according to the value
tiles, using red numbers for wrong and
green ones for right answers. When the owl
is in front of the bottles after five rounds, all
players win together.
Party Animals – Collection of games by

the other players draw cards from various
sources, take penalty cards – Card 5, does
not go to the discard pile, but to another
player. Or you discard a card yourself and
take one, or draw one from another player. If
someone is out of card, the round ends and
cards are scored.
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Nicola Berger for 2 or more players, ages
12+: Four party games that can be played
on their own or in combination.
Redaktion Wadenbeißer: Die Jagd nach
der Titelstory – Puzzle game by Marco Teubner for 2-4 players, ages 8+: Headlines for

use actions provided by cards.
Sweet Nose – Set collecting game by Jason Lin and Frank Liu for 3-5 players, ages
8+: You collect sweets, but must beware
the Thunder God and will win, if you have

Mücke Spiele
Area 51: Top Secret – Development game
by Stefan Alexander for 2-6 players, ages
10+: Area 51 – a secret military base in

the school newspaper! Research tiles solve
three puzzle cards, the solutions provide
the title story.

MOZI Games
Animals Frightening Night! Tortoise and
Skunk – Expansion by Jason Lin for 5 -10
players, ages 8+: Mini expansion for Ani-

amassed fewest sweets at the end of the
game.

Mr. B. Games
Days of Ire Budapest 1956 – Conflict
simulation by Katalin Nimmerfroh, Dávid
Turczi and Mihály Vincze for 1-4 players:

the Nevada desert, where proof for the
existence of extraterrestrials is stored. This
needs ultramodern bunkers, which are
extended again and again, and also lorries
and trains that are needed to relocate
artifacts to other sections.
Taschkent: Expansion – Expansion by
Peer Sylvester for 2-4 players, ages 8+: The
expansion comprises „Die Statuen“ for

mals Frightening Night, geese are replaced
by a turtle and a skunk.
K.O Heroes – Card game by Frank Liu for
2-6 players, ages 5+: Cards are on display,
then cards are revealed and you must hit

the card determined by the revealed cards.
Ocracoke: Gold and Glory – Deduction
game by Frank Liu for 2-4 players, ages 8+:
Blackbeard throws a party, but the Navy
has discovered the hideout and Blackbeard
must defend ship and treasure. You need to
be the first player to collect five gold and
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Simulation of the fights in the Hungarian
uprising 1956. One player embodies the Soviet troops, the others play cooperatively as
leaders of the revolution. Additional edition
at Cloud Island Games, Ludonova and Kar
ès Korona.
WarQuest – Conquest game by Glenn
Drover for 2-4 players, ages 14+: Strategy,
conquest and heroic deeds on the world
of Myrathia, you are a warlord and want to
unify the land and fend off chaos.

additional rewards when they are erected
again, and new followers – Sultan, Tribe
Elder, Harem Principal, Merchant and
Nomad – for victory points.

Müller-Mätzig
Spiele
Da Yunhe: Der Große Kaiserkanal –
Development game by Björn Müller-Mätzig
for 2-5 players, ages 10+: The Grand Imperial
Canal is important for turning Beiping into
Bejing, the capital. There are 10 actions from
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New Board
Game Party
Kamozza – Card game by Katsuya Kitano
and Ota “Brothers” Kyoudai for 3-5 players,

Nikamundus

tea break to intrigue, building, removing
unrest or destroying canal. During the game
and at its end you win or lose prestige, as a
result of the individual actions.

Mystery
Room
BrainBox – Puzzle game by Mike Kleist
for 1-6 players: Mobile Escape Room
experience in a box, you either work alone

by Katsuya Kitano for 5 bis 8 players, ages
13+: As suits the topic, this is a game about
hidden identities. Mudlarks recognize each
other, using a Werewolf game mechanism.
A round is either regular or an action round.
After five rounds the Mudlarks win, if they
succeeded three times, or else the cleaning
fanatics.

Aurimentic – Development game by
Nikolaus R. Friedrich for 2-4 players, ages
12+: Grain, roots and trees are placed to

ages 8+: You are an export merchant, load
goods on ships and export them for profit,
but the number of ships is limited and there
are only two harbors. You draw two ship
cards and place them next to the harbors.
When the ship can carry the total weight,
it sails and all score victory points for the
goods cards. If not, the ship sinks.
TimeBomb II – Deduction game by Yusuke
Sato for 4 bis 6 players, ages 10+: The SWAT
team has defused the bomb and received

create fertile fields; you also acquire extra
resources and transform them into crystals,
you want to have most of them.

Noris Spiele
against a time limit or can arrive at solutions
in a team.

Escape Room: Das Game – Deduction
game for 2-5 players, ages 16+: As usual in
an Escape scenario you are “incarcerated“

Mythic Games
Mythic Battles: Pantheon – Conflict game
by Benoit Vogt for 2-4 players, ages 14+:
Hera wants to take revenge on Zeus and

frees the titans. The surviving gods are only
shadows of themselves and try to pick up
the shards of their power. This results in new
conflicts. With Monolith.
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information on a hideout that must be
busted. The active player selects a troop
card and puts it next to a building; the
building is stormed with the fourth troop
card and the bomb value is determined,
resulting in revealing the building or
removing troop cards or both. A revealed
building is checked for hideout. If Boom is
revealed, the terrorists win, otherwise the
SWAT team wins when all buildings are
revealed.
Who Soiled the Toilet? – Deduction game

and master tasks to „escape“. Each of the
four adventures - Prison Break, Virus, Nuclear
Countdown and Temple of the Aztecs – has
three parts; each part is completed with a
code of four of the 16 keys, which are placed
from left to right into the decoder. An app
for background music and complete
solutions is available, and also a download
for the components to let you play again.
Pecunia non olet – Card placement game
by Christian Fiore and Knut Happel for 2-6
players, ages 8+: You own latrines in ancient
Rome and lure solvent customers to your
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own latrine and leave the tightfisted ones
to your competitors; you also try to shift
long-sitters over to them. You also consider
preferences for neighbors on the latrines.
New edition, including five expansion
modules.
Scheiß drauf! – Card discarding game
by Martin Nedergaard Andersen for 2-4
players, ages 6+: Who do you use the toilet

and food is scarce. You play cards to develop
animals or to use their characteristics and
you need to feed your animals. Unfed
animals in a population starve, this can lead
to extinction for a species. German edition
at Schmidt Spiele.
Happy Salmon – Party game by Ken Gruhl
and Quentin Weir for 3-6 players, ages 6+:
You call out actions on your cards as quickly

correctly? All players always uncover the
top card of their stack and play it into the
middle when suitable – first a toilet, then a
heap, then toilet paper und then washing
hands, on this again a toilet, a heap and so
on.

as possible – when two actions correspond,
players execute the action and then discard
a card. If you are out of cards, you win.

North Star
Games
Evolution: Climate – Development game
by Dominic Crapuchettes, Dmitry Knorre
and Sergey Machin for 2-6 players, ages
12+: Stand-alone expansion for Evolution,

climate is introduced to the game and with
the corresponding characteristics of animals.
Evolution The Beginning – Introductory
game to Evolution by Dominic Crapuchettes
for 2-5 players, ages 8+: Animals develop
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Notre Game
Planet Surprise – Card game by Jiri Mikolas
for 2-6 players, ages 8+: You hold only one
card on which you scratch the intended

case to explore what is underneath. In this
way, you want to uncover the planet with
the highest value.
Scratch Wars – Scratching game by Jiri
Mikolas for 2-8 players, ages 10+: The game
uses the same mechanism as Planet Surprise,
but you have a hero card and a weapons
card, cards are available individually and are
not devalued by scratching. Announced for

REPORT

2017 and also playable via an app.

NSKN
Legendary Games
In the Name of Odin – Collecting game
with cards by Krzysztof Zięba for 2-5 players,
ages 13+: The old Jarl needs a successor –

whoever amasses most fame will reign after
him. In your turn, you use symbols on action
cards, buildings and from other sources to
build in the village, to recruit famous Vikings for heroes and to buy long-boats for
raids and to set sails for raids. Each raid has
special requirements that must be met and
scores fame points. German edition as Im
Namen Odins at Heidelberger Spieleverlag.
Mistfall: Heart of the Mists – Expansion for
Mistfall by Błażej Kubacki for 1-4 players,
ages 14+: The expansion for Mistfall follows
the mechanisms of the basic game. The

expansion can be played on its own or can
be combined with Mistfall and Sand and
Snow: 1. Play Heroes, Quest Charter and
Time Charter with the Nightmare difficulty
level. 2. Resolve all hero turns at the same
time. 3. Rule for Time Card. 4. Adapted
Rewards Deck.
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Sand & Snow – Expansion by Błażej Kubacki for 1-4 players, ages 14+: Expansion
for Mistfall & Heart of the Mists. Four modules can be added, alone or in combination
with other modules, to Mistfall or Heart of

Numbskull
Games
the Mists: Lieutenants - Events -New Reward
Gear - Allies
Shadowscape – Adventure game by Błażej
Kubacki for 2-4 players, ages 13+: Dungeon
Crawl in the Mistfall universe; you are a hero
from Mistfall and Heart of the Mists and
move around in rooms full of monsters,

nsv

Bull Moose – Election game by Patrick
Stevens for 3-5 players, ages 10+: Topic of
the game is the presidential election of

Qwixx Das Duell – Dice and placement
game by Steffen Benndorf for 2 players,
ages 8+: Instead of marking cases you place

1912, the winners of the individual states are
decided, using a card-driven mechanism,
based on geographical features of the
landscapes.
treasures and traps. You play on a grid of 5x5
randomly chosen room tiles. You have your
own action card deck and use two cards per
turn to move, attack enemies, search rooms
or to heal yourself or draw Fate cards.
Simurgh: Call of the Dragonlord –
Expansion for Simurgh by Pierluca Zizzi,
Andrei Novac and Błażej Kubacki for 2-5
players, ages 12+: Modular expansion for
Simurgh, modules can be combined in
any way with the basic game: Diversity -

Wizards - Forgotten Metropolis - Leadership
Tiles - House Ability Cards as well as Quests,
Rogues and Homecoming Cards.
For the sake of completeness, I mention
Heroes of Mistfall, a set of miniatures for
the series of Mistfall games.
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markers for dice values in the rows, from left
to right, and you can defeat the rightmost,
singular marker of an opponent and secure
your own by adding a second marker on
top.
Take That – Card game by Andreas Spies
and Reinhard Staupe for 2-4 players, ages

8+: Add a card to a row, take a card from the
row or swallow toads for negative points.
The Game Extreme – Card placement
game by Steffen Benndorf and Reinhard
Staupe for 1-5 players, ages 8+: You play The
Game according to the basic rules, but with
an additional seven types of orders. When
a card with an order is played, the order
must be followed exactly or you have lost
the game. Communication about orders is
allowed.

Odysee Games
Global Ody-see – Educational game by Len
Wicks for 1-6 players, ages 8+, on the topics
of geography, nature, nations and cultures,

using satellite images and a 3D board, available also in the version of European Odysee, American Ody-see, Biblical Ody-see
and Ancient Odysee.
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Oink Games

OKAZU Brand

Insider – Deduction game by Akihiro Itoh,
Kwaji, Daichi Okano and Kito Shinma for
4-8 players, ages 9+: What is controlling us?

Yokohama – Economics simulation by
Hisashi Hayashi for 2-5 players, ages 12+:
Yokohama became an international harbor
and an important mercantile town at the
start of the Meiji era. As a merchant there,

REPORT

Osprey Games
Agamemnon – Placement game by Günter Cornett for 2 players, ages 12+: You are
a Greek god in the Trojan war and want
Do we have free will? You are randomly assigned a role; one player chooses a word.
The Insider looks at it and the others ask for
yes/no answers to find out the word.
Tiefseeabenteuer – Dice game by Jun Sasaki for 3-6 players, ages 8+: German edition
of Deep Sea Adventure, 2014. Rivalising explorers want to get rich and find treasures

you build storage, extend sales channels,
learn about foreign technologies and fill
orders from abroad. Churches, Customs,
Technologies, Countries and remaining
markers yield bonuses at the end of the
game.

Olaya Selection
Ogoola Karuta Poetry Game – Listening
and spotting game by Ola Feurst and Ayas
Hasegawa-Feurst for 2 or more players; you

to take influence on the Iliad battles. Fate
threads are laid out, players alternate to
place tiles with warriors, leaders and weavers who manipulate Fate threads.
Escape from Colditz – Adventure game by
Bob Brechin, Brian Degas and Pat R. Reid for
2-6 players, ages 12+: New edition, topic is
Guard versus Officers who plan their escape

underwater, but must share a submarine
due to budget reasons, and also share an
oxygen tank. When they do not get back to
the boat on time, they lose all treasures.
Twins – Card game by Reiner Knizia for
3-6 players, ages 8+: Cards from 1-10, in six
colors, with black and white numbers. In a
round you place two cards from your hand;
identical numbers of the same color are betsearch the cards for what you hear. Cards in
the reading deck feature short poems, cards
in the players deck only half of a poem.
The reader reads out the complete card,
players search the cards on display for the
corresponding part of the quotation.

Orca Jocs
ter than identical numbers of different colors, and those better than two cards of the
same color. Depending on the value of the
pair you earn or lose money.
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King Of The Hill – Worker placement by
Oriol Tutusaus and Adrià Càmara for 2-6
players, ages 10+: Dwarf clans congregate
to elect the new king.

with their group of prisoners. When the
Guard can limit the number of escape attrempts, he wins, or else the escapists.
Let Them Eat Cake – Card game by Peer
Sylvester for 3-6 players, ages 12+: Aftermath of the French Revolution. You elect
committees and officials and collect the infamous cake of the Queen. If you have fewest medals, you must send one of your men
to the the guillotine.
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OSTIA Spiele

Passport
Game Studio

Tallinn – Card placement game by Stefan
Risthaus for 2-4 players, ages 8+: Second
game in the Baltics series. You want to

Kingsport Festival: The Card Game –
Card game by Gianluca Santo Pietro for
3-5 players, ages 13+: Cults and cultists in

exercise influence with merchants, Teutonic
Knights and Monks. You choose a card from
your hand, select the active half and place
the card in a way that only the active half is
visible. Coin symbols trigger a competition
with value comparison for the affected
faction, and then cards can be set aside for
the city wall.
Tallinn Die Alten – Expansion for Tallinn
by Stefan Risthaus for 2-4 players, ages 8+:
Whoever has five symbols for a faction on

the universe of H.P. Lovecraft – in the card
version of Kingsport Festival you have sided
with Evil and play nine rounds. All cultists
have one move. If there is a roundup, cultists
play Elder Gods against it, in turn order. After
nine rounds, you add up the cult points of
all your Elder God cards. Coproduction with
Sir Chester Cobblepot and Giochi Uniti.

Odin’s Ravens: Second Edition – Card
game by Thorsten Gimmler for 2 players,
ages 10+: Revised new edition of the game;

Hugin and Mugin, the ravens of Odin, are
exploring the world for him. You win, if
you are the first player to accrue 12 victory
points after several flight laps.

Österreichisches
Spiele Museum

PD Verlag
Concordia: Gallia/Corsica – Expansion zu
Concordia by Mac Gerdts for 2-5 players,
ages 12+: Second expansion for Concordia

Potions Brew – Card game by Andreas
Prior for 3-5 players, ages 8+: Witches brew
potions and need ingredients and suitable

display, receives the corresponding figurine
for doubling of the symbols on tower cards.
Tallinn Die Versammlung – Expansion for
Tallinn by Stefan Risthaus for 2-4 players,
ages 8+: When you trigger a competition,
you take a marker for any other faction
mixing ratios. You draw cards and place
cards for ingredients in rows for recipes; the
top visible card of each recipe in front of a
player states rules for collecting of cards, the
currently strongest rules must be adhered
to.

with two boards. In the scenario Gallia you
begin with only one land colonist and must
settle in one of the harbor towns before you
can use your sea colonist. In the Korsika
scenario you use a tight map with 20 cities
in eight provinces.
Navegador: Privilege Cards – Expansion
for Navegador by Mac Gerdts for 2-5 players, ages 12+: Privilege Cards are played in
addition to the standard actions of players.

than that for which you triggered the
competition; the marker counts for the
faction scoring at the end.
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and wants to be entertained with a competition in 12 tasks: You must construct three
cult sites, erect statues, offer sacrifices and
fight monsters. You access islands and use
three oracle dice. Coproduction with H@
llGames.
Great Western Trail – Development game
with deck building elements by Alexander
Pfister for 2-4 players, ages 12+: Cattle to
Kansas City and into trains! On your own
customers. Food can also be swapped or
used for seeds and planted again. New edition. Coproduktion with H@ll Games.
Games for Conoisseurs:
Design Town – Deck building game by
Cheng Zhifan for 1-4 players, ages 10+: As
mayor, you develop your town. In the Play
phase, you play cards from the deck one by
one, resolve them and decide if you go on
playing – if you have 3x resentment in your

Pearl Games
Deus: Egypt – Expansion for Deus by
Sébastien Dujardin for 2-4 players: This
expansion introduces Ancient Egypt to

the game, featuring six new building card
decks of 15 cards each for each division
of development, bringing new rules and
strategies. You can replace all cards from
the basic game or only exchange individual
groups.

and on neutral buildings you can do the
local action(s) or do an auxiliary action; on
opposing buildings or danger tiles you can
do only an auxiliary action. In Kansas City,
you sell your herd, mark for the delivery and
begin a new trail with a new herd. Cowboys,
workers and engineers improve building
performance. Extensive final scoring.
Coproduction with eggertspiele, English
edition at Stronghold Games
Roll for the Galaxy: Der große Traum –
Dice game by Tom Lehmann and Wei-Hwa
Huang for 2-5 players, ages 12+: The first
expansion for Roll for the Galaxy introduces
new faction tiles, new home worlds, new

Pegasus Spiele
For the new releases autumn releases I use
the Pegasus sorting in their catalogue, but
begin with the expert games. Some titles of
the new releases were already announced
at Nuremberg, and have only now been
published or released. Coproductions with
other publishers and German editions of
games from other publishers are not listed
in separate sections.
Expert games:
Das Orakel von Delphi – Development
game by Stefan Feld for 2-4 players, ages
12+: Zeus invites mortals up to Olympus
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game tiles and two new types of dice as
well as the module Aufgaben, featuring
completing of tasks for effort markers. New
dice are Leader dice and Founder Dice
with two phase symbols. With Rio Grande
Games.
Vor den Toren von Loyang – Development
game with an agricultural topic by Uwe
Rosenberg for 1-4 players, ages 12+: The ascension of Loyang to the capital of the Han
dynasty demands better supplies of staple
foods from farmers in the surrounding
countryside. You plant wheat, pumpkins,
turnips, Chinese celery, beans and leeks.
After harvest you trade your products and
deliver to regular customers and walk-in

display, your turn ends without any result.
If you stop, the Building phase follows and
you can buy cards from the central display
with the money you earned, upgrade cards
in your display pile or you can develop, that
is, buy a card and upgrade it at the same
time.
Die Zwerge: Charakter-Erweiterung – Expansion by Michael Palm and Lukas Zach
for 2-5 players, ages 10+: Six new characters
for Die Zwerge.
Die Zwerge: Das Duell – Card game by
Michael Palm and Lukas Zach for 2 players,

ages 10+: As a dwarf or enemy of the
„Geborgenes Land“ you have your own
Deck with allies, victory points, support,
event and turn of events. Comes with an
adventure scenario for the board game,
based on the novel “Der Triumph der
Zwerge”.
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Die Zwerge: Die Saga-Erweiterung –
Expansion by Michael Palm and Lukas Zach
for 2-5 players, ages 10+:„Geborgenes Land“
is threatened again. At the side of Gandogar
Silberbart you fight against mighty dragons,

search for magical diamonds and fend off
enemies. The rules of the core game apply,
they are modified by rules for the Saga and
Threat cards.
Die Zwerge: Mit vereinten Kräften - Expansion by Michael Palm and Lukas Zach for
2 players, ages 10+: 14 new scenario cards
for each level, with an emphasis on the end
phase of the game. There are also new adventurer, threat and equipment cards.

Glück auf: Das große Kartenspiel – Card
game by Wolfgang Kramer and Michael
Kiesling for 2-4 players, ages 10+: Coal mining in the 19th century in Essen. In each
round, you send workers from your hand
to an action card or to a stack, always one
more than were sent there last time, and
implement the action – take a card or use
card for mining, delivering or free choice.
Coproduction with eggertspiele, English
edition at Stronghold games.
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Im Wandel der Zeiten: Das Card game –
Card game by Jesse Li for 2-4 players, ages
12+: History of mankind, the raise and fall
of civilizations is simulated with cards. Card

Jórvík – Development game by Stefan
Feld for 2-5 players, ages 10+: You settled in
Northern England with your tribe of Vikings
and want to influence trade in and around

sets Neue Welt and Siegeszug der Vernunft.
Imperial Settlers: Die magische 3 – Expansion by Ignacy Trzewiczek for 1-4 players, ages 12+: 67 new cards for shuffling
into the core game or for assembling your
own nations deck. In this theme set, colors

Jórvik. You choose the easy Karl/Farmer or
more complex Jarl/Nobleman variant and
play the phases of Supply, Demand, Acquisition and Loading. Coproduction with
eggertspiele, English edition at Stronghold
Games.
Junta: Las Cartas - Card game by Sebastian
Resl, Christoph Reiser and Johannes Krenner
for 3-6 players, ages 12+: Banana republic as

are assigned to commodities. Sets comprise
three locations of a color, sets of up to three
colors are possible. Locations in sets can be
production, feature or action locations. A
location can belong to several sets. Some
feature locations give bonuses for new sets
which are created after displaying the location. With Portal Games.
Istanbul: Brief and Siegel – Expansion
for Istanbul by Rüdiger Dorn for 2-5 players, ages 10+: Side jobs for the merchants:
To carry and deliver messages and learn secrets while doing so, and swapping secrets
for rubies in the Secret Society. Support for
daily business comes from a business partner. New locations are Embassy, Kiosk, Auction House, Secret Society and Catacombs.

we know it, with power play and filling your
own pockets. You resolve money, devising a
budget or revolting in case your budget is
repelled.
Krosmaster Arena 2.0 – Miniatures game
by Matthieu Berthier for 2-4 players, ages
12+: Revised new edition in a new design,
featuring new miniatures, game components and boards. Arena 2.0 features eight
exclusive miniatures and an introduction for
assembling teams for beginners. The rules
contain the current and – as compared to
the base set – revised and advanced rules.
French edition at Ankama, English edition
at CMON.
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This is supplemented with
Krosmaster Collection – a collection of 16
new pieces.

Mage Wars Academy: Grundspiel - Tiermeister vs Zauberer – Card game by
Aaron Brosman, Matthew Burch and Bryan
Pope for 2 players, ages 14+: Alumni of sev-

eral magic schools are dueling. Mage Wars
Academy is intended as an introductory
game for inexperienced players, there is no
board. Duels are played in rounds with the
phases Starting Position, Upkeep and Action. Each creature and each mage has one
action in the action phase. When a mage
takes damage equal to his life points, he
is defeated. With expansions: Mage Wars
Academy: Hexenmeister and Mage Wars
Academy: Priesterin
Mystic Vale – Card building and deck building game by John D. Clair for 2-4 players,
ages 14+: Card Crafting, that is, card building, on the topic of healing damage to the
land. You play, as in deck building games,
cards on the table and use their effects and
symbols. The special feature is provided
by the cards themselves, made from clear
plastic and only one third being printed;
you add newly acquired cards to one of
the starting cards in its sleeve until all three
possible spots are filled to build your card.
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German edition of Mystic Vale, Alderac Entertainment.
Raptor – Placement game by Bruno Faidutti and Bruno Cathala for 2 players, ages
9+: Explorers and Raptor duel for the Rap-

tor babies; explorers want to capture babies
or neutralize the mother; Raptor wants to
hide the babies/ get them off the board or
eat explorers. Whoever achieves his mission
goal, wins. With Matagot
Rokoko: Schmuckkästchen – Expansion
for the Rokoko deck building game by
Stefan Malz and Louis Malz for 2-5 players,
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The Dwarves: Combined Might - Expansion by Michael Palm and Lukas Zach for 2
players, ages 10+: English edition of Die Zw-

erge Mit vereinten Kräften.
The Dwarves: New Heroes – Expansion by
Michael Palm and Lukas Zach for 2-5 players, ages 10+: English edition of Die Zwerge

Charakter-Expansion.
The Dwarves: The Duel – Expansion by
Michael Palm and Lukas Zach for 2 players,
ages 10+: English Edition of Die Zwerge Das
ages 12+: Schmuckkästchen introduces
the jeweler with colliers and rings to the
game, you can rent them out together
with clothes. Specialized apprentices
make stipulations and workers can pass
journeyman and master exams for new
abilities. Coproduction with eggertspiele.
Shadowrun: Schattenland – Fantasy adventure game by Tobias Hamelmann for 3-6
players, ages 12+: Set in the universe of the
role-playing game Shadowrun. The game
uses elements from the role-playing game
in scenarios and puts emphasis on storytelling and free and uninfluenced decisions in
the game. Announced for December 2016.

Duell.
The Dwarves: The Saga Expansion –
Expansion Michael Palm and Lukas Zach for
2-5 players, ages 10+: English edition of Die
Zwerge Die Saga Expansion.
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for 2-6 players, ages 8+: Aim of the game
is to acquire treasures from dungeons that
are infested with monsters; you reveal cards
and take treasures. But if you cannot defeat
a monster, you lose the treasures. Heroes
and monsters develop over the course of
the game.
Epic PVP: Expansion 1 - Dunkelelf, Ork,
Barbar and Mönch – Expansion for the
deck building game by Luke Peterschmidt

3-4 players, ages 10+: Introductory game
for the Munchkin universe, and of course a
nice mess!
Smash Up: Vergessene Helden – Card
game by Paul Peterson for 2 players, ages
12+: Cool factions, not from grandiose films

Tides of Madness: Wogen des Wahnsinns
– Card game by Kristian Čurla for 2 players, ages 8+: You use the mechanisms from

Tides of Time and try to discover ancient
wisdom in the Cthulhu universe. With Portal
Games.
Fun Games:
Boss Monster 2 The Next Level - DungeonCrawl using cards, by Johnny and Chris

O‘Neal for 2-4 players, ages 10+: The next
level for the evil card game, in the style of
a retro 8-bit video game. You want to entice
heroes into the dungeon, eliminate them
there and to win them for souls. Heroes who
survive those efforts cause wounds – you
win at the end of a round, if you collected
ten or more souls and lose if you suffered
five or more wounds.
Dungeon Roll: Zurück in den Dungeon –
Card game by Quentin Weir and Ken Gruhl

and Ryan Miller for 2-4 players, ages 12+:
PvP denotes Player versus Player; in epis
skirmishes, set in fantastic universes, you
combine various different people and
classes for unique combinations of abilities
for tactics and strategy, always confronted
by the dilemma of drawing cards and being
reduced in the number of cards you can
play or of not drawing and playing more
cards. The expansion comes with two new
peoples – Dunkelelf and Ork – and two new
classes – Barbar and Mönch.
Epic PvP: Expansion 2 - Halbling, Katzenmensch, Ritter & Kleriker – Expansion
for the deck building game by Luke Peter-

and series; again, you can use the expansion
without the base game or other expansions.
Werwölfe: Unterwegs – Card game by Ted
Alspach for 6 bis 20 players, ages 8+: As
usual, the factions of werewolves and humans confront each other, want to unmask

the opponents and eliminate them. This
edition offers scenarios: The Inquisition, The
Brothers Grimm, The Blind Village and Battle
of the Leaders. The game also features characters from modern-day sagas – Wolf Man,
Bigfoot, Leprechaun, Chupacabra, Nostradamus and Bloody Mary.
Yomi – Card game by David Sirlin for 2 players, ages 8+: You begin with seven cards and
then all players simultaneously play a facedown combat card and reveal it. Then the

schmidt and Ryan Miller for 2-4 players,
ages 12+: Two more new peoples - Halbling
and Katzenmensch and two new classes –
Ritter and Kleriker - for die PvP skirmishes.
Munchkin: Christmas Light – Card game
by Andrew Hackard and Steve Jackson for

cards are resolved: Blocking of an attack ->
draw a card; Attack - You combine several
cards from your hand; Evading -> Counter
attack. After the skirmish, but before combos are played, the player who would be
affected by a combo can play a face-down
joker or a bluff card. New character decks
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are: Midori, Setsuki, Lum and Argagarg
Family games:
Brains: Make me Smile! – Puzzle game by
Reiner Knizia for 1 player, ages 8+:
At the beginning, the board only shows
one Smiley and different numbers of blue,
neutral and red, sad faces. You place your
first marker on a free spot and check, if

you connect to a Smiley or another yellow
marker in every possible direction. If yes,
you change the blue faces into a smiley and
the red faces into blue ones, until there are
only Smileys on the board and all markers
are placed.
Brains: Schatzkarte – Puzzle game by
Reiner Knizia for 1 player, ages 8+: You
fill the board with all eight tiles in and
orientation in a way that the conditions
given at the end of the paths are met. The
solution booklet has a section for First Hints
where it gives the position and orientation

for one tile.
Brave Rats – Card game by Seiji Kanai for 2
players, ages 8+: Rats are dueling. You hold
eight cards of number values 0 to 10 and lay
down a face-down card and then reveal it;
usually the stronger, higher number wins,
unless special effects on the card change
this. Then you play a new card next to it. In
case of a tie the round is won by the winner

www.gamesjournal.at

of the next round. You win the game, if you
win four rounds. Earlier editions at Kanai
Factory / Japon Brand and Blue Orange.
Camel Up: Cards – Race and betting game
with cards by Steffen Bogen for 2-6 players,
ages 8+: Camel races in the desert! In your
turn, you do a track action – place fox or
palm on an empty case or reveal the top
race card or play a race card from your hand
and move the camel of this color, special
rules for fox and palm apply. Then you can

make a bet and take an available betting
card for lap or final. Coproduction with eggertspiele.
Chariot Race: Das große Wagenrennen
– Race game using dice, by Matt Leacock
for 2-6 players, ages 8+: You participate in
a chariot race in the arena and you must
tackle the track twice, using results of dice
rolls, before your vehicle falls apart. You
speed up, brake, overtake, change lane and,
if necessary, collide with another chariot
or throw a spear at an opponent once in a

while or throw calltrops into the path of another chariot. In a round you have one turn,
in order of the position on the track.
Dr. Eureka – Shunting game by Roberto
Fraga for 1-4 players, ages 8+: Marbles
representing molecules in test tubes must
be rearranged. You have three tubes with
two marbles of one color each. A task card
is turned up and you try to achieve the depicted arrangement by pouring marbles
from one tube into another. German edition
of Dr. Eureka, Blue Orange Games.

REPORT

Emoji –Puzzle and communication game
with images by Peter Neugebauer for 199 players, ages 8+: 60 cards offer puzzles

in three levels of difficulty; each puzzle is
assignet to a category and a level of difficulty
– General, Household, Hobby, Culture,
Nature & Science, Geography, Language &
Quotations. Images for the puzzles are not
really Emojis, but images of items.
Gierige Goblins – Bluff and placement
game by Richard Garfield for 2-4 players,
ages 8+: Mine cards are laid out, treasures
are heaped face-down on the table. Players
take treasures from the heap and put them

on any mine card of their choice. Placing
one of your goblins closes a mine and you
take the treasures. Should three dynamite
tiles be among the loot from your mine, the
mine explodes. German edition of Greedy,
Greedy Goblins, Alderac.
Kingdomino – Placement game by Bruno
Cathala for 2-4 players, ages 8+: You place
landscape tiles next to and around your
castle, in an area of 5x5 tiles, which are twoparts domino pieces. Resulting landscapes
with crowns are scored. English and French
edition at Blue Orange EU.
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but one; the pages of this book are strewn
all over the castle garden. By shunting the
garden tiles, you are meant to find halves of
those pages and must have left the garden
before the king arrives. New edition.
Published in an English edition as Save the
Treasure of Fairy Tales:

MindMaze: Verzwickte Rätsel – 66 Geschichten für junge Detektive. Deduction
game by Timofey Bokarev for 2- 99 players,

Games Labs * Cryptozoic Games * Matagot
* Portal Publishing * Rebel.pl * Rio Grande
Games * Selecta * Steve Jackson Games *
Stronghold Games * Tasty Minstrel Games
* What’s Your game * White Goblin Games
* WizKid

Pendragon
Game Studio
Last Friday – Deduction game by Antonio
Ferrara and Sebastiano Fiorillo for 2-6 players, ages 14+: Young campers must survive

Zauberei hoch drei – Memo and
movement game by Michael Palm and
Lukas Zach for 2-6 players, ages 6+:
ages 8+: This edition features 66 stories especially intended for young detectives. Announced.
Port Royal: Unterwegs – Card game by
Alexander Pfister for 2-4 players, ages 8+:
Bring-along variant of Port Royal, featuring

a horror weekend – a psychopath hiding in
the shadows of the forest wants to eliminate all campers while they in turn try to
neutralize him. English edition with Ares
Games, German edition at Heidelberger
Spieleverlag.

Perun Games

Wholesale Dealers, Seamen, Pirates and
Passengers for characters plus 25 ships in
five colors and three cards Tax Raise. The sequel game to Port Royal has been reduced
to the essential elements, there are no expeditions and a lot less people.
Games for children:
Rettet den Märchenschatz! – Memo game
by Kai Haferkamp for 2-4 players, ages 5+:
The evil King has burnt all fairy tale books

Magician pupils must get back to the school
from the midnight market, bevore Guardian
Ghost Willi catches them and all players lose
together. You roll dice and search for the
corresponding Glow-Lumies by revealing
tree tiles until a wrong Lumie appears. Then
you move one step towards the school for
each correct Lumie. The other players can
give you advice.
Published in an English edition as Wizardry
to the Power of Three:

Magnum Opus – Strategy game for 3-6
players: As a candidate for the position of
Grand Master of the Alchemist Guild you

must hire apprentices and journeymen to
move around in the corridors of the tower.
You explore far-away lands, collect artifacts
and extend the knowledge of the Guild. In
the Designer Workshop.
Pegasus is cooperation and distribution
partner for eggertspiele and Hall Games
and is distribution partner for nonGgermaniserman publishers, among them
Alderac * Arcane Wonders * Avalon Hill *
Bezier Games * Buitenspeelen * Catalyst
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Phalanx
Games
Germania Magna: Border in Flames – Card
game by Daniel Budacz, Piotr Krzystek and
Łukasz Wrona for 2-4 players, ages 14+: A

and electronics. You place board parts and
game pieces into a plastic tableau; a character case can accept cards and markers – underneath the cardboard parts you find LEDs
and other technology, giving instructions
for set-up and gameplay via an App over
the course of the game.

REPORT

Placentia
Games
Kepler 3042 – Resources management
game by Simone Cerruti Sola for 2-4 players, ages 14+: Mankind is exploring the gal-

Piatnik
Yangtze – Trade game by Reiner Knizia for
2-4 players, ages 8+: As a merchant family
in China’s Qing dynasty period you invest in
commodities and trade posts or sell goods.

game about changing alliances; you are a Germanic Warrior Prince and lead your soldiers
into Roman provinces on the far side of Rhine
and Danube. You can only succeed in alliances.
Glory: A Game of Knights – Worker placement by Dominik Mucha and Marcin Wisthal
for 2-4 players, ages 14+: You are a young and
wealthy knight and want to collect fame and
prestige in quests, tournament and from challenges. You spend time in Training, Prayer and
Rendezvous.
Hannibal: Rome vs. Carthage – Conflict simulation by Mark Simonitch for 2 players, ages
12+: New edition for the 20 Years Anniversary
of the game, with reworked rules and a shorter

axy with available technology; you manage
stocks of matter, energy and anti-matter,
because each player has a limited supply
that he can spend. With Post Scriptum.
Distribution: Heidelberger

The active player sells a commodities bundle – commodities of one category, the
same color or the same symbol – or buys a
commodity from the river and adds a new
one. If a sovereign appears, he is set down
and his instructions are resolved for each
player – tax or changes in commodities or
money. Trade posts are auctioned and you
collect them for sets or for majorities. Special cards can be used once. After the 12th
monarch you score trade posts and unused
liquidity cards.

Plaid Hat
Games
Dead of Winter: The Long Night – Cooperative Crossroads-Tabletop by Jonathan
Gilmour and Isaac Vega for 2-5 players, ages

Piper Game
Studio
playing time. Comes with Hamilcar as a second
game.

Rakshasa Street – Conflict game by Liu
Xiao for 2-6 players, ages 9+: You are one
of eight Soul Masters and fight other Soul

PhuTek
Pheeds online – Hybrid of board game

14+: Stand-alone Expansion zu Dead of Winter. This time, we find ourselves in the company headquarters of Raxxon, a scene of
terrible experiments; the colony demands
improvements of the infrastructure and
bandits camp nearby.
Seafall – Legacy game by Rob Daviau for
3-5 players, ages 14+: The third Legacy
game. Seafaring was re-discoverd after a

Masters. You pay for actions with cards and
draw cards, surplus cards cause wounds. At
the Gamdow booth.

www.gamesjournal.at
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Dark Age. you have rediscovered seafaring
after a Dark Age. Using complex rules,
you guide your province into a campaign
for Fame points, accrued from game and
campaign and play years comprising one
winter and six rounds. A game ends when
the Fame of a player exceeds the target
value. A campaign ends when a player
discovers the island at the end of the world.

Planplay
Lex in Lemniscate – Logic puzzle Pietro
Gorini for 2-8 players, ages 14+: In the
central game two players try, to find logical

and complete arrangements of eight
markers; other game variants are stated.
Peter and the Grownups – Bluffing game
by Dario Massa for 2-5 players, ages 10+: A
group of adults finds itself on Peter’s Island
and must acquire the trust of the island

Playmore
Games
Race to the North Pole – Roll & move game
by Jouni Jussila and Tomi Vainikka for 2-4
players, ages 7+: The North Pole is located

in the middle of the board and you want to
be first to arrive there with your complete
expedition. You can use an app called Dized
for rolling. New edition, first edition 2015.

agement of supplies and camps, the more
prestige you earn.

Plenluno
Joudo-Sugoroku – Dice game for 1-8 players, ages 5+/8+: Modernized version of a
dice game from the Edo era. Topic of the

Pleasant
Company Games

game is the Buddhist tradition of Reincarnation; players embody human souls which
wander through various hells until they
achieve enlightenment from training and
meditation.

Ancient Terrible Things: The Lost Charter – Dice game by Simon McGregor for 1-5
players, ages 8+: A travel-expansion with

Polskie Gry
Planszowe
Gościniec – Christian game for 4-12 players, ages 8+: Topic are biblical adventures,
enacted in scenarios; you help, for instance,

residents. You reveal a location card and
implement the corresponding action. Or
you can bluff and do another action, but if
you are caught at it, you lose trust points.

Playad
Games
Million Club – Economics simulation by Arnaud Ladagnous for 2-6 players, ages 10+:
In the era of Industrial Revolution you use
investments, opportunities, chances and intrigues in a confrontation with finance and
industry tycoons, one of them will triumph
in the end.
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54 new cards, featuring new encounters,
achievements, obsessions and components
for a fifth player. German edition at Feuerland.
Snowblind: Race to the Pole – Dice game
by Simon McGregor, Rob van Zyl and Simmy Peerutin for 1-4 players, ages 10+: A
game of being ready for risks and management of risks, for most prestige points. The
further the captain can advance and the
more men survive the winter due to man-

the Holy Family. Announced for late 2016.
Inspire – Cooperative card game by Pawel
Kolodziejski and Sławek Wiechowski for 2-4
players, ages 8+: You are meant to recognize
the needs and demands of other people
and help; you receive the respective card
for physical and psychic assistance that you
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and challenges. Comes with an integrated
app. Preview.
Imperial Settlers: Aztecs – Card game by
Ignacy Trzewiczek for 1-4 players, ages 12+:
Expansion for Imperial Settlers; new rules, a
new resource and a sixth faction. Religion

have given.
Tripol – Abstract game by Pawel Kolodziejski for 2-6 players, ages 6+: You score for corresponding borders of triangles, used in

Crazy Karts – Car racing game by CharlesAmir Perret for 3-8 players, ages 8+: You race
in teams of two players, each player has
control over certain actions of the car, but is

is introduced into the world with Prayer actions and Grace markers, Aztecs build temples and organize festivals.
Imperial Settlers: Die magische 3 – Expansion by Ignacy Trzewiczek for 1-4 players, ages 12+: 67 new cards. Colors are
assigned to commodities. Sets comprise
three locations of a color, sets of up to three
several different game modes, for instance
„only one color“ or „my color“ or „three at
the start“, and so on.

Poltergeist

not allowed to communicate with his teammate.
Cry Havoc – Card game by Michał Oracz,
Michał Walczak and Grant Rodiek for 2-4
players, ages 10+: Card-driven, asymmetrical area control game, using deck building

Intervention - Griff nach den Sternen –
SciFi game by Daniel Frese for players, ages
10+: 4X game with a space topic in a spe-

cially designed universe; four phases are
Rolling dice and movement, resources, actions and check of victory conditions.

Portal
Games
51st State: Master Set – Card game by
Ignacy Trzewiczek for 1-4 players, ages 14+:
30 years after the annihilation of the United
States a 51st is meant to evolve. The factions
New York, Appalachian Federation, The
Merchants’ Guild and the Mutants’ Union
fight for dominance.

www.gamesjournal.at

mechanisms, set in a brutal SciFi background. Each player controls one of four
factions.
First Martians: Adventures on the Red
Planet – Cooperative adventure game by
Ignacy Trzewiczek for 1-4 players, ages 10+:
Based on the mechanisms from Robinson
Crusoe; players battle against the hostile
Mars environment, with new adventures

colors are possible. Locations in sets can be
production, feature or action locations. A
location can belong to several sets. Some
feature locations give bonuses for new sets
which are created after displaying the location. German edition at Pegasus Games.
Neuroshima Hex! Death Breath / Todeshauch – Expansion by Michał Oracz for
2-4 players, ages 10+: The Death Breath virus originated from the Eastern enclaves of
the Moloch; he changes living beings into
bloodthirsty monsters. New armies, new
net units and battle tiles.

Rattle, Battle, Grab the Loot: Angry
Ocean – Dice game by Ignacy Trzewiczek
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Postindustrial
Games

for 2-5 players, ages 8+: Two new scenarios
and two new character dice with the respective cards.

HINT = Human Interface: Nakamura
Tower – Cyberpunk board game by Rafał
Bagiński for 2-6 players, ages 12+: Conflict of

Post Scriptum
Robinson Crusoe: Adventures on the
Cursed Island - Cooperative adventure
game by Ignacy Trzewiczek for 1-4 players,
ages 14+: Revised edition of the fight for
survival on a deserted island.

Growerz – Set collecting and drafting game
by Alberto Barbieri for 2-6 players, ages 18+:
As an artist, athlete, chemist, roommate,
two factions in the title-givint tower, set in a
SciFi world of new technologies. Squares of
the board represent specific tactical situations. Already shown in 2015.

Premium World

Stronghold: Undead – 2nd Edition – Expansion by Ignacy Trzewiczek for 2 players,
ages 10+: Revised new edition; featuring
rules for collecting Mana, casting magic
Spells and Terror, as well as new buildings

Hippie or lawyer you raise hemp and have
special demands as to amount and quality
and choose cards accordingly for keeping
and handing over. With Demolea.
Kepler 3042 – Resources management
game by Simone Cerruti Sola for 2-4 players, ages 14+: Mankind is exploring the galaxy with available technology; you manage

Super 11 – Soccer game for 2 players, ages
7+: A game based on rounds and using dice
and cards; you are meant to score more

goals than your opponent in a given time
period or be the first player to score a preset number of goals.
Super 11 5 A-side – Soccer game for 2 players, ages 7+: This is a faster, shorter version

and new abilities for the defender and a
new map featuring new paths for the attacker. Coproduction with Stronghold
Games.
Tides of Madness: Wogen des Wahnsinns
– Card game by Kristian Čurla for 2 players, ages 8+: You use the mechanisms from
Tides of Time and try to discover ancient
wisdom in the Cthulhu universe. With Pegasus Spiele.
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stocks of matter, energy and anti-matter,
because each player has a limited supply
that he can spend. With Placentia Games.

on a smaller board, featuring five players for
each team. Schnellere, kürzere Variante auf
einem kleineren Brett, mit fünf players pro
Team.
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Pretzel Games

the city. When all cities are played, you win
with most fans.

Flick ‘em Up! Red Rock Tomahawk – Expansion for the dexterity game by Gaëtan
Beaujannot and Jean-Yves Monpertuis for

Prodos Games
Specialized on Wargames. Representative
for Archon Games.
A new release, Cthulhu Run, by Glenn Allan
was listed, but could not be verified.
LOAD: League of Ancient Defenders –
Conflict game with miniatures for 2-6 players, ages 13+: In two teams, heroes collide
in their attempts to destroy the opposing

REPORT

Psyko Games
Shattered Cycle – Cooperative Dungeon
Crawl by Alexander Schwenk and Florian
Küsener for 1-4 players, ages 12+: You are

2-10 players, ages 8+: Red Tomahawk introduces conflicts between the Cooper Clan
and Native Americans, armed with bow and
arrow and tomahawk; but the Cooper Gang
has a Gatling Gun!
Flick ‘em Up! Stallion Canyon – Expansion
for the dexterity game by Gaëtan Beaujannot and Jean-Yves Monpertuis for 2-10
players, ages 8+: Stallion Canyon introduces
headquarters.

Product
Arts
Twelve Heroes – Conquest game by Takashi Sakaue and Masato Uesugi for 2 players, ages 12+: As a land owner, you lead

one of four adventurers and search for a lost
relic.

Purple Brain
Aladdin & Le Lampe Merveilleuse – Fairy
tale game by Tiago Damey for 2-5 players,
ages 8+: You need to find the lamp with the

horses, stables, hideout and two cowgirls
for the new scenarios.
Junk Art – Building and dexterity game
by Sen-Foong Lim and Jay Cormier for 2-6
players, ages 8+: For a work of art rules apply: Active pieces cannot touch the table,

twelve units and want to conquer land
cards in three regions.

PSC Games
you can move other pieces with the active
piece; pieces that drop off are set aside; the
latest moment for exhibitions to end is after
the last card is played. City cards for a world
tour are laid out, there are special rules for
individual cities that modify the basic rules
and provide fans in relation to the goal of

www.gamesjournal.at

Quartermaster General: 1914 – Conflict
simulation by Ian Brody for 2-5 players, ages
12+: Topic WWI, each card can be used in
two ways – once when it is played and once
when it is prepared.

Genie in the cave and can plunder treasure
chests besides. You secretly choose a dice
value for the chest you want to plunder. All
players reveal their choice and players with
the same number touch the Lamp deck; the
fastest summons the Genie and has three
wishes as cards from the Lamp deck. If he
accepts a card, the other wishes are forfeit.
Series: Tales & Games. English edition with
Iello.
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Qango
Spieleverlag
Floris – Card game by Andrea Boennen for
2-4 players, ages 9+: 45 card show combinations of five types of flowers. You arrange

bunches for sympathy, as big as possible.
You take cards from the personal displays of
other players, either for your hand or your
own personal display. A flower arrangement of at least five flowers is only allowed
to have flowers of one type or identical
numbers of each type used or at least three
different types of flowers in varying, ascending numbers.
Qango – by Klaus Burmester for 2 players, ages 7+: The board has 37 cases; Sets
of three cases are combined into colored

groups, so there are 12 groups and a middle
case. You alternate to place a piece on a free
case and try to achieve the winning condition.

Queen Games
Armageddon – Worker Placement by
Chris Marling and David Thompson for 3-4
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players, ages 12+: You want to reestablish
civilization after Armageddon, found a
city and make use of survivors. In each six
rounds, you make exactly one bid with
survivors for equipment cards, constructing
buildings and city actions. Buildings that
you receive are placed. If you do not have
enough defense against plunderers you
suffer damage, and insufficient shelter loses
you survivors.
Geisterburg – Game for children by
Wolfgang Dirscherl and Janet Kneisel for

2-4 players, ages 6+: Budding Junior Ghost
Spooky must master his eldritch entrance
exam. One player embodies Spooky, puts
on the mask and moves the ghost wand
blindfolded across the Ghost Castle. The
other players give him instructions for
directions.
Glüx – Abstract game by Jakob Andrusch
for 2-4 players, ages 8+: Placement of Light

tiles into rooms for sums. To place a tile,
you begin at a tile already in place, count
the number of steps indicated by the tile,
in a straight line, and place your tile in the
target case, any side up. Once in the game
you can cover a tile with another tile; if you
are unable to place a tile you pass your turns
until the game is scored.
London Markets – Economics simulation

by Michael Schacht for 3-4 players, ages
10+: In Victorian London, trade with exotic
goods is booming. You hold goods cards in
hand, an Offer card is on each market and
Goods cards for Coffee, Soap, Silk and China
are in those markets. Starting Goods bars
of players are placed on markets. A Market
card is revealed: You choose Merchant
or Assistant for his action; then Goods
Replenishing, auctions of all goods varieties
for money and movement of markers
follow. Reworked edition of Dschunke.
Mächtige Monster / Mighty Monster
– Card game by Desnet Amane for 3-6

players, ages 8+: Monsters cooperate to
steal King Edgars Gold from the Kastle. You
display monsters or oust monsters; then
guards are fought and you receive booty
for defeated guards. When monsters lose
s skirmish, monsters are healed against
payment, monsters in hand and guards are
replenished.
Risky Adventure – Dice game by Anthony
Rubbo for 2-4 players, ages 8+: Three
adventurers discover unknown facts in three

fields – in Excavations you collect fame for
artifacts; Expedition is a race for fame, and
The Camp provides equipment to facilitate
exploring and bonuses for the expedition.
Suitable dice combinations provide
artifacts, equipment or advancement for
the expedition.
Super-Vampire – Game for children by
Johannes Berger and Julien Gupta for 2-4
players, ages 6+: Garlic cloves are feed to
Knobes in the tomb. You roll for a head of
garlic and then move your vampire along
the planks to the tomb. Then you can roll
again and collect or go to the tower. If you
have completely reached the tower before
sunrise is announced, you can feed all garlic
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to the Knobes and continue to collect.
World Monuments – Worker placement
by Piero Cioni for 2-4 players, ages 8+: In
three rounds, you erect monuments stone
by stone. A monument is selected. Then
you add stones to the bag, as stated on

the material plan, draw them one by one
and set them into the quarry, according to
template. Then players in turn move the
worker according to the rules and take one
stone for each case he enters, at least one
per turn. Then, in turn, each player adds
one stone to the monument according to
the building template and you score points
immediately; for placement of stones in
upper levels the lower levels must be built
correctly. Passing does cost you points.
When the monument is complete, you
score jewels and win with most points.

of London with location cards that yield
victory points and produce connectors
and skill tiles for resources that can be
used for additional victory points and
more productivity. You play four eras with
different locations and buildings and in era
3 and 4 with only buildings. You have one of
five actions in a turn. When all players have
set sails in Era 4, you win with most points.
Edition in the Master Edition Series.
Papà Paolo – Deduction game by Fabrice
Vandenbogaerde for 2-4 players, ages 10+:
Pizzaiolo Papa Paolo is very unhappy about
the advancement of Pommes frites and

looks for assistance. You choose a city tile,
place a meeple and then take the tile and
place it or do an action available in row or
column. After five delivery phases, you score
victory points for pizzas and experience and
penalty points for undelivered pizzas.
Vanuatu: Second Edition – Resources
management game by Alain Epron for 2-5
players, ages 12+: Tropical islands! If you
want to earn money, you can catch fish,
salvage antiquities from the wrecked ships,

REPORT

R&D Games
Key to the City London – Urban
development game by Sebastian Bleasdale
and Richard Breese for 2-6 players, ages

14+: Each player develops his own borough
of London with location cards that yield
victory points and produce connectors
and skill tiles for resources that can be
used for additional victory points and
more productivity. You play four eras with
different locations and buildings and in era
3 and 4 with only buildings. You have one of
five actions in a turn. When all players have
set sails in Era 4, you win with most points.
Coproduction mit HUCH! & friends
Keyflower: Keymelequin – Expansion for
Keyflower by Richard Breese and Sebastian
Bleasdale for 2-6 players, ages 14+:

Quined Games
Key to the City London – Urban
development game by Sebastian Bleasdale
and Richard Breese for 2-6 players, ages
14+: Each player develops his own borough

www.gamesjournal.at

do sand paintings, build market huts, sell
commodities or look after tourists. After
eight rounds and a final scoring, you win
with most wealth points. Comes with the
expansion Rising Waters. Master Series
Edition.

R&R Games
Coin Quest – Auction game by Ken Gruhl
for 2-5 players, ages 10+: You are a collector
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you try to acquire the most valuable coin
collection.
Touria – Adventure game by Inka & Markus
Brand and Michael Rieneck for 2-4 players,
ages 10+: Princess Tara of Turia wants to

fight and want to develop your nation to
the best one across all worlds.

Ravensburger
Spieleverlag
Besides the autumn novelties a representative cross-selection of the general program
was shown.
alea:
Broom Service: Das Kartenspiel – Card
game by Alexander Pfister and Andreas
Pelikan for 2-5 players, ages 8+: Magical

marry and expects heroic deeds and precious gifts from her future husband. The
Dancing towers point the way to encounters with dragons, gem mines and good
businesses. German edition at HUCH! &
friends
Ulm – Strategic Sliding game by Günter
Burkhardt for 2-4 players, ages 10+: In der
rich city of Ulm the Minster is constructed;
you try to expand your influence and to use

potions are delivered via witches’ brooms.
See alea.
Die Burgen von Burgund: Das Kartenspiel
– Card game by Stefan Feld for 1-4 players,
ages 12+: Princes in the Loire valley develop

the goings-on on the market place and at
the minster. German edition at HUCH! &
friends

Ragnar Brothers

their realm. See alea.
Family games:
Das verrückte Labyrinth Jubiläumsausgabe – Sliding game by Max J. Kobbert
and Michael Feldkötter for 2-4 players, ages

Nina & Pinta Card drafting game by Gary
Dicken, Steve Kendall and Phil Kendall for
1-4 players, ages 14+: Ships of colonial powers compete for riches in varying dimensions and universes; you explore, settle,

6+: The 30 Years Anniversary Edition comes
with two ways to play – standard or „Glow
in the Dark Labyrinth”. For this version players are dealt day treasures and open-faced
night treasures, coins are set down. First you
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play a standard game in the day phase, the
components are charging. When someone
has found all his day treasures, you turn off
the light and continue the game with the
now glowing components.
Make ‘n’ Break Architect – Dexterity game
by Dennis Kirps, Jean-Claude Pellin and
Christian Kruchten for 2-4 players, ages 8+:
This time you construct the arrangements

given on cards by folding a measuring stick
with colored elements.
Games for children:
Flippi Flatter – Action game for 2-4 players, ages 4+: Flippi Flatter, the moody bat, is
hungry and wants to be fed, the only question is, how often? You roll and move – in

one of the dining rooms you must feed Flippi and press her tongue down accordingly.
If Flippi is happy, you are rewarded with one
gem of the room color for each feeding. But
if Flippi flaps, you must discard a gem and
calm Flippi down by resetting her.
Flotti Karotti – Spotting and movement
game for 1-6 players, ages 4+: Flotti Karotti
has invited bunny friends, the are meant
to find fruit and vegetable friends. The hill
with Karotti sits on the floor, the tiles are dis-

played meadow side up. Karotti gives commands for movements and then names a
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friend that must be found underneath the
tiles.
Star Wars: Das große Lichtschwert Duell
– Dexterity game by Frank Bebenroth for
2-4 players, ages 6+: You collect cards, either
three cards for the Light or the Dark Side of
the force or three identical cards. If you have

REPORT

ers which relate to elements. You send your
creatures – Dragons, Elementals, Ifrits, Hydras or Gnomes – out to into confrontations
with troops in which they should defeat
other heroes and their armies.
Nemesis – Dice game by Adam Kwapiński
for 1-5 players, ages 12+: SciFi survival
game. The crew of the ship must find the
problem in the system, but one crew member is dead and you hear unknown noises
Hypnose – Deck building game by Jo Pirard
for 2-4 players, ages 10+: You are a hypnotist
and want to be the best and reduce the

assembled the set, you duel an opponent
with the help of the electronic game unit –
whoever is quickest to pull his Light Saber
out of the unit, wins the three cards.

REBEL.pl

.....! Preview for 2017
Termity – Placement game by Frédéric
Moyersoen for 2-4 players, ages 10+: You
represent a termite colony and want to take
control of neutral and enemy colonies, defend your colony and win with most valu-

mental resistance of your opponents. You
use books etc. and challenge them to duels.
Preview to 2017.
Mandrago – Deduction game by Johan

Domek – Card game by Klemens Kalicki
for 2-4 players, ages 7+: You plan a house
and furnish it; you collect a room card and

a supplement card – assistant, furniture
or tools – and put it on your own board.
Additional edition at Asmodee, ADC
Blackfire, Asterion and Chronicle Games.
Heroes: Zorn der Elemente - Card game
by Adam Kwapiński for 2-4 players, ages
12+: You are a hero in a magical fantasy
world and command special, mighty pow-

www.gamesjournal.at

able colonies. For colonies with five hills
each there are four classes for termites: Blue
is fast, Red is strong, Gold spits across gaps
and Grey flies. On four types of terrain you
play reproduction, movement and maybe
attack in a turn. Already published in 2015,
but not shown in Essen.

Beyens for 2-4 players, ages 6+: Only a
posse made from the Mandrago root can
save the princess; heroes venture into the
forest to search for it, forest animals help
and obstruct.

Red Raven
Red Eyed Rabbit
Figment – Cooperative card game by
Erlend van der Haegen for 1-10 players,
ages 6+: You embody a standard character
from fairy tale games and must defeat
equally standard opponents, you use icons
on cards.

Islebound – Area control game by Ryan
Laukat for 2-4 players, ages 13+: You want to
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create the best seafaring nation and move
around the archipelago to collect treasures,
hire crew and conquer towns on the islands
or want to befriend the towns. Kickstarter.

RedImp Games

for 2-4 players, ages 10+: You control your
spies, collect information and crack codes
with dice placement and collecting sets.
Dicey Goblins – Dice game by Steve Ellis
and Tyler Tinsley for 3-6 players, ages 10+:
A gambling game; you are a goblin who
wants to steal dragon eggs; you decide in

order and Göttliches Theater for points and
easier access to the gods.
Punkte and leichteren Zugang zu den
Göttern.
Cash ‚n Guns: Team Spirit – Expansion
for Cash & Guns Zweite Edition by Ludovic
Maublanc for 4-9 players, ages 10+: With

each round if you quit or if you continue.
World’s Fair 1893– Set collecting game by
J. Alex Kevern for 2-4 players, ages 10+: As
the organizer of the World Exhibition you
look for favors from influential people and
for show pieces for the exhibition. German

this expansion teamwork is introduced
to the game and with it also a facultative
mercenary mode that can be added to the
teamwork mode.
Secrets – Card game by Bruno Faidutti and
Eric M. Lang: As a team member of either CIA
or KGB you collect the maximum possible

Martians: A Story of Civilization – Economics simulation by Krzysztof Wolicki
and Grzegorz Okliński for 1-4 players, ages

14+: Four companies have financed the first
mission to colonize Mars; you are the boss
of one such company and manage the exploration of the planet and its technological
development.

Renegarde
Game Studio
Clank! – Deck building game by Paul Dennen for 2-4 players, ages 12+: You want to
steal from a dragon; the deeper you venture

edition as Weltausstellung 1893 at dlp
games.

Repos Production
7 Wonders: Duel – Pantheon – Card game
by Bruno Cathala and Antoine Bauza for
2 players, ages 10+: The first expansion

points for your own side, but some players
are secret Hippies; you offer cards, the other
players accepts and scores it or refuses and
you must score the card yourself. Shown as
prototype at GenCon.
Partner for distribution and coproduction:
Asmodee

Rightgames
Evolution Plantarum – Expansion for Evolution by Dmitry Knorre for 2-6 players, ages
12+: In this expansion, plants evolve. They
develop poisons and thorns, other animals

in the more valuable the treasures become.
You must be quiet, because the dragon gets
angrier with each noise.
Covert – Espionage game by Kane Klenko

for 7 Wonders Duel introduces gods from
various civilizations – Greece, Egypt, Middle
East and others – and special abilities for
each God, too. There are also two new
wonders: Sanctuary for changing the turn
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develop antidotes and special organs for
eating, and symbiosis can happen. Needs
the Random Mutations expansion to play.

Rio Grande
Games
Quite a number of games is announced, inhouse productions as well as US editions of
games from European partners, all without
exact information on publication dates. I
have listed a selection and have also named
games that were already published earlier
in the year.
Published:
Dominion: Empires – Expansion by Donald X. Vaccarino for 2-4 players, ages 14+:
Empires features new Kingdom Cards in dif-

ferent amounts, some of the cards are present less than 10 times; you assemble mixed
stacks for those cards; there are also victory
points markers, debt markers, events and
the new card type on Landmarks that concerns all players, once it is introduced into
play. German edition at ASS Spielkartenfabrik Altenburg.
Tiffin – Logistics game by Jonathan Hager
and Rael Dornfest for 2-4 players, ages 14+:
Lunch time in Mumbai; lunch boxes must

be sorted, put on the train, transported,
unloaded and handed out.
Tin Goose – Economics game by Matt
Calkins for 3-5 players, ages 10+: Early days
in air travels; you begin as a regional company and develop an empire; airplanes
become safer and more efficient and have
greater range, but events have more consequences, too.

www.gamesjournal.at

Announced:
Coal Country – Economics game by Kane
M. Click for 2-4 players, ages 14+: As boss of
a mining company you deploy head workers, influence coal prices, permits and in-

stallations and must cope with changes in
the markets and also make sure that safety
procedures in the mines comply with regulations.
Epoch: Early Inventors – by Martyn F for
2-4 players, ages 12+: Listed, but not to be
verified at Rio Grande; see Emma Games.
Oktoberfest – Collecting game by Joshua
Gerald Balvin for 3-5 players, ages 14+: As an
aspiring brew master, you want to provide
the best beer for the Oktoberfest and bid for
the right to offer your beer in various tents.

Orient Express – Railway game by Jeff
Horger and Carla Horger for 2-5 players,
ages 14+: Regional train companies must
be merged into a transcontinental network of tracks; some are nationalized and
you win, if you meet public and private demands best.

Power Grid High-Voltage DC Transmission Passage C – Expansion for Funkenschlag by Friedemann Friese for 2-6 players,
ages 12+: This Mini expansion was part of

the expansions published with BrettspielAdventskalender 2015. The energy produced needs to be transported from north
to south with wind engines. English edition
of Funkenschlag: Gleichstrompassage HGÜ
Korridor C, 2F-Spiele
Power Grid: The Card Game – Card game
by Friedemann Friese for 2-6 players, ages
12+: Energy producing companies pro-

duce electricity using various power stations. Those stations are won in auctions
and provided with resources. The income
from power stations is determined by the
amount of electricity they produce. English
edition of Funkenschlag Das Kartenspiel.
Temporum: Alternate Realities – Expansion by Donald X. Vaccarino for 2-5 players, ages 14+: The time machine is used to
change the world according to your concepts. The expansion introduces 48 new
zones and 60 player cards, plus markers and
cards for the new zones.
Distribution partner for Dominion: ASS
Spielkartenfabrik Altenburg, otherwise
Brave New World, Pegasus Spiele
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Roxley Games
Santorini – Construction game by Gordon
Hamilton for 2-4 players, ages 8+: You move
one of your builders onto an adjacent case

Rolling Green
Leaves Studio

Schmidt Spiele

Monster! In coming – Cooperative game
by Jesse Li for 3-5 players, ages 8+: Players
defend their town against destruction by

Bibi & Tina: Das große Rennen – by Kai Haferkamp for 2- 99 players, ages 5+: Bibi and
Tina attend the Riding festival, accomplish
on the same level or one level up or any
number of levels down, and then build a
level adjacent to the builder you moved.
New edition, Kickstarter, scheduled for
publication in 2017.

rudy Games
a huge monster, but at the same time they
rival for fame points. Announced for 2017,
presented at the booth of Mozi Games.

Leaders El Tango Diplomacia – Expansion
for the conflict and development game
by Manfred Lamplmair and Reinhard Kern

Route 11

riding performances and obstacles; you collect color cards with magnets and must remember what types are in demand.
Black Dog – Movement game with cards
by Johannes Schmidauer-König for 2-4
players, ages 8+: In a team, you want to get
eight pieces into the finish zone as quickly

Warbit: Dicejar vs Psycholon – by Akio
Nomura for 2 players, ages 8+: Conflict
in space. In your turn, you can move one

of your eight ships – unused movement
points enhance the defense shield – or
only enhance the defense shield. When
opposing spaceships meet in orbit, the
resulting conflict is resolved by rolling dice.
If you have the better position in orbit,
you can attack preventively or do a pincer
attack with two ships. You win, if you have
established five bases or shipyards on
opposing planets, or one of those on the
opposing mother planet.
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for 2 or more players, ages 14+: Leaders
is a Combined Game, a strategic conflict
simulation, a hybrid of board game and
app. In the era of the Cold War, up to six
players try to take over world dominance.
The smart device allows for an innovative
combat system, hidden interaction among
players and complex threads in economics
and research.
Argentina introduces the card for the
nation and introduces diplomacy and trade
boykotts.
Leaders Rising Sun – Expansion for
the conflict and development game by
Manfred Lamplmair and Reinhard Kern for 2
or more players, ages 14+: With Nation Card
for Japan and Kamikaze pilots.

as possible. Black Dogs stands on the
spinner wheel in the middle of the board.
You move pieces with cards, always for the
total value. Team partners exchange one
face-down card per round. Red cards have
special effects; for black cards the value is
determined; the move piece and Black Dog.
Black Dog sends pieces that he passes or
reaches back to the start.
Die Baumeister des Colosseum – Building
game by Klaus-Jürgen Wrede for 2-4 players,
ages 10+: The Colosseum is build with the
assistance of the Consul. The location of
the Consul provides actions for Building,
storage and choice of terrain. When the
Colosseum is complete, you score fame
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points for majorities in stables, storage and
the four terrain types. You win with most
fame points.
Evolution: Der Einstieg – Introductory
game to Evolution by Dominic Crapuchettes
for 2-5 players, ages 8+: Animals develop

intentions.

Schwerkraft
Verlag

REPORT

ment of accompanying village inmates.
2015 as Above and Below by Red Raven.
Räuber der Nordsee – Viking game by
Shem Phillips for 2-4 players, ages 12+: In
the guise of a Viking warrior you must im-

Acht Minuten Imperium Legenden – Area
control game by Ryan Laukat for 2-4 players, ages 13+: The stand-alone sequel game

and food is scarce. You play cards to develop
animals or to use their characteristics and
you need to feed your animals. Unfed
animals in a population starve, this can lead
to extinction for a species. German edition
of Evolution The Beginning, North Star
Games.
Noch mal! – Dice game by Inka Brand and
Markus Brand for 1-6 players, ages 8+: The
starting player rolls six dice, chooses a color

die and a number die and marks accordingly;
all others select from the remaining dice
and mark or pass – in the first three rolls all
players can use all dice or several players
can use the same combination. Completed
columns and colors as well as remaining
jokers give you points, unmarked stars cost
you points.
Tempel des Schreckens – Deduction
game with cards by Yusuke Sato for 3- 10
players, ages 8+: The gold treasure in the
temple must be gotten out of the vault in
four rounds; tempel guardians mingle with
the adventurers and wand to thwart their
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for Eight Minutes Empire, using card characteristics instead of commodities, cards
give unique advantages and change the
rules. The expansion also provides a modular board. German edition of Eight Minutes
Empire Legends, Red Raven
Mare Nostrum – New edition of Mare Nostrum by Serge Laget for 2-5 players, ages
14+: Revised new edition of the develop-

ment and conquest game. German edition
of Mare Nostrum: Empires, Asyncron / Academy Games.
Oben and Unten – Worker placement
by Ryan Laukat for 2-4 players, ages 13+:
Village development above and below
ground; below ground you explore caves
full of treasures and find resources. Village
inmates have individual abilities and the
events underground are read out and you
decide about your reaction and the deploy-

press the Clan Chief; you plunder settlements, take booty and offer gifts to the
Clan Chief. How you use your booty decides
your success. German edition of Raiders of
the North Sea, Ediciones Primigenio and
Garphill Games, 2015.
Terraforming Mars – Development game
by Jacob Fryxelius for 1-5 players, ages
12+: Corporations that are sponsored by

the World Government begin to terraform
Mars. As one of those corporations you
score for contributions to the project, for
developping infratructure and many other
actions. German edition, English editions at
Stronghold Games and Fryxgames.
Winzige Weltreiche Heldensturm – Development game by Scott Almes for 1-5
players, ages 14+: Heroes go to war, with
a series of advantages, and there are new
mechanisms for the building action, supplemented by new factions, new regions and a
new type of resource.
Distribution and coproduction partner for:
Academy Games * Artipia * Elzra Corp. *
Gamelyn Games * Red Raven
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Second
Gate Games
M-Lands – Worker placement by Victor
Fernández, Gorka Mata and Sergi Solé Pascual for 2-4 players, ages 10+: The game

Sciboard
Games
The company from England offers solutions for the transfer of scientific content,
the products are not intended for individual
customers, but for institutions in the fields
of teaching and education.
Adna’s Lab is a card game for up to 4 players, ages 12+, imitating a biology laboratory
with DNA manipulation; it is available as a

Shinojo
All Green – Card game by Takahiro “Shino”
Shinozaki for 2-6 players, ages 6+: Mahjong
with cards of one suit and without special
uses a mixture of resources management,
worker placement and conflict; as usual,
you must eliminate monsters, conquer terrain, complete missions or save the city.
Planned for 2017. At the booth of 4Dados.

Serious
Poulp
The 7th Continent – Cooperative game by
Ludovic Roudy and Bruno Sautter for 1-4
players, ages 13+: You explore a continent
video game or a board game. In the Designer Workshop.

SD Games

symbols. You hold four cards, one card is
on display, the next-higher value in relation
to this card is called Fora. You draw a card
and set down a card. Then you can end the
round, using this card or the one played by
the player before you with a pair + trio and
score. Dora cards give you additional points.

Sierra Madre
Games

Pocket Invaders – Abstract game by Jose
D. Flores for 2-4 players, ages 8+: Two civilizations in an endless conflict; you move
and must get rid of a curse that you did contract there; you use terrain and event cards
and must produce tools, weapons and find
shelter. Announced for 2017.

Bios: Genesis – Cooperative game by Phil
Ekland for 1-4 players, ages 12+: Beginning as organic compound – amino acid,

Shared Bulb
Games
ships with strategy and need luck to introduce new ships to the game. With Gen X
Games.
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Treatment: A Psychiatry Card Game - Card
game by Leo Borg and Markus Takanen for
2-5 players, ages 12+: You have to win four
cases, that is, heal the patient, you play
cards for treatment.

lipid, pigment or nucleic acid – you want to
evolve first into an autocatalytic and then
into a Darwinian life form.
Pax Pamir: Khyber Knives – Card game by
Cole Wehrle for 1-5 players, ages 12+:
Pax Pamir picks up on the conflicts in
Asia in the 19th century. At the foot of the
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Goths Save the Queen Twinples – Expansion by Vincent Bonnard for 2-4 players,
ages 8+: Playing figurines as replacement

Bad Bones – Defense game by David Flies
for 2-8 players, ages 8+: Skeletons threaten
all the kingdoms; one hero fights against

Pamir mountains, Russia and England
try to establish their reign. You are an
Afghan tribal leader, your loyalties can
change. Khyber Knives introduces 60 new
cards and new concepts. You use political
diligence for game-changing abilities, can
imprison spies or make use of pirates in
the Punjab, look for influence on regional
administration or try to build up your own
dynasty.
Pax Renaissance – Development game
by Phil Ekland and Matthew Ekland for 2-4

players, ages 12+: A new era and a new theatre for the concept of the Pax games. As a
banker during the Renaissance you finance
Kings and republics, sponsor exploration
journeys or initiate Inquisition or Jihad. The
game features 10 realms; trade routs from
Portugal to the Crimea influence wealth
and importance of those realms and players
decide if Europe gets mired in Feudalism or
sets out into the new era.
Pax Renaissance Expansion - Expansion
by Phil and Matthew Ekland for 2-4 players,

ages 12+: The expansion introduces 59 new
cards for new abilities, the new card type
„Renaissance Man“ and two new onceonly actions. Apostase and deactivation of
profits.

www.gamesjournal.at

for the markers in the original game.
Distribution partner: Asmodee
them, but is is not really possible to defeat
them for once and all, you can only direct
them to other kingdoms. Preview for 2017.
Goths Save The Queen – Deduction game
by Vincent Bonnard for 2-4 players, ages 8+:
Conflict between East and West Goths, due
to communication problems! Each team

comprises King and War Chief, everyone
with their own cards, communication in a
team is forbidden. The King with initiate
chooses a character, the other king does so,
too; then the War Chiefs try to guess their
choices and to activate them. Correlation
means successful communication and allows performing of actions. If you free the
Queen or destroy the opposing army, you
win.
Goths Save the Queen Oh my Goths! – Expansion by Vincent Bonnard for 2-4 players,
ages 8+: Three new cards – Goth Goth, Ballista and Carrier Pigeon – and nine new Fog
of War cards and a 3D barricade.

Smart
Games
Now a German company and independent
exhibitor in Essen:
Series fairytale games:
Die drei kleinen Schweinchen deluxe –
Logic puzzle by Raf Peeters for 1 player, ages
3-6: based on the fairytale, you must place

pigs, houses and the wolf. 2 game modes
and a story book, 2x24 puzzles in four levels
of difficulty.
Rotkäppchen deluxe - Logic puzzle by Raf
Peeters for 1 player, ages 4-7; based on the
fairytale, you must place Little Red Riding-

hood, Grandmothers House and the wolf. 2
game modes + story book, 2x24 puzzles in
four levels of difficulty.
Series Classics:
Dschungel-Abenteuer - Logic puzzle by
Raf Peeters for 1 player, ages 7+: Two playing boards for day or night, 80 puzzles and
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plate; 60 puzzles in varying levels of difficulty.

different levels of difficulty.
Dinosaurier – Geheimnisvolle Inseln Logic puzzle by Raf Peeters for 1 player, ages
6+: 80 puzzles in different levels of difficulty.

Series Compact games:
Geisterjäger - Logic puzzle by Raf Peeters
for 1 player, ages 6+: All Ghosts must be
captured in the changing rooms, there are
60 puzzles in varying levels of difficulty.

Parkplatz-Dilemma - Logic puzzle by Raf
Peeters for 1 player, ages 6+: The car must
be parked correctly in relation to other
cards as stated in the template; 60 puzzles
in varying levels of difficulty.

Snowdale Design
Piratenbucht - Logic puzzle by Raf Peeters
for 1 player, ages 6+: Using only four pieces,
you must solve 60 puzzles in varying levels
of difficulty.

IQ Reihe:
IQ Puzzler Pro - Logic puzzle for 1 player,
ages 6+: 120 puzzles in five levels of difficulty, depending on the puzzle you must
arrange the pieces in one level or in three
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ies, is looking for a new Master of Trade, he
is chosen with a competition. Important
for the position are prestige and the ability to cope with unexpected situations. Six
new decks can be played separately and
stand-alone or can be combined with Dale
of Merchants. New rules enable you to play
in teams.
Dale of Merchants Systematic Eurasian
Beavers – Expansion by Sami Laasko for 2-4
players, ages 9+: Animal deck for use with

dimensions.

Smiling Monster
Games

Pinguin Pool Party - Logic puzzle by Raf
Peeters for 1 player, ages 6+: In each puzzle,
you must place all parts stated in the tem-

Dale of Merchants 2 – Card game by Sami
Laakso for 2-4 players, ages 10+: Yengzuh,
one of the independent free merchant cit-

Dale of Merchants or Dale of Merchants 2.

Cabo – Card game by Mandy Henning and
Melissa Limes for 2-5 players, ages 8+: The
total value of cards must be minimized, but
you do not know all cards and use cards to
look at other cards or cards of your opponent or to swap cards with an opponent.
New edition, first edition Eventide Games
2010.
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Space Buddies
Final Touch –Card game by Mike Elliott for
2-4 players, ages 8+: As a forger, you copy
master pieces and are competing will all

other forgers who are all copying the same
painting. You are only paid if you use the
correct paints. German edition as Mona
Klecksa at Asmodee

Space
Cowboys

same painting. You are only paid if you use
the correct paints. French edition as Final
Touch by Space Buddies.
Sherlock Holmes Consulting Detective
– Detective game by Raymond Edwards,
Suzanne Goldberg and Gary Grady for 1-8
players, ages 10+: There are new cases for
the game: Jack The Ripper & West End Ad-

ventures.
T.I.M.E Stories: Die Endurance-Expedition – Expansion by Croc for 2-4 players,
ages 12+: The research ship Endurance is
lost in the Arctic Ocean, T.I.M.E agents are

asked to solve the case.

Spaceballoon
Games

www.gamesjournal.at

Sphinx
Spieleverlag
IÄÄ! Cthulhu! Fhtagn! Dice game by
Henning Poehl for 2-3 players, ages 12+: As
a cult, you want to extend your powers by

invoking the Great Cthulhu. The success is
symbolized by dice on display. Calling either
„IÄÄ!“, „Cthulhu“, „Ph’nglui“ or „Fhtagn“, you
indicate if and how you want to use dice on
display. A complete invocation comprises
one of every IÄÄ! Tentacle and an Elder Sign.

Spiel direkt

Hit Z Road – Zombie Game by Martin Wallace for 1-4 players, ages 12+: Travels on the
famous Route 66, albeit this time hunted by

Zombies. Four paths are on display, you bid
for a path and pay with resources; the turn
order then changes in relation to heights
of bids made. The highest bid wins you the
least dangerous path, all other players must
choose another path. Then you resolve the
cards, with looting, event or fight.
Mona Klecksa – Card game by Mike Elliott
for 2-4 players, ages 8+: As a forger, you
copy master pieces and are competing will
all other forgers who are all copying the

REPORT

Brides & Bribes – Worker Placement game
by Andrea Gallazzi, Elisa Lenardi and Pietro
Navarotto for 2-5 players, ages 12+: In six
rounds, you use suitable members of your
powerful Genovese family to hire workers
and employees and to arrange a marriage
of your daughter with the local nobleman.

Vertriebsgemeinschaft by derzeit 30 Verlagen: 2F-Spiele • Argentum Spiele • Baccum
• BeWitched-Spiele • Bezier Games • Brain
Games • Clicker-Spiele • Edition Siebenschläfer • Elemon Games * Frosted Games •
FunForge • Game‘s uP • Golden Egg Games
• Haas Games • Hard Boiled Games • heptagon-Verlag • Holstein Spiele • Igel Spiele •
Irongames • Jumping Turtle Games • MückeSpiele • Müller-Mätzig-Spiele • Ostia Spiele •
Porcupine Press • RnR Games • Sierra Madre
Games • Sphinx-Spiele • Step Puzzle Europe
• WiWa Spiele • www.spielmaterial.de

Spielfusion
A crowd funding platform, represented at
Essen by
Mathtornado – Calculation game by Martin Maly for 1-5 players, ages 12+: Number
cards with three numbers in three colors
and a marker for an arithmetic operator are
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on display, and there are three color rows
of numbers. You discard suitable cards to
solve one of the color equations, but can
only play to a given position for each of the
color cards.

Waldgärtner – Card game by Claas Fischer
for 2-6 players, ages 8+: Forest gardens are
plantations that take height into account;

Spieltrieb
Baumland – Negotiation game by Samira
Bouslama for 3-5 players or Teams, ages 12+:
Unused areas are meant to be re-dedicated;
you use plants and shrubs and consider
space necessities of plants, etc. With Edition
Essentia.

to explore planets, build space stations and
develop interplanetary trade, using drafting
and manipulating dice, including resources
management.
The Sands of Time – by Jeff Warrender for
3-5 players: You develop your civilization
via action cards and note and evaluate the

Spielworxx

interest groups in the neighborhood have
their own idea on the use, so you negotiate,
do deals and find compromises.
Jets: Expansion – by Till Meyer for 3-8
players, ages 12+: Expansion for Jets with a
game board and six vehicles.

North American Railways – Card game
by Peer Sylvester for 3-5 players, ages 12+:
Building of railroads in the United States;

developments in chronicle cards and try to
limit uprisings.

Spin Master
you a director of up to five companies and
want to acquire majorities in shares.
Sola Fide: Die Reformation – Card game
by Jason Matthews and Christian Leonhard
for 2 players, ages 12+: A game about Lu-

Wikipedia - Quiz game for 2-4 players,
ages 8+: One player in turn is reader for a
card offering three ways to play; the reader

Tiefe Taschen – Card game by Fabian
Zimmermann for 4-8 players, ages 12+: As a
corrupt politician, you want to bolster your

himself can only score in game #3. Game
modes: Quiz, Schätz mal! and wer weiß
mehr?

pockets. One player suggests a method of
distributing money, you vote on it. Voting
can be influenced by bribe markers or
blackmail. With Fobs
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ther in the anniversary to 1517 – one player
wants to establish the reformation, the
other to stop it. both try to dominate Imperial Circles of the Holy Roman Empire. With
Stronghold Games.
Solarius Mission – Development game by
Andreas Odendahl and Michael Keller for
2-4 players, ages 12+: The planet is overpopulated and you must open up new
ones – advanced nations begin a project

Splotter
Spellen
Indonesia – Economics game by Joris
Wiersinga and Jeroen Doumen for 2-5
players: Logistics game, second edition; first
edition 2005.

www.gamesjournal.at
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Steamdeer
Wizards and Unicorns – Card game by
Jens Reher, Dirk Reher and Angelo Riganis
for 2-5 players, ages 12+: In Unicornopia,

REPORT

wooden pieces: Zahlenpoker, Hütchenplayers, 5 in einer Reihe, Torris and Five Solo. Part
of a project in favor of refugees, with rules
in German, English, Arabic, Farsi, Urdu and
Igrinya.
Zaubertrank der vier Elemente – by Steffen Mühlhäuser for 2-4 players, ages 10+:
Mages meet for a competition and the

Spring Games
Club.temp
Maigo-Neko or StrayCat - Card game by
Shigehiro Ariizumi for 3-4 players, ages
10+: You are a stray cat and looking for
Unicorns, Magicians, Unicorn Magicians,
Elves and Pegasi are competing for the
Sigma Stone and want to win over fans in
town to their side.

your home; at the start of the game you
do not remember how it looks. Over the
course of the game you remember house
characteristics – roof color, number of floors
and the item in the garden. Characteristics
are assigned with face-down markers. In
your turn, you look for your house or for
food.

Steamforged
Games

strongest magic potion. All necessary items
are arranged in the magical hexagon and
are assigned to one of the four elements;
you collect items of high value for the potion while the game board keeps shrinking,
and you use combinations to win power
stones.

Dark Souls The Board Game – Conflict
game by Mat Hart and Richard Loxam for
1-4 players: In the Dark Souls Universe

STEP
puzzle
The Russian publisher showed the games
already seen in previous years; there are two
novelties, albeit currently only in Russian.
Secret Agents – Movement and collecting
game by Liesbeth Bos for 2-4 players, ages
6+: Secret agents move around town, complete tasks, meet other agents and can relo-

Spyporter
Spyporter – Placement game by Gábor
Krebsz for 2 players, ages 6+: All pieces have
the same value, symbols on the board cases
determine the next steps of the pieces. Aim
of the game is to remove opposing pieces
from the board.

you choose one of the character classes
and explore dangerous locations full of
monsters, treasures and skirmishes.

Steffen-Spiele
Five! – Collection of games by Steffen
Mühlhäuser for 2-4 players, ages 6+: Five
games, all playable with the same set of 32

www.gamesjournal.at

cate parts of the board.
The Jungle Law – Card game by Liesbeth
Bos for 2-5 players, ages 6+: Animals hunt or
are hunted; you display cards, but when the
natural enemy of an animal you display is in
the display of other players, you lose.
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Stratamax

Sheepdogs – Card game by Aaron Lauster
and Max Michael for 2-4 players: a trick
taking game with sheepdogs for trump and

Airborne Commander – Deck building
game by Aaron Lauster for 1 player, ages 10+:
Eagles at Normandy – Eagles at Normandy

– Paratroops of the 101st Airborne Division
at D-Day. Units land and try to complete
the mission; you build your deck with new
troops and must cope with the ever-present
chaos threat from Disorganized Cards. Aim
of the game is to work your way through all
cards in the Allied or mission deck and score
maximum possible points.
Bavarian Holiday – Dice game for 2-5
players: You choose the number and color
of dice for beer varieties you ordered; if you
cannot mark them, you pour away the beer

and roll for pretzels.
Princesses & Unicorns – Card game by
Aaron Lauster for 2-4 players, ages 10+: A
modern princess and her unicorn search for
tiaras, robes and frogs, because of course
you want to be able to choose. In two
rounds of bidding you make offers for pairs
of cards.
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four types of sheep as “suits”. You begin with
a prediction about the number of tricks and
must then make exactly this number of
tricks to score; whoever collects most black
sheep, scores one point. Special rules for
sheep in the pen and the wolf.

Stratelibri
Joint publisher with Giochi Uniti.
Dungeon Heroes Manager – Adventure
game by Andrea Chiarvesio and Pierluca
Zizzi for 2-6 players, ages 10+: Dungeons

promise treasures, but you must get out
of the dungeon! Therefore, you are sponsor and manager for hired heroes who are
tasked with getting the treasures for you
and with defeating all the monsters.
Guilds – Placement and auction game by
Christian Giove for 2-4 players, ages 10+:
After the war of the Seven Kingdoms,
Anderis is expanding. Guilds spring
up, recruit members and build guild
headquarters. There is a central board for

the Central City Square and player boards
for the headquarter building sites. When
a site is complete or at the end of the final
week, that is, the last round, you score for
characters, rooms and completed goals.
Kingsburg 2nd Edition – Dice placement
game by Andrea Chiarvesio and Luca Ien-

naco for 2-5 players, ages 10+: As its governor, you must defend a border province and
build up a good relationship with council
members and the Royal family to receive
resources for your defenses. New edition
including six expansions.
Lettere da Whitechapel: Dear Boss
Espansione – Expansion for Letters from
Whitechapel by Gianluca Santo Pietro

and Gabriele Mari for 2-6 players, ages
13+: The expansion features miniatures
instead of wooden pawns, the screen for
Jack shows a marker table for the women,
sorted by nights. 40 cards for suspects,
Jack, Policemen Cards and Potential Victims
introduce historic details, you decide on
the number of cards to use. Announced in
2015, with Sir Chester Cobblepot, German
edition at Heidelberger Spieleverlag, others
at Fantasy Flight games and Galakta.
Rhein River Trade – Trade and logistics
game by Stefania Niccolini and Marco
Canetta for 2-5 players, ages 12+: Since
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Three yellow dice are rolled; if the result
equals 5, the turn ends; a result lower than
five -> when the roll of two red dice then

ancient times the river Rhine is one Europe’s
most important trade routes. Rounds
comprise phases for orders, loading,
reserving stop points, moving vehicles and
unloading, meet orders by selling and end
of turn. Already announced in 2015.
Royal Wedding – Placement game by
Walter Obert for 2-8 players, ages 8+: Royal
Goblin wedding! Pure chaos! The active

player plays two movement cards for Goblin or Princess, each movement is resolved.
For treasures, you meet the conditions or
move to the depicted item. If someone has
collected 6 Forfeit or if there are no more
Forfeits or Treasures, you win with most
treasure points.

Strawberry
Studio
3 Wishes – Deduction game by Chris Castagnetto for 3-5 players, ages 8+: You have
two actions – Looking, swapping, shuffling

equals the difference of the yellow sum and
5, you score positive; when the yellow sum
is smaller than 5, the difference is scored
negatively.
What’s Up – Set collecting and memo
game by Dennis Kirps and Jean-Claude
Pellin for 2-4 players, ages 8+: Bird cards on
display – they show one to three birds of the
same color on one side and either the same

www.gamesjournal.at

course of the game and you move your
character with special abilities along the
track tiles.
Coal Baron: The Great Card Game – Card
game by Wolfgang Kramer and Michael
Kiesling for 2-4 players, ages 10+: Coal min-

ing in the 19th century in Essen. In each
round, you send workers from your hand
to an action card or to a stack, always one
more than were sent there last time, and
implement the action – take a card or use
card for mining, delivering or free choice.
Coproduction with Pegasus Spiele, English
Edition at Stronghold games.
Fabled Fruit – Card and collecting game
by Friedemann Friese for 2-5 players, ages
8+: We move our marker to a location and
use the action there to collect fruit. Fruits in

number of birds in another color or different
numbers of birds in the same color on the
backside. In turn, you turn over exactly one
card; if it fits your current collection, you
take it. If you have 2/3/4 complete rows of
birds in case of 4/3/2 players, you win.

Stronghold
Games
Bear Valley – Card game by Carl Chudyk
for 2-6 players, ages 8+: You must survive
the wilderness and must be first to reach
the safe camp. The track is laid out over the

and announcing end of the game – whoever has one each of Super Power, Gift and
Worldwide Harmony, scores according to
the cards and possible special rules.
Crazy 5 – Dice game by Dennis Kirps and
Christian Kruchten for 2-5 players, ages 7+:

REPORT

hand can be used to buy a location card for
juice. English edition of Fabelsaft, 2F-Spiele
Fuji Flush – Card game by Friedemann Friese for 3-8 players, ages 7+: If you are rid of
all cards first, you win the game. If you get
a card through the round without it being
outbid, you discard it without drawing another card. If your card is outbid, you draw

a card. English edition of Futschikato, 2FSpiele.
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Great Western Trail – Development game
with deck building by Alexander Pfister for
2-4 players, ages 12+: You herd cattle to
Kansas City for loading on trains. On your
own and on neutral buildings you can do

the local action(s) or do an auxiliary action;
on opposing buildings or danger tiles you
can do only an auxiliary action. In Kansas
City, you sell your herd, mark a station for
the delivery and begin a new trail with a
new herd. Cowboys, workers and engineers
improve building performance. Extensive
final scoring. English edition of Great
Western Trail, eggertspiele / Pegasus Spiele
Jórvík – Development game by Stefan
Feld for 2-5 players, ages 10+: You settled in
Northern England with your tribe of Vikings
and want to influence trade in and around
Jórvik. You choose the easy Karl/Farmer or
more complex Jarl/Nobleman variant and
play the phases of Supply, Demand, Acqui-

sition and Loading. English edition of Jórvik
at eggertspiele / Pegasus Spiele.
La Granja: No Siesta – Dice version of La
Granja by Andreas Odendahl for 1-4 players,
ages 10+: You use dice to collect resources
and mark them on your score sheet or on
the Siesta track; area bonuses for completed areas give you roofs or helpers, etc. English edition of La Granja No Siesta at ADC

Blackfire / Spielworxx.
Sola Fide: Die Reformation – Card game
by Jason Matthews and Christian Leonhard for 2 players, ages 12+: A game about
Luther in the anniversary to 1517 – one
player wants to establish the reformation,
the other to stop this; both try to dominate
Imperial Circles of the Holy Roman Empire.

Coproduction with Spielworxx
Stronghold: Undead – 2nd Edition – Expansion by Ignacy Trzewiczek for 2 players,
ages 10+: Revised new edition; featuring
rules for collecting Mana, casting magic
Spells and Terror, as well as new buildings
and new abilities for the defender and a
new map featuring new paths for the at-

tacker. Coproduction with Portal Games.
Terraforming Mars – Development game
by Jacob Fryxelius for 1-5 players, ages
12+: Corporations that are sponsored by
the World Government begin to terraform
Mars. As one of those corporations you
score for contributions to the project, for
developing infrastructure and many other

for its drink, The DRAGON! Unfortunately,
there is only one bottle left and the fight
over this bottle begins. The 3D pub is set up
and characters implement the action they

did plan with action cards, according to the
alignment of their figurine. When the city
watch arrives, you add up the reputation for
all characters that you control and win with
the highest total. Several game modes.
The Fog of War – Conflict simulation by
Geoffrey Engelstein for 2 players, ages 10+:
Topic is WWII by 1940 to 1944, Axis versus
Allies. You do not have units on the board,
but busy yourself with planning and aspects of secret service. Attacks are planned
with the Operation Wheel. Target and attack
card are hidden, your opponent does not

know the target of your attack. The wheel is
turned by one position in each round and
thus controls the moment of the attack.
The Pursuit of Happiness by David Chircop
and Adrian Abela for 1-4 players, ages 12+:
You play a character from his birth through
all of his live and try to live the life that you
always wanted to live and to achieve as
much as you can. Second edition, cooperation with Artipia Games.

actions. With Fryxgames, German edition at
Schwerkraft Verlag.
The Dragon & Flagon – Fantasy card game
by Brian, Sydney and Geoffrey Engelstein for
2-8 players, ages 10+: A pub, world-famous
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Stuff
By Bez

you fight with dice symbols; defeated opposing creatures give you power points.

In A Bind Jr. – Card game by Behrooz Shahriari for 3-7 players, ages 4+: Party game;
you draw a card, implement the instruction until the game ends or if you cannot
do it anymore. There are also actions that
are triggered by other cards when they are
played.

Sunny
Games

REPORT

Nisyros - Cooperative worker placement by
Peter Slaman for 2-4 players, ages 12+: The
volcano destroys the island and players, the

Swan
Panasia
10 Dwarves – Card game by Chun-Lan
Kao for 2-4 players, ages 8+: You must pass
on information efficiently to enable the 10

Wibbell+:+: - Card game by Ian Vincent,
David Brain, Behrooz Shahriari, Aaron Reading and Andrew Dennison for 2- 10 players,
ages 8+: A system for gameplay, intended
to be used with other games. Announced
for 2017.

inmates of the island, must escape in time
to the neighboring island. But the need to
collect resources at the volcano to build
boats and ams and to feed the people.

Superlude
Sabordage – Pirate game by Roméo Hennion for 2-5 players, ages 12+: Battle at sea
in the harbor, where ships are built at well

SunCore
Games

while extreme cannons fire. Shown by
Origames.

Roots of Mali – Expansion by Bujar Haskaj
and Adrian Bolla for 2 players, ages 12+:
Stand-alone expansion for Light of Dragon,

Surprised
Stare Games

dwarves to appear in numerical order.
Funkenschlag: Das Kartenspiel – Card
game by Friedemann Friese for 2-6 players
ab 12 Jahren, bei 2F-Spiele: Chinese edition.

Magic Circle – Deduction game by Spartaco Albertarelli for 3-6 players, ages 10+: The
Fairy Sorceress Waza Baraza is looking for a
successor – she thinks of three fairies and if
you guess their names correctly you will be

Guilds of London – Majorities game by
Tony Boydell for 2-4 players, ages 10+: You
place liverymen in newly placed guilds
and use your influence also in overseas
plantations. In 12 to 16 rounds you have
one turn each; after each round guild tiles
are resolved. There is a growth phase after
every 3-4 rounds – you score the plantation
and new tiles appear. With Tasty Minstrel
Games. German edition at Frosted Games.

www.gamesjournal.at
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her successor.
Nightmare Castle – Cooperative party
game by Chun-Lan Kao for 3-6 players, ages
10+: You have been locked into the vampire
castle and must collect six pairs of magical
items within an hour to be able to open to

Kreo – Cooperative game by Julien Prothière for 3-6 players, ages 10+: In four levels of difficulty you must create a planet

Sweet Lemon
Publishing

door.
The Xuanwu Gate Incident – Card game
by Kuraki Mura for 3-7 players, ages 10+:
Palace revolution in the era of the Tang
Dynastie for a historical background; you
are assigned a character, can look at cards

together and fill it with life. Already shown
in 2015.
Les Poilus Aux Ordres – First expansion
for Les Poilus by Fabien Riffaud and Juan
Rodriguez, for 1-5 players, ages 10+: Players

Terrible Monster – Card game by Shun for
2 players, ages 10+: Combat game, you begin with four lives and five cards from the

deck with 15 cards; you draw a card and
play up to two cards at your opponent.

on the table and also swap cards with the
table, you need to guess identities of other
players.

Sweet
Games

are French soldiers in the trenches of
WWI and must cooperate to survive. The
expansion brings rules for a solitaire game,
new rules for two players and mission cards
in three levels of difficulty. English edition at
CMON.
Seeders Exodus – SciFi game by Serge
Macasdar for 2-4 players: Development of a
civilization – Seeders – among the planets of
a special and individual universe. Prototype.

Waka Tanka by Bruno Faidutti for 3-6
players, ages 7+, is published in the series
Sweetbox – as a Shaman you try to call
your totem, but do not always manage to
summon the correct one. English edition as
coproduction with CMON.

u
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French publisher, publishes under the
brand name Sweet Games, since two years.

Table
Cross
Fan & Mallet – Card game by Katsumasa
Tomioka for 2 players, ages 10+: Duel for
dominance between the gods of Rich and

A brand of Sweet November
Check! – Action game by Julien Prothière
for 3-6 players, ages 7+: In teams of two
players you enact gestures and can use additional gestures to score more points due
to fluent enactment.

148

Sweet
November

Poor in one village! As the active player,
you put a follower into a house and move
your incarnation to that house. When five
followers are in a house, you sum the spiritual power of each faction including ability
bonuses – whoever has the majority places
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a possession marker. If you can place all of
them, you win instantly.
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pop up.

Tactic
Tactic showed a cross-section from the
news range, parts of it have been already
shown at Nuremberg.
Alias Women vs. Men – Party game for 4 or
more players, ages 15+: you describe persons and try to enter into the way the other

Tailor
Games
Witches´ Brew – Rate game for 3-6 players,
ages 5+: The magic wands determine who
may look into the cauldron and the others
guess into what you were transformed – all
play simultaneously.

gender is thinking.
Colourology – Communication game for
3-6 players, ages 8+: You draw a word card
and think of a color that suits the word best.
Then you score for correlation with other
X-Tiles – Placement game for 2-10 players,
ages 7+: X-shaped parts, rounded, have
three colors, one color always appears twice
on a small and big part of the X; parts must
be placed in a way that results in the forma-

players who did choose the same color.
The Little Train Game – Railway game for
2-4 players, ages 4+: The missing luggage
must be found, you roll the train along the
board and collect your pieces of luggage.
Also playable with an app.
tion of rectangles.

Tactrics

Totem – Placement game for 2-4 players,
ages 7+: In analogy to Quoridor, you are
meant to be first to reach the opposite side
of the board, but must evade the walls that

www.gamesjournal.at

Commissioner Victor: The lost painting
case – Deduction game by Krzysztof Matusik for 2-4 players, ages 10+: A painting
was stolen, in the role of a detective you

must assist to find the thief, and use tiles
with faces of suspects.
Morpheus – Dice and collecting game
by Krzysztof Matusik for 2-4 players, ages
10+: Morpheus must take care that dreams

from Oniria reach the world, because only
if humans dream will Oniria be able to exist. Morpheus needs helpers and lets them
weave dreams in a competition.
Squirrel Rush – Abstract game for children
Krzysztof Matusik for 2-6 players, ages 6+:

A new Dutch exhibitor with an abstract position game:
Vortex by Han Beeftink for 2-6 players,
ages 8+: triangular tiles in player colors are
placed on rotating elements and must be
moved to their target spaces by rotating the
elements. Already shown at Nuremberg.
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HurriCount – Educational game for 2-5
players, ages 6+ or 8+: Training game for
counting, adding up and comparing num-

Due to their cavorting in the trees and in the
holes in the ground, squirrels have forgotten to collect supplies for winter. They now
have only one day to find the best method
for collecting them.
Tavern’s Tales – Deck building game by
Krzysztof Matusik for 2-4 players, ages 12+:
Adventurers on the search for adventures;
you choose them for your deck trying to
Guilds of London – Majorities game by
Tony Boydell for 2-4 players, ages 10+: You
place liverymen in newly placed guilds

bers, all in a speed mode.
Multibloom – Educational game for 2-5

achieve the optimum correlation between
characteristics and abilities.

Taktyka i
Strategia
A Polish publisher win an extremely extensive range of Conflict Simulation games,
they especially promoted a series called
Husaria including the titles Kircholm 1605,
Beresteczki 1651, Kluszyn 1610 and Wieden 1603, all by Wojciech Zalewski for 2 or
more players; all of them use the Husaria

and use your influence also in overseas
plantations. In 12 to 16 rounds you have
one turn each; after each round guild tiles
are resolved. There is a growth phase after
every 3-4 rounds – you score the plantation
and new tiles appear. With Surprised Stare
Games.

players, ages 7+ or 9+: Times table 1-100.
Multimany – Educational game for 2-5
players, ages 5+ to 8+: Topic of multiplica-

The Brainy
Band
A wide range of educational games on the
topics of numbers, calculating and mathematics, all but HurriCount are so far only
announced:
Fruilo – Educational game for 2-5 players,
ages 7+ or 9+: Training game for adding,
subtracting, numbers and calculating.

tion, in a speed mode.
Numberloor – Educational game for 2-5
players, ages 4+ or 8+: Topics of adding,

system for battles in Eastern Europe.

Tasty Ministrel
Games (TMG)
Chimera Station – Worker Placement by
Mark Major for 2-4 players, ages 13+: You
construct a space station and equip your
workers with the necessary abilities. Announced for 2017.
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subtracting, numbers and calculating
Splittissimo – Educational game for 2-5
players, ages 6+ or 10+: Topics are fractions and calculating with fraction, decimal
points.
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Powers

Trafficards – Educational game for 2-5
players, ages 6+ or 8+: Number values, comparison of numbers.

REPORT

Announced.

The London Board
Games Company

Rescue

The Football Game – Sports game by Simon, Jo and Mark Pearson for 2-4 players,
ages 8+: Players manage one football club

The Creativity
Hub

The company also offered two solutions for
storing all the supplementary sets of Story
Cubes.

In 2016, too, there are new stories to tell
and the series of Rory’s Story Cubes by Rory
O’Connor provides the necessary dice; all
sets can be combined with all other sets.
All sets from Essen were already shown in
Nuremberg.
Doctor Who for 1 player, ages 10+: Nine
dice with characters and items suitable for
the topic.

The Game
Master
Rhodes – Economics simulation by Pieter
Boots for 2-5 players, ages 10+: Trade in the
harbor of Rhodos; arriving ships influence

each, during a complete season; the winner
will be who surpasses the expectations of
fans the most.

Thinkfun
Balance Beans – Balance puzzle by Vesa
Timonen and Timo Jokitalo for 1 player, ages
5+: You solve equations by balancing on a

New editions for the small supplementary
set of three dice each are
Medieval

market prices; if you are a farmer you produce and expand your acres; as a merchant,
you sell, and even monopolies are possible.

The
Knotiverse
Knotiverse – Dexterity and construction
game by Murray Heasman for 1 player, ages
8+: Many years ago the designer brought
Celtic knots into play with his game Tara,
and now the knots are back as a three-dimensional building and construction game.

www.gamesjournal.at

seesaw. 40 task cards show the positions of
red balance beans on the seesaw - those
beans are placed accordingly onto the
seesaw at the start – and also the number
an color of beans that you must place on
the seesaw to solve the puzzle.
Circuit Maze – Logic puzzle game for 1
player, ages 8+: The task cards tell you the
locations of voltage sources and LEDs,
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Thunder
Gryph Games
Overseers – Card game by Guan Chih
Huang for 3-6 players, ages 12+: The Overseers, installed by the Goddess, must bal-

one should do so. With Blackrock Games.

Titan Forge
Dice Club – Dice, card and board game by
Sebastian Kozak for 3-6 players, ages 10+:
You are a member of the Dice Club and in

by placing of conductors, resistors and
blockers you must close the electricity
circuit to make two or three LEDs light up.
Already shown at Nuremberg.
Code Master –Programming game by Mark
Engelberg for 1 player, ages 8+ – Starting
principles of programming are taught
without using a computer; you make up a
ance virtues and vices of Mankind. Each
player embodies one of the overseers, drafts
cards for combinations, lay them down and
can bluff about strength.

Tiki
Editions
path across the board to make the avatar
arrive at the finish and enable him to access
the next of 60 levels. Already shown at
Nuremberg.
Escape the Room: Das Geheimnis der
Sternwarte – Cooperative puzzle game by
Nicholas Cravotta and Rebecca Bleau for
3-8 players, ages 10+: In this version of the

the heat of the moment it can happen that
you throw bottles and chairs about.
Lobotomy – Cooperative game by Sebastian Kozak, Michal Kozak, Michal Marciniak
and Maciej Owsianny for 1-5 players, ages

1001 – Bluffing game by Vincent Greco
and David Duperret for 2-8 players, ages
8+: Players are spirits of the Four Winds and

14+: Patients of a lunatic asylum are on the
run, in a scenario-based Dungeon Crawl
with very individual characters and monsters, all represented by miniatures. Already
shown in 2015 in Essen.
steering the Flying Carpet of Aladdin. But
they do not always work in Aladdin’s favor,
but sometimes work for the Vizir.
Huh? – Game of communication by
Antoine Lepagnol for 3-17 players, ages
10+: Persons, titles of films and so on are
Escape the Room mechanics players must
solve the puzzle about the disappeared
astronomer and escape from the
planetarium. A solution wheel tells you with
color rings and symbols of the respective
solution if your solution is correct. The
internet provides clues and three end-ofstory scenarios.
Distribution partner: HCM Kinzel

Tohoku Wisteria
Come To Fishing Village! – Card game
by Hiroaki “Teacher” Fujiwara for 1-8
players, ages 10+: The village must not be
depopulated; in order for all players to win
together the village must complete 24

described in unusual ways; not too many
players should guess correctly, but at least
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balance sheets = books in three rounds and
survive with minimum one inhabitant.
Ore City – Card game by Hiroaki “Teacher”
Fujiwara for 2-6 players, ages 10+: You are
an Urban planner and want to accrue 10

first, you win. You place cards for organs, viruses or medication; two pills on an organ
immunize the organ. Already shown in Essen in 2015.
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strange creatures and mysterious objects
which you need to give a name to as fast
as you can, to provide information for each.

Trefl
Farmageddon - Card game by Grant Rodiek for 2-4 players, ages 14+: Agriculture
as we do not know it! You fight against enhanced demands, sand storms and threshTwo game modes.
victory points for building public buildings.
The money for building is earned by
constructing living quarters, shopping
malls and industrial installations. You can
build, present a balance sheet for money
or technologies from Industry cards and
empty a building site, complete a public
building, swap cards, discard cards and
draw new ones, or pass.

Tranjis
Games

Triton
Noir
ing machines that have gone wild. And
monstrous harvest does not necessarily
mean great amounts!
Mistakos – Dexterity game by Yves
Hirschfeld for 1- 3 players, ages 5+: Stacking

V-Commandos - Cooperative card game by
Thibaud de la Touanne for 1-4 players, ages
12+: Cooperation in WWII. You can arrange

Mondrian: The Dice Game – Dexterity
game by Sheila Santos and Israel Cendrero
for 2-4 players, ages 10+: In each round, you

game, new edition of Chairs.
Mob Town – Gangster game by Danny
Devine 2-4 players, ages 8+: Players as gang
families rival for the control over the town
have to paint and must snip dice to apply
color.
Virus – Set collecting game Domingo Cabrero, Carlos Lopez and Santi Santisteban
for 2-6 players, ages 8+: Highly contagious
viruses have escaped from the laboratory
and must be isolated; if you manage that

your own mission with one or two target
cards yourself or play a pre-set mission.
The team is assembled from famous Allied
units, each player chooses one specialist.
An event at the beginning can already influence your plans. Already presented in 2015,
now published. Booth Morning.

Truant
Spiele
Kill Doktor Lucky Deluxe – Card game

and of course hire the familiar characters to
achieve it, the collect points for real estate
and take card to leave on time for the next
town.
Planet Nomino – Communication game
by Karol Madaj for 4-12 players, ages 7+: On
a newly discovered planet you find some

www.gamesjournal.at
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by James Ernest for 3-7 players, ages 12+:
All guests want to kill Doctor Lucky to win!
Moves in the game comprise the phases
of movement and action. In the action
phase, you draw a card and try to kill Doctor
Lucky if you are not in line of sight. For an
assassination attempt you play weapons
and motives in addition to the basic
strength of the character, other players can
counter with cards carrying luck symbols.
Monster Park – Card game by Jens
Schuhmacher and Maja Šimunić for
2-4 players, ages 8+: Der King is bored
and wishes for fabled creatures, players

are magicians and go hunting for such
creatures. In Phase I of your turn you draw
a card; in Phase II you have and two actions
of your choice, and in Phase II you can fulfil
a wish of the King, using three or more
monster cards with suitable environment or
hazardous nature.
Pairs: Das Schwarze Auge – Card game by
Paul Peterson, James Ernest and Heinrich
Glumpler for 2-8 players, ages 12+: Cards

TwoPlus Games

Ulisses
Spiele

Cat Town – Card by Jog Kung for 2-4 players, ages 8+: Cats are strolling all over town,
with memory and card manipulation you

Aventuria Abenteuerkartenspiel – Card
game by Michael Palm and Lukas Zach for
1-4 players, ages 14+: Conflicts in the world

find cats, collects items and display travel
notes.

of Aventuria, players must continually face
up to new challenges. You can concentrate
powers for later use or use less powerful
weapons immediately. You can choose to
play in a duel mode and pitch hero against
hero to reduce life points of an opposing
hero to zero or choose to set out as a group
in the cooperative adventure mode and
prove yourself valid.
This is supplemented by two adventure
expansions,
Schiff der verlorenen Seelen and Wald

UBO
Selectio – Placement game by Thomas H.
Jung for 2-4 players, ages 6+: Four sets of
tiles, each one numbered from 1 to 9, plus

in Pairs are numbered from 1 to 10, 1x1,
2x2, 3x3 and so on. You take a card in
turn until someone passes or achieves a
pair, both facts give points. Game modes
are Kampfgetümmel, Medusa, Turnier,
Fortlaufend and Last Man Standing.
There is also a new publication in the roleplaying games range:
Fantasy Age by Chris Pramas, with the first
campaign volume Titansgrave Die Asche
von Valkana.
Distribution partner: Heidelberger Spieleverlag
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four joker tiles are in play. One player lays
down a tile or a set and the others must answer with a tile or set of higher value.
Ten Cats – Placement game by Madoka
Kitao for 2-3 players, ages 4+: In your bag
you have 10 pieces 1x4 cats, 2x3 cats, 3x2
cats and 4x1 cat. You draw one piece each
in a turn and try to be the first player to have
10 cats on display.

ohne Wiederkehr
Fireteam Zero – Tactical horror game by
Christian Leonhard and Mike Langlois for
1-4 players, ages 14+: Players must fight
their way cooperatively through swarms of
monsters to defeat the ultimate evil. Each
player has a unique role – Leader, Close
Combat, Sniper or Demolition Squad / Paramedic.

www.gamesjournal.at
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Unboxing
Games
Neon Limbo: Redemption – Fantasy adventure in a medieval neon/noir punk environment; you are hero in retirement and
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Vagabund
CATz in the town! – Card game by Péter
Szöllősi for 3-5 players, ages 8+: Cats must
be caught and collected before they end up

Mercs Recon: Gegenschlag - Complex
cooperative game by Brian Shotton for 1-5
players, ages 12+: As member of the elite

collect resources, power and forgotten
fame. In the Designer Workshop.

Unplugged
troop MERCS you gain access to buildings,
interrogate employees, secure mission targets and fill an order.
Myth – Cooperative fantasy game by Brian
Shotton and Kenny Sims for 2-5 players, ages
12+: Revised new edition; you create your

in difficulties – you always only collect one
set per color and then score it.
Dr. Gomb – Card game by Szöllősi Péter for
1-5 players, ages 8+: You collect buttons, up
to five of them, but only one card may deviate in color, and you can only begin one row

Hat-Trick: ‘players’ Expansion – Card
game by Patrick Kowalski for 2 players, ages
14+: Expansion witht 22 roles for players, 44

for each color. A number can only appear
once in a row.
player abilities and 45 national teams.
own myths in in stories that go on and go on.
Ninja All-Stars – Miniatures game by John
Cadice, Deke Stella and David Freeman for
2-4 players, ages 14+: The game comprises
ready-to-play Sodapop miniatures and a
liga game mechanisms, each one of the six
clans has his own strategies and traditions
in the competition for the favor of the Moon
Princess.

www.gamesjournal.at

uplay.it Edizioni
Brethren of the Coast – Card game by Brett
J. Gilbert for 3-6 players, ages 10+: You begin the game in Port Royal and must attack
a Spanish Galleon or a settlement with your
ship and then you must enlarge the treasure on another Galleon or settlement.

Value Ad Games
Two novelties for a new license topic - Talking Tom and Friends:
Talking Angela Shopping by Alfred Vesligaj for players, ages 4+: Movement game
with a shopping topic.
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Vorpalia
Games

Talking Tom IQ by Alfred Vesligaj for players of ages 5+: Educational game.

Dice Drivin’ – Dice game by Rodrigo
González for 2-4 players, ages 6+: Race
game, the track is made up with cards; you

Vennerod Forlag

gate, but the planets at your target are already settled by Aliens.
Dwar7s Fall – Collecting game by Luís
Brüeh for 2-4 players, ages 12+: Dwarves
prepare for winter, collect gems and swap

Mission Impractical – Narrative guessing
game by Hilko Drude for 3-5 players,
ages 12+: You are out and about in secret

roll special dice for movement to meet with
special demands of the track cards.

Wattsalpoag
Jet Set Jumbo Jets - Expansion by Kris
Gould for Jet Set for 2-6 players, ages 12+:
Five modules. 1. Jumbo Jets are used in

them for food.

missions, have a task and mark four items
for using in your mission; other players use
face-down guess cards for each item and
tell a story how you might use it.
Distribution partner: Lautapelit

Voodoo Games
Xibalba – SciFi resources management by
André Schillo for 2-4 players, ages 12+: In an
alternate universe, remnants of terrestrial

Vesuvius
Media

connections, oust other planes and block
the connection for other airplanes. 2.
Charter Flight – an additional board and the
action option Charter Flight, you must own
all connections from start to destination
for such a flight. 3. Hotels. 4. City Bonus.
5. Flight Cards – they can be integrated in
three different ways into the game.

Centauri Saga – SciFi game by Constantine
Kevorque for 1-4 players, ages 12+: Cooperative 4X game which can also be played

civilization must confront an ancient alien
race. You are a captain of a band of mercenaries, collect resources, expand your basis
and fight aliens. The core mechanisms are
based on a dice system using special dice;
effects provided by cards can be used as
soon as the card has been acquired. The
length of the game is governed by the
amount of Paragon necessary to win.
in competitive mode; you guide your fleet
through a sector and encounter representatives of a hidden Alien threat.
Cosmic Pioneers – SciFi game by Jake
Clancey for 2-4 players, ages 13+: You set
out for the Tau Ceti system and use a jump
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Werraland
Werkstätten
Ach wie gut ... – Fairy tale game by Andrea
Röth-Heinemann for 2-6 players, ages 7+:
Movement game with fairy tale themes,
the winner is whoever completes his task
first and gets his figurine into the finish first,
using the newly constructed path.

www.gamesjournal.at
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musical instruments.

What’s Your
Game?
Brasil – Development game by Nuno
Bizarro Sentieiro and Paulo Soledade for 2-4
players, ages 12+: Gold rush in Brazil in the
18th century, you use card combination to
Wachgeküsst – Fairy tale game by Andrea
Röth-Heinemann for 2-4 players, ages 6+:
Who manages first to build a staircase from

hedge pieces and reach Dornröschen?

What’s in
a Game?

build essential infrastructure. Announced
for 2017.
Railroad Revolution – Deck building
game by Stefania Niccolini and Marco
Canetta for 2-4 players, ages 12+: Hayday of
railway construction in America; in reckless

Maestro – Music game by Pieter de Boer for
2-6 players, ages 7+: No music knowledge
necessary; you are given information on the
instruments, on orchestra and composers

REPORT

Realms; you begin with ten cards for gold
and weapons; 80 cards form a market deck,
five market cards are on display. You use
gold to buy champions and action cards.

Winning
Moves
4 gewinnt Pac-Man – Placement game for
2 players, ages 6+: A classic topic from the
time of video arcade games, combined with

a classic among the abstract placement
games, featuring playing pieces in Pac-Man
design. This version is played with two chip
blockers, which you can use to block a row
for your opponent; otherwise, the rules of
the classic version apply.
Cluedo Game of Thrones Collector’s
Edition – Detection game for 2-6 players,
ages 8+: On a double-sided board you solve
two crimes with their own special locations

competition, you assert yourself against
other tycoons, build track and stations and
expand the telegraph network.
Distribution: Pegasus Spiele

and can hear the respective music by using
a QR code on the cards. Two game modes –
Ensemble and Symphony.
Maestro Quartett – Companion game for
Maestro by Pieter de Boer for 2-6 players,
ages 7+: Happy Families on the topic of

www.gamesjournal.at

White Wizard
Games
Hero Realms – Deck building game by
Robert Dougherty and Darwin Kastle for
2-4 players, ages 10+: Adaptation of Star

and suspects. 1. The Commander of the
Golden Company has been found murdered
in the Red Donjon. Which powerful and
ambitious nobleman is responsible? 2. In
Meeren a Grand Master has been murdered
and the peace after conquest of the town
by Daenerys is crumbling; an Unknown
siding with the Harpyie wants to plunge
Slaver’s Bay t into Chaos
Top Trumps Die 30 tödlichsten Tiere
– Card game/Quiz game for 2 or more
players, ages 7+: Choose the best attribute
on your card and try to trump the card of
your opponent with this value and thus
win the card – a game mechanism that
has become a classic by now. Theme set:
The 30 Deadliest Animals – categories are
Size, Poisonousness, Pain, Danger and Top
Trump factor.
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Top Trumps Match Disney Princess – Row
formation game for 2 players, ages 7+: In
a game unit there are 25 cubes featuring
15 different Disney princesses. At the start
all characters in a row, column or diagonal

row of four or five marbles. Only rows of the
active player are scored and after a scoring
you score you have another turn. In Shiftago
Extreme rows of 3 or 4 marbles score Zero.

Dungeons & Dragons: Rock Paper Wizard – by Joshua Cappel, Sen-Foong Lim
and Jay Cormier for 3-6 players, ages 14+:

WizKids
Blank White Dice – Dice game by Jonathan
Leistiko for 2-4 players, ages 14+: You roll
dice to activate Icons and to score; on an

must be different. You begin with two
hidden character cards and alternate to
slide a cube into the unit, until one of
you has managed to place five identical
princesses in a row, column or diagonal –
you call “match” and showhe character. But
if this character is depicted on one of the
opponent’s two secret cards, you have lost.
Top Trumps Match Marvel Avengers: In
analogy to Disney Princess

WiWa Spiele
Shiftago – Abstract sliding game by Frank
Warneke and Robert Witter for 2-4 players,
ages 8+: On a 7x7 board you want to be
first to arrange marbles of your color in
an orthogonal or diagonal row. Winning
conditions vary according to the game
modes - one or several rows of marbles of
varying length – in Shiftago Express it is a
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The dragon is dead and magicians rival over
the distribution of his treasure, using a joint
grimoire with spells that demand a special
sign of a magician’s hand – spells are chosen
and resolved simultaneously by players.

Wolff Designa
empty side of a die you can draw your own
icon.
Burke’s Gambit – Communication game
by Robert Yates for 4-8 players, ages 14+:
Deduction in space – who is infected, who

wants do avoid identification of the infected, who wants to unmask him? Each player
has his own specific role.
Dice Stars – Dice game with pool formation
by Bruno Cathala and Ludovic Maublanc for
1-4 players, ages 10+: Dice represent shooting stars – you first place some of them into
stock, then you take all dice of a color or one
value for scoring. With Matagot.

Guards of Atlantis: Tabletop MOBA – by
Artyom Nichipurov for 2- 9 players: A game
in teams, based on corresponding com-

puter games; you control a single hero and
move him with cards, use special abilities
and attack enemies, all with the intention
the your own, not directly controlled units
can reach the opposing head-quarters.

www.gamesjournal.at
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Yay! Games
Ominoes – Dice game by Andrew Harman
for 2-4 players, ages 6+: In a valley in Egypt a
number of ancient dice is found; Ominoes is

Terra Formars – Dice game by Nicolas Badoux for 2-4 players, ages 13+: Based on the
Anime series; as a hero, you must eliminate

Archaeology: The New Expedition – Card
game by Phil Walker-Harding for 2-4 players,
ages 10+: You search for parchment scrapes

humanoid cockroaches. With Yoka Games.
With Japanime Games

and other valuable artifacts in the deserts of
Egypt and hope for a huge treasure. Clever
trading in the market and well-timed sales
to museums are necessary, and you must
beware sand storms and thieves. Shown in
Nuremberg.
Flick ‘em Up! – Snipping game by Gaëtan
Beaujannot and Jean-Yves Monpertuis for
2-10 players, ages 7+: You are the sheriff and
protect the citizens in town from bandits; as

the game that uses them – you want to collect groups of your favorite gods for points;
dice determine actions and are placed into
the board as part of a player’s color.

Yemaia
Hyperborea: Light & Shadow – Deck
building game by Andrea Chiarvesio, Pierluca Zizzi and Maurizio Vergendo for 2-6

Ystari Games
Shakespeare: Backstage – Placement
game by Hervé Rigal for 2-4 players, ages
14+: Expansion for Shakespeare, with new

players, ages 13+: Relics contain white and
black soul cubes and provide knowledge
and power for the factions in the decision
between war or wisdom and wealth. Coproduction with Asterion Press.
Distribution partner: Asmodee

Yoka
Boardgames
Naruto Shippuden The Board Game:
Board game based on the collectible card
game, by Nicolas Badoux and Cyril Marchiol
for 2-6 players, ages 13+: Cooperative game
on the journeys of Naruta; you try to hinder
the Akatsuki to take over the animals in the
guardianship of Naruto and his friends. With
Japanime Games.

www.gamesjournal.at

targets and new characters, for even more
strategy and even more complex game
mechanisms.
Distribution partner: Asmodee

Z-Man Games
Caravan – Card game by Emerson Matsuuchi for 2-5 players, ages 8+: Two different
editions - Spice Road Edition and Chrystal
Golem Edition, both with identical mechanism, details not yet known.

a bandit, you attack the Law Enforcement
representative; in any case you try to snip
opponents off the table. New edition with
plastic components. On show in Nuremberg 2016. First edition Pretzel Games 2015.
Knit Wit - Word game by Matt Leacock for
2-8 players, ages 8+: You try to find unique
answers for various categories, but players
create their own categories over the course
of the game. Shown in Nuremberg.
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players, ages 8+: Set in the year 1848, at the
time of the first railway constructions; you
are, for instance, nurse, railway man, country doctor, or sailor and look for the cures for
malaria, typhoid, yellow fever and cholera.
Pandemic Reign of Cthulhu – Cooperative
game by Matt Leacock and Chuck D. Yager

Merchants & Marauders: Broadsides – Pirate game by Joshua Cappel for 2 players,
ages 14+: Stand-alone game in the Mer-

for 2-4 players, ages 14+: Investigators versus cultists, played with the mechanisms of
Pandemic and with using new elements, for
instance insanity levels of characters.
Pandemic: The Cure – Experimental
Meds – Dice game by Tom Lehmann and
Matt Leacock for 2-5 players, ages 8+: A fifth
chants & Marauders Universe. Two pirates
rival for a shipping channel and want to
sink the enemy or eliminate the opposing
captain and First Officer. French edition at
Filosofia.
Nautilion – Dice game by Shadi Torbey
for 1- 2 players, ages 10+: Game Four in
the Onivers series; you hire crew for a sub-

virus is threatening mankind, there are „hot
zones“, but also new medical experts.
Thunder & Lightning – Conflict game by
Richard Borg with cards for 2 players, ages
13+: Confrontation between Thor and Loki

marine to overcome the Darkhouse in the
depths of the Ocean. You roll three dice and
assign them to the Nautilion submarine, the
Phantom submarine of the opponent and
to the Darkhouse. French edition at Filosofia Games.
Pandemic Iberia – Cooperative game by
Matt Leacock and Jesús Torres Castro for 2-5

comprises 12 phases, aim of the game is
to cover the slots of your own home board
with green and blue commodities tiles.
Gaps can be filled with gold and silver. Commodities are acquired by plundering or by
swapping for other goods. English edition
of Ein Fest für Odin, Feuerland Spiele
Carcassonne: Amazonas – Tile placement
game by Klaus-Jürgen Wrede for 2-5 play-

ers, ages 8+: You draw and place a tile as
usual and can then place meeple or camp
on it, or move your boat on the Amazon
river and score the tile if necessary. Tributaries and villages are scored as usual, camps at
the end of the game. You can only add tiles
behind the front edge of the Amazon river.
A meeple on boat symbols moves the boat.
Series: Carcassonne Around the World. German edition at Hans im Glück.
First Class: Unterwegs im Orient-Express – Placement and collecting game
by Helmut Ohley for 2-4 players, ages 10+:
Each game is played with two out of five
modules and the core game. In six rounds
18 cards are on display. In each round, you
take three action cards in turn from the display and implement the action. After every
two rounds the game is scored – bonuses
for track and points for trains. German edition at Hans im Glück.
Distribution partner: Asmodee

about Odin’s crown and Draupnir, his ring of
power. Shown in Nuremberg.
English editions of games from other
publishers:
A Feast for Odin – Worker placement game
by Uwe Rosenberg for 1-4 players, ages 12+:
A board game inspired by a saga that mirrors the life of Vikings. Normally, in a round,
you place your Vikings on slots of the action
board, only one Viking per slot. A round
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Zacatrus
Black Hills – Card game by Ángel Luis García for 2-4 players, ages 10+: Gold rush in
Wild West, with the town of Black Hills at the

REPORT

maybe even a quartet for both himself and
you with “Double-Gämsh”. When an opponent notices the sign first, he calls “CounterGämsh”. With “Outgämshed” you announce
the sign of a team before it was given.
Kilt Castle – Building game by Günter
Burkhardt for 2-4 players, ages 10+: Clan
McKilt fights over castle construction. First

A Muse
Ment
The Front Nine: Slow Play – Expansion by
Nick Case: Promo card for The Front Nine,
center of everything; you manage resources
– gold, wood and leather – and acquire status points.

Zoch Verlag
Dreams – Cooperative Deduction game
by Olivier Grégoire for 3-6 players, ages
10+: Each player has his role as a god or a

you relocate one of the building cards – not
necessarily a top one or your own color –
according to rules for the new position; a
resulting gap triggers money for building
areas after building. Then all players whose
colors are on the relocated card build at its
new position.
Mea Culpa – Bidding and development
game by Klaus Zoch and Rüdiger Kopf
for 2-4 players, ages 14+: To heaven’s door

with a golfing, badly driving Zombie

Action Phase
Games
Ninja Camp – Card game by Adam E.
Daulton for 2-4 players, ages 14+: Cards
with ninja abilities are on display; you begin

mortal; all place stars for picture points of
the True vision. When all starts have been
placed, the gods bet on the player color of
the mortal, the mortal bets on the number
of the dream.
Gämsh Alpin – Collecting and reaction
game by Daniel Fehr for 4-6 players, ages

with Letters of Indulgence! You get them
for donations of goods, but for owning
those you might have to sin. When a dome
is complete, donations are evaluated. When
the market is empty, the soul with the
highest sin tally level moves towards Hell.
When the second dome is complete, you
move towards Heaven with your Letters of
Indulgence.
Information that we found, heard or saw
elsewhere or have learned in other ways:

999 Games

8+: All swap a card from hand for one from
the table. If you have assembled a quartet,
you send the secret signal – when your partner notices it, he announces it with “Gämsh”,

www.gamesjournal.at

Hoogspanning - Card game by Friedemann Friese for 2-6 players, ages 12+: Dutch
edition of Funkenschlag Das Cardspiel, 2FSpiele.

with two cards in hand and move across
the display to acquire new abilities. Polish
edition at Portal Games.

Arte
Ludens
Sconos – Deduction game by Moritz Wittensöllner for 2-5 players, ages 9+: Game
pieces carry symbols, you have four pieces
and see only their backsides and the front
sides of the opposing pieces. Players roll
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Chara Games

Mit Galilleo um die Welt – Assessment
game for 2-4 players, ages 8+: You
accompany journalists around the world,

Commissioned – Deck building game by
Patrick and Katherine Lysaght for 2-6 players, ages 13+: As early Christian apostles

dice and use the dice symbols to give clues
on the opposing pieces.

Asmadi Games
Innovation: Cities of Destiny - Expansion
for Innovation by Carl Chudyk and Chris
Cieslik for 2-6 players, ages 14+: 2015 announced as No Place like Home, now published as Innovation Cities of Destiny.
Innovation Deluxe – Card game by Carl
Chudyk for 2-6 players, ages 14+: Complete
edition, including all expansions.

give assessments and guesses to various
things and stick flags that you won onto
your suitcase.
you must cooperate to let your Believes
deck develop and to collect the books of
the New Testament and to escape the prosecutors. Five scenarios for the first 150 years
of Church history.

Clementoni

Double O Games
1844/54 – Railway game in the 18xx
system, by Helmut Ohley and Lonny Orgler
for 3-7 players, ages 14+: The topic of 1844

Presented in Nuremberg and now available.
Das Duell um die Geld – Bluff and Quiz
game for 2-8 players, ages 12+: A question
must be answered face-down with a
number; clues inform you if the chosen

are railways in Switzerland, the topic of
1854 railways in Austria. Coproduction with
Lookout Spiele and Mayfair Games.

Bomba Games
Listed among exhibitors; yet the publisher
announces a new release on his website
only:
Kapitan Skrnera – Pirate game for 2-5 players, ages 6+, by by Reiner Knizia, topic are

Edge
Entertainment
number could be correct. You bluff and
use tactic in a mixture of quiz and poker to
remain in the game the longest.
Heimspiel – Strategy game for 2-4 players,
ages 12+: Topic is to be Bundesliga trainer;
you buy and train players to win the
championship.

Alta Tension – Card game by Friedemann
Friese for 2-6 players, ages 12+: Electricity companies produce electricity with
various power stations. You bid for those
stations and provide them with resources.
The income from the power stations is determined by the amount of electricity they

pirate treasures and their distribution.
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produce. Spanish edition of Funkenschlag:
Das Kartenspiel Cardspiel, 2F-Spiele.
Haute Tension – Card game by Friedemann Friese for 2-6 players, ages 12+: Electricity companies produce electricity with

Gary Kim Games

various power stations. You bid for those
stations and provide them with resources.
The income from the power stations is determined by the amount of electricity they
produce. French edition of Funkenschlag:
Das Kartenspiel, 2F-Spiele.

Rising 5: Runes of Asteros – Cooperative
Deduction game by Gun-Hee Kim and Evan
Song for 1-5 players, ages 12+: The portal

Emma Games
Epoch: Early Inventors - by Martyn F for
2-4 players, ages 12+: You lead your clan
and explore the land, discover new tools

Unfair – Card game by Joel Finch for 2-4
players, ages 12+: You build the biggest
theme park in town, regardless of the costs

and opponents can set the safety inspectors
on you or send some hooligans who break
up everything.
has been opened and the monsters are free
– Leader Orakl and four heroes must find
the Code to reseal the portal and to lock the
monsters in again. Coproduction with Mandoo Games.

Good Games
Publishing

Grail Games
Guns & Steel Renaissance – Card game
by Jesse Li for 2-4 players, ages 12+: Standalone expansion for Guns & Steels with new

Monstrous – Card game by Kim Brebach
for 2-8 players, ages 10+: The faith in gods
is diminishing and Zeus sends monsters to
and make sacrifices at Holy places to enhance your status. Cards with achievements
must be paid for with food and other resources. Announced, publication date as
yet unknown.
cards and new mechanisms. Coproduction
with Moaides Game Design.

Foxtrot Games
World’s Fair 1893 - Set collecting game by
J. Alex Kevern for 2-4 players, ages 10+: As
the organizer of the World Exhibition you
look for favors from influential people and
for show pieces for the exhibition. German
version as Weltausstellung 1893 at dlp
Games.

www.gamesjournal.at

strengthen fear and faith; you discard monster cards from your hand and try to hit locations and other monsters on the table.
With the expansion Release the Kraken
with a location card Tartarus and eicht cards
Legendary Monsters as well as 10 tentacle
cards. Whoever hits Tartarus draws one of
the Legendary Monsters.

Hyperbole Games
Hocus – Card game by Grant Rodiek and
Joshua Buergel for 2-5 players, ages 10+:
Card game featuring spells; each player
chooses a spell per round, ranging from
playing cards for the community to setting
aside some supplies etc.
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Meridiano 6

Sir Chester
Cobblepot

Baa’Beel – City building game by Manuel
D. Cruz Díaz and Antonio J. Dionisio for
2-4 players, ages 12+: Orcs, Men, Elves and

Kingsport Festival: The Card Game –
Card game by Gianluca Santo Pietro for
3-5 players, ages 13+: Cults and cultists in

Dwarves want to settle in the new city and
develop their boroughs; their help could
then be the necessary support for the office
of mayor. Announced for 2017.
Hatflings! – Swapping game by Judit
Hurtado and Fernando Chavarria Fores for
2 players, ages 10+: You must swap hats;
when a tile is placed, all adjacend tiles are

the universe of H.P. Lovecraft – in the card
version of Kingsport Festival you have sided
with Evil and play nine rounds. All cultists
have one move. If there is a roundup,
cultists play Elder Gods against it, in turn
order. After nine rounds, you add up the
cult points of all your Elder God cards. With
Giochi Uniti and Passport Game Studio.
Lettere da Whitechapel: Dear Boss Espansione - Expansion for Letters from
Whitechapel by Gianluca Santo Pietro and
Gabriele Mari for 2-6 players, ages 13+: The
expansion features miniatures instead of

Ludofy Creative
Blacksmith Brothers – Economics simulation by Nicholas Paschalis for 2-4 players,
ages 12+: Two brothers are blacksmiths in

the Kingdom of Hammer Stone; you place
your markers and collect resources, process
them and sell the products to noblemen for
special abilities and victory points.

Mercury Games
Princes of the Renaissance - Development
game by Martin Wallace for 3-6 players,
ages 13+: Italy in 1470, in the era of the

Condottieri. You control a family with
special characteristics and interests in
Milan, Venice, Florence, Rome and Naples,
The game spans three decades with varying
numbers of rounds. You have one of four
actions in your turn: Buy troop or treachery
card, auction city, event or pope tile or
begin a war or pass. First edition Warfrog
Games 2003.
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turned over. If nobody can place a tile
anymore you win, if you have most hats on
the board.
Plus Ultra: The Court of the Emperor
Charles V – Development game by Manuel
D. Cruz Díaz and Antonio J. Dionisio for
2-4 players, ages 12+: As a Grande at the
Spanish Court you want to be named

wooden pawns, the screen for Jack shows
a marker table for the women, sorted by
nights. 40 cards for suspects, Jack, Policemen Cards and Potential Victims introduce
historic details, you decide on the number
of cards to use. Announced in 2015, with
Giochi Uniti.

Stonemaier
Games
Grande de Espana and plunge into
dangerous untertakings in the name and
for the honor of the crown and secure the
support of influental personalities.

Scythe – Economics simulation by Jamey
Stegmaier for 1-5 players, ages 14+: A City
State called The Factory has – in an alternate
timeline – sent Mechs into WWI and now
closed down in around 1920ties. You represent one of five factions and try to acquire
land surrounding the area of The Factory.
German edition at Morning.
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Scythe: Invaders from Afar – Expansion
for Scythe by Jamey Stegmaier for 1-7 players, ages 14+: Two nations from outside en-

of cards for each type. One habitable planet
becomes your home world, another must
be colonized. You can build, move, colonize,
choose a Tech Card, do card actions, fight
and administrate our cards. If you have to
shuffle your discard pile, you advance the
marker on the Shuffle Track. If it reaches the
number of players, the game ends.

REPORT

Legendary Encounters A Firefly Deck
Building game by Ben Cichoski and David
Mandel, uses the game mechanism for the
Firefly topic

Two Laterns
Games
ter the stage – Albion and Togawa, with the
respective components.

Agility – Card game by Brent Povis for 2
players, ages 10+: Topic is the training of
dogs; cards work as resources and choose

Thunderwork
Games

Legendary Encounters An Alien Deck
Building game Expansion expands the
game with additional aliens

Roll Player – Dice game by Keith Matejka
for 1-4 players, ages 10+: You must create
your heroes! You roll dice and place dice on

actions simultaneously, actions relate to
cards played by the opponent.

Upper Deck
initiative cards for characteristics actions,
and buy cards for weapons, armor, abilities
and characteristics. Announced for 2017.
Spanish edition announced by Ediciones
Primigenio.

Treefrog
Games

Vs. System 2PCG The Alien Battles – Expansion for the Vs. Sytem with 200 cards,
topic is an Alien universe.

Legendary is a deck building system; a selection of thematic hero decks is shuffled
together; you choose a super villain and
then improve your deck with heroes.
For this system, there are numerous expansions, currently
Legendary Deadpool by Devin Low for 1-5
players, ages 14+: Five new heroes

A Handful of Stars – Deck building game
by Martin Wallace for 2-4 players, ages
12+: The 3rd and last part of the so-called
deck-building trilogy including A Few Acres
of Snow and Mythotopia. You start on six
worlds on the board, three habitable ones
and three inhabitable ones and have a deck

www.gamesjournal.at
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Revolver 2.1 The Savage Guns – Expansion by Leigh Caple and Mark Chaplin for 2
players, ages 12+: New guards for the Padre

White Goblin Games
Crooks – Card game by Neil Crowley for
2-4 players, ages 10+: The surefire plan
only needs the necessary henchmen to be

Kheops – Placement game by Bruno Faidutti and Serge Laget for 2 players: You place
tiles for rooms and corridors and place
and new Lieutenants for the General, who
can also train and arm the citizens of Malpaso.
Völuspaá: Longship – Expansion for
Völuspá by Scott Caputo for 2-5 players,

implemented, so you need to hire the best
possible gangsters. New edition 2016, first
edition 2012.
Hellas – Development game by Stefan Dorra for 2-4 players, ages 10+: After the victory
at Thermophyles the work in Greece continmarkers for workers, priests, mummies and
the pharaoh into the pyramid; you want to
occupy as many Ankh symbols as possible
and have as many other symbols in the labyrinth as possible. New edition, first edition
Tilsit 2008.
Kruisverhor – Deduction game by Sonja
Klein for 2 players, ages 12+: Dutch edition
of Kreuzverhör, Gmeiner Verlag.
ues; new cities are built and developed, you
set up statues for the gods, which needs
marble from the quarries and houses next
to the quarries for mining the marble.
Hong – Abstract placement game by Néstor Romeral Andrés for 2 players, ages 8+:
Double-headed dragons attack the land;
the emperor must defend it. Edition with a

ages 10+: Five tiles.

Winsome Games
The annual Essen edition – as usually
only available on preorder which is why
the publisher is not listed as exhibitor –
comprised this year:
1859 – Railway game by David V. H. Peters
for 3-5 players: Railway building from
Capetown to Johannesburg and Rhodesia,

Matryoshka – Card game by Sergio Halaban for 3-5 players, ages 8+: Various collectors own different parts of various Maryoshkas; the collectors agree on a swapping
meeting, of course every one of them wants
to gather the most valuable dolls.

double-sided board for castle and garden
and new graphics, including a mini expansion.
Invaders Armageddon – Expansion for Invaders by Mark Chaplin, Toby Farrands and
Mark Harkins for 2 players, ages 12+: Four
modules.
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the diamond and gold findings influence
the game; you need components from 1830
to play.
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Game Designers and their games at SPIEL `16
Aagaard Kasper
Korsaren der Karibik, Z-Man/Asmodee
Korsaren der Karibik: Ruhmreiche See, Z-Man/Asmodee
Abad Fernando
Feudalia, ABBA Games
Abbott Scott
Trivial Pursuit: 2000er Edition, Hasbro
Abela Adrian
The Pursuit of Happiness, Artipia / Stronghold
Abudinen Alberto
Mi Tierra: New Era, Aldebaran Games
Mi Tierra: Nuovo Era, GDM Games
Acebo Jose Antonio Abascal
Checkpoint Charlie, Devir
Adamescu Adrien
Rival Kings, Huch! & friends
Adatepe Can
Incorporated, Eigenverlag
Adlung Karsten
NextPress, Adlung-Spiele
Turn A-Round, Adlung-Spiele
Ait-Mehdi Mohamed
Drakerys, Don’t Panic Games
Alaveer Aigar
First to Find 2D6.EE
Alaveer Inga
First to Find 2D6.EE
Albertarelli Spartaco
Kaleidos, Kaleidos Games
Magic Circle, Swan Panasia
Albricht Mateusz
The Exiled: Siege, Eigenverlag
Alexander Stefan
Area 51: Top Secret, Mücke Spiele
Alford Gordon
Of Dreams & Shadows. Eigenverlag
Allen Glenn
Cthulhu Run, Prodos Games
Allers Jeffrey D.
Order of the Gilded Compass, Grey Fox Games
Allué Josep Maria
Dragons & Chickens, Devir
Almes Scott
Best Treehouse Ever, Kanga Games
Das Allerbeste Baumhaus, 2 Geeks
Heroes of Land, Air & Sea, Gamelyn Games

Chicago & NorthWestern – Railway game
by Harry Wu for 3-5 players: Railways in
Midwest from Chicago to the Rockies;
alliances among shareholders change.
German Rails – Railway game by Eddie
Robbins for 3-5 players: You invest and build
railways in Germany; money is only a tool to
acquire victory points. Revised new edition
of Gulf, Mobile & Ohio.

www.gamesjournal.at

Tiny Epic Galaxies: Beyond the Black, Gamelyn Games
Tiny Epic Kingdoms: Heroes’ Call Deluxe Edition, Gamelyn Games
Tiny Epic Quest, Gamelyn Games
Tiny Epic Western, Gamelyn Games
Winzige Weltreiche Heldensturm, Schwerkraft Verlag

Arlington Mike
Lucha Jefe, Grey Fox Games

Alspach Ted
America, Bézier Games
Colony, Bézier Games
One Night Ultimate Vampire, Bézier Games
Werwölfe: Unterwegs, Pegasus Spiele

Arribas Nacho Gonzáles
Iron League: Black Stadium, Juegorama
Monty The Giant, Juegorama

Amann Richard
Anachrony, Mindclash Games
Transhumanity, Mindclash Games
Trickerion, Corax Games
Amioka Takahiro
Villannex 2nd Edition, KogeKogeDo
Workshop TONTTU, KogeKogeDo
Andersen Martin Nedergaard
Animouv, Djeco
Cross Roads, Game Factory
Eureka! , Lifestyle Boardgames
Fische versenken, Moses Verlag
Fruit Mix, Game Factory
Fruit Mix, Lifestyle Boardgames
Lost ‚n‘ found, Lifestyle Boardgames
Macroscope, Game Factory
Macroscope, Lifestyle Boardgames
Scheiß drauf! , Noris Spiele
Tubyrinth, Lifestyle Boardgames
Family Flutter-By, Huch! & friends
Anderson Jeremy
Shadowrift: Eve of the Sickle Moon, Game Salute
André Marc
Barony: Sorcery, Matagot
Sail Away, Mattel
Andrés Néstor Romeral
Hong, White Goblin Games
Andrusch Jakob
Glüx, Queen Games
Andsaashi Saashi
Coffee Roaster, Homosapiens Lab
Angiolino Andrea
Wings of Glory WWI, Ares Games
Aouidad Karim
Le Secret de Sarens, Elemon Games
Arai Yoshiyuki
Defense Three Kingdoms, Kakinotane Firm
Arévelo Óscar
Covenant, Gen X Games

Arredondo Francisco Gallego
Myths at War Elder Gods Invasion, GDM Games

Arteaga Alvaro
Ether Wars, Burning Games
Atzen Erik
Shoot Card Game, Game Absorber
Badoux Nicolas
Naruto Shippuden The Board Game, Yoka Boardgames
Terra Formars, Japanime Games / Yoka Boardgames
Bagiartakis Vangelis
Dice City: All That Glitters, Alderac / Artipia
Dice City: By Royal Decree,
Fields of Green, Artipia Games
Bagiński Rafał
HINT, Postindustrial Games
Bailey Samuel
XCOM: Evolution, Fantasy Flight Games
Balvin Joshua Gerald
Oktoberfest, Rio Grande Games
Balzer Jochen
Bohnedikt, Amigo
Barbe Ludovic
Clown Standoff, Artipia Games
Styx 666, Facily Jeux
Barbieri Alberto
Growerz, Post Scriptum / Demoleà
Bartalis Christopher
Secrets of the Lost Tomb: Fate’s Fortune, Everything Epic Games
Bauza Antoine
7 Wonders: Duel – Pantheon, Repos / Asmodee
Attack on Titan: The Last Stand, Cryptozoic Entertainment
Conan, Monolith
Monster unterm Bett, Asmodee
Oceanos, Iello
Welcome Back to the Dungeon, Iello
Beaujannot Gaëtan
Flick ‘em Up!, Z-Man Games
Flick ‘em Up! Red Rock Tomahawk, Pretzel Games
Flick ‘em Up! Stallion Canyon, Pretzel Games
Bebenroth Frank
Star Wars: Das große Lichtschwert Duell,
Yippie Yippie Yeti, Hasbro

Ariizumi Shigehiro
Maigo-Neko or StrayCat, Spring Games Club.temo

And with this I say a big thank you to all who
contributed information for this report, to

host and exhibitors and can begin to look
forward to Spiel ’17
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Belonjek Goran
Vaults Deadbolt, 4Hogs

Bokarev Timofey
Crocoparty, Magellan Entertainment
MindMaze: Verzwickte Rätsel – Geschichten für junge Detektive,
Pegasus Spiele
Mind Maze, Magellan Entertainment

Ben Salem Farid
B-Movie Showdown, Don’t Panic Games

Bolla Adrian
Roots of Mali, SunCore Games

Benavente Diego
Mi Tierra: New Era, Aldebaran Games
Mi Tierra: Nuovo Era, GDM Games

Bonnard Vincent
Goths Save The Queen, Sit down
Goths Save the Queen Oh my Goths!, Sit down

Benndorf Steffen
Qwixx Das Duell, nsv
The Game Extreme, nsv

Bonnessée Régis
Dice Forge, Libellud

Beeftink Han
Vortex, Tactrics

Benvenuto Johan
Cortex Challenge Geo, Captain Macaque / Asmodee
Cortex Challenge Geo, Captain Macaque
Cortex Challenge Kid, Asmodee
Berger Johannes
Super-Vampire, Queen Games
Bernard Pascal
Conan, Monolith
Bernardini Luca
Nova Aetas: Dark Renaissance, Ludus Magnus Studio
Nova Aetas: Vesuvios Forge, Ludus Magnus Studio
Bertelsen Mikkel
Klask, Game Factory
Berthier Matthieu
Krosmaster Arena 2.0, CMON / Pegasus
Besnard Cyril
Save the President, Save the World, Holy Grail Games
Beyens Johan
Mandrago, Red Eyed Rabbit
Beyer Don
Empires: Galactic Rebellion, Eagle-Gryphon Games
Birnbaum Gavin
Fog of War, Cubiko Games
Blanchot Denis
Dobble: Disney Pixar Cars, Asmodee
Dobble: Star Wars, Asmodee
Bleasdale Sebastian
Key to the City London, R&D / Huch! & friends
Key to the City London, Quined
Keyflower: Keymelequin, R&D Games
Bleu Rebecca
Escape the Room: Das Geheimnis der Sternwarte, Thinkfun /
HCM Kinzel
Bleuze Fabien
Klappe, Huch! & friends
Bleys Tom
The Daedalus Sentence, Eagle-Gryphon Games
Blondel Cyril
Eternity, Blackrock Editions
Pile Poil, Cocktail Games
Tropico, Cocktail Games
Blondel Léo
Pile Poil, Cocktail Games
Boccara Antonin
Kingz, Ankama Board Games
Boelinger Christophe
A Dog’s Life, Beton Games
4 Gods, Ludically / Asmodee
Difference Junior, Gigamic / Asmodee
Boennen Andrea
Floris, Qango Spieleverlag
Bogen Steffen
Camel Up: Cards, eggertspiele / Pegasus
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Boots Pieter
Rhodes, The Game Master
Borg Leo
Treatment: A Psychiatry Card Game, Shared Bulb Games
Borg Lionel
Karibou Camp, Gigamic / Asmodee
Wär‘ ich doch der Hahn im Korb, Asmodee
Borg Richard
Mutant Chronicles: Siege of the Citadel, Modiphius Entertainment
Thunder & Lightning, Z-Man Games
Bos Liesbeth
Erbsenprinzessin Gute Nacht, Haba
Erbsenprinzessin Kissenstapelei, Haba
Erbsenprinzessin Wackelbett, Haba
Secret Agents, STEP Puzzle
The Jungle Law, STEP Puzzle
Bösch Holger
Black Stories 13, Moses Verlag
Bossart Charles
75 Gnom‘ Street, Ankama Board Games
Bouboulis Pantelis
Crisis, LudiCreations
Bouchra Berraho
Médica Game / Médicagame, Ibdaa Maghribi
Mime Game, Ibdaa Maghribi
To Whom the trophy of values? / A qui la trophée des valeurs,
Ibdaa Maghribi
Win more with the Greens / Gagnez plus aves le vertes, Ibdaa
Maghribi

Touria, Huch! & friends
Touria, R&R Games
Word Slam, Kosmos
Brandish Jessy
Climate Oasis, Climate Apocalypse
Brashaw David
Codinca, Backspindle Games
Brasini Flaminio
Lorenzo il Magnifico, Cranio Creations
Brebach Kim
Monstrous, Good Games Publishing
Monstrous Release the Kraken, Good Games Publishing
Brechin Bob
Escape from Colditz, Osprey Games
Breese Richard
Key to the City London, R&D / Huch! & friends
Key to the City London, Quined
Keyflower: Keymelequin, R&D Games
Briedl Silke
Chicken Wings, Huch! & friends
Brody Ian
Quartermaster General: 1914, PSC Games
Brooks Frank
Fury of Dracula - Dritte Edition, Heidelberger
Brosman Aaron
Mage Wars AcademyGrundspiel, Pegasus Spiele
Mage Wars Academy Hexenmeister, Pegasus Spiele
Mage Wars Academy Priesterin, Pegasus Spiele
Brown Sean
Attack! Deluxe, Eagle-Gryphon Games
Brück Steve
Multicity, Logis
Brüeh Luís
Dwar7s Fall, Vesuvius Media
Brunborg-Næss Jørgen
Green Box of Games, Eigenverlag
Bruwier Gregory
Keep Cool, Cocktail Games

Bourgoin Nicolas
Cortex Challenge Geo, captain Macaque / Asmodee
Cortex Challenge Geo, Captain Macaque
Cortex Challenge Kids, Asmodee
Bourgoin Nicolas
Djumble, Cocktail Games

Bücken Hajo
Das Dings: Spielend Deutsch lernen, Kallmeyer Lernspiele
Seemannsgarn, Kallmeyer Lernspiele

Bouslama Samira
Baumland, Spieltrieb

Buergel Joshua
Hocus Hyperbole Games

Boyd Leonard
Codinca, Backspindle Games

Burch Matthew
Mage Wars Academy Grundspiel, Pegasus Spiele
Mage Wars Academy Hexenmeister, Pegasus Spiele
Mage Wars Academy Priesterin, Pegasus Spiele

Boydell Tony
Die Zünfte von London, Frosted Games
Guilds of London, Surprised Stare Games / TMG
Brain David
Wibbell++, Stuff By Bez
Brand Inka
Exit - Das Spiel: Das geheime Labor, Kosmos
Exit – Das Spiel: Das Geheimnis der Premiere, Kosmos
Exit - Das Spiel: Die Grabkammer des Pharao, Kosmos
Exit - Das Spiel: Die verlassene Hütte, Kosmos
Noch mal!, Schmidt Spiele
Touria, Huch! & friends
Touria, R&R Games
Word Slam, Kosmos
Brand Markus
Exit - Das Spiel: Das geheime Labor, Kosmos
Exit – Das Spiel: Das Geheimnis der Premiere, Kosmos
Exit - Das Spiel: Die Grabkammer des Pharao, Kosmos
Exit - Das Spiel: Die verlassene Hütte, Kosmos
Noch mal!, Schmidt Spiele

Budacz Daniel
Germania Magna: Border in Flames, Phalanx Games

Burkhardt Günter
Kilt Castle, Zoch Verlag
Quibbit, Logis
Ulm, Huch! & friends
Ulm, R&R Games
Burley Peter
Take it Easy! Daffodil Edition, Burley Games
Burm Kris
Gipf, Huch! & friends
Tzaar, Huch! & friends
Yinsh, Huch! & friends
Zèrtz, Huch! & friends
Burmester Klaus
Qango, Qango Spieleverlag
Butler Robert
Z War One, Dice Sports / Ixion
Buty Pierre
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Sol, Catch Up Games
Cabrero Domingo
Virus, Tranjis Games
Cadice John
Ninja All-Stars, Ulisses / Heidelberger
Calkins Matt
Tin Goose, Rio Grande Games
Calleja Gordon
Vengeanc, Mighty Boards
Caltabiano Luca Vince
Street Kings, Board to Death
Càmara Adrià
King Of The Hill, Orca Jocs
Cammisa Luca
Democracy under Siege, 4Dados
Secret Weapons of the Third Reich, 4Dados
Camus Tanguy
Edgar & Lucien, Guru Fabric
Canetta Marco
Railroad Revolution, What’s Your Game?
Rhein River Trade, Streatelibri / Giochi Uniti
Cantzler Christoph
Barracuda, Drei Hasen in der Abendsonne
Caplanne Jérémie,
Karibou Camp, Gigamic / Asmodee
Caple Leigh
Revolver 2.1 The Savage Guns, White Goblin Games
Cappel Joshua
Dungeons & Dragons: Rock Paper Wizard, WizKids
Fortunes de Mer: Pavillon Noir, Filosofia
Merchants & Marauders: Broadsides, Z-Man Games
Caputo Scott
Völuspaá: Longship, White Goblin Games
Cardouat Marie
Hop!, FunForge
Carpenter Chris
ButterKO, Freod Games
Hootie Cutie, Freod Games
Lightning, Freod Games
Monster Mash, Freod Games
Snatch, Freod Games

Haru Ichiban, Blackrock Games
Kanagawa, Iello
Kingdomino, Blue Orange
Kingdomino, Pegasus Spiele
Pocket Madness, FunForge
Raptor, Matagot
Raptor, Pegasus Spiele
A Game of Thrones: The Hand of the King, Fantasy Flight Games
Cavatore Alessio
Jim Henson’s Labyrinth: The Board Game, dV Giochi
Cendrero Israel
Aloha Pioha, Ediciones Primigenio
Mondrian: The Dice Game, Tranjis Games
Chaipraditkul Elizabeth
Witch: Fated Souls, Angry Hamster Publishing
Chan Edward
Banana Bandits, Capstone HK Ltd.
Chan Percy
Magecraft Eigenverlag
Chang Shen-Hao
Conflicting Legends, Homosapiens Lab
Chaplet Marie
Paul und der Mond, Haba
Chaplin Mark
Invaders Armageddon, White Goblin Games
Revolver 2.1 The Savage Guns, White Goblin Games
Chen Chih-Fan = Chen Zhifan
Conflicting Legends, Homosapiens Lab
Design Town, Pegasus Spiele
Flitting Bad Wolf, Homosapiens Lab
PaiMiahhh, Homosapiens Lab
Chevallier Charles
Brix, Blue Orange Games
Kanagawa, Iello
Vikings on Board, Blue Orange
Chihabouddine Nasseime
Shindra, Eigenverlag
Chiacchiera Martino
Microworld, Cranio Creations
Microworld, Heidelberger
Chiarvesio Andrea
Dungeon Heroes Manager, Stratelibri / Giochi Uniti
Hyperborea: Light & Shadow, Yemaia / Asterion Press
Kingsburg 2nd Edition, Stratelibri / Giochi Uniti

Carracosa Xavier
Tortilla de Patatas, Darbel Juegos

Childres Isaac
Gloomhaven, Cephalofair Games

Casasola-Merkle Marcel-André
Taluva Deluxe, Ferti

Chircop David
The Pursuit of Happiness, Artipia / Stronghold Games

Case Nick
The Front Nine: Slow Play A-Muse-Ment

Choi David
Pick Me Up! , Happy Baobab

Cassar Dan
Arboretum, Abacusspiele

Christensen Myles
Toss your Cookies, Kanga Games

Castagnetto Chris
3 Wishes, Strawberry Studio

Christopher Andrew
Darkrock Ventures, Gamelyn Games

Castelli Stefano
Potion Explosion: The Fifth Ingredient, Horrible Games

Chudyk Carl
Bear Valley, Stronghold Games
Innovation Deluxe, Asmadi Games
Innovation: Cities of Destiny, Asmadi Games
Red7, Lucrum Games

Castro Jesús Torres
Pandemic Iberia, Z-Man Games
Cathala Bruno
7 Wonders Duel: Pantheon, Repos / Asmodee
Aufbruch zum Roten Planeten, Heidelberger
Conan, Monolith
Crazy Mistigri, Cocktail Games
Cyclades: Monuments, Matagot
Dice Stars, Matagot
Dice Stars, WizKids
Dice Town: Cowboy, Matagot
Five Trives: Die Diebe von Naqala, Asmodee
Five Trives: The Thieves of Naqala, Days of Wonder
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Ciabotto Mauro
Samhain, Giochix.it
Cichoski Ben
Legendary Encounters A Firefly Deck, Upper Deck
Cieslik Chris
Innovation: Cities of Destiny, Asmadi Games
Red7, Lucrum Games
Cifuentes Vicente
Olympians War, Blauberry Editorial
Cioni Piero
World Monuments, Queen Games
Clair John D.
Mystic Vale, Alderac Entertainment Group
Mystic Vale, Pegasus Spiele
Mystic Vale: Vale of Magic, Alderac Entertainment Group
Clancey Jake
Cosmic Pioneers, Vesuvius Media
Clark Jesse
A.E.G.I.S. , Greenbrier Games
Click Kane M.
Coal Country, Rio Grande Games
Colletti Andrea
Nova Aetas: Dark Renaissance, Ludus Magnus Studio
Nova Aetas: Vesuvios Forge, Ludus Magnus Studio
Colletti Daniele
Nova Aetas: Dark Renaissance, Ludus Magnus Studio
Nova Aetas: Vesuvios Forge, Ludus Magnus Studio
Colovini Leo
Leo muss zum Friseur: Der Spiegel, Abacusspiele
Freaky, Amigo
Comas Oriol
Dragons, GDM Games
Como Sarah
A.E.G.I.S. , Greenbrier Games
Cormier Jay
Dungeons & Dragons: Rock Paper Wizard, WizKids
Junk Art, Pretzel Games
Cornett Günter
Agamemnon, Osprey Games
Corrao Ignazio
12 Realms: Bedtime Story, Mage Company
Correia Manuel
Multiuniversum, Board & Dice
Multiuniversum: Project Cthulhu, Board & Dice
Costello Ryan
Least I Could Do, Blind Ferret Entertainment
Orphans & Ashes, Blind Ferret Entertainment
Cramer Matthias
Fight for Olympus , Mayfair Games
Kampf um den Olymp, Lookout Spiele
Crapuchettes Dominic
Evolution The Beginning, North Star Games
Evolution: Climate, North Star Games
Evolution: Der Einstieg, Schmidt Spiele
Cravotta Nicholas
Escape the Room: Das Geheimnis der Sternwarte, Thinkfun /
HCM Kinzel

Chval Petr
Urbánie, Eigenverlag

Crespi Andrea
Potion Explosion: The Fifth Ingredient, Horrible Games

Chvátil Vlaada
Codenames Deep Undercover, Czech Games Edition
Codenames: Pictures, Czech Games Edition
Codenames: Pictures, Heidelberger

Cromwell Dylan Howard
Seize the Bean, Eigenverlag

Ciabotto Alessandro
Samhain, Giochix.it
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Crowley Neil
Crooks, White Goblin Games
Čurla Kristian
Tides of Madness, Portal Games
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Tides of Madness: Wogen des Wahnsinns, Pegasus Spiele
Czaus Krzysztof
25, Granna
D’Aloisio James
Magic: The Gathering Arena Kampf um Zendikar, Hasbro
Magic: The Gathering Arena Schatten über Innistrad, Hasbro
d’Orey Gil
City of Spies Estoril 1942, MesaBoardGames
Stadt der Spione: Estoril 1942, Heidelberger
Damey Tiago
Aladdin & Le Lampe Merveilleuse, Purple Brain
Aladdin & The Magic Lamp, Iello
Damoiseaux Bas
Revenge of the Dictators, Black Box Adventures
Revenge of the Dictators: The American Agent aka Bob, Black Box
Adventures
Daniault Etienne
Dragon Keeper, Ilopeli
Daniel Stephan
Jeu d’œvre, Eigenverlag

Drude Hilko
Mission Impractical, Vennerød Forlag AS

Devine Danny
Mob Town, Trefl

Du Poel Jean
PitchCar: Extension 6 No Limit, Ferti

di Meglio Roberto
Age of Conan Adventures in Hyboria, Ares Games
War of the Ring: Warriors of Middle-Earth, Ares Games

Dujardin Sébastien
Deus Egypt, Pearl Games / Asmodee

Díaz Manuel D. Cruz
Baa’Beel, Meridiano 6
Plus Ultra: The Court of the Emperor Charles V, Meridiano 6
Dicken Gary
Nina & Pinta, Ragnar Brothers
Didier Guilaine
Room 25: Escape Room, Matagot
Dill Aaron
Homeland: The Board Game, Heidelberger
Dionisio Antonio J.
Baa’Beel, Meridiano 6
Plus Ultra: The Court of the Emperor Charles V, Meridiano 6

Danysz Marcin
Chromosome, Cube Factory of Ideas

Dirscherl Wolfgang
FrogDog, Beleduc
Geisterburg, Queen Games

Danzer Daniel
Undercover, Frosted Games

Dixon Earl
Red Dragon, Blue Dragon, Against the Odds

Danzer Doris
Undercover, Frosted Games

Domberger Jörg
Die Villa des Paten, Gmeiner-Verlag
Gecko-Ballet, F-Hein-Spiele

Darras Sébastien
75 Gnom‘ Street, Ankama Board Games
Darsaklis Chris
When I Dream, Drawlab Entertainment
Darwid Jack
Roar-a-Saurus, Heidelberger
Date Azumi
Cattack! No. 1, Gocco Games
Daulton Adam E.
Ninja Camp, Action Phase Games
Daviau Rob
Seafall, Plaid Hat Games
Seafall, Heidelberger

Dominguez Ana Belén
Ajo y Agua, Darbel Juegos
Dominguez Javier Alaiz
Ether Wars, Burning Games
Dorn Rüdiger
Istanbul: Brief und Siegel, Pegasus Spiele
Las Vegas: The Card Game, alea
Dornfest Rael
Tiffin, Rio Grande Games
Dorra Stefan
Hellas, White Goblin Games
Meduris: Der Ruf der Götter, Haba

Dumas Christine
Vikings on Board, Blue Orange
Dunstan Matthew
Costa Rica, Lookout Spiele / Mayfair Games
Duperret David
1001, Tiki Editions Inc.
Durnerin Gabriel
Room 25: Escape Room, Matagot
Eberle Bill
Cosmic Encounter: Cosmic Eons, Fantasy Flight Games
Cosmic Encounter: Kosmische Allianz, Heidelberger
Cosmic Encounter: Kosmische Herrschaft, Heidelberger
Cosmic Encounter: Kosmischer Konflikt, Heidelberger
Game of Thrones: The Iron Throne, Fantasy Flight Games
Hoax, Heidelberger
Edwards Raymond
Sherlock Holmes Consulting Detective, Space Cowboys
Edmondson Matt
Rainbow Rage, Big Potato
Ehnis Patrick
Rauf!en, Gerhards Spiel und Design
Eickert Uwe
Conflict of Heroes: Guadalcanal - The Pacific 1942, Academy
Games
Eisenstein Bernd
Order of the Gilded Compass, Grey Fox Games
Peloponnes Card Game Patronus, Irongames
Phalanxx, Irongames
Eklund Matthew
Pax Renaissance, Sierra Madre Games
Pax Renaissance Erweiterung, Sierra Madre Games
Bios: Genesis, Sierra Madre Games
Eklund Phil
Bios: Genesis, Sierra Madre Games
Pax Renaissance, Sierra Madre Games
Pax Renaissance Erweiterung, Sierra Madre Games

de Boer Pieter
Maestro, What’s in a Game?
Maestro Quartett, What’s in a Game?

Dorsonczky Jozsef
Sixth, Blue Orange
Sponsio, Mind Fitness Games
Vikingdoms, Mind Fitness Games

de Grado Helio
Faith, Burning Games

Dougherty Robert
Hero Realms, White Wizard Games LLC

de la Touanne Thibaud
V-Commandos, Triton Noir

Doumen Jeroen
Indonesia, Splotter Spellen

DeBonis Joshua
Isle of Monsters, Mayday Games

Dr. M
Amis Cube, Deinko Games

Decad Sébastien
Picmix, Gigamic

Dragičević Vuk
To D Island, Dažbog Games

Degas Brian
Escape from Colditz, Osprey Games

Dranidis Dimitris
Grand Bazaar, Autorenworkshop

Engelstein Geoffrey
The Dragon & Flagon, Stronghold Games
The Fog of War, Stronghold Games

Dennen Paul
Clank!, Renegade Game Studio

Dratwa Jim
Eternity, Blackrock Editions

Engelstein Sydney
The Dragon & Flagon, Stronghold Games

Denning Richard
Nine Worlds, Medusa Games

Droit Alexandre
Aquatika, Jeux FK

Epron Alain
Vanuatu: Second Edition, Quined Games

Dennison Andrew
Wibbell++, Stuff By Bez

Drover Glenn
Attack! Deluxe, Eagle-Gryphon Games
Empires: Galactic Rebellion, Eagle-Gryphon Games
WarQuest, Mr. B Games

Ernest James
Kill Doktor Lucky Deluxe Truant Spiele
Pairs: Das Schwarze Auge, Truant Spiele

Denoual Thierry
Gobblet Mampfer, Asmodee
Top That!, Blue Orange
des Pallières Philippe
Best of Die Werwölfe von Düsterwald, Lui-même
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Desnet Amane
Mächtige Monster / Mighty Monster, Queen Games
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Drozdy András
Saltlands, Antler Games
Saltlands: Lost In The Desert, Antler Games

Elliot Mike
Final Touch, Space Buddies
Mona Klecksa, Space Cowboys / Asmodee
Speechless, Arcane Wonders
Ellis Steve
Dicey Goblins, Renegade Game Studio
Engelberg Mark
Code Master, Thinkfun
Engelstein Brian
The Dragon & Flagon, Stronghold Games

Esbrí David
Fanhunter: Urban Warfare, Devir
Eschini Azzurra
Rockopolis, Minos Games
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Eskridge Don
The Resistance: The Plot Thickens, Indie Boards & Cards

Fondrille Alain
Save the President, Save the World, Holy Grail Games

Eskue Michael
Darkrock Ventures, Gamelyn Games

Fores Fernando Chavarria
Hatflings!, Meridiano 6

Ettori Guillaume
Sabbat Magica, Helvetia Games

Foskolos Evangelos
Mystic ScRolls, Drawlab Entertainment

Evarts Miranda
Sleeping Queens, Game Factory

Fraga Roberto
Captain Sonar, Matagot
Dr. Eureka, Blue Orange / Pegasus
Keksäää! Le Scorpion Masque / Asmodee

F Martyn
Epoch: Early Inventors, Emma Games
Epoch: Early Inventors, Rio Grande Games
Faidutti Bruno
Argo, Flatlined Games
Argo, Heidelberger
Aufbruch zum Roten Planeten, Heidelberger
Diamant, Iello
Fearz!, Don’t Panic Games
HMS Dolores, Lui-même / Asmodee
Kheops, White Goblin Games
Raptor, Matagot
Raptor, Pegasus Spiele
Secrets, Repos Production
Waka Tanka, CMON / Sweet Games
Farkaschovsky Anneliese
Meine große Obstgarten Spielesammlung, Haba
Obstgarten, Haba
Farrands Toby
Invaders Armageddon, White Goblin Games
Fehr Daniel
Gämsh Alpin, Zoch Verlag
Feld Stefan
Das Orakel von Delphi, H@ll Games / Pegasus Spiele
Jórvík, eggertspiele / Pegasus Spiele
Jórvík, Stronghold Games
Die Burgen von Burgund: Das Kartenspiel, alea
Feldkötter Michael
Das verrückte Labyrinth Jubiläumsausgabe, Ravensburger
Schwupps, Amigo
Ferchaud Jean-Baptiste
Klash, Elemon Games
Ferenczak Ivan
Vaults Deadbolt, 4Hogs
Fernández Victor
M-Lands, Second Gate Games
Ferrara Antonio
Last Friday Pendragon Ares / Pendragon Game Studio / Heidelberger
Ferriere Dimitri
Keep Cool, Cocktail Games
Feurst Ola
Ogoola Karuta Poetry Game, OlayaSelectionAB
Finch Joel
Unfair, Good Games Publishing
Fiore Christian
Pecunia non olet, Noris Spiele
Fiorillo Sebastiano
Last Friday Ares / Pendragon Game Studio / Heidelberger
Fischer Claas
Waldgärtner, Edition Essentia / Spieltrieb
Fleischer Ethan
Magic: The Gathering Arena Kampf um Zendikar, Hasbro
Magic: The Gathering Arena Schatten über Innistrad, Hasbro
Flies David
Bad Bones, Sit down
Flores Jose D.
Pocket Invaders, Gen X Games / SD Games
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Fraile Jérémy
Sabbat Magica, Helvetia Games
Francisco Luis
Flash Point: Feuer an Bord, Heidelberger
Freeman David
Ninja All-Stars, Ulisses / Heidelberger
Frenay Jonathan
Mines of Ōlnäk, Morning

Garfield Richard
Bunny Kingdom, Iello
Gierige Goblins, Pegasus Spiele
Greedy Greedy Goblins, Alderac Entertainment Group
King of New York: Power Up! , Iello
King of Tokyo, Iello
Roborally, Avalon Hill
Garrity Sean Scott
Little Drop of Poison, Baksha Games
Time Jockeys, Baksha Games
Geiss Patrick
Abnormal, Screenplayer Studios
Gené Jordi
Android Mainframe, Heidelberger
Gerchambeau Max
Mosquito, Djeco
Gerdts Mac
Navegador: Privilege Cards, PD Verlag
Concordia: Gallia/Corsica, PD Verlag

French Nate
Arkham Horror: Das Kartenspiel, Heidelberger

Gergely Gombos
Saltlands, Antler Games
Saltlands: Lost In The Desert, Antler Games

Frese Daniel
Intervention, Poltergeist

Gibson Stephen
Grimslingers, Greenbrier Games

Friedrich Nikolaus R.
Aurimentic, Nikamundus

Gigli Virginio
Lorenzo il Magnifico, Cranio Creations

Friese Friedemann
Alta Tension, Edge Entertainment
Haute Tension, Edge Entertainment
America, Bézier Games
Fabelsaft 2F-Spiele
Fabled Fruit, Stronghold Games
Fuji Flush, Stronghold Games
Funkenschlag: Das Kartenspiel, 2F-Spiele
Funkenschlag: Das Kartenspiel, Arclight Games
Funkenschlag: Das Kartenspiel, Swan Panasia
Funkenschlag: Gleichstrompassage HGÜ Korridor C, 2F-Spiele
Futschikato, 2F-Spiele
Hoogspanning, 999 Games
Power Grid High-Voltage DC Transmission Passage C, Rio Grande
Games
Power Grid: The Card Game, Lautapelit
Power Grid: The Card Game, Rio Grande Games
Terra on Tour, Huch! & friends

Gilbert Brett J.
Fish Frenzy, Crash of Games
Brethren of the Coast, uplay.it Editzioni
Costa Rica, Lookout Spiele / Mayfair Games

Frobert Tristan
Deal, Borderline Games
Fryxelius Jacob
Terraforming Mars, FryxGames / Stronghold Games
Terraforming Mars, Schwerkraft Verlag
Fujita Shingo
Imagine, Cocktail Games
Imagine, Huch! & friends

Gille-Naves Guillaume
Dobble: Star Wars, Asmodee
Gilmour Jonathan
Dead of Winter: The Long Night, Plaid Hat Games
Winter der Toten: Die lange Nacht, Heidelberger
Gimmler Thorsten
Odin’s Ravens: Second Edition, Osprey Games
Gingko
Heart of Crown, Japanime Games
Giove Christian
Guilds, Stratelibri / Giochi Uniti
Giovo Francesco
Vudu‘, Heidelberger
Głowacz Filip
Beer Empire, Board & Dice
Glumpler Heinrich
Kneipenquiz: Das Original, Moses Verlag
Pairs: Das Schwarze Auge, Truant Spiele

Fujiwara Hiroaki
Come To Fishing Village!, Tohoku Wisteria
Ore City, Tohoku Wisteria

Goh Taeyun
Fold-it, Happy Baobab

Fulton Dave
Grifters, Indie Boards & Cards

Gohrbandt Tobias
Peak Oil, 2Tomatoes

Galladur
Gang Rush Detroit, Ankama Board Games

Goldberg Suzanne
Sherlock Holmes Consulting Detective, Space Cowboys

Galland Richard Wolfrik
Ein Hochzeitsball mit Zombies, Corax Games

Goldsteen Elad
Airlines, Golden Egg Games
Edge of Humanity, Golden Egg Games
Rome Rise to Power Revolt, Golden Egg Games

Gallazzi Andrea
Brides & Bribes, Spaceballoon Games
Galonnier Romaric
Profiler, Cocktail Games
Yesss! , Blue Cocker Games
Gantiez Stéphane
Edgar & Lucien, Guru Fabric
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Gołębiowski Michał
Spaghetti, Granna
Gomez Brian
Ice Cool, Brain Games
Gómez Carlos
Faith, Burning Games

García Ángel Luis
Black Hills, Zacatrus
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Gómez Mauricio
Faith, Burning Games

Haferkamp Kai
Bibi & Tina: Das große Rennen, Schmidt Spiele
Rettet den Märchenschatz! , Pegasus Spiele
Robbi, Tobbi und das Fliewatüüt, Huch! & friends
Save the Treasure of Fairy Tales, Pegasus Spiele

Gonthier Christophe
Booo!, Blackrock Edition

Hager Jonathan
Tiffin, Rio Grande Games

González Enrique Dueñas
Explorers of the Lost Valley, Gen X Games
London After Midnight 2: Sherlock in Hell, Gen X Games

Håkansson Eli
Dungeon Rush, Lautapelit

Gómez Dani
Dragons & Chickens, Devir

González Rodrigo
Dice Drivin’, Vorpalia Games

Håkansson Rustan
Nations The Dice Game: Unrest, Lautapelit
Dungeon Rush, Lautapelit

Gorini Pietro
Lex in Lemniscate, Planplay

Halaban Sergio
Matryoshka, White Goblin Games

Gorn Ekaterina
Master of Orion: The Board Game, Hobby World

Halley Dean
Conflict of Heroes: Guadalcanal - The Pacific 1942, Academy
Games

Gould Kris
Jet Set Jumbo Jets, Wattsalpoag
Grady Gary
Sherlock Holmes Consulting Detective, Space Cowboys

Hamada Takashi
Mask of ANUBIS, Gift10Industry
Hamelmann Tobias
Shadowrun: Schattenland, Pegasus Spiele

Graham Shaun
Jolly & Roger, Abacusspiele

Hamilton Gordon
Santorini Roxley Games

Grande Pablo
Quest Stories, Ediciones Primigenio

Hand Stephen
Fury of Dracula - Dritte Edition, Heidelberger

Granerud Asger Sams
Admiral of the Black, Cranio Creations
Flamme Rouge, Lautapelit

Haney Chris
Trivial Pursuit: 2000er Edition, Hasbro

Grégoire Olivier
Aya, Act in Games / Blackrock Games
Aya, Heidelberger
Grégoire Olivier
Dreams, Zoch Verlag
Hope, Morning
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Hanneforth Dirk
Das Dings: Spielend Deutsch lernen, Kallmeyer Lernspiele
Jede Menge, Kallmeyer Lernspiele
Stapelkerle, F-Hein-Spiele
Hanousek Jan
Forest Fire, Czech Board Games

Grès Cyprien
Venise, Eggame

Hansson Jan Åke
Trexo, FörlAgo

Grès Eric
Tic‘ Auto, Eggame

Happel Knut
Pecunia non olet, Noris Spiele

Gresko Marcia
Shelby’s Knochen Mopsen, Game Factory

Harding David
Elevenses for One, Eagle-Gryphon Games

Grigas Breeze
A.E.G.I.S. , Greenbrier Games

Harkins Mark
Invaders Armageddon, White Goblin Games

Groot Aron
Captains of the Golden Age, Golden Age Games

Harman Andrew
Ominoes, Yay! Games

Gruhl Ken
Coin Quest, R&R Games
Dungeon Roll: Zurück in den Dungeon, Pegasus Spiele
Fast Flip, Blue Orange
Happy Salmon, North Star Games

Harmon Jim
The Princess Bride: I Hate to Kill You, Game Salute

Grundorf Darren
Kneipenquiz: Das Original, Moses Verlag

Hart Mat
Dark Souls The Board Game, Steamforged Games

Guerrero Dario Muel
Ajo y Agua, Darbel Juegos

Hasegawa-Feurst Ayas
Ogoola Karuta Poetry Game, OlayaSelectionAB

Günther Heiko
Peak Oil, 2Tomatoes

Hashiguchi Tsuyoshi
Are You Chicken? Gallery Ouchi

Gupta Julien
Super-Vampire, Queen Games

Haskaj Bujar
Roots of Mali, SunCore Games

Haag Aaron
Saami, Argentum Verlag

Haustein René
Cards, Huch! & friends

Haakmat Arjan
Collision, Code Orange Games

Hawthorne Jerry
Schwungfedern, Heidelberger

Haas Simon
Geo Facts, Haas Games

Hayashi Hisashi
Yokohama, OKAZU Brand

Hackard Andrew
Munchkin: Christmas Light, Pegasus Spiele

He Kim See
Animal Auction, Funny Entertainment Culture Movement
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Harmon John
The Princess Bride: I Hate to Kill You, Game Salute

See Wink Game, Funny Entertainment Culture Movement
He Chao Ying = eastfire
Priate Theory, Gamdow Games
Heasman Murray
Knotiverse, The Knotiverse
Hegedűs Csaba
RoboRace, A-games
Helaers Raphaël
Mines of Ōlnäk, Morning
Henning Mandy
Cabo, Smiling Monster Games
Hennion Roméo
Chimere, Game Flow / Blackrock Games
Sabordage, Superlude
Henry Frédéric
Club der Erfinder, Asmodee
Conan, Monolith
Legendary Inventors, Bombyx
Herbertz Kai
Das Katastrophenspiel, Eigenverlag
Hernández Luis Álvaro
Onus Terrain & Fortresses, Draco Ideas
Hiese Kirsten
XXL Rondo Vario, Beleduc
Hirschfeld Yves
Klappe, Huch! & friends
Mistakos, Trefl
Ho Tobey
Deception: Murder in Hong Kong, Jolly Thinkers
Getäuscht: Mord in Hong Kong, Heidelberger
Hojo Toryo
Colony, Bézier Games
Hölscher Annemarie
Meine große Obstgarten Spielesammlung, Haba
Spiel-Spaß-Kiste Haustiere, Haba
Holý Vladimír
Battle for Nethervein, From the Void
Hope Matthew
Achtung! Cthulhu Skirmish, Modiphius Entertainment
Horger Carla
Orient Express, Rio Grande Games
Horger Jeff
Orient Express, Rio Grande Games
Hostettler Urs
Anno Domini - Essen & Trinken, Abacusspiele
Anno Domini - Gesundheit – Kartenspiel, Abacusspiele
Tichu Boost, Abacusspiele
Hova Gil
The Networks, Formal Ferret Games
The Networks: On the Air, Formal Ferret Games
Huang Guan Chih
Overseers, ThunderGryph Games
Huang Wei-Hwa
Roll for the Galaxy: Der große Traum, Pegasus Spiele
Huntington Scott
Jolly & Roger, Abacusspiele
Hunzicker Andrew
Capture: A Medieval Wargame, Game Salute
Hupfeld Hendrik
Galaktisch Taktisch Gut Eigenverlag
Hurtado Judit
Hatflings!, Meridiano 6
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Huszcza Ireneusz
Beer Empire, Board & Dice
Hwang Hope S.
Sherlock 13, BoardM Factory
Hyra Matt
Adventure Time Card Wars: Doubles Tournament, Cryptozoic
Entertainment
Attack on Titan: Deck-Building Game, Cryptozoic Entertainment
Hyun Sungwoo
Azuchi Castle, Baccum
Ibañez Diego
Holmes: Sherlok & Mycroft, Devir
Iennaco Luca
Kingsburg 2nd Edition, Stratelibri / Giochi Uniti
Igelhaut Oliver
Hi Fisch!, Igel Spiele
Ilijaševi Pavle
Stoneball, Dažbog Games
To D Island, Dažbog Games
Illescas David
Skull Tales, 4Moon Studio
Isubaki Yoshihisa
Streams, Happy Baobab
Itoh Akihiro
Insider, Oink Games
Jackson Steve
Munchkin: Christmas Light, Pegasus Spiele
Jakubowski Marcin
This War of Mine, Awaken Realms
Jansma Niek
Captains of the Golden Age, Golden Age Games
Jansma Theo
18NL – Netherland, Marflow Games
Janssens Ives
Lixso, Art of Games
Jaskov Jacob
Fog of Love, Hush Hush Projects
Jasper Henry
Perfect Crime, Grublin Games Publishing
Jewula Jan
Zombie Terror, GaGa Games
Joanne Pierre
Drakerys, Don’t Panic Games
Johansen Asger
London Dread, Grey Fox Games
Johnston Jeff
MoonQuake Escape, Breaking Games
Jokitalo Timo
Balance Beans, Thinkfun
Jones Channing
Gnomenparlament, Argentum Verlag
Jünemann Matthias
Länder toppen, Drei Hasen in der Abendsonne
Jung Thomas H.
Selectio, UBO
Jussila Jouni
Race to the North Pole, Playmore Games Inc.
Kalicki Klemens
Domek, REBEL.pl
Dream Home, Asmodee
Kanai Seiji
Archer: Once You Go Blackmail, Alderac / Cryptozoic Entertain-
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ment
Brave Rats, Pegasus Spiele
Brotherhood of Steam, Hobby World
Eight Epics , Alderac Entertainment Group
Love Letter: Premium, Alderac Entertainment Group
Unicornus Knights, Manifest Destiny
Kao Chun-Lan
10 Dwarves, Swan Panasia
Nightmare Castle, Swan Panasia
The Perfumer, Big Fun Games
Kapidakis Alexandros
Motion Pictures, Drawlab Entertainment
Karcz Aleksander
7 Ronin, Grey Fox Games
Kastle Darwin
Hero Realms, White Wizard Games LLC
Kawashima Toichiro
Shinobigami, Bouken
Keijzer Robin
Gang up!, HOT Games
Keller Michael
Solarius Mission, Spielworxx
Kemppainen Justin
Game of Thrones: The Iron Throne, Fantasy Flight Games
Kendall Phil
Nina & Pinta, Ragnar Brothers
Kendall Steve
Nina & Pinta, Ragnar Brothers
Kermarrec Henri
Freak Shop, Catch Up Games
Noxford, Capsicum Games
Kern Reinhard
Leaders El Tango Diplomacia, rudy Games
Leaders Rising Sun, rudy Games
Kevern J. Alex
Weltausstellung 1893, dlp games
World’s Fair 1893, Foxtrot Games / Renegade Game Studio
Kevorque Constantine
Centauri Saga, Vesuvius Media
Keyaerts Philippe
Small World: River World, Days of Wonder / Asmodee
Kibkalo Dmitri
Comparity, Magellan Entertainment
Jackal Archipelago, Magellan Entertainment
Jackal Card Game, Magellan Entertainment
Jackal Treasure Island, Magellan Entertainment
Crocoparty, Magellan Entertainment
Kids Go Wild, Magellan Entertainment
Mind Maze, Magellan Entertainment
Yorsh, Magellan Entertainment
Kiehl Stefan
Shabono, Kiehly
Kiesling Michael
Abenteuerland: König & Prinzessin, Haba
Coal Baron: The Great Card Game, Stronghold Games
Glück auf: Das große Kartenspiel, eggertspiele / Pegasus Spiele
Kim Gun-Hee = Kim Gary
Schildkröte & Hase, Asmodee
Rising 5: Runes of Asteros, Gary Kim Games / Mandoo Games
Kimball Steven
Aufbruch zum Roten Planeten, Heidelberger
Star Wars Rebellion, Heidelberger
Kirps Dennis
Crazy 5, Strawberry Studio
Make ‘n’ Break Architect, Ravensburger
Quibbit, Logis
What’s Up, Strawberry Studio
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Kiss Norbert
Magitics, A-games
Kitano Katsuya
Kamozza, New Board Game Party
Who Soiled the Toilet? , New Board Game Party
Kitao Madoka
Ten Cats, UBO
Kittredge Jack
Cosmic Encounter: Cosmic Eons, Fantasy Flight Games
Cosmic Encounter: Kosmische Allianz, Heidelberger
Cosmic Encounter: Kosmische Herrschaft, Heidelberger
Cosmic Encounter: Kosmischer Konflikt, Heidelberger
Hoax, Heidelberger
Klausner Thomas
Perdition’s Mouth: Abyssal Rift, Dragon Dawn Productions
Klein Sonja
Kruisverhor, White Goblin Games
Kleist Mike
BrainBox, Mystery Rooms
Klenko Kane
Covert, Renegade Game Studio
Kletzkine Jeremie
Siege, Alderac Entertainment Group
The Cohort, Mage Company
Naova, Amigo
Millions of Dollars, Matagot
Kling Luca
Dead Cat, He Does Not Throw Dice
Kneisel Janet
Geisterburg, Queen Games
Knemeyer Dirk
Tesla vs. Edison: Powering Up, Artana
Kniffen James
New Angeles, Fantasy Flight Games
Knizia Reiner
Brains: Make me Smile!, Pegasus Spiele
Brains: Schatzkarte, Pegasus Spiele
Freitag der 13., Heidelberger
Fruit Spy, Jolly Thinkers
Kapitan Skrnera, Bomba Games
Pow!, Gigamic
Schotten-Totten, Iello
Twins, Oink Games
Winner’s Circle, DiceTree Games
Yangtze, Piatnik
Knorre Dmitry
Evolution Plantarum, Rightgames
Evolution: Climate, North Star Games
Kobbert Max J.
Das verrückte Labyrinth Jubiläumsausgabe, Ravensburger
Koch François
Bonjour Robert, Jeux FK
Bonjour Simone, Jeux FK
Cache-Cache Souris, Jeux FK
Les Musiciens de la ville de Brême, Jeux FK
Poules, Renard, Vipères, Jeux FK
Koldehoff Jörn
Perlentauchen, Mogel-Verlag
Tierisch Bedroht, Mogel-Verlag
Willi Wörterwurm, Mogel-Verlag
Kolodziejski Pawel
Inspire, Polskie Gry Planszowe
Tripol, Polskie Gry Planszowe
Kommerell Hartmut
Penki, Gerhards Spiel und Design
Konieczka Corey
Star Wars Destiny, Fantasy Flight Games
Star Wars Rebellion, Heidelberger
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Kopf Rüdiger
Mea Culpa, Zoch Verlag

Kutsch Waldemar
Werde der neue Zar, Eigenverlag

Laverde David
Lagartus Politicus, Azahar Juegos

Kopinski Karl
The Godfather: The Board Game, CMON

Küsener Florian
Shattered Cycle, Psyko Games

Kordić Hrvoje
Vaults Deadbolt, 4Hogs

Kwaji
Insider, Oink Games

Kotry Matúš
Alchemists: The King’s Golem, Czech Games Edition
Die Alchemisten: Der Golem des Königs, Heidelberger

Kwapiński Adam
Heroes – Zorn der Elemente, Heidelberger
Heroes, REBEL.pl
Nemesis, REBEL.pl

Leacock Matt
Chariot Race: Das große Wagenrennen, Pegasus Spiele
Knit Wit, Z-Man Games
Pandemic Die Schreckensherrschaft des Cthulhu, Z-Man/
Asmodee
Pandemic Iberia, Z-Man Games
Pandemic Reign of Cthulhu, Z-Man Games
Pandemic: The Cure, Z-Man Games
Thunderbirds: The Hood, Modiphius Entertainment

Kourtis Stelios
Mystic ScRolls, Drawlab Entertainment
Kovaleski John
Homeland: The Board Game, Heidelberger
Kowalski Patrick
Hat-Trick: ‘Players’ Expansion Unplugged
Kozak Michał
Lobotomy, Titan Forge
Kozak Sebastian
Dice Club, Titan Forge
Lobotomy, Titan Forge
Kraljic Ivan
Vaults Deadbolt, 4Hogs
Kramer Wolfgang
Abenteuerland: König & Prinzessin, Haba
Kramer Wolfgang
Coal Baron: The Great Card Game, Stronghold Games
Kramer Wolfgang
Expedition, Amigo
Kramer Wolfgang
Glück auf: Das große Kartenspiel, eggertspiele / Pegasus Spiele
Kramer Wolfgang,
X nimmt!, Amigo
Krebsz Gábor
Spyporter, Spyporter
Kreek Daan
Copy or Not Copy, Blue Orange
Krenner Johannes
Junta: Las Cartas, Pegasus Spiele
Kruchten Christian
Crazy 5, Strawberry Studio
Make ‘n’ Break Architect, Ravensburger
Specific, Gigamic
Kruppa Gergely
Saltlands, Antler Games
Saltlands: Lost In The Desert, Antler Games
Krzystek Piotr
Germania Magna: Border in Flames, Phalanx Games
Kubacki Błażej
Mistfall: Heart of the Mists, NSKN
Sand & Snow, NSKN
Shadowscape, NSKN
Simurgh: Call of the Dragonlord, NSKN
Kühle Malte
Carrotia, Mage Company
Kuhlencord Gunnar
90 Grad, Gerhards Spiel und Design
Kung Jog
Cat Town, TwoPlus Games
Küpper Michaela
Mord in der Villa Mafiosa, Gmeiner-Verlag
Kuroda Yasushi = Kuro
Rent a Hero, Iello
Arma, Manifest Destiny
Garden of Minions, Manifest Destiny
Transient World, Manifest Destiny
Unicornus Knights, Manifest Destiny
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Kweon Choi Yong
Mystery Train, BIPA Busan IT
Kyoudai Ota
Kamozza, New Board Game Party

Lebedeva Alena
Face de Bouc, Cocktail Games
Leclercq Clément
Chimere, Game Flow / Blackrock Games

Kyu Shin Hyung
Fly High, Korea Boardgames

Lee Peter
Tyrannen des Unterreichs, Heidelberger
Tyrants of the Underdark, Gale Force Nine

Laakso Sami
Dale of Merchants 2, Snowdale Design
Dale of Merchants Systematic Eurasian Beavers, Snowdale Design

Lehmann Tom
Pandemic: The Cure, Z-Man Games
Roll for the Galaxy: Der große Traum, Pegasus Spiele

Ladagnous Arnaud
Million Club, Playad Games / Asmodee

Lehn Buster
DC Justice League: The Board Game, ABBA Games
Portal of Morth, ABBA Games

Laget Serge
Argo, Flatlined Games
Argo, Heidelberger
Kheops, White Goblin Games
Mare Nostrum, Schwerkraft Verlag
Mare Nostrum: Empires Atlas, Asyncron / Academy Games
Mare Nostrum: Empires, Asyncron Games / Academy Games
Lala Alessandro
Race! Formula 90 Expansion #2, Gotha Games
Lalau Mano
Monster Mix, Mandoo Games
Lamplmair Manfred
Leaders El Tango Diplomacia, rudy Games
Leaders Rising Sun, rudy Games
Lamoureux Matthias
Klash, Elemon Games
Lang Eric M.
Bloodborne: The Card Game, CMON
HMS Dolores, Lui-même / Asmodee
Mutant Chronicles: Siege of the Citadel, Modiphius Entertainment
Secrets, Repos Production
The Godfather: The Board Game, CMON
The Others: 7 Sins. CMON
The Others, Asmodee
Langlois Mike
Fireteam Zero, Ulisses Spiele / Heidelberger
Lanvin Mathieu
Crazy Mistigri, Cocktail Games
Lanvin Mathieu Edenia, Blam! / Blackrock Editions
Lara Antonio Sousa
City of Spies Estoril 1942, MesaBoardGames
Stadt der Spione: Estoril 1942, Heidelberger
Latini Federico
Steam Park: Play Dirty, Horrible Games
Latten Bart
Revenge of the Dictators, Black Box Adventures
Revenge of the Dictators: The American Agent aka Bob, Black Box
Adventures
Laukat Ryan
Acht Minuten Imperium Legenden, Schwerkraft Verlag
Islebound, Red Raven
Oben und Unten, Schwerkraft Verlag
Lauster Aaron
Airborne Commander, Stratamax:
Princesses & Unicorns, Stratamax:
Sheepdogs, Stratamax:

Leistiko Jonathan
Blank White Dice, WizKids
Lemcke Peter
Elphi, Eigenverlag
Lemonnier Yohan
Captain Sonar, Matagot
Lenardi Elisa
Brides & Bribes, Spaceballoon Games
Leonhard Christian
Fireteam Zero, Ulisses Spiele / Heidelberger
Sola Fide: Die Reformation, Spielworxx / Stronghold Games
Lepagnol Antoine
Huh?, Tiki Editions Inc. / Blackrock Games
Lerma Álvaro
The Lord of the P.I.G.S.: Pata Negra, 2Tomatoes
Levendi Greta
COOK-a-BOX, Desyllas Games
Playten, Desyllas Games
Li Jesse
Guns & Steel Renaissance, Grail Games / Moaideas Game Design
Im Wandel der Zeiten: Das Kartenspiel, Pegasus Spiele
Monster! In coming Rolling Green Leaves Studio
The Flow of History, Moaideas Game Design
Liesching Thomas
Arrass, Adlung-Spiele
Lim Sen-Foong
Dungeons & Dragons: Rock Paper Wizard, WizKids
Junk Art, Pretzel Games
Limes Melissa
Cabo, Smiling Monster Games
Lin Eros
Round House, EmperorS4 Games
Lin Jason
Animals Frightening Night! Tortoise and Skunk, MOZI Games
Sweet Nose, MOZI Games
Linden Stefan
Orctoberfest, Meeples Inc.
Ling Wei-Min
Dark Castle, EmperorS4 Games
Planet Defenders, EmperorS4 Games
Littardi Cedric
Drakerys, Don’t Panic Games
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Little Jason
Mutant Chronicles: Siege of the Citadel, Modiphius Entertainment

Madaj Karol
Planet Nomino, Trefl

Masson Chislain
Not Alone, Corax Games / Geek Attitude Games

Litzsinger Lukas
Runebound, Heidelberger
Star Wars Destiny, Fantasy Flight Games

Madeira Francis
Brews of the World, Hip Hops Cards

Mata Gorka
M-Lands, Second Gate Games

Maesen Arno
Treasure Lair, Alderac Entertainment Group

Matejka Keith
Roll Player, Thunderwork Games / Ediciones Primigenio

Maggi Marco
Age of Conan Adventures in Hyboria, Ares Games
Barcelona: The Rose of Fire, Devir
War of the Ring: Warriors of Middle-Earth, Ares Games

Matsuuchi Emerson
Caravan, Z-Man Games
Volt: Das Brettspiel, Heidelberger

Liu Frank
KO Heroes, MOZI Games
Ocracoke: Gold and Glory, MOZI Games
Sweet Nose, MOZI Games
Livingstone Ian
Boom Town, Legend Express
Llistosello Perepau
1911 Amundsen vs. Scott, Looping Games
Topoum, Looping Games
Topoum Bratatatata, Looping Games

Magkou Mary
Abla Ubla, Desyllas Games
Mahmudov Sanan
Grand Bazaar, Fibonacci

Lobet Annick
Rotkäppchen, Asmodee

Mainardi Cesare
Spywhere, Azao Games

Looy Martin
Scuba, Keep Exploring Games
Scuba Blue Marlin Promo, Keep Exploring Games
Scuba Blue-Ringed Octopus Promo, Keep Exploring Games

Major Mark
Chimera Station, Tasty Minstrel Games (TMG)

Lopez Carlos
Virus, Tranjis Games
Loth Gerit
Perlentauchen, Mogel-Verlag
Tierisch Bedroht, Mogel-Verlag
Willi Wörterwurm, Mogel-Verlag
Loth Jürgen
Perlentauchen, Mogel-Verlag
Tierisch Bedroht, Mogel-Verlag
Willi Wörterwurm, Mogel-Verlag
Loth Michael
Perlentauchen, Mogel-Verlag
Tierisch Bedroht, Mogel-Verlag
Willi Wörterwurm, Mogel-Verlag
Loth Petra
Perlentauchen, Mogel-Verlag
Tierisch Bedroht, Mogel-Verlag
Willi Wörterwurm, Mogel-Verlag
Loth Thomas
Perlentauchen, Mogel-Verlag
Tierisch Bedroht, Mogel-Verlag
Willi Wörterwurm, Mogel-Verlag

Malmioja Kalle
Honshu, Lautapelit
Malta Koji
Mythe, LudiCreations
Maly Martin
Mathtornado, Spielfusion
Malz Louis
Rokoko: Schmuckkästchen, eggertspiele / Pegasus Spiele
Malz Stefan
Rokoko: Schmuckkästchen, eggertspiele / Pegasus Spiele
Mandel David
Legendary Encounters A Firefly Deck, Upper Deck
Manker Jon
HIRÞ, Ion Game Design
Warp, Ion Game Design
Manzhelevska Alina
Revenge of the Dictators, Black Box Adventures
Revenge of the Dictators: The American Agent aka Bob, Black Box
Adventures
Mào Xīn
Nectar, Gamdow Games

Low Devin
Legendary Deadpool, Upper Deck

Marchiol Cyril
Naruto Shippuden The Board Game, Yoka Boardgames

Loxam Richard
Dark Souls The Board Game, Steamforged Games

Marciniak Michał
Lobotomy, Titan Forge

Luciani Simone
Lorenzo il Magnifico, Cranio Creations

Marcussen Christian
Korsaren der Karibik, Z-Man / Asmodee
Korsaren der Karibik: Ruhmreiche See, Z-Man / Asmodee

Lye Xea
Wongamania: Banana Economy, Capital Gains
Lysaght Katherine
Commissioned, Chara Games
Lysaght Patrick
Commissioned, Chara Games
Ma Beta
PaiMiahhh, Homosapiens Lab
Macasdar Serge
Seeders Exodus, Sweet Games
MacDonald Roland
Ruthless, Autorenworkshop
Machin Sergey
Evolution: Climate, North Star Games
Maciej Owsianny
Lobotomy, Titan Forge
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Mari Gabriele
Die Akte Whitechapel: Dear Boss, Heidelberger
Lettere da Whitechapel: Dear Boss Espansione, Sir Chester
Cobblepot / Stratelibri / Giochi Uniti
Letters from Whitechapel Dear Boss, Fantasy Flight Games
Marley Chris
Monkey Butt, Monkey Butt
Marling Chris
Armageddon, Queen Games
Marly Hervé
Philippe Best of Die Werwölfe von Düsterwald, Lui-même
Marold Torsten
Seemannsgarn, Kallmeyer Lernspiele
Martinez Christian
Inis, Matagot
Massa Dario
Peter and the Grownups, Planplay

REPORT

Matthews Jason
Sola Fide: Die Reformation, Spielworxx / Stronghold Games
Mattson Monte
La Bataille de Dresde, Clash of Arms Games
Matusik Krzysztof
Commissioner Victor, Tailor Games
Morpheus, Tailor Games
Squirrel Rush, Tailor Games
Tavern’s Tales, Tailor Games
Matuszak Kamil
Labyrinth The Paths of Destiny, Let’s Play
Labyrinth The Paths of Destiny, Corax Games
Labyrinth The Paths of Destiny Magic of The Ancients, Let’s Play
Labyrinth The Paths of Destiny Scarabs, Let’s Play
Legends of Labyrinth, Let’s Play
Maublanc Ludovic
Attack on Titan: The Last Stand, Cryptozoic Entertainment
Cash ‚n Guns: Team Spirit, Repos / Asmodee
Casse-toi Pov‘ con 2! , Cocktail Games
Conan, Monolith
Cyclades: Monuments, Matagot
Dice Stars, Matagot,/ WizKids
Dice Town: Cowboy, Matagot
Hop!, FunForge
Pocket Madness, FunForge
Maufroid Thomas
OrcQuest, Maze Games
May Danny
Knight Fight, Game Salute
Mayeur Basile
Edgar & Lucien, Guru Fabric
McGoey Conor
Summit, Inside Up Games
McGregor Simon
Alte Dunkle Dinge: Ein Neues Kapitel, Feuerland Spiele
Ancient Terrible Things: The Lost Charter, Pleasant Company
Games
Snowblind: Race to the Pole, Pleasant Company Games
Mechanikos Andonis
Rhyme: The Rap Challenge, Mechanical Egg Games
Meister Heinz
Ich glaub, mein Schwein pfeift!, Haba
Melison Olivier
Museum, Holy Grail Games
Menzel Michael
Die Legenden von Andor: Die letzte Hoffnung, Kosmos
Mertikat Felix
Alle Mann an Deck, King Racoon Games
Tsukuyumi, King Racoon Games
Mette Michael
1881 Berlin: Zweite Edition, Marflow Games
Meyberg Jan
Sultans of Wind, Desyllas Games
Meyer Andrea
Hossa! op Kölsch, BeWitched-Spiele
Meyer Till
Jets: Erweiterung, Spieltrieb
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Michael Max
Sheepdogs, Stratamax:

Müller-Mätzig Björn
Da Yunhe, Müller-Mätzig Spiele

Norkser Jeppe
Match Madness, Game Factory

Mikolas Jiri
Planet Surprise, Notre Game
Scratch Wars, Notre Game

Multamäki Timo
Perdition’s Mouth: Abyssal Rift, Dragon Dawn Productions

Norton Bill
Cosmic Encounter: Cosmic Eons, Fantasy Flight Games
Cosmic Encounter: Kosmische Allianz, Heidelberger
Cosmic Encounter: Kosmische Herrschaft, Heidelberger
Cosmic Encounter: Kosmischer Konflikt, Heidelberger

Miladinović Damjan
To D Island, Dažbog Games
Miller Mark W.
Dwarf War, Moondance
Miller Ryan
Epic PvP: Erweiterung 1
Epic PvP: Erweiterung 2
Fantahzee: Hordes & Heroes, Alderac Entertainment Group
Miłuński Filip
Capital, Granna
Mineur Etienne
B-Movie Showdown, Don’t Panic Games

Muñoz Manuel
Portal of Morth, ABBA Games
Mura Kuraki
The Xuanwu Gate Incident, Swan Panasia
Happy Pigs: Farm Friends, Iello
Naegele Bernhard
Manimals: Zoo Leipzig, Adlung-Spiele
Naito Souya
Art of War: The Card Game, Gigamic
Nakashima Shotaro
Imagine, Cocktail Games
Nakatsu Yoshihisa
Colony, Bézier Games

Mingozzi Marco
Cotto & Frullato The Game, Magic Press Edizioni
Oppai Go, Max Manga

Nakayama Kota
Hanamikoji, EmperorS4 Games

Miras Pablo
Alchemical Crystal Quest, Juegorama

Nathanson Abraham
Bananagrams Party, Game Factory

Miyano Kaya
Gambler x gamble!, Cosaic

Nathanson Rena
Bananagrams Party, Game Factory

Möller Florian
Totenstadt, Blood ‘n Brain

Navarotto Pietro
Brides & Bribes, Spaceballoon Games

Monpertuis Jean-Yves
Flick ‘em Up!, Z-Man Games
Flick ‘em Up! Red Rock Tomahawk, Pretzel Games
Flick ‘em Up! Stallion Canyon, Pretzel Games

Neduk Filip
Adrenaline, Czech Games Edition

Montesino Fidel
More Bloody Nights, GDM Games
Moon Alan R.
Black Spy, Abacusspiele
Diamant, Iello
Ticket to Ride: First Journey, Days of Wonder
Ticket to Ride: Rails & Sails, Days of Wonder
Zug um Zug Weltreise, Asmodee
Morales Gregorio
Android Mainframe, Heidelberger

Nepitello Francesco
Age of Conan Adventures in Hyboria, Ares Games
Barcelona: The Rose of Fire, Devir
War of the Ring: Warriors of Middle-Earth, Ares Games
Neugebauer Peter
Emoji, Pegasus Spiele
Martin Luther, Huch! & friends
Nevskiy Oleksandr
Behind the Throne, Ares Games
Im Schatten des Throns, 2Geeks
Mysterium: Verborgene Zeichen, Libellud / Asmodee

Mori Paolo
Unusual Suspects: Burn After Playing, Cranio Creations

Newman Matthew
Arkham Horror: The Card Game, Fantasy Flight Games
Arkham Horror: Das Kartenspiel, Heidelberger

Morin-Drouin Jérôme
Pirate Lords, Hobby World

Ng Rudy
Ascendants of Aetheros, Bushiroad

Moyersoen Frédéric
Termity, REBEL.pl
Treasure Lair, Alderac Entertainment Group
Vroom Vroom, Blue Orange

Niccolini Stefania
Railroad Revolution, What’s Your Game?
Rhein River Trade, Stratelibri / Giochi Uniti

Mr. Kageyama
Final Fantasy, Square Enix
Mrkvička Tomáš
Forest Fire, Czech Board Games
Mucha Dominik
Glory: A Game of Knights, Phalanx Games
Mühlhäuser Steffen
Five!, Steffen-Spiele
Zaubertrank der vier Elemente, Steffen-Spiele
Muller Blaise
Le Bois des Couadsous, Jeux Opla
Müller Marlies
Mord in der Villa Mafiosa, Gmeiner-Verlag
Müller Walter
Donkey Derby, franjos Spieleverlag

Nichipurov Artyom
Guards of Atlantis: Wolff Designa
Nicola Berger
Party Animals, Moses Verlag
Niemann Tory
Alien Frontiers Big Box, Game Salute
Nikolayczyk Hague
Meteln, Metwabe
Nimmerfroh Katalin
Days of Ire Budapest 1956, Cloud Island Games / Mr. B Games
Nomura Akio
Warbit: Dicejar vs Psycholon, Route11
Nørgaard Morten
Garden Gnomes: Violent Vendetta, Borzag Games
Garden Gnomes: Wizard Warfare, Borzag Games
King of Pirates, Borzag Games

Novac Andrei
Simurgh: Call of the Dragonlord, NSKN
O‘Connor Rory
Doctor Who, The Creativity Hub
Medieval, The Creativity Hub
Powers, The Creativity Hub
Rescue, The Creativity Hub
O’Neal Chris
Boss Monster 2 The Next Level, Pegasus Spiele
O’Neal Johnny
Boss Monster 2 The Next Level, Pegasus Spiele
Obert Walter
Royal Wedding, Stratelibri / Giochi Uniti
Odendahl Andreas
La Granja: No Siesta, ADC Blackfire / Stronghold Games
Solarius Mission, Spielworxx
Oh Justin
Jobs, Gemblo
Pipe Work, Gemblo
Ohki Motoyuki
Imagine, Cocktail Games /Huch! & friends
Ohley Helmut
1844/54, Double-O-Games / Lookout Spiele /Mayfair Games
18NL – Netherlands, Marflow Games
Russian Railroads: American Railroads, Hans im Glück Verlag
First Class Hans im Glück Verlag
First Class, Z-Man Games
Oikawa Hiromi
Imagine, Cocktail Games / Huch! & friends
Okano Daichi
Insider, Oink Games
Okliński Grzegorz
Martians: A Story of Civilization, RedImp Games
Okui Akihisa
One Night Ultimate Vampire, Bézier Games
Oliver Grégory
Bubblee Pop, Bankiiiz Editions
Outlive, La Boîte de Jeux
Olotka Greg
Game of Thrones: The Iron Throne, Fantasy Flight Games
Olotka Peter
Cosmic Encounter: Cosmic Eons, Fantasy Flight Games
Cosmic Encounter: Kosmische Allianz, Heidelberger
Cosmic Encounter: Kosmische Herrschaft, Heidelberger
Cosmic Encounter: Kosmischer Konflikt, Heidelberger
Game of Thrones: The Iron Throne, Fantasy Flight Games
Hoax, Heidelberger
Oracz Michał
Cry Havoc, Portal Games
Neuroshima Hex! Death Breath / Todeshauch, Portal Games
This War of Mine, Awaken Realms
Orgler Lonny
1844/54, Double-O-Games / Lookout / Mayfair
Russian Railroads: American Railroads, Hans im Glück Verlag
Østby Kristian Amundsen
Avenue, Aporta Games
Capital Lux, Aporta Games
Doodle China, Aporta Games
Doodle China, Gamdow Games
Ösz Olivér
Forestaurant, Cogitate Games
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Otsuka Kengo
Ideal Natto, KUA

Piratenbucht, Smart Games
Rotkäppchen deluxe, Smart Games

Page Tim
Hoch die Becher!, Heidelberger
Raise Your Goblets, Horrible Games

Peise Udo
Lumina, Haba

Paglia Pier Giorgio
Wings of Glory WWI, Ares Games
Palau Manu
Candy Time, Brain Picnic
Palau Manu Spoilers, Brain Picnic
Palm Michael
Aventuria Abenteuerkartenspiel, Ulisses / Heidelberger
Aventuria Schiff der Verlorenen Seelen, Ulisses / Heidelberger
Aventuria Schiff der verlorenen Seelen, Ulisses Spiele
Aventuria Wald ohne Wiederkehr, Ulisses / Heidelberger
Bang! The Dice Game: Old Saloon, dV Giochi
Die Zwerge: Charakter-Erweiterung , Pegasus Spiele
Die Zwerge: Das Duell, Pegasus Spiele
Die Zwerge: Die Saga-Erweiterung, Pegasus Spiele
Die Zwerge: Mit vereinten Kräften, Pegasus Spiele
Etoile, Gerhards Spiel und Design
The Dwarves: Combined Might, Pegasus Spiele
The Dwarves: New Heroes, Pegasus Spiele
The Dwarves: The Duel, Pegasus Spiele
The Dwarves: The Saga Expansion, Pegasus Spiele
Wizardry to the Power of Three, Pegasus Spiele
Zauberei hoch drei, Pegasus Spiele
Pambos Michael
Glimpse, Legend Express
Papas Marina
COOK-a-BOX, Desyllas Games
Playten, Desyllas Games
Parkes Matthew
Burger Up, Greenbrier Games
Parlett David
Around the World in 80 Days, Iello
Paschalis Nicholas
Blacksmith Brothers, Ludofy Creative
Pascual Sergi Solé
M-Lands, Second Gate Games
Patsouras George
Flash Point: Feuer an Bord, Heidelberger

Pelemans Pascal
Vikings on Board, Blue Orange
Pelikan Andreas
Broom Service: Das Kartenspiel, alea
Pellin Jean-Claude
Cookie Box, Korea Boardgames
Flip Hop, Azao Games
Make ‘n’ Break Architect, Ravensburger
Multicity, Logis
Specific, Gigamic
What’s Up, Strawberry Studio
Pels Mattjis
Collision, Code Orange Games
Perret Charles-Amir
Crazy Karts, Portal Games
Pestrin Roberto
Men in Block, Giochix.it
Péter Viktor
Anachrony, Mindclash Games
Transhumanity, Mindclash Games
Trickerion, Corax Games
Peters David V. H.
1859, Winsome Games
Peterschmidt Luke
Epic PVP: Erweiterung 1
Epic PvP: Erweiterung 2
Peterson Paul
Pairs: Das Schwarze Auge, Truant Spiele
Smash Up: Vergessene Helden, Pegasus Spiele
Pfister Alexander
Broom Service: Das Kartenspiel, alea
Great Western Trail, eggertspiele / Pegasus Spiele
Great Western Trail, Stronghold Games
Oh, my Goods! Longsdale in Aufruhr, Lookout / Mayfair
Port Royal: Unterwegs, Pegasus Spiele

Mage Wars Academy: Warlock, Arcane Wonders
Pouchain Laurent
Conan, Monolith
Povis Brent
Agility, Two Lanterns Games
Pramas Chris
Fantasy Age Titansgrave Die Asche von Valkana, Truant Spiele
Prichard Maedi
Delivery Duck, ClueJar
Prior Andreas
Potions Brew, Österreichisches Spiele Museum
Privetera Rocco
Ninja Dice, Heidelberger
Pronobis Mateusz
Labyrinth - The Paths of Destiny, Corax Games / Let’s Play
Labyrinth The Paths of Destiny Magic of
The Ancients, Let’s Play
Labyrinth The Paths of Destiny Scarabs, Let’s Play
Legends of Labyrinth, Let’s Play
Prothière Julien
Check! , Sweet Games
Kreo, CMON / Sweet Games
Proust Léandre
King Polymon, Elemon Games
Puls Tim
Die Kolonisten, Lookout Spiele
The Colonists, Mayfair Games
Punakallio Mikko
Dokmus, Lautapelit
Puttin René
Gauner Raus!, Drei Hasen in der Abendsonne
Pym Henry
Gang Rush Detroit, Ankama Board Games
Quintens Thibaut
Aya, Act in Games /Blackrock / Heidelberger
Quondam Michele
Virus, Giochix.it

Pattakos Konstantinos
Burglars, Mage Company

Phillips Shem
Explorers of the North Sea, Garphill Games
Räuber der Nordsee, Schwerkraft Verlag
The North Sea Runesaga, Garphill Games

Rabreau Antoine
Croassimo, Djeco
Kunayala, Djeco

Pawelko Jon
G.M.O.ooh!, Lampoon The System

Pietschker Lutz
Flash Point: Extreme Gefahr, Heidelberger

Racky Florian
Speemo, Adlung-Spiele

Pawn
Goritaire, Bouken
Karen and the Pirate Island, Bouken

Pinchback Ben
Morocco, Eagle-Gryphon Games

Raimbault Christophe
Colt Express: Marshal & Gefangene, Asmodee / Ludonaute

Pinget Jérémy
Outlaws: Last Man Standing, Holy Grail Games

Rambeau Michael
Baaaaa!, Bioviva

Piñol Cels
Fanhunter: Urban Warfare, Devir

Rambourg Maxime
Das Grimoire des Wahnsinns, Heidelberger

Pirard Jo
Hypnose, Red Eyed Rabbit

Raoult Nicolas
Drakerys, Don’t Panic Games

Plastinin Denis
SiXeS, Eagle-Gryphon Games

Reading Aaron
Wibbell++, Stuff By Bez

Poehl Henning
IÄÄ! Cthulhu! Fhtagn!, Sphinx Spieleverlag
Poelzing Steven
SiXeS, Eagle-Gryphon Games

Réaux Christophe = Croc
Conan, Monolith
T.I.M.E Stories: Die Endurance-Expedition, Asmodee / Space
Cowboys
T.I.M.E Stories: Die Endurance-Expedition, Space Cowboys

Polouchine Igor
Dobble: Star Wars, Asmodee

Redl Florian
Ed, the Cat: Wer fährt seine Krallen aus?, Moses Verlag

Pope Bryan
Mage Wars Academy: Grundspiel, Pegasus Spiele
Mage Wars Academy: Hexenmeister, Pegasus Spiele
Mage Wars Academy: Priesterin, Pegasus Spiele
Mage Wars Academy: Priestess, Arcane Wonders

Reher Dirk
Wizards and Unicorns, Steamdeer

Pearson Jo
The Football Game, The London Board Games Company
Pearson Mark
The Football Game, The London Board Games Company
Pearson Simon
The Football Game, The London Board Games Company
Pedersen Daniel Skjold
Admiral of the Black, Cranio Creations
Pedersen Morten Monrad
Viticulture: Essential Edition, Feuerland Spiele
Peerutin Simmy
Snowblind: Race to the Pole, Pleasant Company Games
Peeters Raf
Die drei kleinen Schweinchen deluxe, Smart Games
Geheimnisvolle Inseln, Smart Games
Dschungel-Abenteuer, Smart Games
Geisterjäger, Smart Games
Parkplatz-Dilemma, Smart Games
Pinguin Pool Party, Smart Games
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Reher Jens
Wizards and Unicorns, Steamdeer
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Reid Pat R.
Escape from Colditz, Osprey Games
Reindl Manfred
Chicken Wings, Huch! & friends
FrogDog, Beleduc
Reiser Christoph
Junta: Las Cartas, Pegasus Spiele
Rentz Keith
Twist of Fate, Mayday Games
Resl Sebastian
Junta: Las Cartas, Pegasus Spiele
Ricci Luca
The Vampire, the Elf and the Cthulhu, Giochix.it
Richford Ryan
A.E.G.I.S. , Greenbrier Games
Riddle Matt
Morocco, Eagle-Gryphon Games
Riedel Stephan
Café Melange: 1. Erweiterung, Clicker Spiele
Gads Hill 1874, Clicker Spiele
Gads Hill 1874: 1. Erweiterung, Clicker Spiele
Rieneck Michael
Mit List und Tücke, Kosmos
Touria, Huch! & friends / R&R Games
Riffaud Fabien
Les Poilus Aux Ordres, Sweet Games
The Grizzled: At Your Orders! CMON
Rigal Hervé
Shakespeare: Backstage, Ystari Games
Riganis Angelo
Wizards and Unicorns, Steamdeer
Riley Kevin
Aeon’s End, Indie Boards & Cards
Aeon’s End The Depth, Indie Boards & Cards
Aeon’s End The Nameless, Indie Boards & Cards

Roncucci Sergio
Gomorraland, Cards & Co
InCube, Cards & Co.
Travel Game, Cards & Co
Rosenberg Uwe
A Feast for Odin, Z-Man Games
Agricola - Familienspiel, Lookout Spiele
Agricola - Kennerspiel, Lookout Spiele
Agricola 5 und 6, Lookout Spiele
Agricola Family Game, Mayfair Games
Agricola, Mayfair Games
Bohnanza, Amigo
Bohnanza: Das Duell, Amigo
Bohnedikt, Amigo
Cottage Garden, Edition Spielwiese
Ein Fest für Odin, Feuerland Spiele
Viticulture In Vino Veritas, Feuerland Spiele
Vor den Toren von Loyang, H@ll Games / Pegasus Spiele
Rossi Carlo A.
Der Mysteriöse Wald, Iello
Drachenturm, Haba
Dungeon Time, Ares Games
Mino & Tauri, Amigo
Picassimo, Haba
RaBATz!, Huch! & friends
The Mysterious Forest, Iello
Rossini Guiseppe
Race! Formula 90 Expansion #2: Barcelona and Silverstone, Gotha
Games
Röth-Heinemann Andrea
Ach wie gut ..., Werraland Werkstätten
Wachgeküsst, Werraland Werkstätten
Roubira Jean-Louis
Dixit: Revelations, Libellud / Asmodee
Roudy Ludovic
The 7th Continent, Serious Poulp
Rourbaugh Paul
No Middle Ground: The Golan Heights 1973, Against the Odds
Roussel Johann
Le Secret de Sarens, Elemon Games

Risteski Nikola
Isle of Monsters, Mayday Games

Rouzé François
Room 25: Escape Room, Matagot

Risthaus Stefan
Tallinn Die Alten, Ostia Spiele
Tallinn Die Versammlung, Ostia Spiele
Tallinn, Ostia Spiele

Rubbo Anthony
Risky Adventure, Queen Games

Rivière Théo
Sea of Clouds, Iello
Robbins Eddie
Continental Divide, Eagle-Gryphon Games
German Rails, Winsome Games
Rodiek Grant
Cry Havoc, Portal Games
Farmageddon, Trefl
Hocus, Hyperbole Games

Sanders Todd
Aether Captains, Mage Company
Aether Captains: Clash of Corsairs, Mage Company
Aether Captains: Fleet of Doom, Mage Company
Iunu, LudiCreations
Mr. Cabbagehead’s Garden, LudiCreations
They Who Were 8, LudiCreations
Santisteban Santi
Virus, Tranjis Games
Santo Pietro Gianluca
Die Akte Whitechapel: Dear Boss, Heidelberger
Kingsport Festival: The Card Game, Sir Chester Cobblepot /
Passport Game Studio / Giochi Uniti
Lettere da Whitechapel: Dear Boss Espansione Sir Chester Cobblepot / Stratelibri / Giochi Uniti
Letters from Whitechapel Dear Boss, Fantasy Flight Games
Santos Sheila
Aloha Pioha, Ediciones Primigenio
Mondrian: The Dice Game, Tranjis Games
Ray Master, ABBA Games
Sanz Alvar
Onus Terrain & Fortresses, Draco Ideas
Sarrett Peter
Sag’s mir! Junior, Asmodee
Sasaki Jun
Tiefseeabenteuer, Oink Games
Sato Shimpei
Alchemidus, conception
Sato Yusuke
Don’t Mess with Cthulhu, Indie Boards & Cards
Tempel des Schreckens, Schmidt Spiele
TimeBomb II, New Board Game Party
Saunders Matt
Mow Money, Mayday Games
Sautter Bruno
The 7th Continent, Serious Poulp
Sbragia Andrea
Rockopolis, Minos Games
Schacht Michael
London Markets, Queen Games
Schäfer Nicola
Jan & Henry Das Geräusche Spiele, Huch! & friends

Ruiz Francisco
DC Justice League: The Board Game, ABBA Games
Portal of Morth, ABBA Games

Schillo André
Xibalba, Heidelberger / Voodoo Games

Sackson Sid
Bowling Solitaire, Eagle-Gryphon Games

Schlegel Erika
Luther - Das Spiel, Kosmos

Sadlowski Gunnar
Totenstadt, Blood ‘n Brain

Schlegel Martin
Luther - Das Spiel, Kosmos
West of Africa, ADC Blackfire Entertainment

Sakara
Workshop TONTTU, KogeKogeDo

Schmidauer-König Johannes
Black Dog, Schmidt Spiele

Rodionova Darya
Lexit, Lifestyle Boardgames

Sakaue Takahashi
Art of War: The Card Game, Gigamic
Twelve Heroes, Product Arts

Rodriguez Juan
Les Poilus Aux Ordres, Sweet Games
The Grizzled: At Your Orders! CMON

Salazar Santiago
Guatavita, Azahar Juegos
Trash Fast, Azahar Juegos

Schneider Oliver
Ninja Arena, 2mt Games

Rogasch Tim
Hamsterbande, Haba
Kleiner Vogel, großer Hunger, Haba
Lady Richmond, Haba

Samaniego Jorge Rodriguez
The Lord of the P.I.G.S.: Pata Negra, 2Tomatoes

Schropp Gerald
Rauf!en, Gerhards Spiel und Design

Samartino Jim
Secrets of the Lost Tomb: Fate’s Fortune, Everything Epic Games

Schuhmacher Jens
Monster Park, Truant Spiele

Sam-goo
Slide Blast, Mandoo Games

Schwenk Alexander
Shattered Cycle, Psyko Games

Samitier Víctor
Sugi, GDM Games

Sciarra Emiliano
Bang! The Duel, Abacusspiele

Rogusz Rafał
Ragers: Champions of the Arena, GaGa Games
Roma Pepe
Rally Ras, Darbel Juegos

Schmidt Andreas
Justice League: Hero Dice - Flash-Set, Heidelberger
Justice League: Hero Dice - Green-Lantern-Set, Heidelberger

Romane Simone
Sword & Sorcery Immortal Souls, Ares Games
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Seegert Alf
Heir to the Pharaoh, Eagle-Gryphon Games

Sims Kenny
Myth, Ulisses Spiele / Heidelberger

Steiger Andreas
Targi: Die Erweiterung, Kosmos

Selezney Konstantin
Nightmarium, Magellan Entertainment

Šimunić Maja
Monster Park, Truant Spiele

Stein Dieter
Tintas, Gerhards Spiel und Design

Selinker Mike
Attack! Deluxe, Eagle-Gryphon Games
Betrayal at House on the Hill: Widow’s Walk, Avalon Hill

Sing Thomas
Prof. Marbles, Huch! & friends

Stella Deke
Ninja All-Stars, Ulisses Spiele / Heidelberger
Ninja All-Stars

Serradesanferm Toni
Destroy BCN!, GDM Games

Sirlin David
Yomi, Pegasus Spiele
Yomi Setsuki, Pegasus Spiele
Yomi Argagarg, Pegasus Spiele
Yomi Lum, Pegasus Spiele
Yomi Midori, Pegasus Spiele

Seuntjens Rudy
Pixie Queen, Game Brewer

Sklyuev Igor
Master of Orion: The Board Game, Hobby World

Stevens Patrick
Bull Moose, Numbskull Games

Seurat Clem
Kharnage, Devil Pig Games / Asmodee
Shadows over Normandie Achtung: Cthulhu, Devil Pig Games /
Asmodee

Skurbe Dagnis
Mission to Mars 2049, Black ‘N‘ White Games

Stier Karl-Heinz
Papperlapapp, Haba

Slaman Peter
Nisyros, Sunny Games

Stockhausen Reiner
Böhmische Dörfer, dlp games
Orléans: Handel & Intrige, dlp games

Sentieiro Nuno Bizarro
Brasil, What’s Your Game?

Severi Ally Steven
Baby Clues, Jumping Turtle Games
Shafir Haim
Brain Storm, Amigo
Shahriari Behrooz
In A Bind Jr., Stuff By Bez
Wibbell++, Stuff By Bez
Shamolin Roman
Dungeon Recruiter, Jet Games Studio
shane007
Crabs!, Moaideas Game Design
Shekhter Pini
Edge of Humanity, Golden Egg Games
Shimojima Kenji
Mask of ANUBIS, Gift10Industry
Shin Seungwon
Witch Switch Match, BIPA Busan IT
Shinma Kito
Insider, Oink Games
Shinozaki Takahiro
All Green, Shinojo
Short David
Backyard Builders Tree House, Crash of Games
Shotton Brian
Mercs Recon: Gegenschlag, Ulisses Spiele / Heidelberger
Shotton Brian Myth, Ulisses Spiele / Heidelberger
Shuai Wang
War of Cassandra, Gamdow Games
Shun
Terrible Monster, Sweet Lemon Publishing
Siadek Jeff
DraftCraft, Gorilla Games
Oakaces, Gorilla Games
Sibicky Nick
King’s Forge: Glassworks, Game Salute
Sidorenko Oleg
Behind the Throne, Ares Games
Im Schatten des Throns, 2Geeks
Mysterium: Verborgene Zeichen, Libellud / Asmodee
Mysterium: Verborgene Zeichen,
Silva Lorenzo
Potion Explosion: The Fifth Ingredient, Horrible Games
Steam Park: Play Dirty, Horrible Games
Steam Park: Robots, Horrible Games
Simonitch Mark
Hannibal: Rome vs. Carthage, Phalanx Games
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Sohmer Ryan
Orphans & Ashes, Blind Ferret Entertainment
Least I Could Do, Blind Ferret Entertainment
Sola Simone Cerruti
Kepler 3042, Post Scriptum / Placentia Games
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Stephan Claus
Cacao: Großer Markt & Goldener Tempel, Abacusspiele
Stępień Sławomir
Age of Thieves, Galakta

Stoll Ben
Der Herr der Ringe - Die Gefährten, Asmodee
The Lord of the Rings The Fellowship of the Ring Deck-Building
Game, Cryptozoic Entertainment

Solano Gillermo
Hostil Hostal, Azahar Juegos

Stone Alan
Viticulture: Essential Edition, Feuerland Spiele
Viticulture In Vino Veritas, Feuerland Spiele

Soledade Paulo
Brasil, What’s Your Game?

Subuto
Know it all Movie Critics, Cosaic

Solis Daniel
Kodama, Capsicum Games

Sudbury Jon
Ortus Regni, Jon Sudbury Games

Song Evan
Rising 5: Runes of Asteros, Gary Kim Games / Mandoo Games
Slide Blast, Mandoo Games

Šulinskas Urtis
Emojito!, Desyllas Games
Single Card Game, Blue Orange

Sorrentino Silvano
Sherlook, Kaleidos Games

Sullivan Patrick
Der Herr der Ringe - Die Gefährten, Asmodee
The Lord of the Rings The Fellowship of the Ring Deck-Building
Game, Cryptozoic Entertainment

Soued Rick
SiXeS, Eagle-Gryphon Games
Spaan Mathias
Cards, Huch! & friends
Spala Hubert
Mishmash Galaxy, Lucky Duck Games
Spencer Paul
Auction House, Apauling games
Nothing to declare, Apauling games
Spies Andreas
Take That, nsv
Spors Dennis A.
La Bataille de Dresde, Clash of Arms Games
Spreutels Jurgen
Baby Blues, Indie Boards & Cards
Baby Blues Continues, Jumping Turtle GamesSpreutels Jurgen
Spriet Mathilde
Focus, Gigamic
Staupe Reinhard
Privacy Numbers, Amigo
Take That, nsv
X nimmt!, Amigo
The Game Extreme, nsv
Štefaník Štěpán
Rone, Greiferisto
Stegmaier Jamey
Scythe, Morning
Scythe: Invaders from Afar, Stonemaier Games
Viticulture In Vino Veritas, Feuerland Spiele
Viticulture: Essential Edition, Feuerland Spiele

Surace Nunzio
Sword & Sorcery Immortal Souls, Ares Games
Svensson Eilif
Avenue, Aporta Games
Capital Lux, Aporta Games
Doodle China, Aporta Games
Sweigart Sean
Homeland: The Board Game, Heidelberger
Sylvester Peer
Let Them Eat Cake, Osprey Games
North American Railways, Spielworxx
Taschkent: Erweiterung , Mücke Spiele
Szőgyi Attila
Ave Roma, A-games
Szöllősi Péter
CATz in the Town!, Vagabund
Dr. Gomb, Vagabund
Tahta Rikki
Complots 2, Ferti
Coup deluxe, Indie Boards & Cards
Coup: G54 - Anarchy, Indie Boards & Cards
Gooseberry, La Mame Games
Takahide Kashio
Animal Mind, Cosaic
Takanen Markus
Treatment: A Psychiatry Card Game, Shared Bulb Games
Tascini Daniele
Admiral of the Black, Cranio Creations
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Tramways, AVStudioGames

Terashima Yoshito
Space Ninja, Cosaic

Vaccarino Donald X.
Dominion: Empires, Rio Grande Games
Dominion: Empires, Rio Grande Games / ASS
Nefarious, Magellan Entertainment
Temporum: Alternate Realities, Rio Grande Games

Teuber Klaus
Catan Big Box, Kosmos

Vainikka Tomi
Race to the North Pole, Playmore Games Inc.

Vincent Greco
1001, Tiki Editions Inc.

Teubner Marco
Kneipenquiz: Das Original, Moses Verlag
Kullerhexe, Drei Magier Spiele
Lumina, Haba
Redaktion Wadenbeißer: Die Jagd nach der Titelstory, Moses
Verlag

Valembois Max
Meeple War, Blue Cocker Games

Vincent Ian
Wibbell++, Stuff By Bez

Valens Nikki
Mansions of Madness: Second Edition, Fantasy Flight Games
Villen des Wahnsinns: Zweite Edition, Heidelberger

Vincze Mihály
Days of Ire Budapest 1956, Mr. B Games / Cloud Island Games

Thomich Marco
Nachts im Salon Rouge, Krimi Total

Valero Pere
Zoop, Games for Gamers

Thompson David
Armageddon, Queen Games

Valtriani Marco
Vudu‘, Heidelberger

Thompson Rodney
Tyrannen des Unterreichs, Heidelberger
Tyrants of the Underdark, Gale Force Nine

van der Dussen Robert
Dwarf War, Moondance

Tasevski Milan
Small Star Empires, Archona Games

Thomson Jason Bradley
Mangaka, Japanime Games
Thornton Jake
Dungeon Saga deluxe, Heidelberger
Tidball Jeff
Doctor Who Timeclash, Cubicle 7 Entertainment
Timonen Vesa
Balance Beans, Thinkfun

van der Meer Paul
Gang up!, HOT Games
van Gemeren Ian
The Daedalus Sentence, Eagle-Gryphon Games
van Moorsel Corneé
Habitats, Cwali

Vital Lacerda
Vinhos Deluxe Edition, Eagle-Gryphon Games
Vo Binh
AssassinCon , Mayday Games
Vogel Elke
Black Stories: Science-Fiction Edition, Moses Verlag
Vogt Benoit
Mythic Battles: Pantheon Monolith / Mythic Games
Vo-Hau Arthur
Kill the Unicorns, Morning
Voicu Andrés J.
13 Clues, dV Giochi
Vuarchex Thomas
Twin it! , Cocktail Games
Waeterschoot Bart
The Daedalus Sentence, Eagle-Gryphon Games

Tinsley Tyler
Dicey Goblins, Renegade Game Studio

van Ness Craig
Magic: The Gathering Arena Kampf um Zendikar, Hasbro
Magic: The Gathering Arena Schatten über Innistrad, Hasbro

Tlapek Jacob
Grifters, Indie Boards & Cards

van Zyl Rob
Snowblind: Race to the Pole, Pleasant Company Games

Tomioka Katsumasa
Fan & Mallet, Table Cross

Vandenbogaerde Fabrice
Papà Paolo, Quined Games

Torbey Shadi
Nautilion, Z-Man Games / Filosofia Editions

Vandenbroucke Kim
Kimi Koala, Game Factory

Toscano Florent
Hop le j’ton, Jeux Opla
La Glace et le Ciel, Jeux Opla

Vañeček Jan
Battle for Nethervein, From the Void

Wallace Martin
A Handful of Stars, Treefrog Games
Fürsten der Renaissance, Heidelberger
Hit Z Road, Space Cowboys / Asmodee
Princes of the Renaissance, Mercury Games
The Arrival, Game’s Up

Vaznelis Petras
Eschaton, Archon Games

Wang Allen
Far East War 1592, Imjin Creative

Veen Andrew
Tyrannen des Unterreichs, Heidelberger
Tyrants of the Underdark, Gale Force Nine

Ward Chris
Chip Shop, Gregarious Mammal Games

Trzewiczek Ignacy
51st State: Master Set, Portal Games
First Martians: Adventures on the Red Planet, Portal Games
Imperial Settlers: 3 is a Magic Number, Portal Games
Imperial Settlers: Aztecs, Portal Games
Imperial Settlers: Die magische 3, Pegasus Spiele
Rattle, Battle, Grab the Loot: Angry Ocean, Portal Games
Robinson Crusoe: Adventures on the Cursed Island, Portal Games
Stronghold: Undead – 2nd Edition, Portal Games / Stronghold
Games
Tsakiris Charalampos
Raid & Trade: War on the Streets, Mage Company
Tsantilas Sotirios
Crisis, LudiCreations
Turczi Dávid
Anachrony, Mindclash Games
Days of Ire Budapest 1956, Mr. B Games / Cloud Island Games
Turri Vincent
Deal, Borderline Games
Tutusaus Oriol
King Of The Hill Orca Jocs
Uesugi Masato
Twelve Heroes, Product Arts
Welcome Back to the Dungeon, Iello
Ushan Alexandr
Spyfall 2, Hobby World
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van der Haegen Erlend
Figment, Red Eyed Rabbit

Videnkov Igor
Sky Heist, GaGa Games
The Cookie 2.0, GaGa Games
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Vega Isaac
Dead of Winter: The Long Night, Plaid Hat Games
Winter der Toten: Die lange Nacht, Heidelberger
Velásquez Javier
Argh! Azahar Juegos
Aye, Azahar Juegos
Takyon, Azahar Juegos
Xanadú, Azahar Juegos
Venezia Steve
Side Quest, Corax Games
Vergendo Maurizio
Hyperborea: Light & Shadow, Asterion Press / Yemaia
Vergneau Laurent
GooaAAAal! , GooAAAal!
Vergonjeanne Julien
Vikings Gone Wild, Lucky Duck Games

Walczak Michał
Cry Havoc, Portal Games
Walker-Harding Phil
Archaeology: The New Expedition, Z-Man Games
Cacao: Chocolatl Neues Lager, Abacusspiele

Warneke Frank
Shiftago, WiWa Spiele
Warrender Jeff
The Sands of Time, Spielworxx
Watine Wladimir
Top Dance! Buzzy Games
Top Face!, Game Factory
Watts Adam
Eschaton, Archon Games
Wehrle Cole
Pax Pamir: Khyber Knives, Sierra Madre Games
Weir Quentin
Fast Flip, Blue Orange
Happy Salmon, North Star Games
Dungeon Roll: Zurück in den Dungeon, Pegasus Spiele
Weissblum Aaron
Celestia A Little Help, Blam! / Blackrock Games

Vesligaj Alfred
Talking Angela Shopping, Value Ad Games
Talking Tom IQ, Value Ad Games

West Aron
Catacombs & Castles, Elzra Corp.

Viard Alban
Clinic: Medical Dossier 3, AVStudioGames
Small City: The Big Tiles Expansion, AVStudioGames

Wicks Len
American Ody-see, Odysee Games
Ancient Ody-see, Odysee Games
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Biblical Ody-see, Odysee Games
European Ody-see, Odysee Games
Global Ody-see, Odysee Games
Wiechowski Sławek
Inspire, Polskie Gry Planszowe
Wiersinga Joris
Indonesia, Splotter Spellen
Williams Dave
Doomtown: Blood Moon Rising, Alderac Entertainment Group
Willis Shane
Garbage Day, Mayday Games
Garbage Day Dorm Room Expansion, Mayday Games
Garbage Day Family Expansion, Mayday Games
Garbage Day Office Expansion, Mayday Games
Garbage Day Smelly Expansion, Mayday Games
Müll-Party, Heidelberger
Müll-Party Büro und Familie, Heidelberger
Müll-Party Stink-Wohnheim, Heidelberger
Wilson Kevin
Fury of Dracula - Dritte Edition, Heidelberger
Mutant Chronicles: Siege of the Citadel, Modiphius Entertainment
Perdition’s Mouth: Abyssal Rift, Dragon Dawn Productions

Wright Corey
The Mountaineer, Massif Games
Wrona Łukasz
Germania Magna: Border in Flames, Phalanx Games
Wu Harry
Chicago & NorthWestern, Winsome Games
Wu Wei-Cheng
Conflicting Legends, Homosapiens Lab
Xianmiao Liu
100,000 Blind Dates, Gamdow Games
Xiao Liu
Rakshasa Street, Piper Game Studio
Xuereb Michael
Clonk!, Huch! & friends
Yager Chuck D.
Pandemic Die Schreckensherrschaft des Cthulhu, Z-Man/
Asmodee
Pandemic Reign of Cthulhu, Z-Man Games
Yamshchikov Yury
Steel Arena: Friday Night Robot Fight, GaGa Games

Wilson Mataio
Adventure Time Card Wars: Doubles Tournament, Cryptozoic
Entertainment

Yanez Paco
Oilfield, Abba Games

Wimble Ed
La Bataille de Dresde, Clash of Arms Games

Yann
Kharnage, Devil Pig Games / Asmodee

Wisthal Marcin
Glory: A Game of Knights, Phalanx Games

Yates Robert
Burke’s Gambit, WizKids

Wittensöllner Moritz
Sconos, Arte Ludens

Yeakle Steffanie
Paul und der Mond, Haba

Witter Robert
Shiftago, WiWa Spiele

Yearick Dave
Cup of Bluff, Blue Orange
Bluff You!, Blue Orange Games

Wolicki Krzysztof
Der Herr des Eisgartens, Heidelberger
Martians: A Story of Civilization, RedImp Games
Wood Anthony
Monkey Butt, Monkey Butt
Wootton Mark
Doomtown: Blood Moon Rising, Alderac Entertainment Group
Wozencraft Tom
A.E.G.I.S. , Greenbrier Games
Wrede Anja
Der Löwe auf der Schlange, Kallmeyer Lernspiele
Fearz!, Don’t Panic Games
Papperlapapp, Haba
Wrede Klaus-Jürgen
Carcassonne Der Turm, Hans im Glück Verlag
Carcassonne: Amazonas, Hans im Glück Verlag
Carcassonne: Amazonas, Z-Man Games
Carcassonne: Klöster/Tempel in Japan, Hans im Glück Verlag
Die Baumeister des Colosseum, Schmidt Spiele
Carcassonne: Erweiterung 1, Hans im Glück Verlag

Yegorov Yan
Gentleman’s Deal, GaGa Games
Yianni John
Tatsu, Gen42 Games
Tatsu, HUCH! & friends
Ying Jonathan
Doom: The Board Game, Fantasy Flight Games
Game of Thrones: Das Trivia-Spiel, Heidelberger
Yoshizawa Atsuo
Dynamite Nurse, Japanime Games
El Alamein, Arclight Games / Kamikaze
El Alamein,
Tank Hunter 2e Monster, Arclight Games
Yu Brian
Ghostbusters: Protect the Barrier Game, Mattel
Zach Lukas
Aventuria Abenteuerkartenspiel, Ulisses Spiele / Heidelberger
Aventuria Schiff der Verlorenen Seelen, Ulisses Spiele /
Heidelberger
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Aventuria Wald ohne Wiederkehr, Ulisses Spiele / Heidelberger
Bang! The Dice Game: Old Saloon, dV Giochi
Die Zwerge: Charakter-Erweiterung, Pegasus Spiele
Die Zwerge: Das Duell, Pegasus Spiele
Die Zwerge: Die Saga-Erweiterung, Pegasus Spiele
Die Zwerge: Mit vereinten Kräften, Pegasus Spiele
The Dwarves: Combined Might, Pegasus Spiele
The Dwarves: New Heroes, Pegasus Spiele
The Dwarves: The Duel, Pegasus Spiele
The Dwarves: The Saga Expansion, Pegasus Spiele
Zauberei hoch drei, Pegasus Spiele
Wizardry to the Power of Three, Pegasus Spiele
Zalewski Jan
Andromeda, Heidelberger
Zalewski Wojciech
Husaria Beresteczki 1651, Taktiky i Strategia
Husaria Kircholm 1605, Taktiky i Strategia
Husaria Kluszyn 1610, Taktiky i Strategia
Husaria Wieden 1603, Taktiky i Strategia
Zebik Lukasz
Zombie Terror, GaGa Games
Zeimet Jacques
Dodelido, Drei Magier Spiele
Zhifan Chen = Chi-Fan Chen
Conflicting Legends, Homosapiens Lab
Design Town, Pegasus Spiele
Flitting Bad Wolf, Homosapiens Lab
PaiMiahhh, Homosapiens Lab
Zhijie Ren
Monzart, Gamdow Games
Zhiyu Liu
The Legend of Sabao, Gamdow Games
Zhuravlev Yuri
The Golden Sails, Hobby World
Zięba Krzysztof
Im Namen Odins, Heidelberger
In the Name of Odin, NSKN
Zimmermann Fabian
Tiefe Taschen, Fobs Games /Spieltrieb
Tom Kneipenquiz: Das Original, Moses Verlag
Zizzi Perluca
Dark Tales: Cinderella, dV Giochi
Simurgh: Call of the Dragonlord, NSKN
Dungeon Heroes Manager, Giochi Uniti / Stratelibri
Hyperborea: Light & Shadow, Asterion Press / Yemaia
Hyperborea: Light & Shadow, Yemaia
Zoch Klaus
Mea Culpa, Zoch Verlag
Zubov Artem
Crocoparty, Magellan Entertainment
zur Linde Ralf
Meduris: Der Ruf der Götter, Haba
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